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Executive Summary
This report is a critical review of the literature relating to
the measurement of poverty of older people in the UK. It
is current as at August 2008. It was the product of a six
month fellowship between June 2007 and January 2008 to
consider existing evidence of how well different existing
evidence of how well different existing poverty measures
capture pensioner poverty, consider alternative methods
for the measurement of pensioner poverty, and to identify
knowledge gaps in the measurement of pensioner poverty.

Introduction
Poverty is commonly understood as material and social
deprivation due to lack of financial resources. To measure
it, we need to define and agree on needs, measure the
extent of deprivation, and agree that lack of financial
resources (which must also be measured) is the cause of
the deprivation. The measurement of poverty is contested
and complex and no measure captures all of these
elements. For older people a number of issues arise with
each type of measure, and these will be explored in this
report. Some problems are common to all or many
measures. In particular frailty, illness and disability are
virtually ignored in the measurement of poverty, despite
the increased needs and changed patterns of consumption
that accompany transitions into poorer health. Also
ignored are those living in institutions. In many measures,
the treatment of assets and wealth, of increasing
importance to older people, is theoretically unclear and
requires development. Further research is needed in each
of these areas if we are to measure, understand and design
policy to combat the poverty of older people.
1. Research gaps have also been identified in a number
of areas, including equivalence scales for older people,
money sharing among older couples, how to measure
material deprivation in older people, and the apparent
‘under-consumption’ of resources by some older
people. In general, we know very little about how
resources interact to ameliorate poverty (especially
kin support and financial resources). The relative
merits of measuring income, assets and consumption
in understanding the resources available to older
people and their well-being is also an area needing
further research, as is understanding the dynamics
and the development of indicators of the social
exclusion of older people.
2. Since no measure can capture all elements of poverty
at once, a basket of measures is highly desirable when
tracking ‘poverty’. The selection of the basket should

be such that each of the important elements in the
measurement of poverty is at least represented –
i. needs/deprivation,
ii. financial resources, and
iii. the link between low financial resources and
deprivation.
3. Official measures which focus on relative low income
have widespread support and are particularly
important for tracking inequality, trends over time
and for European and international comparisons.
However they also attract substantive critiques.
Current ‘poverty’ measures of relative low income do
not capture needs or deprivation, and income can be
a problematic measure of financial resources.
Deprivation is directly observed through material
deprivation measures or through consumption
measures. Consumption measures are also widely
considered to capture financial resources in better
ways than income measures. However both material
deprivation and consumption measures would require
substantial methodological development to be
satisfactory for older people. Relying on low income
measures alone is insufficient to be considered an
‘accurate’ measure of poverty, although many argue
that in the context of a low income measure, the use
of a budget standard would have more empirical and
scientific validity than a relative line.
4. The different possibilities for measuring poverty will
be considered in the following chapters of this report.

Measuring material deprivation
of older people
5. It is important to measure material deprivation for
older people in order to understand their experience
of poverty
6. Despite its acknowledged importance, there is very
little academic research about the material
deprivation of older people in the UK, and recent
DWP reports have been key in developing this field.
7. At the time of writing, current deprivation measures
on the FRS and other surveys are inadequate for the
purpose of measuring material deprivation for older
people:
i. Subjective measures or measures which contain a
subjective element do not work for older people,
particularly the oldest cohorts, as older people
have a tendency not to describe themselves as
deprived or poor, even when others would observe
them to be so.
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ii. Without substantive reform, deprivation measures
might show the older population getting poorer
over time in the future reflecting the tendency of
younger cohorts to view themselves as more
deprived than older cohorts rather than any
decline in standards of living
iii. Deprivation indicators currently do not reflect the
needs of older people identified in qualitative
research, although recent work by the
Department for Work and Pensions in developing
new questions for the FRS has begun to address
this issue. Many material needs identified in
research as necessary by older people are
associated with frailty, disability and illness,
particularly if there is no or little practical or
financial support from a spouse or family member.
Because the prevalence of frailty, disability and
long term illness increases with age, deprivation
measures for older people should take into account
the additional needs of those who are frail,
disabled and/or long term ill. While more
prevalent among older people, these material
needs are not confined to older people, and this is
also an issue for the ill and disabled working age
population.
iv. The institutional population of older people is not
included in current measures.
v. The development of survey questions to meet
these concerns is problematic and there is a risk
that it is not achievable. Research will be required,
and if implemented the measures will need to be
reviewed regularly to confirm that they are fit for
purpose.
vi. A programme of research by the Department for
Work and Pensions (Legard et al, 2008; McKay,
2008) has resulted in substantial improvements to
material deprivation questions for older people on
the FRS, with 15 new questions added to future
surveys.
8. The development of deprivation indices is an area
that has not received sufficient research attention.
Such research as has been done indicates that poverty
measured using indices of material deprivation might
be particularly sensitive to the construction of the
index for older people.
9. A composite measure of those who are materially
deprived and income poor such as used in the official
measure of child poverty, sometimes called the
‘consistent poor’ would not be appropriate in the
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measurement of poverty of older people. This is
because of the high risk with older cohorts of
excluding from this measure both
i. people who are materially deprived because of
additional expenses relating to ill health or
disability, or being isolated in a rural community,
yet have an income above the chosen line and
ii. people who are materially deprived and
income poor, yet do not admit or want to say that
their material deprivation is related to their low
income, a substantial measurement problem
among older cohorts.

Measuring budget standards
of older people
10. Minimum budget standards select components of
living that are deemed necessary to avoid poverty,
hardship and deprivation in contemporary society
and then ascertain how much those components
actually cost. Proponents argue that there is no other
way to assess whether people have sufficient financial
resources to have the capacity to live a healthy,
integrated life. The budget standard can be used as a
reference point in determining governmental
minimum income standards, and for estimating
proportions at risk of poverty. While budget standards
have been used across the world for various purposes,
the UK government has never formally accepted their
use for policy making.
11. There is widespread support from academia and
lobbyists for the official establishment of budget
standards in order to assess the adequacy of income
support measures and have greater understanding of
poverty and poverty risks. A major research report
funded by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation was
published in June 2008 on the creation and potential
use of budget standards.
12. A number of competing methods for the assessment
of minimum budget standards have been developed,
drawing from medical and social sciences. In two
recent studies conducted about the costs of living for
older people, different methods resulted in similar
identified necessary components of living, but
variations in actual costs.
13. No budget standard study of older people in the UK
has taken account of the altered minimum income
needs of those who are frail, disabled or long term ill,
nor those in institutionalised populations. These are
important omissions.

14. Minimum budget standards have been subject to a
number of critiques of the methods employed, but on
their face have high plausibility as a credible
abstraction of a typical person’s minimum needs, as
long as individuals do not face enhanced needs or
greater needs than those set for the family type in the
budget standard. Most criticisms have been
countered by researchers, or apply also to other types
of poverty measures. One area that has received little
attention is how the budgets are kept up to date. The
recent Joseph Rowntree Foundation study has
recommended methods for uprating budgets by an
index of annual changes in expenditure, and rebasing
every five years on a rolling programme of examining
different family types.
15. Some methods result in a standard which could be
used as a national ‘poverty line’ against which to
measure the proportion of the population at high risk
of poverty, but with other methods it is not clear
whether this is feasible. All methods result in
minimum budget standards as a reference point for
government-set minimum income guarantees. For
older people, some budget standards have indicated
that minimum guarantees are too low. The recent JRF
report concluded that Pension Credit is sufficient to
take recipients above the budget standard for
pensioners, but importantly this study did not include
any expenditure for those will ill health, frailty or
disability – all more prevalent among older people,
nor for those living in rural areas, or with high heating
costs, also disproportionately likely among older
people.
16. With satisfactory uprating and rebasing, a poverty
threshold taken from a budget standard would be
readily understood by the public, allow progress
against poverty to be quickly and robustly measured,
and potentially be sensitive to improvements across a
range of services provided by government, not only
income support. It would have high credibility as one
of a basket of indicators if the methodology was
sound. However, it would carry high political risk for
the government officially to sanction the
measurement of budget standards.

Drawing relative low income lines
and older people
17. Chapter Four reviews the use of relative low income
lines to measure the poverty of older people. The idea
behind these measures is that a person whose

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

financial resources fall so far behind the average in
society will not be able to participate in the norms
and customs of society.
Using relative low income lines as poverty measures
generally has widespread support and is important
particularly for measuring inequality, and for tracking
trends over time. It also necessary to measure poverty
risk rates using low income lines for monitoring
poverty across Europe, as these are official European
indicators of national poverty.
However, there are also a number of powerful
critiques of low income line measures. By failing to
measure needs, deprivation, or the links between
inadequate financial resources and deprivation,
relative low income lines are sometimes not
particularly good measures of the underlying concept
of ‘poverty’. They measure the adequacy of financial
resources, but without a particularly strong scientific
justification of the ‘adequacy’ point.
Equivalisation makes an assumption of equal sharing
of income within the household but research has
shown that this assumption is frequently violated.
There is currently no research on income sharing
among older people, or in inter-generational families.
Pensioners’ incomes have a bunched distribution
below the median, making pensioner ‘poverty’
particularly sensitive to where the line is drawn.
Depth of poverty is an important measure, but not
currently estimated for pensioners. Persistent poverty,
also important, is currently estimated and it is hoped
that within the near future better data sources will be
available for this.
There are many problems in the measurement of
income generally. Consumption may be a better
reflection of access to financial resources. The failure
to take into account fringe benefits, especially
employer pension contributions, and the (anomalous)
deduction of private and occupational pension
contributions in estimating incomes means that the
relative position of pensioners on the income
distribution is over-estimated. Housing creates
particularly difficult conceptual problems. Neither
Before Housing Cost (BHC) nor After Housing Cost
(AHC) measures reflect the reality that a poverty
measure is trying to capture. Furthermore, neither
AHC nor BHC measures take into account the
amount of equity that people have in their houses.
Ignoring wealth and capital gains creates anomalies in
the measurement of income poverty, as does the
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treatment of income from different assets – pensions,
housing and savings. No satisfactory solution has
been found for these problems in income estimation.
23. Variable resources required to meet needs are
particularly important for older people because of the
increased prevalence of frailty, ill health and disability
among older people. If the additional costs associated
with many health conditions are not accounted for in
some way the poverty of older people will always be
understated. The current practice of including
Attendance Allowance and Disability Living
Allowance in income measures without also
accounting for the additional costs that these benefits
are designed to meet results in a substantial and
systematic under-estimation of older people’s poverty.
24. Relative low income measures have acted as powerful
policy levers to improve older people’s incomes.
However in many respects they are poor levers for
government performance, since they do not capture
improvements in standard of living if the
improvements still leave people below the relative
poverty line.
25. Despite problems with these measures generally and
for older people, there are few commentators calling
for their abolition. However there are many calls for
relative low income measures to be supplemented
with measures that better reflect the experience of
poverty and deprivation.

Measuring the financial resources
of older people
26. Understanding financial resources is an important
element in understanding poverty. Financial resources
are often operationalised simply through the
measurement of income. Conceptual and theoretical
models for understanding the role that other types of
financial resources play in contributing to financial
well-being are lacking, and the absence of any real
discussion of financial resources, wealth, assets and
debt from poverty studies in the advanced economies
is remarkable. The lack of conceptual models makes
measurement difficult. Without a clear understanding
of what it is that we are trying to measure, and how
this fits in to the research problem that we are trying
to evaluate, any discussion of measurement issues
relating to financial resources for older people is
incomplete.
27. Conceptualising assets and debt as part of the
financial resources available to households is
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particularly important for measuring the poverty of
older people given the rise of asset based welfare, and
owner occupied housing. This has been recognised
with the development of the longitudinal Wealth and
Assets Survey. To extract meaning from these data
however it is important to develop a coherent
framework for the analysis of financial resources
which relates meaningfully to the ways that people
live or might live.
28. Financial resources are complex and include income
from paid labour, investments, the state, family and
other types of regular or irregular income transfers;
benefits in kind, usually from employers, such as
contributions to pension plans, company cars,
computers, free or subsidised meals etc; assets and
investments including land and property, tangible
goods, stocks, bonds, bank accounts and other forms
of financial investments, pensions and insurance
policies, business assets etc; the ability to earn money
from paid labour, which depends on personality, skills,
experience, education and training, family
circumstances, mental and physical health, the
employment market and wider economic conditions;
the ability to raise money, usually dependent on
extent of human capital, future income streams and
collateral, and the interest rates at which money can
be raised; actual debt which may be problematic or
unproblematic; goods or services in kind from the
state, family, friends or barter arrangements; and
home production. Age interacts with the distributions
of these resources in systematic ways.
29. Each of the mechanisms for measuring poverty
reviewed in this report has attempted to capture
financial resources, but generally in incomplete ways.
They fail to reflect the growing importance of asset
based welfare and spread of debt to finance
consumption, but also fail to grasp the psychological
and sociological meanings that people attach to
different types of money. Measures of consumption,
to be reviewed in Chapter Six, come theoretically
closest, but still do not account for assets that
accumulate to exceed lifetime consumption.
30. This chapter discusses a number of questions that
remain to be answered about how we measure and
ought to measure financial resources, and more
particularly, how these relate to the conceptual idea of
poverty as social and material deprivation due to lack
of financial resources. Many types of financial
resource are simply not currently measured, or

insufficient account is taken of the meaning of those
resources for people in society, especially evident in
the case of housing. The question of how to define the
relationship between wider financial resources and
poverty has only been addressed in a simplistic way
with crude indicators that are not sufficiently
theoretically embedded. We require a debate about
how the financial resources listed above ought to be
measured, how they interact, and what they mean in
terms of their relationship to poverty more generally
and the poverty of older people in particular. There is
much research to be done in this field to understand
the issues of distributional justice and equity that arise
out of the different treatments of different types of
assets in poverty measurement.

Measuring the consumption of older people
31. Consumption is the use of resources, goods and
services to satisfy economic wants. There are sound
theoretical reasons to use consumption measures in
the measurement of poverty as consumption is a
better measure of resources than income and it is also
a direct measure of deprivation. Apart from Europe
and the English speaking countries, consumption
measures are widely used the world over. The USA
uses a poverty measure based partly on measures of
consumption.
32. However, it is expensive and difficult to obtain data
about consumption, and tricky methodological
decisions have to be made about the treatment of
housing, durables (such as washing machines,
microwaves and furniture), family transfers, state
transfers and the consumption of self-produced goods
and services (as in, growing your own food, or doing
your own repairs). Expenditure is only a proxy for
consumption, and not always a good proxy. Housing
(as with income measures) creates particular
problems. A programme of methodological
development and greater sample size in the
Expenditure and Food Survey would be needed
before consumption measures could be reliably used
in the UK.
33. Work by the Institute for Fiscal Studies (Brewer et al,
2006) used expenditure as a proxy measure of
consumption. This work showed that older people
were far poorer on spending measures than on income
measures, and these measures had been quite steady
over time. Relative low spending measures are less
affected than relative low income measures by the

economic cycle, especially for older people. Spending
measures are more likely to be capturing the way
people actually live than income measures and so it is
important to understand spending poverty if the wellbeing of older people is to be improved. The relative
merits of low income, low assets and low consumption
in understanding well-being or quality of life of older
people is an area that needs further research.
34. There are particular issues arising in the measurement
of consumption of older people because the likelihood
of low spending increases as age increases (Banks et
al, 1998; Finch and Kemp, 2006). Consumption may
be a better measure of available resources than
income for younger people, but may underestimate
the available financial resources of older people. This
apparent ‘saving’ in later life may be for many
complex and rational reasons including the
uncertainty of life expectancy; fear of future expenses
particularly for emergencies; worry about future
expenditure on social care, long term care or health;
and bequest motives. Low spending may also reflect
cohort experiences (in which case we will see changes
as cohorts change); different ways of thinking about
needs and wants among older generations; or frailty,
ill-health and disability preventing people from
accessing their own financial resources in ways which
would improve their quality of life. Apart from
changes associated with the transition from paid work
to retirement, we understand very little about
whether, how and why patterns of consumption
might change as individuals age, and how this might
relate to deteriorating quality of life. These are areas
that require further research. They support rather
than detract from using consumption measures to
understand poverty. Consumption measures allow us
to observe deprivation and social exclusion directly,
and if material and social deprivation is observed in
the older population in the face of what appears to be
sufficiency of financial assets, different types of policy
responses would be required to tackle deprivation.
35. There are good reasons to introduce consumption
measures as part of a basket of measures to understand
the experience of pensioner poverty and the
mechanisms by which the standard of living of poor
older people might be improved.
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Poverty and the social exclusion of older
people
36. Social exclusion is a contested concept but many of
the attempts at definition encompass similar ideas.
Drawing these together, Levitas et al (2007) define
social exclusion as
...a complex and multi-dimensional process. It involves
the lack or denial of resources, rights, goods and
services, and the inability to participate in the normal
relationships and activities, available to the majority of
people in a society, whether in economic, social,
cultural or political arenas. It affects both the quality of
life of individuals and the equity and cohesion of society
as a whole.

37. The links between poverty and social exclusion are
rarely made explicit in theoretical models, although
there is overwhelming evidence that they are closely
linked in all domains of social exclusion identified in
policy and academic literature. Levitas et al (2007)
have recently called for conceptual frameworks that
have a clear theoretical focus, and that take into
account the interactions and causal mechanisms of
social exclusion.
38. The measurement of social exclusion is a relatively
recent endeavour with little attention paid to older
people. Many of the government Opportunity for All
indicators are not measured for older people. There is
no formal attempt by government to measure the
social exclusion of older people. Indicators developed
after consultation with stakeholders for the
Opportunity Age strategy are relevant to specific
government policies, but not especially focussed on
the idea of social exclusion as it is conceptualised in
academic and theoretical research; this means that
they do not reveal the extent of ‘deep exclusion’ for
older people – exclusion on multiple domains with
severe negative consequences for quality of life, wellbeing and future life chances.
39. The lack of theoretically embedded indicators of
social exclusion for older people means that it is
difficult to understand how their social exclusion
might be influenced by better or different policies, or
who would lead these within government. The
important connections between poverty and social
exclusion are rarely made explicit, making it difficult
to formulate anti-poverty policies in ways that would
tackle the social exclusion of older people.
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40. Research is warranted on the mechanisms by which
different aspects of social exclusion for older people
are causally linked, which could lead to a better
understanding of which policy levers would be most
likely to improve conditions for older people socially
excluded on multiple domains. There is also little
research about the dynamic ways in which lack of
material and financial resources relate to the
experience of social exclusion among older people,
and a need for biographical research to understand
the dynamic economic and social processes leading to
social exclusion, particularly for vulnerable groups of
older people. Scharf (2007) after a number of years of
research among older people experiencing multiple
deprivations concluded that financial poverty was the
most important policy problem in determining the
social exclusion of older people.
41. Some people most at risk of social exclusion are
omitted entirely from survey research. In the older
population there are no data on those who live in long
term care homes and nursing homes, nor on homeless
people. Minority ethnic groups who are at high risk of
social exclusion in later life are under-represented in
surveys, and present only in numbers that are too
small for analysis.

Conclusions
42. Poverty has been conceptualised for this review as
having insufficient financial resources to participate in
the norms and customs of society. No single measure
captures the underlying concept of poverty and a
basket of measures should be developed. The basket
should include measures that capture
i. needs and deprivation,
ii. financial resources and
iii. adequacy of financial resources according to
individual needs.
43. There are currently three options for measuring (i)
needs and deprivation: budget standards, material
deprivation measures and consumption measures.
Each of these would require substantive
methodological development before being suitable for
use as a government indicator. Even if material
deprivation measures were developed, a ‘composite’
measure of the intersection of material deprivation
and relative low income (such as is used in child
poverty measures) will probably not be suitable for
the measurement of poverty of older people as it will
exclude many deprived older people.

44. There are currently two options for measuring (ii)
financial resources: income and consumption. The
measurement of income is very well developed and
embedded in national and EU poverty measures.
Nevertheless, there are substantive theoretical and
operational critiques of using income measures for
older people including technical issues relating to the
mechanism of measurement, failure to account in any
coherent way for wider financial assets, failure to
account for the acknowledged costs of disability and
care, or for variable needs according to location or
variable costs such as heating. Failure to account for
frailty, ill health, disability and care means that the
incomes of older people are systematically
overestimated and their poverty rates underestimated.
In spite of these critiques, income measures are
common, regarded as important, and there are few
calls for their abolition. There are theoretical reasons
for preferring consumption measures but these would
require methodological development to be viable.
45. This report has called for open debate and conceptual
development of how financial resources should be
measured in poverty studies, especially after decades
of asset-based welfare that has led to the substantial
majority of the population holding substantive assets
in the form of housing and private or occupational
pensions in later life. There are no clear analytical or
theoretical frameworks for considering how human
capital, assets and debts are connected to poverty, nor
how they should be meaningfully measured in this
context. This arena of discussion is becoming more
urgent as the government has invested heavily in the
development of the Wealth and Assets Survey, with
the first release of data due shortly.
46. To measure (iii) the adequacy of financial resources
according to individual needs and circumstances, a
financial threshold must be determined below which
people are considered or counted as poor. Subjective
measures generally do not work for older people, and
methods of estimating this adequacy point from
material deprivation measures have not resulted in a
consistent threshold measure of low income. Budget
standards have widespread support, but no budget
standard has yet estimated thresholds for older
households containing a disabled, frail or ill person,
nor do the budget standards that have been estimated
so far take account of any variable needs other than
household size. Arbitrarily chosen relative low
income lines or low consumption lines are very

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

important in measuring inequality and tracking how
far below average the incomes of older people fall.
Low income lines fail to take into account deprivation
and so are limited in understanding the experience of
poverty. It is more meaningful to consider someone
with relatively low consumption ‘deprived’ than with
relatively low income.
Neither relative low income lines nor relative low
consumption lines take into account the additional
financial resources needed by the frail, long-term ill
and disabled, and these are again serious
shortcomings of these measures for older people
Depth of poverty and persistent poverty measures
against a chosen threshold are important in
understanding the poverty of older people.
The measurement of social exclusion is becoming
more important in terms of understanding the policy
levers for the improvement of quality of life in old age.
There are few satisfactory current indicators of social
exclusion for older people.
Institutionalised populations are systematically
ignored in poverty research and statistics. It would be
a challenge to include these groups but this agenda
should be pursued to avoid bias, and so that some of
the most vulnerable older people become visible in
poverty statistics.
This report has critically reviewed a number of
poverty measures for older people, and found
difficulties at every turn, some minor and some more
important. It has also shown that there is a substantial
research agenda to be pursued before we can say with
confidence that the measures used to determine the
extent of poverty among older people reflect the true
extent of their deprivation due to lack of financial
resources.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Summary
This report is a critical review of the literature relating to the measurement of poverty of
older people in the UK. It is current as at August 2008. It was the product of a six month
fellowship between June 2007 and January 2008 to consider existing evidence of how
well different existing evidence of how well different existing poverty measures capture
pensioner poverty, consider alternative methods for the measurement of pensioner
poverty, and to identify knowledge gaps in the measurement of pensioner poverty.
Poverty is commonly understood as material and social deprivation due to lack of
financial resources. To measure it, we need to define and agree on needs, measure the
extent of deprivation, and agree that lack of financial resources (which must also be
measured) is the cause of the deprivation. The measurement of poverty is contested and
complex and no measure captures all of these elements. For older people a number of
issues arise with each type of measure, and these will be explored in this report. Some
problems are common to all or many measures. In particular frailty, illness and disability
are virtually ignored in the measurement of poverty, despite the increased needs and
changed patterns of consumption that accompany transitions into poorer health. Also
ignored are those living in institutions. In many measures, the treatment of assets and
wealth, of increasing importance to older people, is theoretically unclear and requires
development. Further research is needed in each of these areas if we are to measure,
understand and design policy to combat the poverty of older people.
Research gaps have also been identified in a number of areas, including equivalence
scales for older people, money sharing among older couples, how to measure material
deprivation in older people, and the apparent ‘under-consumption’ of resources by some
older people. In general, we know very little about how resources interact to ameliorate
poverty (especially kin support and financial resources). The relative merits of measuring
income, assets and consumption in understanding the resources available to older people
and their well-being is also an area needing further research, as is understanding the
dynamics and the development of indicators of the social exclusion of older people.
Since no measure can capture all elements of poverty at once, a basket of measures is
highly desirable when tracking ‘poverty’. The selection of the basket should be such that
each of the important elements in the measurement of poverty is at least represented – (i)
needs/deprivation, (ii) financial resources, and (iii) the link between low financial
resources and deprivation.
Official measures which focus on relative low income have widespread support and are
particularly important for tracking inequality, trends over time and for European and
international comparisons. However they also attract substantive critiques. Current
‘poverty’ measures of relative low income do not capture needs or deprivation, and
income can be a problematic measure of financial resources. Deprivation is directly
observed through material deprivation measures or through consumption measures.
Consumption measures are also widely considered to capture financial resources in better
ways than income measures. However both material deprivation and consumption
measures would require substantial methodological development to be satisfactory for
older people. Relying on low income measures alone is insufficient to be considered an
‘accurate’ measure of poverty, although many argue that in the context of a low income
measure, the use of a budget standard would have more empirical and scientific validity
than a relative line.
The different possibilities for measuring poverty will be considered in the following
chapters of this report.
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Introduction
This report reviews the measurement of poverty for older people in the United Kingdom,
with older people generally defined as those in receipt of state pension. It is the product of
a six month fellowship, funded jointly by the Economic and Social Research Council and
the Department for Work and Pensions, between June 2007 and January 2008. The
purpose of the fellowship was to consider existing evidence of how well different existing
poverty measures capture ‘pensioner poverty’, to consider alternative methods for the
measurement of pensioner poverty, and to identify knowledge gaps in the measurement of
pensioner poverty.
As any review of poverty measurement will reveal, poverty is a contested concept.
The controversy surrounding its meaning will become clear through the chapters in this
report. There are competing conceptualisations of what poverty is, what it means, its
implications, and inevitably also its measurement. A review of poverty measures therefore
needs to put each measure in its philosophical context, to understand what it is that the
measure is trying to capture, and in what sense that might be understood as ‘poverty’.
Different approaches form separate chapters in this report. In each chapter, I outline the
underlying theory and its operationalisation, review existing empirical work on poverty
measurement for older people, and critically evaluate the poverty measure against five
criteria identified as important to government by the Department for Work and Pensions:
•

Is the measure simple to understand?

•

Can progress be measured promptly and robustly?

•

What does the measure tell us about progress on a pensioner
poverty objective?

•

Would the measure carry conviction with external commentators?

•

Can the measure be influenced by the better delivery of government policies? Can it
therefore act as a lever for performance?

A variety of sources were accessed for this review, including standard and seminal
academic books on poverty and poverty measurement, academic bibliographic searches
using BIDS and Web of Knowledge Databases, Internet based resources, government
reports, publications from key policy institutions such as the Institute for Fiscal Studies
and the Economic and Social Research Institute, campaigning institutions such as Age
Concern and Help the Aged, and academic institutions such as the Centre for Social
Gerontology at Keele University and the Centre for the Analysis of Social Exclusion at
the London School of Economics. In addition I have had very helpful informal
discussions with a number of leading academics on the issues arising, and also with policy
officers from Age Concern and Help the Aged, with the research director at the Pensions
Policy Institute, and internally with analysts at the Department for Work and Pensions.
This introductory chapter begins with a brief review of our current understanding of
the idea of poverty and the complex problem of its measurement. I then set out some
important general issues in the measurement of poverty – the treatment of households and
individuals, and gender issues arising in poverty measurement. The outline and structure
of the report will then be detailed and particular research gaps highlighted resulting from
an analysis of different specific poverty measures for older people.
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Three overarching themes that have emerged as important for older people in
considering the measurement of poverty will then be discussed, together with their
implications for any future research agenda. The first of these is the absence of any
coherent way of considering frailty, illness and disability in conceptualising and measuring
poverty; the second is that institutionalised populations are generally absent from poverty
research. Both of these issues are particularly important for older people since the
prevalence of frailty, illness and disability, and institutional living, increases with age. The
third issue is that we have not yet arrived at a point where there is a consensus, or even a
clearly crystallised debate, about how to think about assets (especially housing) in our
understanding of poverty. This issue is particularly pertinent to older people in the UK,
since they disproportionately own their own homes without mortgage.
The report will consider the extent to which each of the poverty measures reviewed
captures elements of ‘poverty’. But what is poverty? We may feel ‘we know it when we
see it’, but measurement of a concept requires a more precise definition.

What is poverty?
The measurement of poverty is complex because of the many different ways of
understanding what poverty is. For this reason, poverty is often referred to as multidimensional. This means that people experience poverty in many different ways, and that
they can be poor in some senses but not in others. A person may be disempowered,
culturally excluded, lacking in material goods, vulnerable to violence, socially isolated,
stigmatised, and/or have little money. Many people will experience multiple domains of
disadvantage and deprivation simultaneously. This is often recognised by poverty
researchers. In the late 1990s Oxfam instituted a national anti-poverty programme in
recognition of the growing problem of domestic poverty in the UK. Drawing on their
global work, Oxfam define poverty as (Hocking 2003:236)
… a state of powerlessness in which people are unable to exercise either basic human
rights or control virtually any aspect of their lives. Poverty manifests itself in the
inadequacy of material goods and lack of access to basic services and opportunities,
leading to a condition of insecurity.

Each different way of conceiving of poverty leads to a different method of defining it,
measuring it and measuring progress, as well as a different understanding of what we as a
society should do about it. Different conceptualisations include for example poverty as
lack of monetary resources in the form of income and wealth, poverty as low standards of
living or material deprivation, poverty as low consumption, poverty as social exclusion,
poverty as economic dependency, poverty as lack of security, poverty as denial of human
rights and poverty as lack of power (Spicker, 2007; Lister, 2004; Alcock, 2006; Pantazis
et al (eds), 2006; Killeen, 2008). Amartya Sen, Nobel laureate, has proposed in his
‘capability theory’ approach that income and living standards are important mainly for
understanding the kind of life that a person is able to lead and the choices and
opportunities available to him or her in leading that life. In this conceptualisation, poverty
is the lack of capability to lead a valued life1, and money is only one factor in this. In each
case, the conceptualisation of poverty in these different ways has supporters and
detractors. Disagreements about what poverty is will lead to disagreements about how to
1

‘… the failure of basic capabilities to reach certain minimally accepted levels…’
(Sen, 1992:109, quoted in Lister, 2004: 16)
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measure it, and also to disagreements about what those measures tell you about the
underlying concept of poverty.

Poverty as deprivation
Within these debates, the notion that poverty is closely linked to material and social
deprivation has been prevalent since the 19th century (Bradshaw, 2000). The idea that
poverty is material and social deprivation has become explicit since Townsend’s work on
poverty in the 1960s (Alcock, 2006; Townsend 1979, 1987). It is this idea, supported by
most academic work on poverty, which will be adopted in this review.2
Most commentators consider that it is when material and social deprivation arise from
lack of financial resources that we observe poverty. Ringen (1988)3 in an influential article
argued that we only ever measure low income (a proxy for financial resources) in order to
try to understand deprivation. Income is an indirect measure of deprivation, and it is
deprivation that we are really interested in understanding and combating. Deprivation
and lack of financial resources are not the same thing and are not proxies for one another4,
as will be discussed further below. The precise causes of deprivation might be difficult to
untangle, but when thinking about poverty, we are generally attaching some degree of
importance or precedence to lack of financial resources as the cause of deprivation.
‘Deprivation’ implies that people have unmet needs. ‘Needs’ must be defined and
agreed upon in some way, and as will be seen throughout this report, this is an element of
poverty measurement that is controversial and often overlooked. ‘Deprivation’ too must
be defined and measured – to what extent must a need remain unfulfilled to comprise
‘deprivation’? For example we may all agree that food is a basic human need, but would a
person living in the UK on a diet of only bread and water, or just chick peas and rice, be
deprived? Deprivation is a continuum, represented by the graphic in Figure 1. As a
society, we need to measure the points on this continuum that we agree to be the points at
which we consider people ‘deprived’. I will return to this discussion in a moment when
considering the difference between ‘absolute’ and ‘relative’ poverty measures, and again at
various points in the more detailed chapters in this report. Putting these definitional issues
aside for the moment, to understand the extent of poverty in any country we need to
agree on ‘needs’ and measure the extent of ‘deprivation’.

2

3
4
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For discussions of other ways of thinking about poverty the reader is referred to Ruth Lister’s Poverty
(2004) and Paul Spicker’s The Idea of Poverty (2007). Chapter 7 will also discuss the wider idea of ‘social
exclusion’. Social exclusion extends the idea of human need from the material and social (generally,
the focus of poverty studies in the developed world) to the need for education, health, community, and
general engagement in political, cultural and economic spheres.
Ringen himself considered that we should be measuring consumption, which is covered elsewhere in this
review.
Although they will be correlated. Also, it may be possible to construct a proxy measure of low income
using material deprivation indicators, as Davies et al (1997) did to test whether such a measure could be
used with census data which does not collect income data.

Figure 1: Continuum
of Deprivation

Needs
not met

Continuum of Deprivation

Needs
fully met

The link between these two ideas is resources, since needs are met from resources.
Resources that might be drawn upon to meet needs could be economic (in the form of
income or wealth, or financial or in-kind transfers from family members), social resources
(for example help from family or social networks or voluntary organisations), personal
resources (such as skills or inventiveness, or good money management), services provided
by the state (such as housing, transport, education, health or social care) or civil resources
(such as the right to claim benefits, seek help, or enforce legal rights). Natural resources
(such as clement weather, clean air, or water supplies), national and local infrastructures
and community assets5 might also be thought of as part of the total resources available to
individuals to meet their needs. These different types of resources are closely intertwined
with each other so that a lack of resources in one dimension (for example, money or
housing) might cause lack of resources in another (for example, health), which in turn
might lead to social isolation (a lack of social resources).
People and groups vary greatly, and so the resources necessary to enable needs to be
met also vary widely in the population. A person living with a disability, who does not
have access to a car, is a child or a carer may require different or greater resources to fulfil
the same needs. Another way of thinking about this may be to say that needs differ
according to circumstances, but borrowing from Sen’s capabilities approach (Sen, 1985,
1999; Nussbaum and Sen, 1993), it is conceptually clearer to suggest that the need is the
same, but the required resources to meet the need vary. For example, people may have a
need to have as much of a holiday each year as will keep them rested and in good mental
health. For some individuals who have a great deal of personal resilience and few
pressures, the necessary resource for this might be minimal. For others, for example
someone who is providing intensive home care for a spouse with dementia, the resources
needed might be much greater and more complex. Here resources might include not only
money for the holiday itself, but the availability of an adequate system of respite care.
It is the combination of all resources that determines whether a person’s needs are
fulfilled or whether they are deprived. One type of resource (eg help from adult children,
or excellent money management skills) may substitute for lack of another (eg low
income). Two people might have the same amount of money (income, assets and access
to credit), and the same amount of money over time, but through differences in for
example personal histories, knowledge and skills, family support, social or charitable
support networks, ability to access help from the state, housing conditions or local costs of
living, one might be materially and socially deprived and the other not.
The reason that it is necessary to observe ‘deprivation’ in poverty studies and not
merely the sufficiency or insufficiency of financial resources to meet needs is that if other
types of resources compensate well enough for the lack of money, a person will not be
living in poverty as it is commonly understood. A person who has few individual financial
5

A common conceptual framework in development studies for measuring resources is the ‘asset
pentagon’ comprising natural resources, social resources, financial resources, personal resources
and collective and individual physical resources (Lister, 2004). Oxfam have recently suggested that this
framework is equally applicable in the UK: Hocking, 2003; Long et al, 2002.
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resources but shares happily in the wealth of a partner, parent or child (whether they live
together or not) might be in this position; a person with skills may have little money but
be able to grow their own food or build their own house. They may be vulnerable to
poverty6 in the event of relationship breakdown or ill health, but they are not currently
poor. It is clearly possible to observe people who have apparently inadequate financial
resources but who are not currently poor.
It is also possible to observe people who are deprived yet have sufficient financial and
other resources. They may have uncommon consumption choices in the context of the
society in which they live, such as a person who eschews all material things, or does not
want any social engagement. Further, it is possible to observe people who have sufficient
financial resources but their lack of other types of resources may lead to their overall
resources being insufficient to avoid deprivation. They may use their financial resources
on things other than basic needs (for example, an alcoholic, drug addict or gambler may
spend financial resources on their addiction rather than food or housing), or be unable to
gain access to resources that are presumed to be available to them (for example children
may be deprived even if their father has substantial financial resources if he does not use
these for their benefit). A person who is unable to manage money or has a vulnerable
personality that might succumb to pressure to give money away may end up with
insufficient resources to avoid deprivation. A depressed person may be unable to motivate
themselves to shop for food or replace broken goods. A person in poor health may be
unable to access their financial resources in a way that reduces deprivation. This might be
the case if, for example, a frail or ill older person cannot organise for a handyman to fix
their heating or repair the roof. Financial resources and deprivation are linked, but in
complex ways, with other factors often intervening.

Operationalising the measurement of poverty
This analysis suggests that to really understand poverty, we need to measure needs, all
types of resources, measure sufficiency of resources according to varying circumstances,
and the consumption choices of people with apparently sufficient resources to avoid
deprivation. We would also have to understand the causal links and associations between
different types of resources and their combined role in preventing deprivation (the role of
different types of resources in preventing deprivation is an area on which there is little
research). This would be a very great, and probably practically impossible, measurement
task.
At the very least in measuring poverty, we need to define and measure three things
and understand at least one causal pathway, illustrated graphically in Figure 2. Figure 2
illustrates that overall, resources may be sufficient or insufficient to meet needs, and that
financial resources are only one element in a web of factors. Even if resources are sufficient
to meet needs, individual consumption choices may still lead to deprivation. When
resources are sufficient to meet needs the question of consumption ‘choices’ is material to
the question of deprivation. If overall resources are insufficient to meet needs, people will
be deprived, but not all of those with insufficient financial resources will necessarily be
deprived. As a minimum, to measure poverty we need to measure needs, financial
resources and deprivation, and that the deprivation which we observe results at least in
part from a lack of financial resources. For measurement purposes we might generally be
6
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Ringen (2007b) has recently argued that vulnerability to poverty is an important concept to measure
in poverty studies, and Lister (2004) argues that vulnerability to poverty is important in understanding
gender issues in the experience of poverty since women are more often financially dependent on others.

prepared to assume this causal link if we observe both a low level of financial resource over
time and deprivation.
As will become apparent through this review, there is no poverty measure which
succeeds in measuring these three aspects of ‘poverty’ (needs, financial resources, and
deprivation) and connects deprivation to lack of financial resources. Each measure
reviewed picks up a different piece or pieces of the picture – some of them more
successfully than others – but none the whole. As will be seen in this report, the problems
involved in the operationalisation of these concepts may mean that it is not practically
possible to measure the whole picture in any one measure.
It is for this reason that the principal outcome of this review is that a basket of
measures is highly desirable when tracking ‘poverty’, together with a clear understanding
that each measure is allowing an observation of only one or some part of the underlying
concept of ‘poverty’. The selection of the basket should be such that each of the
important elements in the measurement of poverty is at least represented. The extent to
which each of the existing poverty measures capture these elements for older people will
be presented later in the concluding chapter, in Table 11 on page 184.
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Figure 2: Operationalising the
measurement of poverty: (1)=agree on
needs; (2)=measure financial resources;
(3) =measure deprivation; (4) =establish
a causal link between lack of financial
resources and deprivation.
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Deprivation and the social context of human needs
Before turning to a preview of each of the chapters in this report and some common
themes that emerge, it is important to say something more about the concept of
deprivation. I have argued above that deprivation is one essential element in the
measurement of poverty, and that there is a continuum of deprivation between needs
being unmet and met. The points at which we consider people to be deprived is one of the
enduring debates in academic work on poverty.
In attempting to define ‘poverty’ at international and European level, distinctions are
often made between ‘absolute’ and ‘relative’ poverty. Here the word ‘absolute’ refers to a
minimum level of need below which people are indisputably poor regardless of the
circumstances of those around them; ‘relative’ takes some of its meaning from the level of
living in the society around it (Gordon and Townsend, 2000; Gordon, 2000). Such
distinctions echo Rowntree’s (1901 [2000]) concept of ‘primary poverty’ – the notion of
there being an irreducible minimum of food, sundries (clothing, light and fuel etc) and
shelter necessary for physical efficiency. Amartya Sen (1979: 289; 1983) has powerfully
articulated the idea of an ‘irreducible absolutist core’ in the concept of poverty, whereby
starvation, malnutrition and visible hardship can be translated into a ‘diagnosis of poverty
without having first to ascertain the relative picture’. Ringen (2007a, b) has recently
called for a distinction to be made in poverty studies between destitution, want and
vulnerability. His idea of ‘destitution’ is similar to Sen’s absolutist core, as is the World
Summit on Social Development definition of ‘absolute poverty’:
Absolute poverty is a condition characterised by severe deprivation of basic human
needs, including food, safe drinking water, sanitation facilities, health, shelter, education
and information (UN 1995, quoted in Gordon and Townsend: 49).

These notions of ‘absolute poverty’ are minimalist, attempting to describe the lowest base
at which human beings can be said to live and function. They derive from theories of
human need and subsistence, on which there is a large literature too complex to review
here. In the United Nations definition above for example, education and information have
been included in the conceptualisation of this most basic level of poverty, implicitly
arguing that these are fundamental human needs – part of the essence of what it means to
be human.
There is debate about whether such a notion of ‘absolute’ poverty can ever stand,
given that all subsistence has a cultural and social setting from which it cannot be divorced
(Townsend, 1979, 1985; Lister, 2004). Rowntree, for example, even in his original
definition of primary poverty included a number of culturally specific foods such as bacon
and tea, and his definition of clothing was that ‘the clothing should be adequate to keep
the man in health, and should not be so shabby as to injure his chances of obtaining
respectable employment’ (Rowntree, 1901 [2000: 108]. In these ways, he incorporated
social and cultural aspects into his conception of essential primary needs.
There is room for argument about these ideas – indeed, they have been extensively
argued without clear resolution in the academic literature.7 The discussion is not trivial for
the measurement of poverty, especially when considering comparisons between countries
at different stages of economic development (Ringen, 2007a, b). Understanding this level
of severe poverty and its magnitude is important – arguably even more important once it
has all but disappeared from levels of living in society. However, in the UK as in other
7

Notably in a famous series of exchanges between Amartya Sen and Peter Townsend that Lister
(2004: 30) has described as ‘generating more heat than light’.
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developed nations, in national indicators of poverty we tend no longer to be principally
concerned with the measurement of the small proportion of the population who are
starving or severely malnourished, homeless and destitute. All theorists and researchers
tend to agree that once some threshold of destitution is passed, poverty is a relative
concept. People feel and are treated as poor in the context of the society in which they
live. If poverty as experienced and understood is a relative concept, then we need to
include some relative notion into poverty measures.
After extensive empirical quantitative and qualitative research into the experience of
poverty in the UK, Townsend (1979: 1) classically defined poverty in the following way:
Individuals, families and groups in the population can be said to be in poverty when they
lack the resources to obtain the types of diet, participate in the activities and have the
living conditions and amenities which are customorary, or are at least widely encouraged
or approved, in the societies to which they belong. Their resources are so seriously below
those commanded by the average individual or family that they are, in effect, excluded
from ordinary living patterns, customs and activities.

Townsend tells us that poverty is an inability to participate in the norms and customs of
society and attain a customorary standard of living because of lack of financial resources.
Deprivation here means understanding first how members of any given society
customarily meet their perceived needs, and considering people deprived if they cannot
meet those needs in that way. Contemporary measures of poverty in the developed world
can all be seen in one way or another as attempting to understand this question. In the
course of this report I will review measures of material deprivation, budget standards, low
income lines, wealth measures, measures of consumption and measures of social exclusion,
and show that in each case these measures are attempting to respond to this influential
understanding of poverty as a relative notion, although from different standpoints.
Following on from this definition, measuring deprivation requires measurement of the
activities, living conditions and amenities that are customorary in society (interpreted as
people’s needs) and ascertaining the extent to which people are deprived of these.
Measures of material deprivation and low consumption are attempts to measure
deprivation directly, and these types of measures will be reviewed in chapters 2 and 6 of
this report. An alternative approach is to ask what features you might observe among
those who are poor under this definition, and use those as indicators of poverty. Low
income, low assets and problem debt are attempts to measure deprivation indirectly, and
these measures will be reviewed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 of this report. Subjective measures
of deprivation and poverty while clearly important in the sociological understanding of
what poverty means are beyond the scope of this report.8

Some general issues in the measurement of poverty
Households and individuals
One of the issues in poverty measurement generally is the extent to which people should
be aggregated into family, household or spending units for the purposes of poverty
measurement. We are generally interested in knowing the number of people in poverty, or
how to tackle poverty of individuals. Current practice in poverty measurement of low
8
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Subjective measures are generally not good measures for older people for a variety of psychological
and sociological reasons; they are also unlikely to be adopted by government as official poverty
measures

income lines and consumption is therefore generally to measure poverty at the level of the
individual, but to take account of household size by a process of equivalisation using an
equivalence scale. This means that some adjustment is made to an individual’s measured
resources or expenditure to account for the fact that some of these resources or expenses
are shared with others – that is, people may share in the resources of others, and it is
sometimes possible to achieve economies of scale. With budget standards, budgets are
often prepared that take account of households of different composition. Material
deprivation measures are often measured at a household level because many of the
measured items are household durables. Asset measures often assume equal sharing of
assets within households or couples.
Despite conventions that have developed around individual and household measures
these are problematic. Equivalence scales are generally arbitrary, rather than emerging
from empirical research – many exist, and poverty measures can be very sensitive to the
precise scale used. Equivalence scales depend on assumptions of income sharing and of
sharing consumption. The extent to which income is shared is heavily contested within
academic literature, and a wealth of studies show that assumptions of equal sharing
between men and women in couples are regularly violated. The extent to which
consumption is shared also depends on the nature of the good. If baskets of consumption
differ as between groups, then equivalence scales should be sensitive to these.
A critical review of this complex area is beyond the scope of this report. However it is
important to note that there is very little research on the appropriateness of existing
equivalence scales for older couples at different ages, or for older people sharing
accommodation with others (for example living with adult children). Bradshaw et al
(2008) in the recent JRF budget standards study have empirically estimated equivalence
scales for single and couple pensioners, but these are only for older people in good health,
with no disability, and living in good quality housing. This is an area that deserves
research attention.

Gender issues in poverty measurement
The problems of equivalisation and assumptions of income sharing in poverty
measurement have troubled those interested in gender equality for many years. There is a
substantial academic literature showing that women often experience poverty within a
household that is not in official poverty because resources come in to the household via
their partners.9 There are also gender issues of differential consumption. Oxfam found in a
study of poverty in Scotland that some women would consume less in order to protect
other household members (Hocking, 2003). This was evidenced in a study of older
people’s experience of poverty by Scharf et al (2006: 40) with a description of a 76 year
old woman’s ways of making ends meet:
… And if [husband] has a bit of luxury like a tinned soup which he likes, he has it. And
instead of me sharing it with him – because I love it myself – I think to myself, ‘No, I’ll leave it
because it’ll last a couple of days. He can have it’. It’s a bit of a luxury for him. So this is it,
this is how you exist.

In their analysis of the Poverty and Social Exclusion Survey 1999, Pantazis and Ruspini
(2006) reported that within couples women were more likely than men to have
9

There is as yet no research on these issues for older people. A two year ESRC research project on the
issues of money sharing among older couples is beginning in 2008 at the Institute of Gerontology
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gone without clothes, shoes, food, heating, telephoning friends and family and going out
whereas men cited going without visits to the pub, taking a holiday or having a hobby
because of lack of money. More women say they go without than their partners.
In all, poverty is a gendered experience. More women than men experience
deprivation, their poverty spells are longer and they have more unstable incomes Carers
are more likely to experience poverty and social exclusion, and are far more likely to be
women. Pantazis and Ruspini (2006) argue that the extent and distribution of resources
from the domestic work that women do are difficult to estimate, that income-based
poverty lines are inherently gender blind, and that direct measures of deprivation are to be
preferred in understanding the poverty of women.
Moreover, even where couples do share resources women are often dependent on men,
and are thus vulnerable to poverty in the event of relationship breakdown. Older women
are very likely to experience widowhood, and the landscape of inherited pension rights is
changing. The balance of private pension schemes is shifting from defined benefit
schemes which carry a widow’s pension to defined contribution schemes where this is
optional. Presently, relatively few men choose to provide a widow’s pension from defined
contribution schemes (DWP, 2005).
It is important for all poverty measures to be collected at an individual level and for
reports to be disaggregated by gender. This is as true for older people as for all the
population. It is also important for consideration to be given to the measurement and
reporting of financial resources at an individual level to gain some understanding of
vulnerability to poverty. Ringen (2007a, b) has recently conceptualised poverty on three
levels: destitution, want and vulnerability, arguing that precarious living is a form of
poverty – people who are vulnerable to poverty are different from those who are not, and
should be distinguished. In a review of social indicators at European level, Atkinson et al
(2002: 170 et seq) also argue that financial precariousness is important in the
understanding of poverty and should be measured. The vulnerability of many women to
loss of financial support could be viewed as an element of financial precariousness.
Consideration of the measurement of vulnerability to poverty is beyond the scope of this
report, but it will be particularly important in assessing the gender impact of the
2007/2008 pension reforms to understand whether older women are becoming less
vulnerable to the poverty of widowhood over time, as envisaged by the reforms.
Apart from these considerations, it is also important in considering gender issues in
poverty measurement to think about whether any of the indicators chosen to measure
poverty have a gender dimension. This should be an explicit consideration in the
development of any new measures, for example of material deprivation for older people.

Report outline
In this report, many types of poverty measurement will be reviewed, considering in
each case how the measure aims to capture the underlying concept of poverty followed
by a critical assessment of how the measures have been applied to the measurement of
poverty of older people in the UK. In the UK we are familiar mostly with the use of
low income lines to measure poverty, but internationally standard measures of poverty
vary widely. Budget standards for example are the basis for poverty measurement in the
US and consumption measures are used the world over, apart from in Europe and the
English speaking countries. Multiple indicators of social exclusion are used across
Europe, and material deprivation measures are gaining more widespread currency,
especially in Europe.
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Material deprivation
Chapter Two reviews direct measures of material deprivation. The report begins with
these measures because they come closest of all to measuring each component of poverty
shown in Figure 2, but there are many problems with these measures for older people.
The architects of these measures first devise a strategy to determine needs by asking
people effectively to vote on whether certain durables and activities are considered
necessary in today’s society. The ‘democratic list’ of needs is determined by a random
sample of the population choosing from a predefined list. It does not reflect the needs of
many deprived older people as revealed in a number of qualitative studies of the older
population and their experience of poverty. This is particularly so in the case of the frail,
disabled and long term ill among the older population. They then measure deprivation by
observing whether people have or do those things that have been determined necessities
by the voting mechanism. They then attempt to measure the cause of the deprivation by
asking people who appear not to have or do those things whether this is because they can’t
afford to, or whether this is because they do not want or need to.
Unfortunately this mechanism for determining whether lack of financial resources is
the cause of the deprivation reveals conceptual problems with these measures. First, they
are asking people to self-define whether they have sufficient financial resources (a
subjective measure), and this is problematic because they make no attempt to establish
what people’s financial resources or consumption patterns are. Second, their precise
mechanism for finding out whether there is a causal link between the self-defined lack of
financial resources and deprivation confuses the original definition of needs. If in response
to this question on causation people say that they do not have an item because they do not
want or need it, then they are not counted as deprived because they lack it. The original
democratic mechanism for determining needs is overturned on an individual basis,
depending on an individual’s stated predilections. Despite purporting to measure needs
objectively through a democratic process, needs in this measure have become subjective,
but only for some of the survey sample.
Chapter Two shows that these definitional and measurement issues are particularly
problematic for older people, who are far more likely than younger people to say that they
do not ‘need’ material things and social activities when they do not have them. Rather
than say that they cannot afford material things or social participation, they have a
tendency to present their lack as a matter of their own choice. There is strong evidence to
suggest that this is as a result of cohort, stigma and diminished expectations, rather than
any real consumption choice. Many older people therefore take themselves out of these
types of poverty measures simply because of the way that they answer these subjective
questions and define needs. Further, no attempt has yet been made to measure material
deprivation of institutionalised populations.
At the time of writing methodological work was under way at the Department for
Work and Pensions (Legard et al, 2008; McKay, 2008) which has been addressing some
of these issues, leading to substantial revision of the material deprivation questions on the
FRS, and the addition of fifteen new questions specifically aimed at older people.

Budget standards
Chapter Three turns to budget standards. A budget standard is only a measure of need
and is not of itself a measure of financial resources or deprivation, or the link between the
two. It considers by various methods ranging from expert assessment to democratic and
participatory approaches what current needs in a society are, and then ascertains how
much it would currently cost to fulfil these needs. The implication is that using the
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resulting cost, a ‘financial resource’ poverty line could be drawn – that is, the level of
financial resources that would be needed to be able to pay for the identified needs. The
budget standard could take into account that some needs might be fulfilled by the state
(for example for health care) by assessing the cost of these at zero, but it does not attempt
to observe any deprivations, nor link financial resources to any observed deprivations.
The budget standard is an important measure, though, because it is the only attempt to
define a comprehensive basket of needs in contemporary society, and to measure the
minimum financial resources that would be needed to fulfil those needs (in the absence of
other resources such as family transfers).
The budget standard is a way of setting an ‘income line’ by reference to needs, to act
as a benchmark against which ‘financial resources’ can be assessed. It can thus be thought
of as incorporating elements (1) needs and (2) financial resources into the measure,
assuming some way is found to measure financial resources, but not (3) deprivation.
Again, budget standards have never been developed for those older people who suffer
from frailty, disability or long term illness, nor for those living in institutions.

Low income lines
More common ways of measuring poverty using ‘low income lines’ are reviewed in
Chapter Four. Low income measures count those in the population whose income is
below a pre-defined level. In terms of the elements of a poverty measure as shown in
Figure 2, these make no attempt to measure either (1) need or (2) deprivation, and they
generally use income as a proxy for (3) financial resources. They make no attempt to link
financial resources to deprivation (4).
Low income lines are important in the measurement of inequality, trends over time,
and for international comparisons, and their proponents argue that they are the best way
of capturing poverty as a relative experience. They are the official measures of poverty in
the UK, and there is widespread support for their continuance. There are however also
critiques of the use of income data to measure poverty.
Income measures take no account of needs or deprivation. Equivalence scales are
potentially problematic and they make assumptions of income pooling that are not borne
out by empirical data. Income measures tend to ignore many other types of financial
resources such as assets, property, employer benefits and human capital. They take no
account of debt. People have considerable fluctuation in income level and point in time
estimates often paint an inaccurate picture. For many people – for example farmers, the
self-employed, or those in the grey economy – it is difficult to obtain reliable income
estimates. A particularly important critique is that the headcount measures that result are
very sensitive to the arbitrarily chosen line for measurement and take no account at all of
‘depth of poverty’ – how poor the poor are. This assumes that we have no policy interest
in whether people are just short of a breadline measure, or far short of it, living in abject
poverty.
In terms of revealing the extent of ‘poverty’ these measures are therefore problematic
despite their wide usage. For older people the problems of failing to define needs and
deprivations are particularly problematic because of the additional resources that are
needed due to frailty, disability or long term illness. Also, the institutional older
population, likely to be among those with the lowest incomes, are not included in low
income statistics. Since older people’s incomes tend to be bunched around common
poverty lines (such as 60 per cent of median incomes) they are particularly sensitive to
which line is chosen, and the absence of a depth of poverty measure means that we do not
know just how poor our older people are. It is also important in tracking poverty for older
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people to measure persistence of low income, since older people’s incomes can vary little
over time.

Financial resources
Despite the prevalence of income measures, a number of studies and writers have
recognised that income alone is a poor measure of financial resources. However the more
complete measurement of financial resources has not been sufficiently conceptualised and
analytical frameworks against which to measure financial resources barely exist. This has
become a more urgent problem in social research as individuals acquire greater levels of
human capital, wealth and credit. Financial resources are complex, comprising income,
benefits in kind, assets and investments, earning capacity, the ability to access credit,
actual credit, goods or services in kind and home production. This chapter calls for a
debate about how these resources ought to be measured, how they interact, and what
they mean in terms of their relationship to poverty.
In poverty studies we are concerned with deprivation, and the extent to which
deprivation is caused by lack of access to financial resources relative to needs. Existing
measures of financial resources used in material deprivation studies, low income studies
and consumption studies do not sufficiently take account of the differences in access to
money or money’s worth that exist in the population. Yet in trying to think about how
different types of financial resource relate to poverty, we raise more questions than
answers, a number of which will be explored in this chapter. For older people these
questions are important, since reporting of net wealth, as is common in the literature, may
overstate their lifetime wealth and implied consumption compared to those who anticipate
a future income stream. Housing in particular creates problematic conceptual problems,
both because of the social, psychological and political importance attached to housing,
and because of large variations in housing value according to location. How to treat assets
in a shared household is another area that has received less attention than it deserves.
Academics have begun to call for a reasoned debate on these issues, and this debate ought
to be catalysed by the advent of the Wealth and Assets Survey, which promises high
quality longitudinal data on financial resources.
For older people, social and psychological relations to money, finance and assets are
particularly important since typically people are no longer in the labour market and do
not anticipate future income from paid labour. How money is psychologically earmarked
and norms and values surrounding different types of assets are little known and
understood. These are under-researched areas, but socially and politically important in
understanding how wealth and assets might interact with policy options for poverty
reduction that include taking account of wider financial resources.
It seems probable that different financial resources and asset classes ought to be treated
differently when considering how they relate to poverty, whether understood as
deprivation or vulnerability, but which resources, how to value them and how thresholds
are meaningfully set are all currently open questions.

Consumption
Chapters Four and Five show that resources might be measured by income and/or assets
but that neither is particularly satisfactory as a measure of resources. Chapter Six argues
that if starting with a clean slate it might be difficult to give reasons for the development of
income measures over consumption measures for the understanding of poverty. However,
in terms of the methodologies for the measurement of financial resources, income
measures are now very far advanced compared with consumption measures.
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There are two principal arguments for preferring consumption measures: the first is
that consumption is a better measure of resources than income/assets for a number of
reasons, but mainly because people tend to smooth their consumption over time. Low
consumption is a far better measure therefore of lifetime or ‘permanent’ low income than
current income. This does have its limits, however. Looking at and comparing particular
items of low consumption, for example, on essentials of food, clothing or social outings
might include as poor people who are not making optimal use of their financial resources
for the prevention of these types of deprivation, for example because of spending on debt,
or gambling, or a general inability to manage money well. These groups may be deprived,
but their deprivation may be unrelated to their financial resources, and whether they
should be considered ‘poor’ is contested.
The second argument for preferring consumption measures is that consumption is a
direct measure of relative deprivation and as outlined at the beginning of this chapter, it is
deprivation that we are really trying to capture in a poverty measure. Consumption
measures make implicit connections between long term low income and deprivation, with
needs also implicitly inferred from population consumption patterns. However, they make
no attempt to measure any difference between expected lifetime resources and current
consumption. That is, they do not measure deprivation due to ‘excessive’ saving rather
than income smoothing, which might be thought of as a consumption choice, for example
living with deprivations in order to build up assets to be able to leave a bequest to
children.
One of the issues arising in the measurement of consumption of older people is a well
known phenomenon that older people appear to ‘under-consume’ their available stock of
resources (Banks et al, 1998; Smith, 2004; Finch and Kemp, 2006). I argue in Chapter
Six that this should not be a reason to reject consumption measures of poverty for older
people, because this does not appear to be a great problem at the lower end of the
distribution, and also because of the advantages of having a direct measure of deprivation.
However if consumption measures were to be pursued by government, this would require
methodological research on the feasibility of developing consumption indicators that
included housing and durable consumption, and the consumption of self-produced goods
and services. It is also likely that investment would need to be made in greater sample
sizes than are currently included in the Expenditure and Food Survey.
The apparent ‘under-consumption’ of resources by older people raises further
questions. The relative merits of measuring income, assets and consumption in
understanding the financial resources available to older people is an area that needs
further research. Apparent saving in later life may be for many complex and rational
reasons including the uncertainty of life expectancy; fear of future expenses particularly
for emergencies; fear of future expenses needed for social care, long term care or health; or
bequest motives. Low spending may also reflect cohort experiences (in which case we
will see changes as cohorts change); different ways of thinking about needs and wants
among older generations; or frailty, ill-health and disability preventing people from
accessing their own financial resources in ways which would improve their quality of life.
Apart from changes associated with the transition from paid work to retirement, we
understand very little about whether, how and why patterns of consumption might
change as individuals age, and how this might be connected to deteriorating quality of
life. As with other areas of poverty measurement, those living in institutions are routinely
left out of studies of consumption. These are all areas that are little understood and that
require further research.
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Social exclusion
This report begins with a study of material deprivation measures – an attempt directly to
measure the material and social exclusion from society due to lack of financial resources.
It ends with a much wider look at the concept of social exclusion for older people –
exclusion across many domains including housing, health, community, education and
from engagement in social, political, cultural and economic spheres. Social exclusion is
closely linked to poverty and lack of financial resources but requires more complex crossdepartmental and participatory policy solutions.
Research is warranted on the mechanisms by which different aspects of social
exclusion for older people are causally linked, which could lead to a better understanding
of which policy levers would be most likely to improve conditions for older people socially
excluded on multiple domains. There is also little research about the dynamic ways in
which lack of material and financial resources relate to the experience of social exclusion
among older people, and a need for biographical research to understand the dynamic
economic and social processes leading to social exclusion, particularly for vulnerable
groups of older people.
This review concludes however that in broadening our understanding of what it
means to be excluded from society for older people, it is important not to lose sight of the
central place of financial resources, the importance of the measurement of poverty and of
anti-poverty policies.

Major themes emerging
As noted above, three overarching themes have emerged as important for older people in
considering the measurement of poverty, and these will now be discussed in turn. They
are first, the absence of any coherent way of considering frailty, illness and disability in
conceptualising and measuring poverty; second that institutionalised populations are
generally absent from poverty research; and third that theory and method for
incorporating wealth and assets into poverty measurement need to be developed.

Frailty, illness and disability
A notable feature of the measurement of poverty for older people is that none of the
measures explicitly take account of the increased prevalence of frailty, illness and
disability among older people. The term frailty is used loosely to describe a range of
conditions in older people including general debility and weakness and cognitive
impairment – growing old is not a prerequisite to becoming frail, nor is the existence of a
disability. There is a consensus among experts that frailty exists in a subset of older people
who are the most vulnerable and are at increased risk of hospitalisation, dependency and
reduced life expectancy (for a full discussion of frailty see Lally and Crome, 2007).10 In
the UK approximately 40 per cent of the over 65s are defined as having a significant
disability (Zaidi and Burchardt, 2002; Morris et al, 2007), and if frailty and illness are
included the proportions are likely to be far higher. Although there is no prevalence study
of frailty in the UK, in one US study rates of frailty were estimated from 55 per cent for
those aged over 65 to 96 per cent for those aged over 90 (Lalley and Crome, 2007) .
Kellard et al (2006: 67) used the Health Survey for England 2000 to estimate
proportions of the older population in England with disabilities, limiting long-standing
illness (LLI), difficulties in the activities of daily living (ADLs) and those resident in care
homes.
10 who also report that other US studies have produced lower estimates in the community ranging
from 7 per cent to 32 per cent
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Some of these results are shown in Table 1. More than half of over 65s have some
health problem, with 43 per cent having a moderate or severe disability. ‘Moderate
disability’ would here include someone who cannot walk more than a few steps without
walking aids, cannot bend down to pick up something off the floor, has difficulty getting
in and out of bed/chair, cannot dress/wash/toilet without difficulty, cannot see across a
road, cannot be understood other than by close family, or cannot follow a television
programme at a volume acceptable to others. Moderately disabled people would generally
find routine chores around the house extremely challenging if not impossible. The
proportion with a moderate or severe disability rises to 74 per cent of those over 85, with
about 43 per cent having a severe disability. While the distribution is skewed towards
older ages, it is of course important to remember that disability and ill health are
distributed across the age range so that for example, of all of those reporting a moderate or
severe disability, only about one in five is over 85.
Moderate
or severe
disability

Severe
disability

LLI

5-item ADL

3-item ADL

In a care
home

At least
one of
these

All 65+

43%

16%

44%

16%

15%

4%

53%

All 85+

74%

43%

53%

35%

29%

21%

77%

Proportion
of this
group who
are 85+

18%

29 %

11%

23%

21%

56%

14%

Source: Kellard et al (2006) Table 4.1; Health Survey for England 2000; n=4,169,
analysis based on weighted samples

Given the prevalences shown in Table 1 it is remarkable that none of the poverty
measures reviewed in this report take account in any way of the differences that suffering
from frailty, disability or long term illness make to the experience of poverty for older
people – both for sufferers and their carers, nor have any attempts been made to
incorporate these important social aspects of people’s lives into poverty measurement for
millions of older people. This is a blank page for future research. For example, how does
suffering from frailty, disability or ill-health affect older people’s desire and ability to
participate in the norms and customs of society? How does this differ from older
households in which there is no disability, illness or frailty? What about carers? Does
frailty, disability or ill health exacerbate social and material deprivation for older people?
If so, how? What additional financial resources are required to enable basic needs to be
fulfilled for sufferers and their carers? Which expenditures rise and which fall with frailty,
illness and disability in the household and why? What are the differences between
couples and those living alone, and how important is the existence of kin in the
amelioration of poverty for the frail, ill and disabled or their carers? What is the take-up of
disability benefits among older people, and to what extent do these cover the additional
needs of older households? How important is the availability of services or resources other
than money in facilitating needs being met for older people in this position and their
carers?
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Table 1: Proportions of
older population with health
problems, and proportion of
those aged 65+ with a health
problem who are over 85

Institutional living
Table 1 also shows that one in five of those over 85 lives in a care home. The over 85s are
the fastest growing sector of the population. There have been almost no attempts to
research the experience of poverty for those living in institutions, despite
acknowledgement of the problem of measuring only households in the community in
poverty studies (eg. in Atkinson et al, 2005: 29). Scharf et al (2006) identified older
people in institutional settings as an important sub-group of deprived older people and
included this group in a qualitative study of poverty. They noted the difficulties in
engaging with older people in care settings in discussing issues relating to income and
material resources. A real challenge was how best to accommodate expressed needs for
independence and autonomy within a disempowering culture. They stressed the
importance of qualitative approaches.
In terms of poverty measurement, qualitative research is needed to establish what it
means to be poor in an institutional setting, and cognitive methodological work would
need to be undertaken to see whether and how quantitative measurement of such
experiences could work. Question design, sampling, informed consent and response rates
to any quantitative measure all present significant challenges. However if this research
agenda is not pursued, substantial minorities of older people in advanced age will continue
to be excluded from poverty studies. This not only denies them a voice in policy, but will
also lead to bias in the reporting by age group of any poverty statistics relating to the older
old.

Assets, housing and debt
Financial wealth is important theoretically because it impacts directly on living
standards, as well as protects against vulnerability, providing a cushion against expected
or unexpected shocks. House ownership also acts as an enabler to access certain types of
credit, whereas problem debt is more prevalent among non-owners (Bridges et al, 2006).
While knowing about assets and debts seems self-evidently important for understanding
poverty (and poverty dynamics), quite how this should be taken into account is not so
obvious. Remarkably, very little attention has been given in the literature on poverty
to the conceptualisation or treatment of financial assets and debts in the measurement
of poverty.
The issue of assets and debts in conceptualising resources for older people has
increasing policy importance. We have recently seen policies that encourage asset
ownership with an underlying belief in asset-based welfare, ranging from the right to buy
council housing, to child trust funds, TESSAs, PEPs and ISAs, and the 2007/8 pension
reforms. After decades of housing policy that has encouraged home ownership, 73 per
cent of those over 65 now own their own home, most (67 per cent) without mortgage
(DCLG, 2007: Table 1.3). A proportion of homeowners, both with and without
mortgage, will appear in poverty statistics because their income (or consumption) is
relatively low. Across government departments there is interest in equity release schemes
for poverty alleviation, and home ownership has become an important factor in the
funding of long-term care. As housing wealth in the older population grows, political
questions may increasingly be asked about the transfer of income related benefits to
‘wealthy’ older people. Further, a sinister and unsubstantiated discourse is developing
whereby older people are being referred to as ‘houseblockers’ – responsible for ‘underoccupancy’, housing shortages and rising house prices for the young (Harding, 2007). It is
becoming more urgent to have some theoretical and practical resolution to anomalies in
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the treatment of different asset classes in the conceptualisation of poverty and in our
understanding of resources.
Housing in particular is problematic. Housing is not like other assets in that it is
needed to provide a home, and turning a house into cash means finding another place to
live, which will also cost either in capital or in rent. Home is a place to which people have
considerable psychological attachment. It is difficult and stressful and sometimes
impossible in practice to convert a home into an income stream, and any difficulties would
be exacerbated by cognitive or physical disabilities, frailty or ill health, all of which are
more prevalent with age. People may live in a modest property that has become valuable
because of its location and may not be able trade down in the same area or even the same
region. Not all housing is suitable for people with frailties or disabilities. Older people may
not want to or be able to share their home with strangers, especially if they have physical
or mental health problems. A move in later life is often detrimental to physical and mental
health and the maintenance of social and community networks, and older people are
fearful of equity release products which are poor value for money and have a poor
reputation. Yet despite all this, people may hold considerable capital in their houses, and it
may be bizarre to count someone who owns a substantial unencumbered house as poor.
Research is needed in a number of areas relating to assets, debts and older people
developing theory and empirical knowledge. What are the issues of distributional justice
and equity that arise out of the different treatments of different types of assets in poverty
measurement and income support? What are the alternative theoretical treatments of
assets and debts in poverty measurement, and how do these relate to the observed
consumption behaviours of older people? How does the public perceive and think about
these differences? How do individuals perceive their different asset holdings in terms of
provision of income, or as a hedge against precariousness, and does this differ or change
with age? Why do they think of different assets in different ways? Why do people think
about housing and pensions differently in terms of income provision? Why do people
seem more willing to draw down savings than housing? What are the factors that lead
some people but not others to trade down in housing and so release equity? What role
does housing policy and the availability of alternative housing play in the decisions of
people to trade down? Do older people feel ‘trapped’ in their houses? Would they
consider co-housing solutions or house shares? Why do older people live on low income
or with deprivations when they may have savings or substantial equity in their houses?
Are older people reluctant to spend their savings, and if so, why? What are the ‘rainy
days’ that people preserve their savings for? Why do older people not maintain their
houses? What role does frailty, disability and ill health play in the way that older people
think about their different assets?

Conclusions
This review has revealed a number of important research gaps in our understanding of the
poverty of older people and how to measure it. Poverty can be thought of as deprivation
due to lack of financial resources. To measure it, we need to define and agree on needs,
measure the extent of deprivation, and agree that lack of financial resources (which must
also be measured) is the cause of the deprivation. The measurement of poverty is
contested and complex. No measure captures all of these elements. For older people a
number of issues arise with each type of measure, and these will be explored in this report.
Some problems are common to all or many measures. In particular frailty, illness and
disability are virtually ignored in poverty studies, as are those living in institutions. The
treatment of assets and wealth, of increasing importance to older people is theoretically
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unclear and requires development. This chapter has outlined a number of research gaps
that exist in our understanding of how to measure poverty for older people.
Since no measure can capture all elements of poverty at once, a basket of measures is
highly desirable when tracking ‘poverty’. The selection of the basket should be such that
each of the important elements in the measurement of poverty is at least represented –
i. needs/deprivation,
ii. financial resources, and
iii. the link between low financial resources and deprivation.
Official measures which focus on relative low income have widespread support and are
particularly important for tracking inequality, trends over time and for European and
international comparisons. However they also attract substantive critiques. Current
‘poverty’ measures of relative low income do not capture needs or deprivation, and
income can be a problematic measure of financial resources. Deprivation is directly
observed through material deprivation measures or through consumption measures.
Consumption measures are also widely considered to capture financial resources in better
ways than income measures. However both material deprivation and consumption
measures would require substantial methodological development to be satisfactory for
older people. Relying on low income measures alone is insufficient to be considered an
‘accurate’ measure of poverty, although many argue that in the context of a low income
measure, the use of a budget standard would have more empirical and scientific validity
than a relative line.
These different possibilities for measuring poverty will be considered in the following
chapters of this report.
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Chapter Two: Measuring Material
Deprivation for Older People
Summary
It is important to measure material deprivation for older people in order to understand
their experience of poverty. Yet despite its acknowledged importance, there is very little
academic research about the material deprivation of older people in the UK, and recent
DWP reports have been key in developing this field.
At the time of writing, current deprivation measures on the Family Resources Survey
are inadequate for the purpose of measuring material deprivation for older people:
•

Subjective measures or measures which contain a subjective element do not work for
older people, particularly the oldest cohorts, as older people have a tendency not to
describe themselves as deprived or poor, even when others would observe them to be
so.

•

Without substantive reform, deprivation measures might show the older population
getting poorer over time in the future reflecting the tendency of younger cohorts to
view themselves as more deprived than older cohorts rather than any decline in
standards of living.

•

Deprivation indicators currently do not reflect the needs of older people identified in
qualitative research, although recent work by the Department for Work and Pensions
in developing new questions for the FRS has begun to address this issue. Many
material needs identified in research as necessary by older people are associated with
frailty, disability and illness, particularly if there is no or little practical or financial
support from a spouse or family member. Because the prevalence of frailty, disability
and long term illness increases with age, deprivation measures for older people should
take into account the additional needs of those who are frail, disabled and/or long
term ill. While more prevalent among older people, these material needs are not
confined to older people, and this is also an issue for the ill and disabled working age
population.

•

The institutional population of older people is not included in current measures.

•

The development of survey questions to meet these concerns is problematic and there
is a risk that it is not achievable. Research will be required, and if implemented the
measures will need to be reviewed regularly to confirm that they are fit for purpose.

•

A programme of research by the Department for Work and Pensions (Legard et al,
2008; McKay, 2008) has resulted in substantial improvements to material deprivation
questions for older people on the FRS, with 15 new questions added to future
surveys.

The development of deprivation indices is an area that has not received sufficient research
attention. Such research has been done indicates that poverty measured using indices of
material deprivation might be particularly sensitive to the construction of the index for
older people.
A composite measure of those who are materially deprived and income poor such as
used in the official measure of child poverty, sometimes called the ‘consistent poor’ would
not be appropriate in the measurement of poverty of older people. This is because of the
high risk with older cohorts of excluding from this measure both (i) people who are
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materially deprived because of additional expenses relating to ill health or disability, or
being isolated in a rural community, yet have an income above the chosen line and (ii)
people who are materially deprived and income poor, yet do not admit or want to say that
their material deprivation is related to their low income, a substantial measurement
problem among older cohorts.

Introduction
This chapter reviews the measurement of ‘material deprivation’ for older people. It begins
with a short introduction to the idea of measuring material deprivation. This is important
in understanding the critique of methods for measuring material deprivation for older
people which follows. The outcomes of existing material deprivation measures for older
people will be reviewed and summarised. Questions currently included on the Family
Resources Survey to measure material deprivation will be critically assessed (although it is
noted that as a result of DWP research, fifteen newly developed questions will be added
to the FRS: McKay, 2008). A research agenda is proposed if reliable material deprivation
measures for older people are to be formally adopted by government in monitoring
progress on older people’s poverty.11 Finally, measures and proposed measures are
evaluated against a framework for considering how useful material deprivation measures
might be for government.
As set out in Chapter One, there is a convincing argument that we only ever measure
low income in order to try to understand deprivation – it is deprivation that we are really
interested in understanding and combating. Proponents of direct measures of deprivation
argue that a definition of poverty should include or at least incorporate deprivation
directly measured – ie counts of the numbers of people for whom standards of living have
fallen below an accepted measure in society (Pantazis et al (eds), 2006).12
Theoretically, deprivation is something that we can measure directly, and track these
measurements over time. Successful measurement would involve three things:
i. First, as set out in Chapter One, we would need to determine what people’s needs
are, and at what points we decide that people are deprived if those needs are not
met. Following Townsend (1979) we generally define needs as being able to
participate in the norms and customs of society, and we draw a ‘deprivation’ line
at the living standards thresholds in a society below which it is widely accepted
that no person should fall. The norms and customs of society and the deprivation
thresholds might change over time, reflecting wider changes in society such as
economic development, improvements in overall living conditions, and
technological advancements. For this reason it is generally accepted that the
measurement of deprivation needs to be understood as a relative measure –
deprivation is understood in the context of the society in which an individual
lives. In one country or at one time deprivation might mean dying from
malnutrition; in another it might mean being sufficiently undernourished to have
stunted growth; in another frequently going hungry might be considered
deprived; an another it might be being unable to eat a varied diet or have the
occasional hot meal.

11

Some of this research was undertaken in 2007/8 resulting in improved questions for the FRS aimed at
older people in future
12 Who should determine the ‘accepted measure of needs in society’ is an important question, and has led
to the development of so-called consensual measures of poverty, detailed later in this chapter.
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ii. Second, we would need a valid and reliable13 way of measuring whether
individuals were falling below these standards.
iii. Third, as discussed in Chapter One, we would need to understand (again, validly
and reliably13) the reason for falling below these standards. If the reason is a lack of
financial resources, then we might describe the deprivation as ‘poverty’.14
If these three things were achievable, measurements might then be:
•

reported descriptively;

•

used through a technique like factor analysis to develop indices of different
dimensions of deprivation;

•

combined into a scale; or

•

combined with other types of measures into composite measures of poverty.15

•

Longitudinal data might allow us to distinguish those who are deprived in the shortterm from those who are persistently deprived.

•

A time series might ultimately tell us whether the population was becoming poorer or
less poor in the sense of being more or less deprived, and may help us to assess
whether government policies to prevent and tackle poverty were working.

Atkinson et al (2005) distinguish three uses for material deprivation indicators:
i. Deprivation indicators can be used to derive an income poverty line on the basis
of the relationship between the scores on the index and household income;
income poverty is defined then as being the cut off point below which people
have a high risk of being materially deprived. This use of material deprivation
measures will be discussed in Chapter Three.
ii. To distinguish the poor directly on the basis of deprivation scores. It is this use
that will be discussed in this chapter.
iii. To use both income and deprivation scores in defining the poor – for example by
defining the as those being both materially deprived and having low income16 (the
inference being that the material deprivation is caused by the lack of monetary
resources), sometimes called the ‘consistent poor’. This use will also be reviewed
in this chapter.
Material deprivation and income poverty do not always show high correlation with each
other and are widely thought of as measuring different aspects of poverty (Bradshaw and
Finch, 2003; Whelan and Maître, 2006). Thus a person who is materially deprived and
has low income might be thought of as particularly vulnerable. This is the approach taken
13 In the technical sense: valid meaning that we are measuring the thing that we are trying to measure, and
reliable meaning we would get consistent answers however many times we used that measure.
14 Note that we might just be interested in describing deprivation, and not so interested in the direct
causes, as with measures of social exclusion, reviewed in Chapter 7
15 Advocated for example by Pantazis et al (2006), Layte et al (2001), and adopted by the government in
their headline measures of child poverty (DWP, 2003).
16 Sometimes called an ‘intersection’ measurement; the poor could also be measured as those who are
either materially deprived or income-poor, a ‘union’ measurement.
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in framing Irish poverty targets and one measure of child poverty targets in Britain. This
kind of combined measure is useful in getting theoretically closer to a measure of ‘poverty’
in the sense that it observes deprivation and allows us to infer that the reason for the
deprivation is lack of financial resource. However it will be seen below that they way such
measures are currently used it is particularly problematic for older people that ‘resources’
are measured twice – first in deciding whether people are materially deprived at all, and
then by using low income measures. It is also theoretically unclear why this double
measurement is deemed necessary in these measures.

The development of material deprivation indicators at EU level
In recognition of the importance of deprivation in the conceptualisation of poverty, work
on the measurement of non-monetary indicators of deprivation is progressing at EU level.
The measurement of deprivation throughout the EU has been organised under a
Framework Regulation of the European Parliament through the EU Statistics on Income
and Living Conditions (EU-SILC) Survey. EU-SILC measures have been added to the
General Household Surveys to fulfil UK obligations. A number of seminars have been
held by Eurostat to develop this work, strongly supported by the Commission, and this is
being taken forward by the Indicators Sub-Group (ISG) of the Social Protection
Committee with a view to refining the Laeken indicators. This Task Force will draw on
an in-depth analysis of the EU-SILC results for all EU Member States, the results of the
Eurobarometer consensus survey run across all EU member States, and relevant national
expertise. In their 2007 Action Plan, the Task Force indicated that they would
•

Propose an indicator for an ‘economic strain + durables’ poverty dimension;

•

Test the possibility to build an indicator using the current housing items available and
make concrete proposals to better exploit the existing SILC information on housing
(including data on housing costs and from the 2007 SILC module that will be
available at the end of 2008);

•

Propose a reasoned choice of deprivation items that will be tested in the 2009 SILC
module on material deprivation;

•

Propose indicators based on this choice of items, and ways to regroup them by
dimension.

This debate generally does not differentiate older people from other adults. It is important
to focus on older people in this debate because, as will be seen in the course of this
chapter, existing methods for the measurement of material deprivation are not successful
for older people. This means that combined measures (such as being materially deprived
and having a low income) will also not be good measures for this age group.

Indicators of material deprivation
Before turning to consider the ways in which material deprivation has been measured in
the Poverty and Social Exclusion Survey, the Family Resources Survey and other
surveys, it is important to note that for many years – decades in some cases, surveys have
collected information relevant to the measurement of material deprivation while not
precisely attempting to measure each of the three elements outlined above. In general,
these survey questions ask about housing and living conditions, the possession of
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consumer durables and access to a car. They may also ask about subjective views of
poverty, arrears on payments and the existence of debts. In some surveys it might be
possible to construct an area level ‘material deprivation’ score for respondents, which
takes into account local economic and social indicators. Epidemiologists and social
researchers might then use survey answers relating to material deprivation or area
deprivation scores to examine, for example, whether such deprivation is predictive of
morbidity or mortality (eg Sloggett, 1994; O’Reilly, 2002),17 or associated with groups
that might be thought of as disadvantaged in other ways (eg Arber et al, 2003). Although
not explicit in such studies, the authors are assuming that there is an underlying condition
of ‘poverty’ and measurements such as lack of possessions, low income, poor or deprived
area, bad housing conditions and lack of access to a car are all indicators of the underlying
condition. These measures are not generally critically assessed,18 but are often simply
taken as the best available measure for use as independent variables when modelling
outcomes. However a substantial body of research has attempted a more scientific
approach to the study of material deprivation.

A scientific approach to the study of material deprivation
A number of researchers, culminating in the Poverty and Social Exclusion (PSE) Survey
1999 (Pantazis et al (eds), 2006), have conceptualised material deprivation as a dimension
of poverty that is separate from, or different to, income and made efforts to measure it
directly. I have argued in the Introduction that these are not different dimensions, but
more simply different elements of poverty, and it is for this reason that deprivation must
be measured directly. Research has shown that material deprivation does not always show
a high correlation with low income when factors such as family structure, income sources
and housing tenure are controlled (Bradshaw and Finch, 2003; Perry, 2002) although
does correlate fairly well with persistent low income (Berthoud et al, 2004; Layte et al,
2001). The architects of the PSE survey say (Pantazis et al (eds), 2006:1)
The Poverty and Social Exclusion Survey is the only comprehensive source of information
on the extent and nature of deprivation in contemporary Britain.

The authors go on to quantify specific findings of deprivation such as nine million people
whose homes are unheated and more than ten million adults who cannot afford one or
more essential household goods such as carpets or telephones, or cannot afford to repair or
replace furniture and electrical goods when worn out or broken. These sorts of reports of
findings make it clear that they are thinking of the measurement of deprivation as a direct
measure of poverty. This idea has wide currency and has been adopted in many studies
and writing on poverty (Pantazis et al (eds), 2006; Mack and Lansley, 1985; Veit-Wilson,
1997; Walker, 1987 and a number of other studies referred to in Layte et al, 2002: 245;
also implicit in Ringen, 1988). It is implicit in Townsend’s (1979: 31) often quoted
definition of poverty:
Individuals, families and groups in the population can be said to be in poverty when
they lack the resources to obtain the types of diet, participate in the activities and
have the living conditions and amenities which are customorary … in the societies
to which they belong.
17 There are many such examples.
18 and often suffer from the ‘ecological fallacy’ that those who live in a poor area are poor and those in a
less poor area are less poor
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A similar definition has been adopted by the European Union (Gordon and Townsend,
2006). In their wide ranging consultation on the measurement of child poverty in 2002–3
the Department for Work and Pensions (2003) accepted that measures of material
deprivation were important direct measures of poverty. They developed specific questions
aimed at capturing material deprivation for the Family Resources Survey (Willitts, 2006;
McKay and Collard, 2004), and committed to incorporating material deprivation
measures19 in combination with income measures in their official monitoring of
government progress against child poverty targets.

Consensual measures of deprivation
The methodology that has been in consistent use for two decades was pioneered by Mack
and Lansley (1983; 1985) as part of a television series ‘Breadline Britain’ funded by the
Joseph Rowntree Foundation in the early 80s and has been used virtually uncritically20 in
a large number of studies since then. It has led to follow up surveys including a follow-up
‘Breadline Britain’ Survey in 1990 (Gordon and Pantazis (eds), 1996) and the important
PSE Survey 1999 referred to above. It has also led to questions being added to the British
Household Panel Study and the Family Resources Survey, and modifications to the
General Household Survey/EU Survey on Income and Living Standards (EU-SILC)
among other major studies.
Indicators used in this methodology are generally referred to as ‘consensual
deprivation indicators’. The mechanism is fairly straightforward:
i. Defining and measuring need: Draw up a large list of things and activities that we
(as academics or policy makers or interested parties, perhaps using qualitative
research such as focus groups and consultations)21 think that people might lack in
our society if they are ‘deprived’. Then, ask a large number of people about each
item on the list, particularly whether they think this item is a necessity or not.
Have a rule that if more than half (or some other proportion, but generally half has
been accepted) say that something is a necessity, then we will define it as such.
ii. Deciding whether needs are lacking: We simply ask everyone if they have or do
the thing that we have defined as a necessity, and they answer yes or no.
iii. Deciding whether needs are lacking due to insufficient resources: If they don’t
have or do the thing, we ask them whether they don’t have or do it because they
don’t want or need it; or because they can’t afford it.
Each of these steps as operationalised raises some problems for all people, but particular
problems when thinking about these issues for older people. The more general critiques of
each element of this methodology will therefore be discussed with particular reference to
thinking about measurement for older people.

Measuring material deprivation in older people
Even if the concept is accepted theoretically, Berthoud (2006a: 103-104) has taken issue
with the ‘growing orthodoxy among analysts and makers of social policy that an index of

19 As advocated by Pantazis et al (2006) who consider the scientific measure of poverty to be people who
are both deprived and income poor, with the threshold for income poverty being set at a level which
best discriminates between the deprived and the non-deprived.
20 There are some critics and these will be discussed further below
21 This was the mechanism in the original Breadline Britain survey in 1985, which has formed the basis of all
subsequent work in this field.
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material deprivation should be preferred to low income as a measure of poverty’.22 He
argues that to think of material deprivation as an ‘actual measure’ of poverty requires an
‘unacceptably strong set of assumptions’. He argues that no index can measure this: you
would need to sample the whole range of areas of consumption including those not
amounting to deprivation and that you would also have to account for people whose
deprivation results from wasteful spending, and I will return to this argument below. I
think that this argument confuses the observation of deprivation with the more difficult
problem of what has caused the deprivation. I have argued in the Introduction for a
different position: that deprivation is not ‘poverty’ but is an important element of poverty,
and that to measure poverty we must observe (ie measure) deprivation directly, while
recognising that not all those who are deprived lack financial resources.
If we accept that measuring material deprivation is both valuable and possible, then
three considerations arise, and all of these impact on measuring material deprivation for
older people:
i. How do we define and measure needs?
ii. How do we define and measure whether needs are lacking (deprivation)?
iii. How do we define and measure whether needs that are lacking are lacking due to
insufficient financial resources?

Defining and measuring needs for older people
Mack and Lansley (1985) defined needs by proposing (from focus groups research and
consultations) a list of 33 items to 1,174 people and asking them to classify whether items
were considered necessary in society. More than two thirds of people thought that 16
items were necessities; 24 items were considered necessities by more than half of
respondents. The PSE survey adapted this method, asking about views on 39 items and
15 activities relating to households, and 23 items and 7 activities relating to children
(Pantazis et al (eds), 2006: 9). If more than half of respondents to an initial survey
considered the item to be a necessity, it was defined as such. This is a sort of ‘democratic
approach’ to defining needs.
In both surveys, the original item list presented to people to rank was generated from
focus groups, academic views, and other surveys. Each was reflecting (and intended to
reflect) the socially perceived necessary goods and activities of the time. These change
from time to time, and therefore need to be constantly refreshed. This is implicit in the
methodology but there is no clear way to assess how often this exercise ought to be
undertaken to maintain the integrity of the method, and there will no doubt be variation
in the rate of change of the standard of living in society from year to year. Breadline
Britain and the PSE Survey were 14 years apart, and it has now been 8 years since the
PSE Survey was designed.
McKay (2004) has produced a powerful critique of this ‘democratic’ method pointing
to very wide variations in the surveyed population in how they defined necessities,
arguing that this was not so much a consensus as a simple majority vote. In addition, as
will be seen below, the method chosen for determining needs is later abandoned for a
subset of the survey, who are effectively asked to define their own needs and permitted to
reject the democratic decision. But this is only for some survey participants and so needs
are not then consistently defined for all respondents – some are judged against the
22 However, it is not clear that such orthodoxy exists, as the tendency has been for analysts and policy
makers to seek to combine material deprivation measures with low income measures such as the Irish
measure of consistent poverty, or the UK measure of child poverty.
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democratically decided needs, but some decide for themselves whether something is a
need. This methodological problem arises because there may be many in the population
who do not perceive the selected item as a need – inevitable if only 51 per cent for
example have voted for it. Conceptually, this means that it is not clear whether these are
needs or are not needs, and so not clear whether people lacking them are deprived or not.
But even if one accepts the method, it raises other questions in thinking about the needs
of older people.

The list of necessities
First, the choice of necessities is necessarily constrained by the original list, which did not
have the cultural or age related preferences of different cohorts in mind, nor the needs of
those who are frail, or who have disabilities or long term illness. Frailty, disability and long
term illness among older people is discussed in Chapter One (page 18). A number of
material needs are related to frailty, illness and disability and are therefore particularly
important to older people (Dominy and Kempson, 2006; Scharf and Bartlam, 2006;
Scharf et al, 2006) but did not feature at all in the PSE original list. Apart from increased
expenses like additional heating and washing, or special diets, examples include help in
the home such as cleaning, window cleaning, gardening, shopping, repairs, social care,
access to transport (including taxis if not able to use public transport, or if it does not exist
in the area), dental and eye care, and non-prescription medicines. It is also important to
note that one in three over the age of 65 live in a rural area (Milne et al, 2007), with
associated needs particularly for access to transport and services (Bradshaw et al, 2008:
51).
Morris et al (2007) estimated the minimal personal costs for older people in meeting
what they defined as their healthy living needs (minimum income for healthy living or
MIHL). This research will be discussed further under ‘budget standards’ but for the
purposes of the discussion here, they considered the requirements (ie necessities for a
healthy life) for people aged over 65, living in the community, without a significant
disability. In order to draw up their list of needs for this population:
… we drew on our experience in each of the areas of assessment, assembling conclusions
from international and national expert review committees, published topic reviews, the
results of randomized controlled trials and other research evidence. Where such detailed
objective evidence was lacking, we made pragmatic judgements that we believed would
have the support of the informed health community

This list included food, vitamin supplements, one weekly Local Authority specialised
group exercise of swimming session or solo swim, and the costs of a walking stick. A home
had to have sound structure, be free of hazards, provide adequate facilities for sleeping,
personal hygiene, the preparation and storage of food, an environment for relaxation and
privacy, and facilities for social exchange. Hygiene included personal care, household
cleaning, laundry and dry cleaning. The costs of ‘getting about’ included bus and rail
fares, and the occasional taxi. The cost of heating, water charges and insurance were
included. For maintenance and repairs, three items were costed: a basic cost to make a
dwelling fit for habitation, recorded expenditure (based on EFS data) on maintenance
and repairs, and a maintenance contract to cover central heating, gas appliances, electrics,
plumbing and drains. The costs of psycho-social relations included telephone, stationery
and stamps, gifts to grandchildren and others, subscriptions and clubs, cinemas and sport,
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meeting friends and entertaining, a television set and licence, newspapers, UK holidays
and hobbies. An allowance was made for contingencies.
This approach to defining necessities of life (expert groups and academic review)
differs from the ‘democratic’ approach taken in the PSE survey. In the PSE survey, while
all people were asked to ‘vote’ on what they felt children should be able to have and do,
no other age group was specifically proposed for consideration in the voting mechanism,
nor were people asked what they thought might be necessities of life for a frail or disabled
person. Despite the potential for opening this democratic process up to prejudice and
ageism, and the risk that people would vote for lower standards for others than for
themselves23, we simply do not know whether the population as a whole feels that at
certain life stages, people should be able to have and do different things, or whether while
people may not consider something a necessity at age 35, they might do so at 80 or 90.
Examples from the surveyed list might include a dressing gown, or coach or train fare to
visit family or friends. And although some items did receive more than 50 per cent
support, items such as a carpet (67 per cent) or an outfit for social occasions (51 per cent)
might have receive more support for older people than for all. Variation in health and
disability at all ages in later life might make it impossible for people to think about needs
at a particular age, but it might be possible to ask people what they think the necessities of
life are for those who are frail, or who have severe mobility problems or other disabilities,
or whether people think that what their own cohort define as needs for themselves is an
important consideration, reflecting either age-related or cultural/generational cohortspecific preferences.
Interestingly, in the Breadline Britain survey in the mid 1980s, the researchers took
what they describe as ‘preliminary soundings’ which suggested that people do think that
the needs of older people might be different from the rest of the population (Mack and
Lansley, 1985: 51) . They therefore trialled a survey where people were asked to
distinguish between ‘the elderly’ and the rest of the population, but the only material item
that emerged was that a telephone was thought to be necessary for the elderly but not for
non-elderly adults. Otherwise they report ‘little difference’. While this might be reassuring, it does not address the question of the necessities of life for the more frail and
disabled, who may live alone or without family or spousal support.
In summary, the list of original items used in the PSE research probably does not
reflect items that may be regarded by the public, or by older people, as additionally
necessary for the older population, nor did they include items that might specifically be
considered necessary for an older frail or disabled population.24
In reponse to some of these difficulties, the DWP has undertaken research based on
items of need identified in qualitative research for older people that has resulted in fifteen
new questions being added to the FRS (Legard et al, 2008; McKay, 2008).

Do older people answer questions about needs for the
population differently?
In the PSE surveys, all people were asked to vote on the basis that all people should have
and do these things. This is conceptually an important part of the methodology – the idea
is to identify what is lacking by reference to the standards of the whole of society. But it
means that we therefore do not know
23 See for example Halleröd (2004)
24 A list of items emerging from various qualitative projects as potentially viewed as necessary by
disadvantaged and frail, ill or disabled older people has been provided separately to the DWP, feeding
into their development of new questions for the FRS: see Legard et al, 2008; McKay, 2008
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i. whether people might have answered the question differently about themselves
or their own families, or
ii. whether people might have answered the question differently about their own
age group.
In the final analysis, the people who answered these questions were not the same people
who were actually surveyed in the PSE study, and so it has never been possible to tie up
people’s answers on whether goods and activities are necessities with whether they
themselves have those goods or are able to do those things. This is particularly
problematic when considering the results about older people from the PSE study
(supported by DWP analysis of the FRS) which are detailed below.
While we do not know whether people would answer differently about the needs of
their own age group, three studies have investigated the related question about whether
older people differ from younger people in the way that they identify different items from
the list in the PSE study as necessities for all people. Pantazis et al (1999) showed quite a
lot of variation as to which items in the PSE list are considered essential between those
over 65 and those aged between 16 and 24. Particular items identified by older but not
younger people were a dressing gown, a roast joint or its vegetarian equivalent, and having
two pairs of shoes. In all, about 10 items were identified as essential by more than 50 per
cent of the older population but less than 50 per cent of the younger population (although
no further details are given as to what these were). Note here that the over 65 population
includes cohorts spanning more than 30 years, compared with the 10 years of the 16-24,
and it may be that even greater variations would have been identified had the analysis
been restricted to the over 75s or 85s, for example.
Smith and Hancock (2007) also investigated the PSE data. They classified
respondents’ views on 54 items by age (16-64 years compared with 65+). There would be
little change to the list of items considered necessary by more than 50 per cent of the
population for younger or older respondents: in contrast to the list for all people, for older
people ‘new, not second hand clothes’ and ‘a dressing gown’ would both have ranked as
necessities, and younger respondents would not have ranked ‘an outfit for a social
occasion’ as a necessity. There was reasonable consensus on the non-necessities (lower
ranked items) but variation on the necessities (higher ranked items). Echoing Pantazis et
al (1999), older people were more likely to classify a dressing gown, television and two
pairs of shoes as a necessity. The authors concluded that generally speaking, there was
consensus between younger and older people about what items were necessary in modern
society, however there had clearly been disagreement on some items.
Berthoud et al (2006) also looked at age variations in the assessment of necessities
using the PSE data. Older people identified slightly more necessities than younger people
(defined as more than half of people within a five year age group band identifying an item
as a necessity). They then compared those aged 64+ with those aged 16-33. They found
in general that agreement was very good. However there was disagreement on some
items. On eight items the age groups were more than 20 per cent apart. Unfortunately
they do not identify the items, other than to say that a dressing gown is rated a necessity
by 54 per cent of those over 63 but 19 per cent of those under 33. They found that those
over 63 rated 34 items as necessities but those under 33 rated only 24 items as necessities.
McKay (2004) showed very wide variation between people in what they classified as
necessities and the number of items that they classified as necessities. Further, there was
wide variation by social class in items considered necessities. He did not, however,
analyse choice of necessities by age.
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In summary, these studies showed that there was very little variation in the definition
of the necessities of life defined as a majority voting from the PSE list as between younger
and older people, but there were some differences identified, including new clothes, roast
dinners, two pairs of shoes, television and a dressing gown, and other items not specified.
This research has now been taken forward by the DWP where during and after this
fellowship, a large number of items identified in previous research as relevant to older
people were tested in an Omnibus Survey, with a number of important age differences in
responses identified (McKay, 2008).

The FRS questions
McKay and Collard (2004) analysed the PSE survey results with a view to
recommending a reduced set of questions suitable for adding to the large scale Family
Resources Survey, as part of the programme to incorporate a measure of deprivation in the
government’s child poverty targets. They used a number of statistical methods to
recommend a set of questions for adult material deprivation. They also recommended
questions on subjective assessment of living standards and repayment arrears. In
conducting their analysis, they tested their reduced question set to explore consensus
among families and the population as a whole, different income groups, different regions
and different ethnic groups. None of this analysis differentiated by age group, nor looked
at sensitivity to how different age groups answered the deprivation questions.
The ten ‘adult’ FRS questions include a number that DWP in house analysis has
shown empirically are not highly relevant to many older people. Table 2 shows a
breakdown of these questions by age group.
This Table will be referred to again in considering the validity of the measure of
whether people want or need this item. Considered here is the importance of these results
in considering which items are in the list. Table 2 shows that on five items, taking the
responses at face value, between 15 per cent and 33 per cent of the pensioner population
identifies the item as neither being one that they want nor need.
There are reasons to think that these proportions can not be considered reliable
measures because, as will be discussed in more detail below, older people have a tendency
to say that they do not want an item when there is a strong likelihood that this is because
they cannot afford it. This might be because of the stigma of admitting to poverty,
because of specific attitudes of older generations, or because people who live on limited
resources curtail their material expectations and desires, sometimes dramatically.
Nevertheless, even at face value, these results indicate that this list is not optimal for older
people, with substantial minorities of pensioners not identifying the item as important to
them: having friends or family round once a month (33 per cent), having a holiday away
from home one week a year not staying with relatives (25 per cent), having a hobby or
leisure activity (21 per cent), saving £10 a month or more (17 per cent) and replacing
worn out furniture (15 per cent). Note also that respondents are not given the option to
say that they would like to be able to afford a holiday with relatives – perhaps a more
relevant issue with age. In each case the proportion saying that they don’t want or need
the item increases with age, showing that asking about these items appears even less
relevant to the older old.25

25 Cognitive testing of question sets being undertaken at the Department for Work and Pensions is
revealing that there are a number of problems for older people with question wording on a number
of items
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Does not have, want or need this item (percentages)
All over
60

60-65

65-70

70-75

75-80

80-85

85-90

90+

enough money
to keep your
home in a
decent state of
décor

1.88

0.86

1.14

1.82

2.46

3.22

4.17

4.35

hobby or leisure
activity

20.78

13.27

13.79

16.42

19.39

23.97

30.23

36.28

hols. away from
home one week
per year+ not
staying with rels

24.8

11.66

11.61

16.71

21.86

31.46

41.04

56.71

household
contents
insurance

5.96

2.58

3.09

5.39

5.73

6.85

8.73

10.13

friends/family
round for a
drink or meal at
least once a
month

33.11

30.42

27.91

31.28

33.73

35.53

35.72

42.71

make savings of
£10 a month or
more

17.92

11.85

11.89

16.1

19.49

20.83

21.65

24.08

two pairs of all
weather shoes
for each adult in
household

1.87

1.8

1.61

1.79

1.53

1.9

1.63

3.5

replace any
worn out
furniture

15.81

5.74

9.8

14.09

16.46

18.85

20.81

25.13

replace or
repair any
broken
electrical goods

6.57

2.78

3.72

6.6

6.13

7.98

7.58

10.98

money to spend
each week on
yourself, not on
your family

3.64

4.2

2.79

2.86

4.23

4.55

3.92

3.99

Source: DWP internal analysis of FRS 2005/6

As a result of these types of problems, the DWP has recently invested in a programme of
research that has now led to a selection of fifteen new questions for the FRS in future,
aimed only at older people (Legard et al, 2008; McKay, 2008).

GHS/EU-SILC questions
A reduced set of questions is also available on EU-SILC, now embodied in Britain in the
GHS. The Economic and Social Research Unit in Ireland has contributed a substantial
body of research on the measurement of material deprivation, including on the EU-SILC
measures. Recent work by Whelan and Maître (2007) compared the measurement of
material deprivation on the Irish EU-SILC with the measurement of material deprivation
from the more restricted question set on EU-SILC that is available cross-nationally (the
cross-national element is available in Britain on the GHS). In the Irish EU-SILC there
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Table 2: Percentages of
pensioners who say they
do not want or need an item
in the FRS, by five year age
group, 60+

remain 46 indicators of material deprivation (including 4 items of subjective economic
pressures), but only 19 of these are cross-national. Their aim was to establish (similar to
McKay and Collard, 2004) whether the smaller question set of 19 questions was sufficient
to measure material deprivation. Using factor analysis, they identified four dimensions of
deprivation: economic strain, consumption deprivation, housing facilities and health
status. For the economic strain dimension, the Irish data index contained 11 items, only 6
of which were available in the EU-SILC data. They added two items relating to
economic strain to the 6 items to develop an 8 item scale. With the 11 item scale they
were able to clearly distinguish between material deprivation that related to economic
strain (food, clothing, heat and social participation) and deprivation relating to consumer
durables. This ability was lost with only 8 items. The cut off points chosen were 2+ items
on the 11 item scale, and 3+ items on the 8 item scale (3+ was chosen to produce
comparable consistent poverty rates). Consistent poverty was defined as being above the
cut point for material deprivation and having less than 70 per cent of median equivalised
income.
When the authors compared the groups identified as poor by the two economic strain
measures (11 item and 8 item) they found considerable differences, particularly in the
relative position of the over 65 population. Being poor on the 8 item index was much
more strongly associated with being younger, after controlling for a large number of other
demographics. On the 11 item index however, this association was not significant. Thirty
per cent of the consistent poor on the Irish 11 item measure (materially deprived plus less
than 70 per cent of median income) were over 65, but only 8 per cent when the reduced 8
item index was used.26 The Irish measure was also more likely to capture homeowners as
poor than the reduced measure (a 4 item scale compared with a 3 item scale).
The poverty of older people was not the focus of this research and so these findings are
not further explored. Since this research used one dataset for both measures, it appears
that the poverty rate of older people, and older homeowners, was related to the particular
reduced question set chosen for the EU-SILC measure, although it may have related to
the different cut off rates chosen. This not only affected the proportion of older people
said to be in poverty, but also the relative poverty rates of different age groups. In
particular, when the measure was derived from the larger question set with a 2+ cut off
point, there were no statistically significant differences between age groups once other
factors were controlled.
This paper suggests that deprivation rates of older people derived from deprivation
indices might be particularly sensitive to the items that are used to derive the index and
the cut off points used, and that the omission of items which might seem sensible using
factor analysis or some other similar statistical technique might have fairly dramatic
impacts on measured deprivation for older sub-groups. It is not clear what to conclude
from this for the measurement of poverty of older people without further research into the
sensitivity of headcount measures to different reduced question sets, but it does show that
existing reduced-question-set scales should not be used blindly.

Summary: list of necessities
In summary, the original lists used from which members of the public were invited to
select the necessities of life were not focussed on the possible needs of older people, nor
the disabled or frail, nor those in rural settings, who are all disproportionately likely to be
old. Older people were not specifically considered by the public although on aggregate
26

The authors do not give the distribution of the Irish population by age.
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their needs and desires may be different. In research so far undertaken, there is no way to
identify whether people’s identified needs were related to their own answers about
whether they have or do the things asked about, since these questions have not been
asked in the same dataset. Finally, research undertaken on the suitability of a specific
reduced question set for the FRS was not sensitive to the issue of older people’s material
deprivation, although work on the Irish EU-SILC question set indicates that this might
be important.
However, recent work by the DWP (Legard et al, 2008; McKay, 2008) responded to
some of these critiques and has led to fifteen new questions being identified for the FRS
in future, drawn from qualitative studies and tested with an Omnibus Survey to be
relevant to older people.

Are needs lacking?
The second question in the methodology used to measure material deprivation is whether
needs are lacking. In general the only way to ascertain this is to observe or ask whether
people have their (pre-identified) needs met or not. In a survey the only way to deal with
this is to ask.
The standard FRS survey asks in one question:
For each of the following things please tell me the number from the showcard which best
explains whether [you and your family/you and your partner/you] have it or not.
Do you (and your family/and your partner) …[have enough money to keep your home in a
decent state of decoration?]

Showcard:
52. We/I have this
53. We/I would like to have this but cannot afford it at the moment
54. We/I do not want/need this at the moment.
The question therefore immediately offers respondents the option of saying that they ‘do
not want or need’ something rather than saying that they can’t afford it. It is not a two
stage question where they first say whether they do or do not have it, and then only if
they do not have it, whether they can or cannot afford it. This will affect the answers,
particularly for older people who are much less likely than other age groups to say that
they cannot afford something or that they do not need it (discussed further below).
Furthermore, the question re-introduces the question of whether something is a necessity
by asking people to say whether they need it – but only for those who do not have it, and
not for those who do. So for those who do have it, it is deemed a necessity because it was
democratically determined to be so, but for those who do not, it is only deemed a
necessity if they say that they can’t afford it (whether this is ‘true’ or not).
Also, this question wording raises issues about whether or not something is lacking.27
What does it mean to say, in answer to the question above about having enough money to
keep your home in a decent state of decoration, that you ‘do not want this or need this at
the moment’? Does it mean that your home does not need decoration right now, but that
if you did need it you couldn’t afford it, or that you could? This ambiguity applies equally
27 At the time of writing, this was being explored in research cognitively testing some of these questions.
Interim findings suggest considerable problems with the question wording for older people, now
reported by Legard et al, 2008.
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to other questions in the question set like ‘Do you …replace any worn out furniture?’ and
‘Do you … replace or repair major electrical goods such as a refrigerator or washing
machine when broken’. As can be seen in Table 2, 2 per cent said that they did not want
or need enough money to keep their home in a decent state of decoration, 17 per cent said
that they did not want or need to replace worn out furniture and 7 per cent that they did
not want or need to replace or repair major electrical goods such as refrigerators or
washing machines. This question is supposedly measuring whether people could afford to
do these things (ie whether they lack the ability to do these things), but given these
percentages it is likely that these answers are reflecting a momentary lack of need (ie no
currently broken goods). Saying that something is not wanted or needed also avoids the
stigma of saying that something cannot be afforded, which may be particularly important
to older people (this is discussed further below when considering the measurement of
whether needs are lacking due to lack of resources).
These ambiguities would appear from recent FRS data to be particularly relevant for
older people, as shown Table 3. These three questions are shown with the proportions
who (a) say that they do not have this item and (b) identify the reason as being that they
can’t afford the item (rather than they do not want or need it at the moment). Far higher
proportions of working age people, and especially working age parents, identify being
unable to afford these items as the reason for not having them, implying an age-related
difference in the meaning of the questions or the way that these questions are being
interpreted. These problems are borne out further by multivariate analysis of the FRS
data contained in Figures and Tables in Annexe 2, and discussed later in this paper.
Don’t have this

Can’t afford this

Percentage of those who
don’t have a say in it because
the can’t afford it

Pensioners

Working Age

Working age
parents

Pensioners

Working Age

Working age
parents

Pensioners

Working Age

Working age
parents

Enough
money to
keep
home in a
decent
state of
décor

11

14

15

9

12

14

82%

89%

93%

Replace
any worn
out
furniture

31

31

35

15

21

27

48%

68%

77%

Replace
or repair
broken
electrical
goods

17

22

24

10

15

19

61%

68%

77%

Table 3: Selected FRS
questions: comparison of
pensioners, working age and
working age parents

Source: FRS 2005-6
Pensioners are women over 60, men over 65.
Working age are those 16-18 not in full time education or training, and those over 18 but under
pensionable age.
Parents have a child under 16, or under 18 in full time education or training, living at home.
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Dominy and Kempson (2006) report particular problems with two of the FRS questions:
having a small amount of money to spend each week on themselves not their family
(which was affected by cognitive problems) and having friends or family for a drink or
meal at least once a month (which seemed to be capturing lifestyle rather than
deprivation).28 They further report specifically that the questions on replacing furniture
and having holidays away from home without family members were failing to distinguish
between those who could not afford these items, and those who chose not to have them.
In research with groups of older people particularly vulnerable to poverty, Scharf et al
(2006) found little clear consensus about whether many items were necessities essential to
maintain well-being in later life. In particular there was little agreement about whether
attending weddings, having friends and family round for a meal, having an annual holiday,
having regular savings, having home contents insurance, keeping one’s home in a decent
state of decoration, and having money to spend on oneself were necessary. Five of these
items are included in the standard FRS list (the holiday question in the standard FRS list
does not ask about a holiday in general, but one independent of other family members).
Carers and the over 85s did however view a holiday as essential.
In Scahrf’s research there was consensus that having two meals a day, heating for
living areas, carpets, a telephone, a damp-free home, a warm waterproof coat, all weather
shoes, fresh fruit and vegetables, replacing broken electrical goods, visiting friends and
family and being able to attend funerals were necessities of life – but only three of these
items are measured in the standard FRS list. Even here, however, the extent to which the
definition of necessities is tied up in people’s minds with the affordability of necessities
became clear – for example, people did not consider attending a wedding as essential
because they could not afford to attend – not only because of transport but also the outfit
needed and the need to buy a present. This was also revealed in discussion about being
able to buy presents for family or friends, and replacing worn out furniture.
There was evidence in the Scharf et al (2006) study to suggest that some necessities
are prioritised by disadvantaged older people. These included the ability to engage
socially and to be able to keep in touch with family members. For some participants
having a mobile phone was essential so that people could be in touch with family or the
doctor wherever they were if they became unwell. Good quality food was identified in
some groups. Maintaining independence had a high priority which, particularly for the
over 85s and disabled older people, included casual help with household chores (window
cleaning, decorating, gardening and help with shopping), personal care tasks and mobility
needs. People with mobility problems were concerned about having a good pair of
slippers. Mobility and transport issues were a recurring theme with a car and the ability to
pay for a taxi occasionally seen as essential. Housing adaptations such as wheelchair
ramps, walk-in showers, grab rails and stair lifts were seen as generally essential with some
participants identifying a magnifying glass, a mobility scooter, and being able to pay for
one’s own funeral. For women, being able to visit the hairdresser regularly was essential.
Good fitted carpets were also mentioned. In some areas, home security such as locks and
alarms, and neighbourhood street lighting were seen as important.
Recent research undertaken by the DWP to address some of these issues (Legard et al,
2008; McKay, 2008) has led to far improved phrasing and item selection in fifteen new
questions for older people, and the separation into two distinct questions of whether the
need is lacking, and the reason for the lack. This should result in more robust measures.
28
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Cognitive testing being carried out by the DWP is revealing cognitive problems with this question as well,
now reported at Legard et al, 2008.

In summary, there are problems with the way that the question set for the FRS is
capturing whether there is a lack of need, particularly among older people, although this
should partly be addressed by newly designed questions. However, needs associated with
frailty, long term illness and disability are particularly important for older people with
difficulties and their carers (often spouses).

Are they lacking due to insufficient financial resources?
The questions outlined above in the standard FRS are designed specifically to try to
capture whether needs are lacking due to insufficient resources – the third element of the
measure of material deprivation. This split between ‘can’t afford’ and ‘don’t want or need’
was introduced in response to a critique of measures that measured only whether things
were lacking, which therefore does not capture consumption choices (McKay, 2004). In
general, this dichotomy [can’t afford/don’t want or need] has been accepted uncritically
(eg Whelan and Maître, 2007).
Dominy and Kempson (2006) undertook a study of the FRS question set for older
people. They report that there were a number of items that people had, even though they
could not afford them, because items were provided by family members. This means that
these items are being provided but not from an older person’s own resources. Scharf et al
(2006: 51-52) also report that family members are important in making poverty and
disadvantage bearable for deprived and vulnerable older people:
For those fortunate enough to have them, family members and neighbours provide
informal care, everyday support and social contacts which enable people to maintain a
sense of independence despite often difficult circumstances arising from ill-health,
disability, geographical location, ethnicity and the like. At the same time, however, in picking
up the pieces, this group effectively helps hide from view the stark reality of poverty and
disadvantage among many older people in our society.

In terms of the measurement of material deprivation, it may be important to understand
the extent to which people are reliant on others for their basic material needs. As Chapter
One reveals, this is part of a wider problem of conceptualusing resources beyond the
purely financial.
McKay (2004) analysed the PSE Omnibus Survey and the PSE Survey data and
showed that certain social groups were much more likely to say that the absence of a
‘necessity’ was due to choice. He also showed that families who cannot ‘afford’ two or
more necessities invariably owned a number of ‘non-necessities’, often many – showing
that lacking the democratically selected items was for many people a question of
preference or priorities. So, people who genuinely are in poverty may report that they
have chosen not to have (or do) an item, when really they cannot afford it, and people
who report that they cannot afford it may be able to afford it and are reporting a
preference rather than poverty. Berthoud (2006b) using a fairly crude measure of ‘number
of necessities minus number of luxuries’ showed markedly different distributions of
poverty than when using ‘necessities’ alone.
McKay’s critique ties in with Berthoud’s criticism, detailed above, that no index can
measure material deprivation directly because you would need to sample the whole range
of areas of consumption including those not amounting to deprivation and that you would
also have to account for people whose deprivation results from wasteful spending
(Berthoud, 2006a: 104). The original Mack and Lansley (1985) survey asked people also
to identify items that they had which they couldn’t do without, and items that they had
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which they could do without (as well as the items that they did not have and did not
want; and items that they did not have and could not afford). This attempt to measure
wider consumption choices was not pursued in the PSE survey nor has it been
reintroduced into the FRS. Without necessarily going as far as Berthoud suggests is
necessary, it may well be (although untested) that consideration of wider consumption
choices would reveal that older people who say that they do not want items are generally
lacking in material goods whereas younger people who say they cannot afford items are
generally not lacking in material goods.
An alternative response to this, which McKay (2004: 218 et seq) has argued for, is to
revert to the questions asked before this ‘can’t afford vs don’t want/need’ modification
was made – that is, identify those items which we deem necessary and ask people if they
have them or not, without asking why not. The philosophy underlying this would be that
these items were so basic that any lack of them should be interpreted as deprivation
whatever the respondent says, and indeed this is the approach taken in asking people
whether they are able to keep their homes warm. Van den Bosch (2000, referred to in
McKay, 2004) has argued that a deprivation measure based on adding up items that a
person does not have provides a better means of identifying deprivation than one based on
saying that person can’t afford items. McKay (2004) has shown that such a measure
correlates with income and health status just as well, if not better than, one based on
‘inability to afford’. In contrast, inability to afford correlates better with self-classification
as poor, which, as will be detailed below, older people are reluctant to do. This argument
may prove compelling in relation to older people given, as discussed below, that many
older people who might be considered poor or deprived by an observer do not think of
themselves as poor or deprived.
Pantazis et al (2006: 113 et seq) have responded to McKay’s (2004) critique, in
particular saying that McKay is incorrect in claiming that a measure that takes into
account only whether people have an item or not provides empirically reliable results.
They principally take issue with his use of the word ‘reliable’ and show small variations in
a statistical test for internal reliability.29 This small variation is not really sufficient to make
their argument convincing, but more importantly this response relying on a measure for
internal reliability of questions does not get to the heart of McKay’s argument that the
measure is measuring something different for different social groups. McKay argues that
the measure is not valid across social groups, even if it is reliable30 for an individual
respondent. This argument becomes particularly important in the case of older people.
The new question on the FRS for older people (Legard, 2008; McKay, 2008) now
measure both the lack of a thing, and in a follow up question, offer a number of possibly
reasons for its lack. These are undoubtedly substantial methodological improvements on
previous measures; how well they work to address these philosophical measurement
problems will need to be evaluated.

29 Cronbach’s Alpha, which tests how consistently respondents answer questions which measure the same
underlying construct. Cronbach’s Alpha with McKay’s index (can’t afford and don’t want combined) =
0.844 and theirs (don’t have and can’t afford) = 0.885. Note however that Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.844
would still show good reliability. As a rule of thumb, researchers often require a reliability of 0.70 or
higher (obtained on a substantial sample) before they will use an instrument.
30 Using the words validity and reliability in their technical rather than colloquial senses: validity asks
whether we are measuring what we intend to measure; reliability asks if we keep repeating the measure
will we get the same answers every time.
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The internalisation of poverty
Most significantly for this report is the notion that among some groups there is a greater
willingness to admit being unable to afford items than among others. Halleröd (2006) for
example has shown that people with limited access to economic resources are much more
likely to say they ‘do not want’ various consumable items than that they cannot afford
them.31
Mack and Lansley (1985: 97 et seq, pp 113-117 and Chapter 6) in the original
Breadline Britain study noted in particular that older people (pensioners) were far more
likely to say that they did not want a necessity that they were lacking than younger
people. They were concerned at their findings that pensioners appeared much more likely
to go without necessities from ‘choice’ than others (inverted commas in original). They
noted that the elderly stood out in this respect, showing for example that 73 per cent of
pensioners ‘choose’ to go without one necessity compared with 57 per cent of nonpensioners and 24 per cent ‘choose’ to go without three or more necessities compared to
nine per cent of non-pensioners. They conclude that this reflects lower expectations and
aspirations among older people, citing qualitative findings from their research that older
people say that they are choosing to do without when they are in fact constrained by
circumstances to have no choice, even when this means for example going hungry
through lack of food. Of their own methodology in this respect, they said32:
To the extent that the elderly’s lack of necessities from ‘choice’ reflects these low
expectations, the exclusion of those who do not have necessities because they do not
want them is not so much ‘controlling for taste’ as limiting the measure of poverty only to
those who recognise their impoverished situation – which is not the same thing as a more
objective measure of poverty. (Mack and Lansley, 1985: 98)

McKay (2004) showed that in the 1999 PSE survey those over 65 were still far more
likely to say that they did not want an item than that they could not afford it. This finding
held even for those over 65 on the lowest incomes. For some items this may be because
they have less relevance for older groups (as argued above) but the finding relates to all
items and is robust to a whole series of controls (Berthoud, 2006b). He concludes, much
as Mack and Lansley had:
There is clearly a danger that the reluctance of some people to describe themselves as
poor may contribute to their omission from poverty statistics. Life on a low income can
depress aspirations, leading some groups to express that they do not want items that, in
other circumstances, they might well desire. In 1999, it seems that older people are most
likely to be in this position.

The FRS analysis undertaken for this report and contained in Annexe 2 supports this
argument for each of the FRS items. The effect has also been noted in other countries:
Halleröd et al (2006) in a complex cross-national study of those aged 18-70 found that
31 Although he concluded that the distinction was still valuable in differentiating well-off individuals with
‘peculiar prioritising of consumption’
32 These findings about older people led Mack and Lansley to question the value of this methodology, but
they concluded that overall it was still worth controlling for ‘taste’ – see pages 113-117 and Chapter 6.
However, the difficulties in the measurement of poverty for older people were not resolved, and they
undertook analysis therefore of what pensioners had and did not have, as well as using a number of
other ways of trying to deal with this issue for older people, to compensate for the measurement
problems
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people tend to appear less deprived on material ‘can’t afford’ measures the older they get
in Britain, Sweden and Finland (while controlling for various other variables): in Sweden
and Finland a curvilinear effect was noted with only small differences between the young
and middle aged but much larger differences at the upper range of ages.
This notion of reluctance to admit to poverty or struggling with income by older
people has been noted in other contexts too. McKay and Collard (2003: Table 9.5, p73)
noted that in the PSE Survey among those in the bottom third of equivalised income – ie
the less well off – those over 65 were much more likely to say they were ‘never poor’ (75
per cent) than in other age groups (eg 42 per cent in the 16-34 age group, 51 per cent in
the 50-64 age group). Using BHPS data research for the Joseph Rowntree Foundation
(Middleton et al, 2007; Kellard et al, 2006) found that in 1991, those over 75 were less
likely than those aged 65-75 to say that they were in financial difficulty (controlling for
income, sex, living alone and health). While this differential was no longer statistically
significant (at five per cent) in 1997, the authors noted that in 1997 those over 75 were
less likely to express dissatisfaction with their income than those aged 65-74.
This issue has been explored in a number of important qualitative studies in particular
by Scharf and his colleagues (Scharf et al, 2002; 2006; Scharf and Bartlam, 2006), Hill et
al (2007), Burholt and Windle (2006) and Dominy and Kempson (2006), and it is well
understood. Older people generally do not express dissatisfaction with the amount of
money they have to live on, even if it is very low. They have low expectations and
describe necessities in the most sparse terms, for example as having food and a bed. They
tend to compare themselves with people less fortunate, either in the UK or in other parts
of the world, rather than compare themselves with those who have more. Many also
compare their current circumstances with those experienced in childhood such as having
no food, heating or decent shoes. The findings in these reports are well described by Hill
et al (2007: 17):
… there was general satisfaction expressed with the amount of money that they had to
live on, despite in some cases apparently living relatively frugally …. there were several
examples of people struggling to make ends meet…. The consequences of living on a
constrained income were in some cases quite harsh, including only spending £5 a week on
food or limiting their diet to one meal a day. Nevertheless, perceptions of financial wellbeing were often expressed in relation to others, with a view that there were others who
were worse off…. while it was apparent that, normatively speaking, some respondents
were living fairly frugally, respondents’ own explanations of their financial circumstances
were that they were managing OK and did not consider themselves to be hard-up.

Scharf and Bartlam (2006: 27 et seq, 42 et seq) describe how while on the one hand older
people would say that they are managing financially, the detail of their narratives revealed
considerable difficulty in getting by. They say
…most research participants described themselves as being able to manage on their
current incomes, however limited, often by budgeting very carefully…. In this context
many participants appeared to have internalised the experience of material disadvantage
over the course of their lives, and no longer regarded their limited financial resources as
being something exceptional or a matter that was worth becoming upset about.

These studies all reveal the priority that older people generally give to food and paying
bills – with the Council Tax a particular worry. Dominy and Kempson (2006) have also
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highlighted the importance placed on healthcare including eyecare, dental care and nonprescription medicines. Like others they report a frugal approach that the older people in
their study had to managing their finances. In order to maintain expenditure within
budget, people would cut back on food, clothing, leisure, holidays and transport, as well
as bills, replacing electrical goods, replacing furniture and decorating the home. Scharf et
al (2002; 2006) describe the constant battle that people have to keep the essential bills
paid including ‘a worrying degree of potential nutritional deprivation’ (2006: 40).
It may be thought as a result of these findings that asking people about the extent to
which they cut back on various items to make ends meet might be a more valid measure
of material deprivation, but as will be noted below, Berthoud (2006b) has found that older
people are also less likely to say that they are cutting back on essential items than younger
people.
These studies reveal how important it is not simply to accept initial accounts by older
people at face value, since this will underestimate the extent of material deprivation
experienced by the standards of society. What is being observed may be what Moffatt
and Higgs (2007)33 would describe as ‘generational habitus’ – the experiences of a
generation set them apart from other generations in the ways that they think, feel and act.
However psychological processes also play a part: Halleröd (2006) argues that adaptive
processes whereby people adapt their preferences to their circumstances would
theoretically show a strong age effect, especially for those with limited access to economic
resources over time: we can therefore expect that ‘adaptation’ would be most prevalent
among older people with long-term limited access to economic resources.
Scharf and Bartlam (2006: 51) conclude that because older people talk about material
disadvantage in a way that minimises the impact of this in their daily lives, this has
important methodological implications where subjective evaluations of individuals’
financial circumstances are to be made. This would appear to be particularly pertinent for
the measurement of material deprivation.
The recent DWP work on question development for material deprivation questions
aimed at older people on the FRS (Legard et al, 2008; McKay, 2008) has led to a number
of options being offered to older people to explain the lack of necessary goods, or nonparticipation in necessary activities, which should lessen the tendency among older
people to deny that a lack is related to financial constraints. These are undoubted and
welcome improvements to existing forms of the material deprivation questions, but the
extent to which these types of responses change among these cohorts remains to be seen.

The age effect: a quantitative study
These qualitative findings have now been confirmed in a detailed quantitative analysis
undertaken by Berthoud for the Department for Work and Pensions (2006b). His analysis
of the PSE Survey has shown that older people appear much less deprived than younger
age groups on material deprivation measures. There is no intuitive reason to think that
older people are less deprived than younger people – indeed the qualitative evidence
referred to above and reports from agencies such as Help the Aged and Age Concern
would suggest that deprivation is a social problem for older people. The investigation
therefore set up primarily to test the robustness of this finding in multivariate analysis. If
the finding seems robust then either the problems of measurement and consumption
detailed above are making this measure invalid for older people, or we must conclude that
older people are in fact less deprived than younger people, sometimes substantially so.
33
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The Berthoud study reveals that the result that older people generally are less deprived
is a robust finding, and holds after statistical controls for income, family structure and
whether the respondent has a limiting long-standing illness. The effect was noted whether
the measure is of those who say they can’t afford identified necessities, whether they have
gone without various things, whether they are in arrears with payments, or on measures of
subjective poverty. It was noted both whether the measure is of people who don’t have
certain things, or whether they say they don’t have them because they can’t afford them.
It is also robust if a weighting scheme is introduced to relate the item to age groups who
say that an item is a necessity.
However, while the age effect was robust for ‘don’t have’ and ‘can’t afford’, the age
effect after age 50 was far smaller for those who ‘don’t have’ items than those who say that
they don’t have something because they can’t afford it (page 35: coefficient in an ordinal
logistic regression model of –0.232 compared with –0.60134). The ‘don’t have’ scale is
clearly less sensitive to age than the ‘can’t afford’ scale. This adds support to the
qualitative findings above that suggest that older people are unlikely to admit that they
can’t afford items. This is further supported by the finding that an even smaller effect was
noted for a ‘don’t have’ scale weighted by age-specific necessities (page 39: coefficient of
–0.141334). Here a weighting factor was again applied according to the proportion in each
ten year age group that identified particular items as necessities of life.
The age effect was eliminated by constructing an index using only items that were
based on those material goods and social participation items that were strongly predictive
of lower income, and predicting those who ‘don’t have’ those items (coefficient of
-1.105ns3434). This raises questions about the question set – is it the most appropriate for
measuring deprivation among older people?
Further, the Berthoud research produced some evidence that this age effect might be
as a result of consumption choices made differently by old and young.
On a cross-sectional basis, the finding that the older people are the less deprived on
standard measures of material deprivation is therefore fairly robust, but it is sensitive to the
difference between measuring those who don’t have an item compared with those who
say they can’t afford it, and to the question set on the standard FRS; there is some
evidence that this is also measuring consumption choices rather than deprivation,
particularly for younger people.
Berthoud’s longitudinal analysis revealed that the robust cross-sectional finding is a
cohort effect. As people age, they tend to become more deprived, but the earlier someone
was born, the less likely they are to appear deprived by these measures. This ties in with
the qualitative work above that suggests that people who have been in poverty for a long
time do not admit to or recognise themselves as deprived, and these quantitative findings
are consistent with this applying most profoundly to older cohorts.

Analysis of the 2005-6 FRS
As a result of these findings, we undertook analysis within DWP of the 2006 FRS data,
the most recent available at the time of writing. Bivariate and multivariate analysis clearly
supports the Berthoud findings. Tables and Figures are produced at Annexe 2. Pensioners
appear in these statistics to be far less materially deprived than younger groups, and these
findings are robust to a host of statistical controls.
Table 15 (page 202) shows that the proportions of pensioners who do not have an item
are not markedly different from working age adults, sometimes higher, sometimes lower.
34
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For a 1 unit change in the predictor variable, the coefficient represents the change in the expected log
odds as you move to the next category of the ordered dependent variable.

Working age parents are in general more likely not to have items. But when the
proportions of those who say they can not afford an item are estimated, pensioners are
markedly less likely to say they cannot afford the item in each case. The final set of
columns shows the percentage of those in each group who don’t have an item saying that
they can’t afford it. It can be seen for example that 71 per cent of pensioners who do not
have any money to spend on themselves each week say that this is because they can’t
afford it, compared with 91 per cent of working age adults; and 48 per cent of pensioners
who do not replace worn out furniture say this is because they cannot afford it, compared
with 68 per cent of working age adults and 77 per cent of working age parents. Such
patterns are evident for each item.
Indeed, even when comparing only single people (Table 16), disabled people (Table
17), people in income poverty (Table 18), or those in social housing (Table 19) – all
groups at greater risk of poverty or deprivation – older people show as far less deprived
than working age people within that group. So, for example, 67 per cent of income-poor
pensioners who do not repair major electrical items say that this is due to being unable to
afford this, compared with 79 per cent of working age income poor, and 87 per cent of
poor working age parents, and so on.
The percentages reporting that they do not have a material item is shown by age group
in Figure 6, page 207. The general shape of the distribution has been drawn on to each
graph. For many items (although not all), the lack of the item follows a u-shaped pattern –
younger people and older people are most likely to lack the item. This is in stark contrast
to the pattern shown in Figure 7: those who say they cannot afford the item by age group.
Here, in each case, there is a clear slope from right to left – the young are more likely to
say they can’t afford the item, and the relationship with age group is linear. The older
people get, the less likely they are to say that they can’t afford the item.
The robustness of these age-related findings is tested in multivariate logistic regression
analysis shown in Table 20 (page 210). Each model shown predicts being unable to afford
that item, controlling for variables known to be associated with material deprivation: sex,
5 year age band, family type, whether lives with other benefit units, tenure, disability and
income quintiles (equivalised, after housing costs).
For each response item, associations other than age go in the expected directions, and
interestingly, the coefficients are generally of similar order regardless of the item under
consideration. For example, disabled people are more likely to say they can’t afford an
item than those who do not have a disability with an odds ratio of between 1.6 and 2.4
across items (mostly around 2); those in the highest income quintile less likely to say they
can’t afford an item than those in the lowest, with odds ratios varying from 0.03 to 0.12
and so forth. Those in social housing are far more likely to say they can’t afford an item
than those who own their own home without mortgage (odds ratios generally varying
from 1.6 to 3.8 with an outlier of 9.4 for contents insurance), parents and lone mothers in
particular are more likely to say they can’t afford an item than others and so on.
However, for each item, the age effect for older people is clear and moves in
accordance with previous research: less and less ‘deprivation’ measured by people who say
they can’t afford an item as age increases after 65. These coefficients, being of particular
interest here, have been emphasised with a bold block. The similarity of coefficients is
remarkable even though each item is different, and has different proportions of people
both owning the item and being unable to afford it. In comparison with a reference age
group of 65 to 74 where the odds ratio has been set to 1, odds ratios for the age group 7584 vary from 0.48 to 0.7, and odds ratios for the age group 85+ vary from 0.27 to 0.46.
Thus, controlling for other relevant factors, the odds of those over 80 saying that they
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can’t afford an item are very roughly about a third of the odds for a person aged 60 to 65,
and the odds of a person aged 75 to 84 saying they are not able to afford an item are about
a half to two thirds of the odds for a person aged 60 to 65.
Such a clear age effect across items indicates that the problem is more likely to lie with
the questions than with the particular item choices, and suggests that all questions of this
nature will result in these conceptual problems in measurement. With cross-sectional data
you cannot tell if this is an ageing effect (people change as they age) or cohort effect
(different age groups behave or respond differently) but the Berthoud research, which was
longitudinal, suggests that we are observing a cohort effect. The implication for the
measurement of poverty using material deprivation indicators in this form is that to some
extent we are not measuring poverty at all but merely measuring someone’s age. Ideally
the search for an indicator would be one that is sensitive to other factors associated with
poverty and deprivation, but not sensitive to age once these other factors are controlled.

Summary: measuring whether deprivation is from lack
of resources
This review has revealed a number of specific problems with the third element of our
deprivation measurement – namely measuring whether lack of an item is attributable to
lack of resources. In particular, some specific problems have been identified with the
standard FRS question set for older people. The new questions on the FRS are
undoubtedly a methodological improvement, but the extent to which they eradicate these
problems remains to be seen, and since different questions are now asked on the FRS of
younger and older cohorts, cohorts can no longer be directly compared on this dataset.
Further, analysts have shown that as measured, this is probably capturing consumption
choices (or priorities) rather than poverty. Most importantly here, older people have been
shown in a number of qualitative studies not to view themselves as poor despite quite
marked observation of deprivation by researchers. Quantitative research confirms this
finding. The classification of not having a good because it can’t be afforded (as opposed to
not needed or wanted) is strongly and robustly associated with age. Longitudinal analysis
has shown that this is a cohort effect, and that as people age they become more deprived,
not less deprived as the cross-sectional analysis initially suggests.
All of this means that material deprivation as currently measured does not work well
for older people. New questions have been added to the FRS to address some of these
difficulties. However, because of the ‘internalisation of poverty’ issue revealed above, it
may be that it is not possible to create a survey measure that tries to capture the causes of
material deprivation that will work well for older people, since any question that relates to
subjective assessment of poverty or being unable to afford something is likely to result in
the same measurement error.
There are a number of potential ways forward:
i. To investigate whether with different items and/or different questions the
experience of material deprivation that has been extensively referred to in
qualitative research is capable of being captured in survey data (including material
deprivation experienced by vulnerable older people who are frail, disabled or long
term ill without material support from family and friends)
ii. To measure wider consumption choices, and identify material goods and activities
that people have or are able to access which are not viewed as necessities, then
count as deprived people who lack both ‘necessary’ and ‘unnecessary’ items
regardless of their stated reason, or taking into account the stated reason (if this is
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shown not to suffer from the measurement problems detailed in this chapter).
To some extent consumption measures, reviewed in Chapter Six, do this.
iii. To revert to identifying items viewed consensually as necessary (perhaps choosing
different items from those in the current question set) and then simply asking
people whether they have them or not. Although not ideal, as it leaves off the
third step of measurement of material deprivation entirely, it may ironically be a
better measure of whether older people are materially through lack of financial
resources than the current measure.
Because the measurement of material deprivation for older people was actively being
considered within DWP at the time of writing, a separate note was prepared summarising
the issues with the existing question set highlighted in research, and suggesting ways in
which methodological research might proceed.35 Conceptual questions that remain to be
answered are:
i. How should older people’s needs be defined? If the ‘democratic’ approach is to be
preferred then how can specific needs which might be associated with cohort,
age, frailty, illness or disability be taken into account? If it is accepted that needs
might differ according to age group, then who should decide what these needs are
– older people for older people, all people for older people, or older people for
themselves? Or should this be an expert consensus?
ii. Do we need to measure whether people’s provision is from their own resources or
because of family or other transfers? Is it important to understand the proportion
of the population able to make provision for themselves?
iii. How do we cope, in measurement of material deprivation, with the observation
that older people do not think of or describe themselves as poor? Are their
different ways of asking deprivation questions that are better at capturing
deprivation? Should we revert simply to a ‘don’t have’ index for older people?
iv. If we do this, how do we answer the criticism that we are not distinguishing
consumption choices? Is this important in a deprivation measure for older people?

Composite measures
It has recently become the practice in some places to measure poverty by combining a
measure of material deprivation with a measure of low income, sometimes called the
‘consistent poor’ (discussed above on page 43). Official child poverty measures now
incorporate a composite measure. This is the intersection of children in households
materially or socially deprived on two or more indicators whose parents say that the
reason they lack the indicator is because they cannot afford it, and have household
income below 70 per cent of median. It is similar to the estimate of ‘consistent poverty’
used in the Irish poverty target. The problem with these measures generally – that older
people are excluded from the deprivation measure if they say the item is not a necessity
for them or that they do not want it rather than saying they cannot afford it – means that
any composite measure (eg materially deprived + low income) becomes problematic.
Considering this question of combination also calls into question the theoretical basis for
such a composite measure.
35 This research agenda was being pursued by the DWP at the time of writing and has now resulted in the
fifteen revised questions on the FRS referred to in this section of the report. See Legard et al, 2008 and
McKay, 2008.
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The rationale for a composite measure is that if material deprivation indicators and low
income indicators are measuring two different dimensions of poverty, then a person poor
on both dimensions is especially vulnerable, and it is appropriate for government to
monitor this especially vulnerable group.
I have argued in Chapter One that deprivation and low financial resources are not
different dimensions of poverty, but they are different elements of poverty. It is important
to measure both for an understanding of who is poor. In this framework, ‘insufficient
financial resources’ is one necessary element of the poverty measure. In the material
deprivation measures reviewed here this is a subjective measure. If people do not have an
item, they are asked whether this is because they can’t afford it or because they do not
need or want it – they are therefore responding with a subjective view of affordability
which is not tested against their financial resources or by reviewing their total
consumption more objectively. In a low income measure, an objective estimate is made of
people’s incomes.
Subjective low financial resources and objective low financial resources are different
things. People can feel subjectively poor and be objectively poor, or one or the other. One
does not necessarily imply the other. Deciding that people have inadequate financial
resources only if this is true both subjectively and objectively appears to make some kind
of sense. We may not be concerned with people who do not feel poor even if they have
little money – it could be argued that this is not a policy problem.
However further deliberation shows that this is not so clear cut for older people. One
of the arguments that will be returned to throughout this report is that people’s costs vary
according to their circumstances. These circumstances might be where they live, or a
personal characteristic such as frailty, ill health or disability or being a carer. The problems
of variable cost are reviewed in Chapter Three (budget standards) and Chapter Four (low
income lines). As shown in Chapter One, conditions of ill-health, disability or limitations
in activities of daily living apply to the majority of older people and considerable expenses
attach to these conditions (Chapter Four). One of the values of a subjective measure of
affordability is that people’s incomes may appear to be high – even above the median –
but their circumstances mean that their basic requirements cost so much that they cannot
afford goods or items that are generally viewed as necessities. By insisting on nevertheless
cutting these people out of the poverty measure if their income is above 70 per cent of the
median, we are denying what appears to be a ‘legitimate’ experience of poverty.
On the other hand many older people do not report themselves as being unable to
afford things even if this is the case. It has been noted throughout this Chapter, and in all
studies of older people and subjective poverty (which have not been reviewed for this
report). We would want to capture these older people in a poverty measure, since they are
often the most deprived who have adjusted their expectations to low levels as a result of
living in poverty for a long time. Yet they rule themselves out of material deprivation
measures by not admitting or accepting that their deprivations are due to ‘unaffordability’.
Since they are not in the deprivation measure, they will also not be in any measure that
captures those who are both deprived or income poor. It is likely that even if substantial
improvements are made to these measures as a result of the methodological research being
undertaken at the DWP, this problem will not be wholly eradicated.
An intersection measure therefore excludes from any poverty measurement two
important groups of older people who ought to be captured. First, people for whom
subjective affordability is a good measure of their low financial resources, because they
have many demands on their income due to unavoidable increased spending needs which
may be due to things being expensive where they live, or to expenses related to
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disabilities. Second, we rule people out where subjective affordability is a bad measure of
their low financial resources because they will not describe themselves as poor. An
intersection measure is an unsatisfactory measure.
There are three possible solutions:
•

Just to measure material deprivation, on the basis that a measure can be developed
that appears to work better for older people than the current measure, and make no
attempt at a composite measure. However it is likely that there will still be a group of
older people who describe their deprivation as due to other causes, when it is directly
or indirectly due to their low financial resources.

•

To ignore the subjective measure of financial deprivation completely, and count
people as poor if they do not have items or participate in activities and have an
objective low income. This eradicates the problems of how older people tend to
answer these survey questions, but it excludes people who ought to be captured
because for them the subjective measure is a real measure of their low available
financial resources

•

To count people as poor if they do not have items or participate in activities and
either say they cannot afford them or have an objectively low income. This would
arguably be the best measure of poverty, but it is open to the criticism that some
people will say they cannot afford items despite clearly having the financial resources
to do so.

It is clear from this analysis that the measure adopted for the measurement of child
poverty would not be an appropriate measure for older people.

Individual vs Household
As with all poverty measures, we are generally aiming to capture the deprivations of
individuals while recognising that they live in households. Even though many items might
be provided at a household level (eg a washing machine or cooker), it is still important to
measure and understand the deprivation of individuals, since it cannot be assumed that all
individuals have the same access to resources within households. Pantazis and Ruspini
(2005) showed that in a small percentage of couples there were important differences in
the items that partners said that they lacked. In these couples women were more likely to
say that they went without clothes, shoes, food, heating, telephoning friends and family
and going out; their partners were more likely to say they went without visits to the pub,
having a hobby or holiday. This confirmed previous research by Cantillon and Nolan
(1998). As with other poverty measures, it is important to capture deprivation at an
individual level to understand the gendered experience of material and social deprivation.

Deprivation in institutional care settings
Scharf et al (2006) have highlighted the difficulties for older people, academics and policy
makers in thinking about what it means to be socially and materially deprived in an
institutional care setting. Even if it were clear how to define and measure deprivation in
institutions, at the moment there are considerable problems with any attempt to
incorporate the experiences of those living in residential care into national poverty
measures as institutions are excluded from the sampling frames of probability surveys.
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This is an area that requires substantial theoretical and methodological development if the
material and social deprivation of older people is to be understood and combated.

The creation of a ‘deprivation index’
It is common for researchers considering material deprivation measures to use the raw
results of numerous questions on deprivation to create a ‘deprivation index’ to use as a
summary variable of deprivation, or as an acknowledgement that single indicators of
deprivation are not powerful enough to capture the underlying concept and may just be
capturing consumption choices (Berthoud et al, 2006). Methods employed have included
to simply add up the number of items that people are deprived of, to develop measures to
summarise different dimensions of deprivation, to reduce a large number of items to few
items using a method such as factor analysis (and then perhaps sum the scores, or use a
weighted sum of scores), to weight items according to the proportion in the population
that viewed the item as a necessity, to weight items according to the proportion in the
respondent age group that considered the item a necessity, and prevalence weighting – ie
to weight items according to the proportion in the population that has the item.36 The
distribution of each item can be standardised (Berhoud et al, 2004; Berthoud 2006).37
Berthoud et al (2004) created a recalibrated relative index of consumer durables, financial
strain and daily living using standardised deprivation scores summed within each of the
three groups and divided by the number of components in the group to obtain an average;
then by summing the scores across the three groups and dividing by three. In the work
undertaken to examine the deprivation scores of pensioners (Berthoud et al, 2006) he
simply considered indices based on summing scores (for some analysis with a cut-off of 2+
items). Hallerod (2006) applied weights for his material deprivation index by a factor
summarising the probability of having an item given age & whether living in a household
with children – so an old person is not here viewed as deprived if they lack or do not want
an item that only young people have (although this raises important theoretical questions
of what it means to be deprived). Work reviewed above by Whelan and Maître (2007)
showed that the results on deprivation indices for older people can be particularly
sensitive to any reduced question set and mechanism for derivation used.
Cappellari and Jenkins (2006) argue that the theoretical basis for ‘sum scores’
(whether weighted or not) is weak, and after fully discussing the issues of derivation of
deprivation scales, they propose the use of item response modelling (IRM) in the
development of such indices. An item response modelling approach assumes that there is
a continuous latent variable (‘deprivation’) and that the binary measures are indicators of
the latent variable. They do acknowledge however that with their dataset both the IRM
and sum-score approaches produced a similar picture.
There are a number of further unresolved issues with such indices. The items in
deprivation ‘lists’ are very different from one another – a warm winter coat for example
might cost £20 from a charity shop, but contents insurance is a monthly expense of several
hundred pounds a year. Repairs to a cooker might be a much smaller expense than
36 With prevalence weighting, if 75 per cent of the population has an item, then the 25 per cent without the
item each score 75 points. There are problems with this, however. If 50 per cent lack an item, they each
score 50 points. If 5 per cent lack an item, they each score 95 points (Berthoud, 2006: 110). The item
which 50 per cent lack leads to far higher scores than the item which 5 per cent lack, even though an
item which only 5 per cent lack is far more of a necessity in Townsend’s (1979) terms.
37 Berthoud et al (2004) suggest standardisation by [(Raw item score – overall average item score)/
overall item standard deviation] – in other words a Z-score. Standardisation would counteract the
problems with prevalence weighting in the above footnote: Berthoud (2006: 110). Berthoud also points
out that standardisation would result in annual changes in the weighting creating a relative deprivation
measurement. But he acknowledges that this measure would not be easy for people to understand.
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replacing a 3-piece suite, but might also be considered more crucial to the basic ability to
live reasonably from day to day. A high cost item may not be the most ‘essential’. This
creates difficulties too when constructing a measure such as ‘deprived of 2+ necessities’,
since the two necessities might vary from person to person. A mechanism of weighting
items according to the proportion of the population that viewed them as a necessity is also
problematic because of the fact that more people are unlikely to have it. There are clearly
problems in treating all listed items equally in the measurement of deprivation (Atkinson,
2003).
These are issues that are important in the reporting of deprivation measures,
particularly if these become part of official government measures. They have not received
sufficient attention in the academic literature (Cappellari and Jenkins, 2006). Their
exploration would require research comparing the outcomes of different question sets and
weighting mechanisms for different sectors of the population.

Material deprivation measures and government poverty indicators
The result of this review is to conclude that the measurement of material deprivation is
considered scientifically important in the measurement of poverty across the world, has
now been adopted across Europe and is increasingly embraced by national governments.
Research undertaken on the operationalisation and of these measures for the UK via the
questions that have been placed on the FRS reported in this Chapter shows them to be
unsatisfactory for older people. A new set of fifteen questions has now been added to the
FRS for older people (Legard et al, 2008; McKay, 2008), which aims to address some of
these methodological concerns.
In terms of the criteria identified for evaluation:
•

Simple: is the measure simple to understand
A material deprivation measure is simple and easy to understand, as is a simple sumscore index. This becomes technically more complex if weighted scales or factor
analysis are used (although the reporting of these might still be relatively simple). The
more complex the weighting mechanism or estimation of, for example, underlying
latent continuous variables, the more likely it is that people will not understand the
measure.

•

Measurable: can progress be measured promptly and robustly

If valid and reliable survey indicators could be developed, this could be repeated from
time to time relatively easily. The problematic element of the measure is that it must
be rebased as society moves on. This is also a problem for budget standards, reviewed
in Chapter 3.
•

Relevant: what does it tell us about progress on a pensioner poverty objective

If the problems identified in this chapter could be resolved, measures could be
important in capturing whether the experience of pensioner poverty was being
alleviated over time. However, if the measurement problems can not be overcome,
then the measure could actually confound messages about progress by capturing a
generational effect in how people perceive themselves rather than progress in
eliminating deprivation among older people.
•

Credible: would the measure carry conviction with external commentators

If the measurement problems could be resolved then, yes. Material deprivation
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measures are considered important indicators of poverty by academics, lobbyists,
internationally and in the EU.
•

Value added: can the measure be influenced by the better delivery of government policies;

can it therefore act as a lever for performance
Potentially, although which policies would depend on the precise indicators used in
any final analysis. Reducing material deprivation may require co-ordination in
housing policy, fuel policy, transport policy, social care policy and pension and benefit
delivery.

Conclusions
Chapter One argued that for an understanding of poverty it is important to measure
deprivation. Two methods have been developed to do this – the development of material
deprivation indicators reviewed in this Chapter which attempt to observe and measure
deprivation directly, and consumption measures which are reviewed later in this report.
The standard mechanism for measuring material deprivation directly is to ascertain by
some sort of democratic vote what it is that people consider to be the necessary items and
activities to function in society (and to count anything that receives more than 50 per cent
of the vote to be a necessity), to observe whether people have these or not, and then to ask
those who do not whether this is because people cannot afford the item, or whether they
do not want or need the item. People are counted as ‘deprived’ if they do not have and say
that they cannot afford the item. The item scores are then typically combined into a
deprivation index.
Following the elements of poverty measurement set out in Chapter One, step (1), the
measurement of needs is measured by the ‘democratic’ process; step (2) the measurement
of financial resources is measured by asking people whether they can afford the necessities
(but only people who do not have the necessities are asked this, and it is a purely
subjective assessment with limited options for answering); step (3) deprivation is
measured by observing whether people have the necessities; and step (4) linking of
financial resources to deprivation is measured by asking those people who do not have the
necessity whether this is because they cannot afford the item or do not want/need it.
Uniquely among poverty measures, these measures attempt to measure all elements of
‘poverty’ as defined in Chapter One.
In terms of the theoretical arguments put forward in Chapter One, this methodology
is, however, problematic. First, the mechanism for deciding on needs does not take into
account the identified needs of older people, nor those who suffer from frailty, disability or
ill health. Also, it is not clear at all that something that, say, 51 per cent of people defined
as a necessity is a necessity in any philosophical sense. It is not clear that people who lack
those things are ‘deprived’. As will be seen in the next chapter, some budget standard
researchers have taken 80 per cent of the population as a cut off point. Many older people
view many of the items on survey question sets as irrelevant to them, and they have not
hitherto been asked questions that research has revealed might be more relevant to any
understanding of deprivation in later life. Research also suggests that the measured
deprivation of older people might be particularly sensitive to question sets.
Second, the method of establishing whether any lack is due to having insufficient
financial resources is theoretically problematic. The way the question is worded reintroduces the concept of whether something is a ‘need’ at this stage of the measurement.
Having determined that a range of items have been democratically determined to be
needs, everyone who does not have the item is then effectively asked to reclassify the item
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as a necessity or not. Yet this is not asked of the people who do have the item. It is
therefore conceptually unclear what a ‘need’ is in this measurement.
Third, even without this theoretical lack of clarity, when older people are asked
whether the lack of something is through being unable to afford it, or because they do not
want/need it, they have a marked propensity to say they do not want/need it. Many other
options that may be relevant to older people, for example problems with their health, or
diminishing social circles, are not offered as options. Furthermore, older people have been
shown in research to have a propensity not to describe their reduced circumstances as a
matter of financial deprivation, rather as a choice. This propensity is stronger the older
they are. So for older people this question is not a measure of financial resources at all – it
is a measure of how much they are prepared to say that their deprivation is about money.
This means that many older people rule themselves out of these poverty measures because
they will not say that their deprivation is a result of not being able to afford something, or
do not think of or understand this to be the reason because of psychological adaptation to
their poverty, or cohort experiences. Moreover, because financial resources are not
measured in any other way, it may well be that the measures are simply picking up
different priority setting within a limited budget for older people. For example, older
people prioritise paying bills and heating their home, and may well go without other
things in order to do this. Their observed lack of ‘deprivation’ may be because they
manage the same small pot of money in different ways to younger people, and in fact go
without many items that younger people have.
A programme of methodological research underway at the DWP at the time of writing
examined whether it is possible to develop survey questions for older people that will be
better at capturing both deprivation and the cause of deprivation. As a result of this
research, fifteen new questions have been added to the FRS for the future, specifically
aimed at better capturing the material deprivation of older people, with more relevant
items, cognitively tested questions, separate measurement of having necessities and the
reasons for any lack, and a number of options to explain the lack of an item (Legard et al,
2008; McKay, 2008). These questions are only asked of older people.
Beyond this research, a number of other issues arise. Research suggests that measures
should be at an individual and not a household level; also researchers have drawn
attention to the lack of appropriate measures of material and social deprivation for those
living in institutional care settings. If a composite measure is being contemplated such as a
measure that combines material deprivation (as measured here) with low income, this
may require some thought, and three options have been suggested. Finally, the
transformation of item scores into a deprivation index is a methodological area that has
received insufficient attention in the academic literature, and it is not clear what the
optimal way of reporting a summary index is, particularly for older people.
The measurement of material deprivation is considered scientifically important in the
measurement of poverty across the world, has now been adopted across Europe and is
increasingly embraced by national governments. As against government criteria: measures
can be simple (although the development of summary indices is not simple); progress can
be measured (although the measures need intermittent rebasing); if the measurement
issues could be overcome they have the potential to inform us about pensioner poverty
and would be credible with external commentators. They should be sensitive to better
delivery of government policies, although reducing material deprivation may require coordination across a number of policy arenas.
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Chapter Three: Measuring Budget
Standards for Older People
Summary
Minimum budget standards select components of living that are deemed necessary to
avoid poverty, hardship and deprivation in contemporary society and then ascertain how
much those components actually cost. Proponents argue that there is no other way to
assess whether people have sufficient financial resources to have the capacity to live a
healthy, integrated life. The budget standard can be used as a reference point in
determining governmental minimum income standards, and for estimating proportions at
risk of poverty. While budget standards have been used across the world for various
purposes, the UK government has never formally accepted their use for policy making.
There is widespread support from academia and lobbyists for the official establishment
of budget standards in order to assess the adequacy of income support measures and have
greater understanding of poverty and poverty risks. A major research report funded by
the Joseph Rowntree Foundation was published in June 2008 on the creation and
potential use of budget standards (Bradshaw et al, 2008).
A number of competing methods for the assessment of minimum budget standards
have been developed, drawing from medical and social sciences. In two recent studies
conducted about the costs of living for older people, different methods resulted in similar
identified necessary components of living, but variations in actual costs.
No budget standard study of older people in the UK has taken account of the altered
minimum income needs of those who are frail, disabled or long term ill, nor those in
institutionalised populations. These are important omissions.
Minimum budget standards have been subject to a number of critiques of the methods
employed, but on their face have high plausibility as a credible abstraction of a typical
person’s minimum needs, as long as individuals do not face enhanced needs or greater
needs than those set for the family type in the budget standard. Most criticisms have been
countered by researchers, or apply also to other types of poverty measures. One area that
has received little attention is how the budgets are kept up to date. The recent Joseph
Rowntree Foundation study has recommended methods for uprating budgets by an index
of annual changes in expenditure, and rebasing every five years on a rolling programme of
examining different family types.
Some methods result in a standard which could be used as a national ‘poverty line’
against which to measure the proportion of the population at high risk of poverty, but with
other methods it is not clear whether this is feasible. All methods result in minimum
budget standards as a reference point for government-set minimum income guarantees.
For older people, some budget standards have indicated that minimum guarantees are too
low. The recent JRF report concluded that Pension Credit is sufficient to take recipients
above the budget standard for pensioners, but importantly this study did not include any
expenditure for those will ill health, frailty or disability – all more prevalent among older
people, nor for those living in rural areas, or with high heating costs, also
disproportionately likely among older people.
With satisfactory uprating and rebasing, a poverty threshold taken from a budget
standard would be readily understood by the public, allow progress against poverty to be
quickly and robustly measured, and potentially be sensitive to improvements across a
range of services provided by government, not only income support. It would have high
credibility as one of a basket of indicators if the methodology was sound. However, it
would carry high political risk for the government officially to sanction the measurement
of budget standards.
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Introduction
Poverty can be defined as those who have insufficient financial resources to pay for or
secure an integrated healthy life, as argued in Chapter One. If this is accepted as a
conceptualisation of poverty then it immediately becomes important to establish how
much it costs to do that. If other resources (such as kin, voluntary sector and state) are not
available, what kind of financial resources would an individual need so as not to be
excluded from society? Minimum budget standards select components of living that are
deemed necessary to avoid poverty, hardship and deprivation in contemporary society,
and then ascertain how much those components cost.
In terms of the theoretical framework developed in Chapter One, budget standard
measures theoretically measure needs – step (1) in poverty measurement. They then
ascertain the financial resources necessary to meet those needs. They do not measure
actual financial resources – step (2). The implication is that the budget standard line could
be used as a benchmark against which to assess whether any measured financial resources
were sufficient – that is, to draw a ‘poverty line’. Any resulting deprivation is assumed.
Budget standard researchers make no attempt to measure deprivation (step 3), nor to link
inadequate financial resources to deprivation (step 4). Like other income measures, the
budget standard is a way of measuring the capability to live an integrated life,
participating in the norms and customs of society, rather than counting how many people
live in poverty.
It has distinct advantages over some other means of drawing income lines for poverty
measurement (discussed further in Chapter 4). Without a means of estimating how much
it costs to live, arbitrary ‘poverty lines’ have arguably little meaning, and it is not possible
to assess whether government guaranteed minimum incomes do indeed ensure that
individuals have sufficient monetary resources to have the capability of living a healthy
integrated life. The principle of the use of budget standards as an heuristic tool, and as a
reference point for governments in setting minimum income standards, has widespread
support and few critics within academia. Governments must of course also take into
account issues such as resource constraints and political acceptability in setting benefits
levels, but the argument is that the costs of living should at least be an important factor in
setting such standards. If a methodology for measuring needs and variations in need could
be agreed, budget standards could theoretically also be developed for use in ascertaining
headcount poverty measures, although this is more problematic.
In the last two decades, three separate respected academic institutions in the UK have
developed methods of budget standard assessment: the Family Budget Unit first at Kings
College London and now at the University of York developed the ‘Modest but Adequate’
(MBA) and ‘Low Cost but Acceptable’ (LCA) standards; the Centre for Research in
Social Policy at the University of Loughborough has developed the Consensual Budget
Standards (CSB), and the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine has
developed the ‘Minimum Income for Healthy Living’ standard (MIHL). Recent JRF
research (Bradshaw et al, 2008) has developed an approach combining the LCA and
CSB approached, called MIS (Minimum Income Standard). Lobby groups such as the
Child Poverty Action Group, Age Concern and the UK Public Health Association have
called for the development of minimum budgets against which to assess the adequacy of
benefits and also potentially, headcount rates of poverty. More recently the Zacchaeus
2000 Trust has begun campaigning for minimum income standards to be empirically
assessed, with the support of sixty-eight Non Governmental Organisations including the
BMA, the Royal College of Nursing, the Faculty of Public Health at the Royal College of
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Physicians and the UK Public Health Association. It is likely that the issue will remain on
the political agenda.
In this chapter I first review the arguments for developing budget standards and how
different research teams have approached their measurement. I then summarise the
research on budget standards for older people in the UK. Critiques of the budget
standards approach will then be assessed before considering the potential usefulness for
government of establishing budget standards for older people. Using budget standards to
develop ‘poverty lines’ is a related issue that will be discussed in Chapter 4. The use of
food and fuel budgets for measuring poverty will be reviewed in Chapter 6, together with
other measures of consumption, but food budgets in particular (used for poverty
measurement in the USA) can also be thought of as a budget standard approach.

Developing budget standards
How much does it cost to live? The government sets minimum income floors for large
sections of the population when determining the levels of means tested benefits, so that for
example, the Guarantee Credit element of Pension Credit suggests that currently
(2007/8) £119.05 per week is sufficient for the kind of life that the government expects a
single person to be able to lead, or £181.70 per week for two people living together as a
couple – a ‘governmental minimum income standard’(Veit-Wilson, 1998: 8).
It is clear, however, that the government has no standard by which to measure the
adequacy of this income line, and this opens the chosen rate to criticism. As Veit-Wilson
(1998) has pointed out in an international review of how governments set minimum
income standards, there is an inherent tension between a rate determined by social
scientists as providing an adequate income by the standards of society in a given place at a
given time, and the political criteria for adequacy. Political criteria include the state of the
economy, other calls on public spending and the political (or electoral) stance of
government. To a social scientist, poverty measures in the form of low income lines
logically must aim to assess those who fall below the scientifically determined rates of
adequacy and how far below these rates people fall. Despite the centrality of adequacy of
financial resources in most conceptualisations of poverty, no current official poverty
measure in the UK attempts to do this, although a number of academic studies have. VeitWilson (2004) has also argued that without an income adequacy measure, attempts to
derive poverty lines based on the income necessary to avoid deprivation and exclusion are
necessarily flawed.
Parker (2000:4) defines a budget standard as:
[a] minimum income or adequacy standard with a scientific basis to it, calculated using
agreed methods and open to public inspection and debate

While the UK has not attempted to justify its governmental minimum income standards
since Beveridge (Deeming, 2005)38, other countries have methods of arriving at their
minimum income standards by varying justifications and embodying them in varying
instruments. Veit-Wilson’s (1998) study of minimum income standards in several
countries showed use of budget standards as a reference point for use by governments in
Australia, Finland, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and the USA.
38 Beveridge said that his proposed flat rate benefits were sufficient without further resources to provide
the minimum income needed for subsistence ‘in all normal cases’. But these were not based on any
objective study of need, but were a rationalisation of predetermined levels of benefits that had already
been decided on (Beveridge, 1942 and Veit-Wilson 1992, referenced in Parker, 2000: 6).
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Fisher (2007) has identified budget standards used by or commissioned by governments
in the USA, Canada, Australia, Norway, Sweden, the former Soviet Union, The Czech
Republic, Hungary and Poland, as well as identifying budget standard research in New
Zealand, Ireland, the Netherlands, Germany, Malaysia and Hong Kong. Budget
standards have also been developed by Professor Middleton (see below) which have
informed the income support system in Jersey. Budget standards have been used in
various ways at various tiers of the complex systems by which governments influence
income maintenance, including minimum wages, income tax allowances, spousal
maintenance and child support after separation, ability to pay fines in the legal system,
and long and short term social security and social assistance benefits including pension
systems and minimum income guarantees in old age (Veit-Wilson, 1998; Fisher, 2007;
Saunders et al, 2004, Middleton and Roberts, 2004). They have also been used to
understand poverty, and identify and count the poor (Bradshaw, 1993; Parker, 2000;
Veit-Wilson, 1998; Zaccheaus 2000 Trust: Appendix 16).
Budget standards have never been adopted or used in the UK. In their recent review
of child poverty measures, the Department for Work and Pensions rejected calls by
academics and lobbyists for the introduction of budget standards in the assessment of
child poverty. This was because they were unable to discern any consensus in the
academic community as to what level of income was adequate, with different lines
resulting from different methods. They also had concerns about the ability to generate a
long time series for tracking trends over time, since the budgets require relatively frequent
rebasing, with disconnects observed whenever a rebasing exercise is carried out.
Proponents of budget standards have identified a number of clear advantages over
other income lines as a threshold for the measurement of poverty (Bradshaw 1993, Parker,
2000; Veit-Wilson, 1998; Saunders et al, 2004; Fisher, 2007). They can easily be
adjusted to reflect the standards of the time and place, and they illustrate to experts,
policy makers and lay people alike precisely what standard of living, or lifestyle, is being
proposed. This contrasts with more arbitrary ‘poverty lines’ such as those drawn at 50 per
cent or 60 per cent of median income. Budget standards are transparent and flexible: if
critics disagree that a certain item should be included, it can be removed, and the effect
on the budget immediately seen. Similarly, if critics think that some item should be
included, it can be costed, and added to the budget. The mechanism for deciding the
basket of goods to be costed is also transparent. Budget standards can also account for the
lifetime of durables as they typically assess the cost of replacing durables over their
lifetime.
Budget standards also theoretically have the ability to overcome the problems of how
to assess an equivalence scale – what economies of scale are in fact achieved by those who
live together as opposed to living alone. In the budget standard approach, separate
budgets are prepared for those living alone and with others, and these are empirically
costed so that such economies of scale as there are, are grounded in social research, rather
than arbitrarily assumed. Bradshaw et al (2008) in the recent JRF study have estimated
new equivalence scales for certain family types, including single and couple pensioners,
that also reflects their findings that pensioner households had lower needs than other age
groups. However it should be noted that in the JRF study, the only variation in costs that
was allowed for was family type, so that the increased prevalence of illness and disability
among pensioners, their disproportionately rural living, and poorer housing conditions
requiring higher fuel costs, were all unaccounted for in their study.
Setting poverty lines according to budget standards may have another advantage.
Some things (and this is highlighted by the capability approach – see below) are provided
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free by the State. Notably in the UK our healthcare system is free at the point of delivery,
meaning that individuals in poor health do not have to budget for primary or secondary
health care, and so a budget standard can be developed which omits this (or estimates the
cost at zero). Individuals (apart from those with the most extreme needs) do however
generally have to budget for social care, and so for an older person with these needs, a
budget standard could include this cost. If all social care became free and this could be
omitted from the standard, then you would observe against this standard that fewer
people are poor, which is logically correct, and would immediately reflect the impact of
government policy on any poverty line drawn against a budget standard. This kind of
effect is not picked up with poverty lines based on income inequalities. It is only
potentially picked up in the material deprivation measures reviewed in Chapter Two in an
indirect way – if people are not having to spend their financial resources on health and
social care, then they should be less deprived in other material and social respects.
However this leaves open a number of questions discussed extensively in Chapter Two,
such as how people are prioritising their spending within a limited budget, and the
sensitivity of these measures to the particular choice of consumables selected for
measurement. A budget standard is potentially a more consistent and reliable measure of
the formal contributions of the State to fulfilling welfare needs.
At its heart, budget standards focus on an assessment of minimum needs in society,
and so the methodology resonates with those advocating a theory that poverty is about
having insufficient financial resources to meet needs. However empirical setting of budget
standards has tended to focus on particular groups of people to the exclusion of others. As
will be seen below, for example, no budget standard has ever been set for older people
with illness, frailty or disability, nor older people living in rural communities, nor has a
mechanism been satisfactorily developed for taking into account large variations in costs
of living, even for example on essentials such as housing, fuel, clothing and food. There is
a gap between the theoretical possibilities of the measure, and what has been achieved in
practice.

Budget standards and capability theory
Capability theory is increasingly the prevalent discourse of poverty in Europe and
elsewhere: that people should have sufficient resources to provide the capacity to maintain
well-being. The recently conducted report of the Equalities Review Panel, commissioned
by Tony Blair when he was Prime Minister and published by the Cabinet Office, Fairness
and Freedom: The Final Report of the Equalities Review adopts Sen’s capability theory
as a framework for understanding and combating inequality.39 The Review defined a
number of
central and valuable freedoms (or ‘capabilities’). These are the things members of our
society feel it is most important they are enabled to do. (2007: 126)

The defined list operationalised these capabilities under various headings and gave several
examples of each. The headings are: to be alive; to live in physical security; to be healthy;
to be knowledgeable, to understand, reason and have the skills to participate in society; to
enjoy a comfortable standard of living with independence and security; to engage in
productive and valued activities; to enjoy individual, family and social life; to participate
39 Dr Tania Burchardt and Dr Polly Vizard from the Centre for Analysis of Social Exclusion (CASE) at the
London School of Economics were commissioned to develop this framework (see Definition of Equality
and Framework for Measurement, and Developing a Capability List)
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in decision-making, have a voice and influence; the capability of being and expressing
yourself and having self-respect; and of knowing you will be protected and treated fairly
by the law.
Although many examples given under each heading might be aided or facilitated by
additional financial resources, examples of being able to enjoy individual, family and
social life which have direct implications for financial resources include the capabilities to
celebrate on special occasions and to spend time with, and care for, others. Most
importantly for considering financial resources, the capability to enjoy a comfortable
standard of living with independence and security is operationalised as, for example,
being able to:
•

enjoy an adequate and secure standard of living including nutrition, clothing,
housing, warmth, social security, social services and utilities

•

have personal mobility, and access to transport and public places

•

live with independence, dignity and self-respect

•

have choice and control over where and how you live

•

enjoy your home in peace and security

•

access green spaces and the natural world

•

share in the benefits of scientific progress including information and technology

The implications of the adoption of this approach are that to assess how successful a
government had been in securing people’s capabilities to live a value life, a budget
standard measurement would be necessary to determine whether financial resources were
sufficient to achieve the capability to enjoy a comfortable standard of living. A needsbased approach to thinking about poverty implies measurement of a budget standard.

Methods for developing budget standards
The idea of a budget standard for the study of poverty was pioneered by Rowntree in his
studies of York in the early 1900s: he considered the budget necessary at the most frugal
standard for the absolute bare essentials for maintaining existence – an ‘irreducible’
minimum of core costs (food/clothing/shelter/fuel/hygiene with a tiny margin). His
purpose was to show the numbers of people living below this unarguably irreducible
minimum, which he called ‘primary poverty’ (Alcock, 2006)40. In his approach, a
minimum basket of goods was determined by experts who had no experience of living in
poverty, and this bore little relation to the realities of living for people – an issue that has
continued to pose considerable methodological problems in developing budget standards.
Fisher (2007: 5) for example describes a ‘minimum cost diet’ of 1945 in the US
comprising only wheat flour, evaporated milk, cabbage, spinach and dried navy beans,
described by officials as ‘not useful to families in their choice of foods or to administrators
in gauging food allowances’.

40 Later taken to represent income maintenance limits in supplementary benefit (Veit-Wilson 1998)
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More recent work in the development of budget standards has typically employed
three types of information: normative information coming from expert opinion concerning
people’s needs, costs based on actual expenditure incurred and attitudes of people to
budgets. It is important in developing the standard to avoid the problem of ‘circularity’ as
far as possible. Circularity occurs where you use actual expenditure by people on
constrained budgets (who may not have sufficient income to overcome the relevant
deprivations) in order to assess what the budget ought to contain. It is methodologically
important to try to assess needs independent of actual spending patterns (Bradshaw,
1993).
There is a fair degree of debate about the extent to which emphasis should be given to
scientific prescriptions for health compared with popular cultural practices/public
consensus approaches (Bradshaw, 1993; Morris et al, 2007; Deeming, 2005; Parker,
2000), reflected in three major proponents of budget standards over the last twenty years
in the UK.

Family Budget Unit Approach
In the early 1990s, the Family Budget Unit, led by Professor Jonathan Bradshaw
developed the MBA and LCA approaches: a Modest But Adequate income or Low Cost
but Acceptable income. The methodology (set out in more detail below) involved experts
determining what items should be included in a budget to achieve a given living standard
(eg nutrition and heating). It also makes extensive use of consumption data. These data
included subject experts, manufacturer’s evidence, expenditure and combining actual
consumption data with inclusion criteria (eg for LCA income, items were included if
owned by more than 80 per cent of the population). The needed quantity of each item
and its lifespan are ascertained, as well as its cost in local shops. Findings are then
validated by focus groups and surveys such as the Expenditure and Food Survey. The
LCA measure was developed for use in poverty studies: LCA income marks a poverty
threshold which is intended to be sustainable over a long period of time (Parker, 2000: 2).
It included measures of the necessity to replace durable goods and is therefore particularly
relevant for pensioners. Parker et al (2001) are careful to point out, however, that they are
not recommending that older people live at the LCA standard. Rather that the LCA level
should be regarded as an indicator of the income level below which the risk of poverty
becomes acute.
LCA budgets were established with extensive research in the late 1990s
(www.york.ac.uk/res/fbu/). In 1999, the Family Budget Unit produced a ‘Low Cost by
Acceptable’ standard for people aged 65-74 (Parker, 2000). They have since published
upratings each year, based on the baseline costings obtained in their 1999 study. The
uprating is by the commodity prices index for the items included in the budget, and in
general has resulted in different upratings for tenants and owner occupiers, and lower
uprating than RPI (Oldfield et al (2001)).

LCA measure for 65-74 year olds
The LCA measure (Parker, 2000) is based on the Swedish model where a distinction is
made between costs which do not vary much between regions and individuals (eg food,
clothing, recreation, hygiene, consumables, household goods, leisure, electricity and home
insurance), and costs which do (for example, housing and transport). Variable costs are
then further divided into ‘core variable costs’ – essentials such as housing, fuel, childcare,
transport and healthcare, as well as debts and pets (since once these are incurred they
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cannot be stopped); and ‘life-style variables’ which include socialising, giving to charity,
playing the lottery, alcohol and tobacco.
The Family Budget Unit developed an LCA measure for healthy older people aged
between 65 and 74 living in York, priced at January 1999 (Parker, 2000). This measure
represents the minimum amounts below which large numbers of older people risk illhealth and social exclusion as they juggle between physical and other necessities (Parker
2000: 3).
It aims to measure the cost of maintaining a simple standard of living that provides a
healthy diet, material security, social participation and a sense of control on an indefinite
basis (Parker 2000: 10). It allows very narrow margins for unforeseen expenditure. The
budgets were estimated using recognised nutritional, housing and heating standards and
empirical research indicating consumer preferences. They are part normative (recognised
standards for nutrition, housing, warmth and exercise) and part empirical (consumer data
and discussion groups relating to the spending patterns of low income people). The more
precise methodology is as follows:
•

Goods and services required for healthy, socially inclusive living by different
household types were determined by researchers, priced and costed. The study drew
on a variety of data sources including national surveys, market research reports,
health and good practice standards, information on consumer behaviour from
institutions such as the Post Office, British Telecom, and retailers; and twelve focus
groups of low income adults. The focus groups informed issues of shopping patterns,
food menus, coping strategies and assisted in validation of the budgets.

•

Key items were included if surveys revealed that 80 per cent of the population owned
them or consumed them at a household level41, or said that they were necessary in
society, although this was not always easily ascertained (for example expenditure
surveys give data on spending frequency rather than ownership rates).

Exceptions to this were:
– (in consultation with voluntary organisations) a week’s holiday in the UK;
– alternative budgets were prepared with and without alcohol
(with adjustments to the food budget to account for the nutritional value
of the alcohol), based on two thirds of the healthy drinking limit;
– budgets were not prepared including the cost of smoking despite
widespread smoking pattern42s;
– gift vouchers for grandchildren are included in the budgets.
•

Food baskets were determined by using the FES 1995/6 to determine the income
bands at which the different household types spent 30 per cent of their net income
after housing costs on food.43 The starting point for the budgets was then the foods
purchased by older people in the various family types within the National Food
Survey (NFS) within those income bands. Menus are modest and extensively

41 The MBA level was taken at 50 per cent; this approach can also be compared to the material deprivation
indicators reviewed in Chapter Two, where a threshold of 50 per cent was taken to define necessities.
42 The issue of smoking is particularly complex in social context. In the original Breadline Britain study
(Mack and Lansley, 1985), qualitative evidence vividly describes the importance of smoking to people
living with multiple deprivations.
43 This is the basis for the American poverty line – see Chapter 6.
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detailed. A typical daily menu for a single man aged 65-74 would be weetabix and
toast for breakfast, a cheese and pickle sandwich with an apple for lunch, a single
bakewell slice in the afternoon, and a pork chop with potatoes and vegetables,
ketchup and two slices of bread for dinner, or a dinner of pilchards and tomatoes on
toast, with an apple. Clothing, personal care, hygiene and personal accessories
budgets are similarly modest, as are budgets for household goods.
•

Prices were ascertained from national retail outlets and mail order outlets wherever
possible. Economy lines for food were chosen. Local shops and services were used
where necessary, for example to establish the cost of washing machine repairs and
servicing of appliances. Durables were priced by dividing the cost by the life
expectancy.44 Sale goods, second hand goods, home grown food and DIY were not
included because of difficulties of pricing and attaching lifetimes to second hand
goods.

•

Budgets are estimated for a single man aged 65-74, a single woman aged 65-74 and a
couple aged 65-74 both as local authority tenants and as owner occupiers without
mortgage, none of whom are in paid employment.

•

York was chosen as the pricing centre. York had been shown in a previous study to be
close to the national average in many key determinants of living standards; with
housing profiles broadly representative of housing occupied by low-income older
people across the UK.

•

Importantly, no costs of ill-health, frailty or disability were included.
Those aged 65-74 are assumed to be healthy and active.

The outcomes of this study are summarised below together with the outcomes of the
MIHL study for older people funded by Age Concern and conducted by the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (Age Concern, 2005; Morris et al, 2007).

Consensual Budget Standards (CBS)
Since the mid 1990s, Professor Sue Middleton at the Centre for Research in Social Policy
at Loughborough and her team have pioneered and developed the consensual budget
standard (CBS). This draws heavily on the methods used for the approach to ascertaining
consensual material deprivation indicators (reviewed in Chapter Two). People who live
44 Life expectancies for all goods from tubes of toothpaste to crockery to furniture and electrical
items were estimated by a variety of methods. Poorer people were taken to eke out more years
from their goods than in the more generous MBA standard, but the likelihood of poorer quality goods
was also taken into account. For the main items in the study, life expectancies were estimated as
(Parker 2000: 19):
Beds

20 yrs

Curtains

10

3-piece suite

15

Fridge
freezer

17

Bedding

9

Carpets

13-25

Furniture/
fittings

25

Gas cooker

17

Hair dryer

4

Wahing
machine

15

Lawn mower

20

TV

15

Vacuum
cleaner

15

Tools

15
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in the household circumstances for which it is aimed to construct a minimum essential
budget standard (eg pensioners) are brought together to act as their own budget standards
committee, with each group purposely sampled to include differing socio-economic
backgrounds and circumstances so as to provide a consensus across society. The
committee is then enabled by various means to set the budget, with as little interferences
as possible from the researchers. The aim (as in the material deprivation studies) is to
produce a consensus. Otherwise, she argues:
… asking deprived people to set poverty lines is simply asking them to define their own
poverty. (Middleton, Appendix 8 in Zacchaeus 2000 Trust, 2004)

At the heart of the methodology is the idea that if society is to support a minimum
income standard then it must be consensually defined. The definition usually adopted by
groups (but they are not bound to adopt it) is:
things which are necessary for a person’s physical, mental, spiritual, moral and
social well-being

taken from the United Nations definition of an adequate lifestyle. The idea is to set the
minimum budget independent of considerations of the financial resources of the
household. The committee not only defines minimum essential goods and services, but
they also choose how items and services should be costed and at what outlets. They
decide replacement rates for periodic purchases such as clothes, electrical items and
furniture, and they make use of expenditure diaries to become aware of their own
consumption.
There have been a number of CBS studies with only one having an element relating to
older people: a study of single and couple pensioners in Jersey. The team found that the
pension in Jersey needed to be increased by 2 per cent to meet their empirically
established minimum budget standard. As the research related to Jersey, it has not been
included in the comparative review below.
Proponents of this approach see it as avoiding the problem of budget standards set by
experts who have little understanding of how people actually make decisions, spend and
consume.

Minimum Incomes for Healthy Living: the expert approach
A different approach to budget standards in the UK has been developed at the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. Focussing clearly on health, and in particular
on nutrition, exercise and living conditions, they developed the Minimum Income for
Healthy Living (MIHL) standard. This is essentially an academic and expert review, with
expenditure costed largely from expenditure surveys. Deeming (2005) has argued that
this is the most difficult budget standard for governments to ignore, since it is based very
clearly on research evidence on health and healthy living.
This budget standard is based on a philosophy that
Society should aim for everyone to benefit from the knowledge of personal needs for
healthy living that is being gained in the modern scientific effort (Age Concern, 2005: 5)

The authors believe that an essential condition of any such policy will be the assurance for
all of an adequate personal income to meet the current minimal costs of these defined
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health needs. The methodology is based on expert review. Worldwide biomedical and
social research is reviewed to extract the essential personal needs for health and wellbeing in nutrition, physical activity, psychosocial relations/social inclusion, a home and
the provision of healthcare. They then acknowledge a ‘recognisable broad popular
consensus’ (p5) on other essential needs for healthy, decent, engaged social living by older
people in England today. For this they draw on survey findings and national expenditure
data of lower income groups of older people. Once these various needs have been
established, they assess the
current realistic minimal personal costs of these lifestyles to yield our objective evidencebased assessment for social policy of average Minimum Income for Healthy Living, MIHL,
required today by older people in England (p5)

Mechanisms for the assessment of costs include surveys, direct costings from national
supermarkets and local shops, the Expenditure and Food Survey, standardised estimates
of fuel costs from the English House Condition Survey, published contract prices,
evidence from the Dental Practice Board and Department of Health, and the National
Travel Survey (p12).
MIHL budgets have recently been developed for older people in the UK, funded by
Age Concern. The study applies to the over 65s, singles and couples, living in private
households, who are without significant defined disability. Thus neither the LCA study
from the Family Budget Unit, nor this study, take account of the additional costs of
disability, applying to over 40 per cent of the over 65 population and a far higher
proportion of those in older age groups. They comment that those with disability are
likely to incur ‘diverse additional personal costs’ that require further comprehensive study.
Where survey evidence was used, this was based on expenditure by the lowest income
two fifth’s of households where the head of the household is 65+. The estimation of food
costs was made using an expert devised nutritionally sound diet. Supermarket websites
were used to source the cheapest foods. The foodbasket was then inflated by 14 per cent
to reflect the inflated cost of local shops in recognition of the fact that many older people
do not have easy access to cheap supermarkets (in a previous survey they had found that
local shops were on average 28 per cent more expensive than supermarkets). The budgets
allowed for a visitor to be given tea and biscuits/a piece of fruit once a week. A daily
vitamin supplement of vitamin B12 was allowed for. One glass of wine a day was allowed
for (as among middle aged and older adults this is associated with the lowest all-cause
mortality). As with the LCA budget, the diets are modest and simple. Local authority
facilities for group physical activity are allowed for on the basis that they function for
exercise, stability, company, socialisation and commitment. Housing repair costs were
based on what would be needed to maintain a safe home rather than actual expenditure,
since many older people do not undertake sufficient house repairs, economise on fuel use
and omit home and contents insurance.
A comparison of the findings of the MIHL study and the LCA study is carried out
below.

Minimum Income Standards (MIS): The JRF Study
The Joseph Rowntree Foundation has just published the results of a new study to produce
minimum income standards in the UK with Professors Bradshaw and Middleton as
principal investigators (Bradshaw et al, 2008). The project combined the approaches of
the Family Budget Unit (MBA and LCA) and the Consensual Budget Standards
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developed at Loughborough. The MIHL standard is rejected because of its ‘top down’
style, being hard to reconcile with consensual methods (Middleton et al – JRF
proposal, 2006).
The project aims are:
… to specify a minimum acceptable standard below which is it unacceptable (scientifically,
morally and socially) in today’s society for any individual or family to fall. Previous CBS
research has shown that ordinary people can, through group discussion, define the
minimum. Their definitions go beyond having enough food, warmth and shelter, to include
sufficient resources to participate in society and to maintain human dignity, consuming
those goods and services regarded as essential in modern Britain. However, the minimum
clearly excludes items that may be regarded as ‘aspirational’: it is about fulfilling needs and
not wants

The idea behind the project was to build baseline budgets to which can be added, for
example, the costs of disability, or living in a remote or an expensive area. The CBS
approach was adopted, but with expert input in various ways into the budget standards
committees. The MIS study has produced new budgets single and partnered male and
female pensioners, as well as new empirically estimated equivalence scales for pensioners.
Regrettably, as with other budget standard studies, the additional costs of illness and
disability have been acknowledged but not estimated, nor have the costs of living in a
rural area, nor has any way of assessing the variable costs of housing, goods and services
on a national scale been suggested.

The four approaches: commonalities and differences
The proponents of these various approaches come from different epistemological
positions (Deeming, 2005). The medical expert dominated MIHL approach prescribes
how people ought to live based strictly on medical research on health and well-being. The
LCA approach, deriving from social science traditions, mixes expert advice with
consumer spending and attitudinal evidence in determining how much people would
need to spend to conform to the minimum lifestyle enjoyed by 80 per cent of the
population. The CBS eschews ‘expert’ knowledge by considering people to be expert in
understanding minimum necessary consumption for well-being in their own society. The
MIS has adopted the CBS approach, but does have some room for expert comment. The
MIS team have explicitly rejected the approach by the MIHL team. The MIHL team
have strongly defended its scientific basis (Deeming, 2005; Morris et al., 2007). The
conflict derives from the operationalisation of the definition of needs in society and
reflects the considerable philosophical and epistemological difficulties with this
fundamental question.
There may be less between these champions of different methodologies than their
philosophical positions suggest. Psychosocial well-being, part of the MIHL scientific
standard, necessarily implies participation in the current norms of societal living – exactly
what the CBS is capturing. The MIHL team used consumer spending on numerous items
to estimate their budgets, thus drawing on the social experience of older people, and the
LCA approach draws on expert advice particularly in the areas of diet and heating (where
the MIHL approach also draws most heavily on expert advice). The MIS team has some
(admittedly minor) element of expert review of their budgets.
The MIHL medically proven health standard based only on research outcomes for
healthy living may have the highest purchase with politicians, but how much difference
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do the different methodologies appear to make in practice? Gordon (2002, quoted in
Deeming, 2005) showed that in general, the MIHL standard was higher than the LCA
standard which in turn was not surprisingly higher than Rowntree’s original subsistence
standard.
There have been three detailed studies undertaken so far of budget standards for older
people, the LCA budget derived in 1999 for healthy people aged 65-74 in the UK, the
MIHL budget derived in 2005 for healthy people aged over 65 in England, and the MIS
budgets for pensioners derived in 2008. It is well known that inflation for pensioners is
different on average from inflation for younger people, because on average they purchase
different baskets of goods – the government produces a pensioners’ inflation index each
year to reflect this.45 The LCA 1999 budget has been uprated each year using the
Consumer Price Index for each budget item. The MIHL was uprated from January 2005
to April 2007, presumably using the Retail Price Index (although this is not clear). It is
proposed that the MIS budget will be uprated by an expenditure index. Uprating budgets
is a tricky problem, and will be considered further below under ‘Critiques’. The RPI is
probably too crude a measure, particularly when assuming, as the MIHL budget does,
that pensioners do not have a car. The uprating by the Commodities Price Indices used
by the LCA budget team shows that for some commodities commonly consumed by
older people, prices fall over time, despite RPI going up. The MIS uprating mechanism
has only just been published.
Table 4 and Table 5 provide a detailed comparison of the budget standards for older
people derived by the LCA and MIHL teams respectively (the MIS study was published
too late to be included here). These Tables are presented to show the kind of detail and
precision that is included in these budgets and also so that the reader can think about the
extent to which, in her or his mind, the budgets could legitimately be reduced yet still
provide for a healthy and integrated life in a country with a wealthy developed economy.
The MIS budget, not shown, contains even more detail and precision – the contents of
the pensioner budget for example run to 26 pages, and include provision for replacement
light bulbs and so on.
In Table 4 the example is shown in the LCA budget of a single woman aged 65-74
living within one mile of York city centre, who is an owner occupier without mortgage
and without a car. The budget costs are in column one as originally devised (January
1999) and in column two grouped and uprated to April 2005, the approximate date of the
MIHL study. The MIHL budget shown in columns three (grouped) and four (itemised) is
for a single woman without a car, on the assumption that housing costs (rent/mortgage)
are paid in full by housing benefit and council tax is paid in full by council tax benefit.
Account is taken in both budgets of age related benefits in the health system, TV
licences46 and heating allowances.
The LCA study shows an illustrative budget for this hypothetical person of £117.55
(at 2005 prices) including council tax, whereas the MIHL shows, for their statistically
constructed person, a budget of £122.65 without council tax. When council tax is taken
out of the LCA budget, this equates to £105.54 – a difference between the two budget
methods of £17.11 a week (at 2005 prices). The difference is sufficient for the income
support line of the time to be above the LCA measure, but below the MIHL measure (see
Table 5).
45 www.statistics.gov.uk/StatBase/Product.asp?vlnk=867 Tables 7.4 and 7.5
46 The MIHL budget accounts for free TV licences for the over 75s by averaging the cost of TV licences
across all older people.
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This £17 a week difference is driven largely by a far higher food budget in the MIHL
standard (about £8.50 a week higher at £32.30), a higher ‘psycho-social’ budget (just over
£3 a week higher at £17.50 a week), a house maintenance budget almost £5 higher at
£13.18 a week, and a fuel budget more than twice as high at £13.75. There is some offset
by the MIHL standard not allowing anything for many of the items allowed for in the
LCA budget, for example funeral insurance and the keeping of a pet (even though pet
ownership has been shown to maintain health in older people – see Rainer et al, 1999).
While the LCA budget itemises things in detail but allows nothing for contingencies, the
MIHL budget allows £8.40 a week for ‘contingencies and inefficiencies’. When this is
taken into account, other variations in the two budgets seem relatively trivial. Despite the
different methods, the remainder of the lists are reasonably comparable in both content
and cost. Neither budget allows for the costs of credit or smoking.
Consideration of these budget items shows that they are clearly very modest, and the
reader may indeed wonder whether the LCA budget at 2005 prices of £24 a week for a
nutritious diet is really feasible (the MIHL say £32 a week is the minimum for food).
While critics may say that decisions to include each item are somewhat random, or that it
is unrealistic to assume that all people might need all the items (see below under
‘critiques’) it is difficult to go through the list and cross out any item without thinking that
someone unable to afford that item would be materially deprived or at high risk of social
exclusion in society today. The ‘holiday’ budgets are in the region of £40 a year, and less
than £1 a week is allowed for in the LCA budget for hobbies, entertainment and outings.
The budgets clearly exceed levels of destitution, but they seem reasonably irreducible as a
measure of basic needs on any contemporary understanding of poverty in the developed
world, and irreducible in the sense of providing the capability to enjoy a standard of living
without discomfort and social exclusion.
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Table 4: Detailed comparison
of budget items and costs as
at April 2005 between LCA and
MIHL budgets for older people

LCA budget as
at Jan 1999;
Single woman
owner occupier
in good health,
aged 65 - 74
without a car:
Location York

Grouped
expenses for
LCA budget :
Uprated to
2005 by
commodities
price index

Grouped
expenses: MIHL
April 2005
prices: single
person averages over
England

MIHL April 2005
prices: single
person averages over
England

Food

£21.93

£23.85

£32.30

£32.30

Alcohol

£2.22

£2.20

Outerwear

£2.50

£15.02

£19.17

£11.80

Underwear &
nightwear

£1.57

Accessories

£0.09

or clothing,
footwear and
household
goods

Footwear

£0.79

Clothing repair
kit

£0.07

Furniture

£2.33

Floor coverings

£2.02

Textiles

£1.09

Toilet paper;
cleaning
materials and
products

£1.49

Gardening, DIY,
tools and
materials

£0.26

Kitchen
equipment and
hardware

£1.02

Gas/Electrical
equipment and
repairs

£1.58

£6.97

service
contract
(includes
boiler, see
below)

Stationery and
paper goods

£0.44

£0.40

stationery and
stamps

Home security

£0.03

not allowed for

Healthcare

£0.37

Personal
hygeine

£2.98

Food

.

£5.30

£0.50

over the
counter
medicines

£1.68

£4.80

includes
personal care,
household
cleaning,
laundry and
dry cleaning

Personal
accessories

£0.39

not allowed for

Cosmetics

£0.18

not allowed for
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LCA budget as
at Jan 1999;
Single woman
owner occupier
in good health,
aged 65 - 74
without a car:
Location York

Grouped
expenses for
LCA budget :
Uprated to
2005 by
commodities
price index

Grouped
expenses: MIHL
April 2005
prices: single
person averages over
England

MIHL April 2005
prices: single
person averages over
England

Postage

£0.31

£5.69

£4.00

Telephone

£3.47

£4.00

Window
cleaning

£1.50

not allowed for

Shoe repairs

£0.06

not allowed for

Dry-cleaning

£0.07

TV/video/audio
equipment

£0.96

TV licence

£1.88

Newspapers,
magazines &
books

Postage
included with
stationery
above
Telephone

Dry cleaning
included with
personal care
above
£1.70

TV set &
licence (cost of
TV licence
averaged over
65+); assumes
no cost for
radio

£1.24

£2.40

newspapers
(assumes
books free
from library &
free local
newspaper)

Household
games

£0.02

not allowed for

Hobbies
including
knitting,
photographs

£0.38

£5.90

Seasonal items

£0.04

not allowed for

Plants, flowers
and products

£0.42

not allowed for

Sports
activities

£2.36

£2.10

physical
activity: health,
anti-ageing,
autonomy

Arts,
entertainments
& outings

£0.53

£2.20

Cinema, sports
etc + meeting
friends,
entertaining;
assumes free
museum &
gallery entry

Holiday
expenses

£3.75

£3.20

Holiday
expenses
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£14.39

£17.50

subscriptions,
social clubs etc
+
miscellaneous,
hobbies,
gardening

LCA budget as
at Jan 1999;
Single woman
owner occupier
in good health,
aged 65 - 74
without a car:
Location York

Grouped
expenses for
LCA budget :
Uprated to
2005 by
commodities
price index

Grouped
expenses: MIHL
April 2005
prices: single
person averages over
England

MIHL April 2005
prices: single
person averages over
England

Water and
sewerage rates

£3.49

£8.30

£13.18

£6.21

water supply &
misc services
to dwelling

House
maintenance

£2.72

£6.97

House
maintenance

Council tax

£7.51

£12.01

Heating &
cooking (fuel)

£6.55

£14.07

Lights and
appliances
(fuel)

£1.19

Standing
charge for gas
and electricity

£1.78

VAT on fuel

£0.48

Boiler service

£1.06

Bus pass

£0.12

Bus fare

£4.04

Train

£0.13

Taxis

£0.23

Eye test

£0.17

Spectacles

£0.31

Dental charges
(NHS)

£0.40

House contents
insurance

£0.61

Structural
insurance

£1.67

Funeral
payment plan

£2.88

Pets

£3.32

£3.63

not allowed for

Charitable
donations

£0.90

£1.30

not allowed for

Costs of credit

not allowed for

not allowed for

Debts, fines,
maintenance
orders

not allowed for

not allowed for

not included as
recouped by
council tax
benefit for low
income families
£13.75

£13.75

Heating &
cooking (fuel)

not allowed for

included above
with 'water
supply & misc
services to
dwelling
above
maintenance
contract
included above
£5.97

£3.20

£3.20

bus, rail and
occasional taxi

£0.89

£1.50

£0.80

Eye test
Spectacles

£7.25

£2.65

£0.70

Dental charges
(NHS)

£2.65

House contents
insurance;
Structural
insurance

not allowed for
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LCA budget as
at Jan 1999;
Single woman
owner occupier
in good health,
aged 65 - 74
without a car:
Location York

Grouped
expenses for
LCA budget :
Uprated to
2005 by
commodities
price index

Grouped
expenses: MIHL
April 2005
prices: single
person averages over
England

MIHL April 2005
prices: single
person averages over
England

Job related
costs

not allowed for

not allowed for

Tobacco

not allowed for

not allowed for

Gifts to
grandchildren,
others

allowed for
above

£1.70

£1.70

Gifts to
grandchildren,
others

Contingencies/
inefficiencies

not allowed for

£8.40

£8.40

Contingencies/
inefficiencies

£122.65

£122.65

TOTALS

£98.60

£117.55

Minimum
income and
benefits from
government for
this household
type (inc.
council tax ben
& winter fuel)

£78.92

£125.31

£113.30

Minimum
income and
benefits from
government for
this household
type (inc.
winter fuel; but
not council tax
ben as not
included in
budget)

Surplus

-£7.76

£9.35

Shortfall

Notes:
Uprating of the LCA budget is by the commodity price index for each item: so from Jan 1999 to Apr 2001
RPI was 5.9% but here uprating for l.a. tenants was 4.6% and owner occupiers 3.2%
TV licence free to over 75s
Eye tests free to over 60s
NHS dental care free to Guarantee Credit recipients
Vouchers are given towards the costs of spectacles or contact lenses to Guarantee Credit recipients
'Help' with travel to see a consultant is given to Guarantee Credit recipients

=
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Table 5 shows how the budget standards determined in the two studies mentioned
compare against minimum incomes from social security and benefits. The figures in bold
show the higher figure – either the budget standard or the social security payments. It can
be seen that the LCA measures in 1999 showed that pensioner minimum guarantees from
government were below the LCA standard for all illustrative households, but that as
reforms have led to higher pensioner minimum guaranteed incomes, this has reversed for
all households without a car. According to this budget standard, older households with a
car cannot reasonably be expected to manage on minimum government payments. The
question of whether government minima should be enough to maintain a car is a political
(and not an empirical) question. Older people or advocacy groups would no doubt argue
that having to give up a car through lack of resources is exclusionary, particularly in rural
areas (where almost one in three older people live), but this is essentially a question of the
allocation of state resources. The MIHL measures in contrast, which here assume no car
in the household, emerge as higher than LCA measures and show a substantial shortfall
against government minima.
The recent MIS study (Bradshaw et al, 2008) concluded that both single and couple
pensioners who were in receipt of maximum pension credit and other means tested
benefits (eg council tax and housing benefit) would have had an income exceeding their
minimum budget needs (at 2007 values), if they had no illness or disability, no special
dietary needs and no additional costs needed eg for access to transport or associated with
lower quality housing47 (eg additional heating costs). In their study a hypothetical single
female with would need £189.67 a week and a pensioner couple £265.92 per week.
Excluding rent and council tax (which would be paid be benefits for those on the lowest
incomes), this emerged at £124.05 (single female) and £210.49 (couple) – ie within the
pension credit minimum payment.
January
2005

Uprated to
2007 (by
RPI?)

MIHL budget: in good health, aged 65+, England; no car
Single

£122.65

£131.00

Minimum income: state benefits payable**

£113.30

£119.05

Couple

£192.10

£208.00

Minimum income: state benefits payable**

£170.90

£181.70

Table 5: How empirically
established budget standards
for older people compare with
minimum incomes payable by
the state to older people: higher
figure is shown in bold.

** pension credit but excluding winter fuel allowance (between £100 and £300 a year, or £1.92 - £5.76 per
week); council tax benefit is excluded from both the budget and the income; as are housing rent/housing
benefit
Family Budget Unit: LCA budget; in good health, aged 65 - 74: Location York
January
1999;

Uprated to
April 2001
by CPI

Uprated to
April 2003
by CPI

Uprated to
April 2004
by CPI

Uprated to
2005 by CPI

Uprated to
2006 by CPI

Single woman, owner
occupier, no car

£98.60

£101.12

£106.94

£113.50

£117.55

£123.08

Minimum income: state
benefits payable*

£78.92

£105.02

£117.48

£120.85

£125.31

£130.47

47 Housing in the study was assumed to have cavity wall insulation, double glazed windows, efficient gas
heating and a modern boiler fitted within the last nine years, and to be in central Loughborough.
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Family Budget Unit: LCA budget; in good health, aged 65 - 74: Location York
January
1999;

Uprated to
April 2001
by CPI

Uprated to
April 2003
by CPI

Uprated to
April 2004
by CPI

Uprated to
2005 by CPI

Uprated to
2006 by CPI

Single man, owner
occupier, no car

£102.48

£107.30

£110.92

£117.98

£121.82

£127.35

Minimum income: state
benefits payable*

£78.92

£105.02

£117.48

£120.85

£125.31

£130.47

Couple, owner
occupiers, no car

£148.58

£155.36

£160.27

£169.97

£175.34

£182.00

Minimum income: state
benefits payable*

£120.32

£156.42

£172.62

£180.19

£186.91

£194.66

Single woman, local
authority tenant, no
car

£121.42

£127.85

£131.55

£138.12

£142.53

£147.13

Minimum income: state
benefits payable*

£110.93

£139.75

£153.52

£157.39

£163.16

£169.25

Single man, local
authority tenant, no
car

£125.30

£132.06

£135.83

£142.60

£146.78

£151.38

Minimum income: state
benefits payable*

£110.93

£139.75

£153.52

£157.39

£163.16

£169.25

Couple, local authority
tenant, no car

£184.14

£194.06

£199.82

£210.20

£216.87

£224.28

Minimum income: state
benefits payable*

£161.69

£201.47

£219.42

£227.95

£236.39

£245.53

Single woman, owner
occupier, car

£118.61

£127.95

£133.93

£141.30

£146.15

£152.83

Minimum income: state
benefits payable*

£78.92

£105.02

£117.48

£120.85

£125.31

£130.47

Single man, owner
occupier, car

£122.50

£134.13

£137.91

£145.78

£150.42

£157.10

Minimum income: state
benefits payable*

£78.92

£105.02

£117.48

£120.85

£125.31

£130.47

Couple, owner
occupiers, car

£164.74

£182.80

£187.88

£198.43

£204.61

£212.44

Minimum income: state
benefits payable*

£120.32

£156.42

£172.62

£180.19

£186.91

£194.66

Single woman, local
authority tenant, car

£141.44

£154.23

£158.54

£165.91

£171.11

£176.88

Minimum income: state
benefits payable*

£110.93

£139.75

£153.52

£157.39

£163.16

£169.25

Single man, local
authority tenant, car

£145.32

£158.44

£162.82

£170.39

£175.36

£181.13

Minimum income: state
benefits payable*

£110.93

£139.75

£153.52

£157.39

£163.16

£169.25

Couple, local authority
tenant, car

£200.30

£221.50

£227.43

£238.66

£246.14

£254.72

Minimum income: state
benefits payable*

£161.69

£201.47

£219.42

£227.95

£236.39

£245.53

*inlcuding pension credit, housing benefit, council tax benefit, winter fuel allowance
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Thus the budget standards themselves are formulated by carefully thought out
methodologies and in the end result are quite difficult to refute. Different methods result
in similar lists of items, indicating that expert consensus on healthy living is probably not
that different to lay consensus. However the different methods have resulted in small
differences in the outcomes – for those without a car shown here, the more consensual
measure is below the income support line and the measure based more closely on
scientific research about healthy living is above it. This may reflect the tendency of people
not to live optimally healthy lives (for example, in how well they maintain their homes, or
participate in social activities), but it does force us to confront the issue of whether people
ought to have the capacity to do so.

Critiques
There are few criticisms of the philosophy underlying budget standards. I have not found
any in conducting this review. Critiques (summarised in Fisher, 2007; Saunders, 2004)
relate rather to whether it is ever possible to achieve such a measure in practice. Oldfield
et al (2001) acknowledge that there are a large number of methodological issues that
budget standards must address. Choosing the items for inclusion, specifying quantities
and allocating life-times require time and expertise. Keeping the budgets up to date with
price changes is a considerable task, particularly since each family type has different items
in its ‘basket’ of budget items. Over the years, household expenditures change, and
budgets require regular reconstruction. Budgets can only be reliable ascertained within a
specific location. As noted above, while they can theoretically be constructed for a wide
variety of variable circumstances, in practice this has not happened, and so the fine tuning
to variable need that is allegedly a product of budget standards is more theoretical than
real. Finally, budgets are constructed around hypothetical families, and the Family Budget
Unit, authors of the LCA standard for healthy older people aged 60-74 living within a
mile of York city centre, say (2001: 7):
… it would be incorrect to generalise the FBU budget totals for older households as a
whole, or for older couples, older women and older men. Although great care has been
taken to ensure that the budgets reflect consumer preferences – whilst also promoting a
healthy lifestyle – the budget totals depend significantly on the assumptions made,
particularly those concerning variable costs like rents, fuel and transport. These are costs
over which households have little control and there are many older households in the UK
whose rents are significantly higher than those shown here.

The standard that emerges is necessarily a hypothetical – an abstraction of people’s real
needs. Incomes are never spent exactly as constructed, and no proponents of budget
standards would suggest that they are. Indeed, the methods used make this clear. For
example, LCA budgets include items that are owned by 80 per cent of the population or
more than 80 per cent of the population consider to be necessities. Since for each item this
may be a different 80 per cent, there will be many people who do not have, use or want
the complete ‘item set’. CBS approaches develop a normative standard derived from
focus group research, this is what groups of people are suggesting an appropriate budget
on a low income would provide. In the CBS approach, the budget standard can be
thought of the minimum income necessary to ensure the capability to live a prescribed
kind of life – healthy and socially integrated according to the people defining that life,
while acknowledging that there will be people who do not desire some (minor) aspects of
that life (for example participating in a group exercise class, or owning a pet). MIHL
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budgets are based on what people would be spending if they lived a healthy life as defined
by the medical profession, when of course many people do not.
The response to this set of criticisms is to say that at least this approach is empirically
grounded and transparent, and in this it is superior to other attempts to mark poverty lines
or assess the adequacy of government income support programmes.
Saunders (2004) identifies a number of critiques of the budget standards approach,
emerging from government agencies rather than academia. The first is that the whole
approach requires so many judgements and assumptions that the results are too complex
to understand and are essentially arbitrary. He counters that those who make this kind of
criticism do not engage in the debate about the content of the budgets, preferring to
question their accuracy, validity and relevance without trying to improve on them. As has
been seen, different budget study methodologies have ended up with lists of essential
items for older people that are really not very different from one another, and the methods
of costing these items seem reasonable and appear reasonably well triangulated. Although
perhaps not as starkly as Rowntree’s primary poverty line of an irreducible minimum, in
examining the minutiae of the budgets produced it is genuinely difficult to imagine where
cuts could reasonably be expected to be made if people are to live a reasonably healthy
socially integrated life in modern society. Also, if the choice of a particular item seems
arbitrary or unsustainable to the critic, then it is a simple enough matter to remove it from
the budget standard, and see what remains.
Moroever, as Deeming (2005) has argued, the complexity of the measure should be no
bar to using it, if it is valid and philosophically sustainable. Nor is it right to say that the
judgements made in selecting the items for costing are arbitrary – on the contrary, the
researchers are at great pains to ensure that they are not arbitrary but are scientifically
determined (whether through social or medical science).
The core difficulty for budget standard critics is really to suggest what it is that they
think ‘poor’ people could do without. For government this is particularly difficult, as in
entering into such a debate they may be suggesting that people can do without something
that another government department is promoting as essential for health or well-being. An
example of this would attendance at a local authority gym or swimming session for an
older person. This meets government objectives of social inclusion, combating loneliness
and experiencing exercise – that is, promotion of good physical and mental health.
Sessions may even be aimed at low income households. It is difficult for one government
department to suggest that this is not a necessity, when another government department is
essentially suggesting that it is. The problem for a government that does not acknowledge
that the budget standard has some merit (even as some sort of benchmark or reference
point) is that the lists that emerge from the scientific methods look fairly irreducible, as
has been seen above.
Indeed, transparency is a key aim of the budget standard approach. The research
method is explicit, the items are explicit, the mechanisms for ascertaining the costs are
explicit. It is all there and open for critique, in contrast to an arbitrary poverty line drawn
based on inequality and determined politically.
A further important criticism (Saunders, 2004: 13) is that experts make normative
judgements (for example for a healthy food basket) that people ignore (by eating cheaper,
unhealthy food baskets), or that experts are too generous. There are two answers to this.
First that the role of the budget standard is to determine the amount of money which
would enable people to have the capability to live a healthy life, and people without such
a capability because of lack of financial resources are at high risk of poverty. The second is
that some contemporary budget standards research, for example consensual standards
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discussed rely on panels of ordinary people determining the minimum expenditures
necessary to live.
Saunders further notes (2004: 16) that housing creates particular difficulties in the
establishment of budget standards – costs vary by location, tenure status and where
applicable, mortgage arrangements. Locational variation is not only about higher housing
costs – higher housing costs may mean better amenities, and these two elements of
variability can not be easily separated. However in practice the costs that have been
estimated for housing are modest, or, as in the MIHL standard, are averages. In the MIS
budget, housing for a single pensioner has been assumed to be a small one bedroom flat in
central Loughborough. The methodologies do not seem to allow for extravagant housing
for those on minimum budgets. This is less likely to be an issue in establishing budget
standards for pensioners, as there are few older people in the private rented sector, and
most owner-occupiers no longer have a mortgage. In both of the budgets with detailed
estimation shown above the only housing costs were the modest costs of house
maintenance and repair.
The variation in market and social rents however is part of a wider criticism. Budget
standards based on the sorts of LCA, CBS or MIS measures can typically only be
assessed in one geographical area, and with assumptions made about the standard of
housing. The latest MIS budgets for example assume that there are cavity walls, double
glazed windows and modern, efficient boilers. It is not only housing costs that vary, but
there are regional and sub-regional variations in many of the items of expenditure such as
transport, goods and services, and there are substantial variations between houses in fuel
consumption.
The Family Budget Unit seek to address this critique by separating their budgets into
‘fixed’ budgets standards, which vary little between households and spaces, and ‘variable’
budgets which do vary. The MIHL measure avoids this criticism but averages costs over
the country, which of course then disguises potentially important variation. If budget
standards are to be used for benchmarking or headcount measures, then some sort of
averaging is inevitable.
Indeed this leads to a more subtle point. Critiques based on variation apply equally to
poverty measures based on ‘poverty lines’ – generally the government’s preferred measure.
Median incomes vary according to region and sub-region, and living costs vary greatly
within and between areas, and between sub-groups of people. This is particularly so with
the cost of housing, but may also apply to local services. In areas of high deprivation the
cost of food and other consumables may be higher if there is no national supermarket
chain nearby, for example, and the cost of debt is highest to the poorest, who often have to
rely on doorstep lending. Sixty percent of median income may be sufficient for a
reasonable quality of life in one part of the country and not another, or to one family but
not another. ‘Poverty lines’ also cannot easily take account of variations in circumstances
such as rurality vs urban living, or the additional costs of illness and disability.48 The
reason that critics are able to point to the problems of variation with budget standards is
their very visibility. In a ‘poverty line’ approach the variation is just as profound a
problem, but it is made invisible, because the poverty line itself has no empirical basis.
Proponents of budget standards would argue that at least by selecting chosen ‘family
types’, and making explicit housing and location assumptions, they make these variations
explicit, and they allow you to calculate the varied costs if need be. For example, the
recent Minimum Income Standards project has developed an experimental ‘ready
48 Although Zaidi and Burchardt (2003) have recommended the use of a disability equivalence scale to
account for this problem. This is reviewed in Chapter Four.
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reckoner’ where costs of local resources (regional rents, council tax, transport and
insurance costs) can be entered to ascertain a local budget
standard www.minimumincomestandard.org/cost_calculator.htm
There are then some technical concerns. Budget standards typically assess the weekly
cost of purchasing an item by some kind of estimation of the item’s lifespan. This does not
take into account that people will already own these items, and the budget standard is not
discounted for this general starting point. The importance of this point really depends on
the use to which the budget standard is being put. If it is intended as a measure of the long
run minimum income needed to sustain comfortable living, then over time all durable
goods will need replacing. In the short run, the argument about durable goods may be
well made, but for pensioners, the long run is the more important consideration.
In practice, there is the constant need for rebasing (changing the basket of goods and
services) and updating of costs, since like many other poverty measures, the budget
standard is a reflection of the custom of the day. Rebasing is potentially costly and
unwieldy. The problem is similar to issues in the measurement of material deprivation
indicators, but much more acute. The budgets change annually with prices and prices do
not change uniformly; budgets need to change with changes in benefits and government
provided resources; with changes in the local and national economy; and as standards of
living and consumer priorities change. Of course choosing a basket of goods and services
and then pricing them is done routinely for example for the construction of the RPI and
other pricing indices, as is rebasing the basket from time to time. Rebasing may be a
complex and time consuming exercise, but would only need to be re-done at intervals,
potentially several years apart, provided that some sensible method were arrived at for
annual uprating. Re-basing could be undertaken from time to time by academic
institutions, or within government, or by an independent commission.
An associated problem is uprating between re-evaluations of the basket. The Family
Budget Unit uses uprating by the consumer price index between evaluations, but
recognises that this becomes awkward after a few years. The Joseph Rowntree
Foundation MIS project (Bradshaw et al, 2008) has recommended annual uprating by an
expenditure index, and rebasing every five years on a rolling programme of differing
family types.
Differential inflation for older people is an important problem in the experience of
poverty since many older people are on incomes that do not increase with inflation. If
elements of their typical consumer baskets have higher rates of increase than inflation,
more older people have insufficient financial resources to live reasonably. This has
recently been a political issue for older people with faster than inflation increases in fuel,
council tax and food. Budget standard measures that had a reasonable mechanism for
annual uprating and occasional rebasing would be sensitive to this problem for older
people in ways that other income lines are not.
The final critique is that the budget standards do not go far enough. In particular when
considering the measurement of poverty for older people, no budget standard has yet
taken into account the costs of frailty and disability and particularly the intersection of
frailty and disability with old age, nor issues of special diets, restricted access to transport
and variable quality housing . Nor has there been any attempt to measure these
deprivations in care homes, where a small proportion of older people live. It can be argued
that it is only when we have some measure of the needs of these households that the true
extent of older people’s poverty in the UK can be measured.
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Budget standard measures and government poverty indicators
The result of this review is to conclude that there is widespread support for the
establishment of budget standards in order to assess the adequacy of income support
measures and have greater understanding of poverty and poverty risks. A number of
competing methods have emerged. They result in small differences in costings, but almost
no difference in the items that should be included in considering a minimum income
standard. Many governments make use of budget standards in one way or another, but so
far the UK government has not done so.
In terms of the criteria identified for evaluation:
•

Simple: is the measure simple to understand
Once established, the budget standard measure is very straightforward to report and
understand, and is also transparent. Saunders (2004) has argued that it is closest to
the way that the public generally think of and understand poverty.

•

Measurable: can progress be measured promptly and robustly

Table 5 shows that government policies increasing social transfers to pensioners were
immediately apparent against the LCA budget standard, and presumably this would also
have been apparent in government measures of income of the type produced say in HBAI
statistics, if measured against the budget standard. The impact of rising costs of living on
pensioners would also be clearly apparent with a budget standard. One difficulty with
budget standards is that methods for uprating them between episodes of rebasing the
basket remain contested, although the recent recommendation from the MIS project
(Bradshaw et al, 2008) may achieve greater consensus.

•

Relevant: what does it tell us about progress on a pensioner poverty objective

A consensus about precisely how budget standards should be assessed has not been
reached. The MIHL proposes a way to set a ‘poverty line’, essentially by averaging
certain experiences across the country for all older people. If robust methods for
uprating were developed, then against this line, progress could be clearly measured
with existing measures of income collected on large surveys. The LCA, CBS and
MIS approaches pose more difficulties, since the authors do not claim that their
research results in a poverty line. Rather, the claim is that their research should be
used to inform policy, taken as some sort of benchmark to be taken into consideration.
•

Credible: would the measure carry conviction with external commentators
Budget standards are being called for by a number of academic institutions and
lobbyists, and the academic studies undertaken are highly regarded scientifically. The
measures carry conviction within the limitations of the estimates of variable costs, and
this type of research is frequently referenced. However, the ‘needs’ based approach is
only one of competing conceptualisations of poverty. Even though budget standards
clearly incorporate a relative element, if poverty is interpreted predominantly as
inequality, as it is by many commentators, then other measures would still need to be
maintained. Using budget standards to determine poverty lines would have credibility
as one of a basket of measures.
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•

Value added: can the measure be influenced by the better delivery of government policies;
can it therefore act as a lever for performance
This is possibly the clearest of all potential poverty measures as a lever for policy
action because the measure is pretty stable (unlike relative low income lines which are
sensitive to wage rises and falls) and captures the affordability of minimum needs at a
given time. It could act as a lever for the delivery of take-up policies for minimum
benefits, but only if the government minimum income line were at or above the
budget standard line. Improvements in the delivery of essential services would result
in reduced needs going into the basket of necessary consumption, and so poverty
would be seen to reduce as essential services improved.

Conclusions
Budget standards do not attempt to measure poverty directly as there is no mechanism
within a budget standard approach for observing deprivation. However they are
reasonably comprehensive measures of needs in current societies, whether the expert or
consensual approach is adopted. They provide a benchmark against which financial
resources can be judged. If financial resources are below the budget standard, then a clear
conclusion can be drawn that people are at high risk – perhaps very high risk – of poverty.
That is, they are at high risk of the experience of material and social deprivation due to
inadequate financial resources. This is the only established methodology for assessing the
adequacy of financial resources against measured needs – two important elements in the
measurement of poverty.
A budget standard as presented here is a scientific endeavour – an attempt to measure
the minimum income at which people can live a healthy, integrated life. Different
methodologies will lead to different budgets, although the differences in the three studies
conducted so far about older people have not been great. One aim of the scientists
conducting these studies is to provide an empirical base against which policies for income
maintenance can be considered. Governments in many parts of the world have referred to
budget standards in the setting of minimum incomes.
Proponents of budget standards argue that without a transparent empirical base it is
not possible to assess the adequacy of government minimum income standards, nor to
understand poverty. It is difficult to conjure a counter-argument to this as an ideal
position, but the measurement of a budget standard is complex and difficult, and requires
a large number of decisions to be made. How to assess the budgets – who determines
which costs are included and how the items are then costed is tricky. How to regard a
budget standard – how it ought to be taken into account – when it has been established
for one household type in one locality is also an unresolved question. The literature
reveals an epistemological debate within academia on the appropriate methodology,
although perhaps there is not as much difference between research teams as their
respective descriptions of their positions suggest. In the research projects concluded so far
for healthy older people, there is virtual consensus on items that emerge from the different
methodologies, indicating a substantive consensus between experts and people more
generally on minimum needs of older people.
However empirical setting of budget standards has tended to focus on particular
groups of people to the exclusion of others. No budget standard has ever been set for older
people with illness, frailty or disability, or with special dietary needs, nor older people
living in rural communities, nor has a mechanism been satisfactorily developed for taking
into account large variations in costs of living, even for example on essentials such as
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housing, fuel, clothing and food. As noted in this Chapter, there is a gap between the
theoretical possibilities of the measure, and what has been achieved in practice.
Yet one of the strengths of this type of research is that it reveals and brings to the fore
the great variation that exists in the country in budget needs according to household type,
housing, locality, and availability of other resources such as transport and community
resources, since people can immediately look at a budget standard and say ‘but in my
area, my council tax/food/service cost much more than that’. In this respect, a poverty
line derived from a budget standard is no different to any other poverty line, but the
transparency of the method makes the visibility of variation more difficult to deal with
politically.
For example, if some sort of ‘average’ budget were assumed in order to draw a ‘poverty
line’, it would immediately be apparent that certain types of households were being
assumed in the political process to be living at high risk of poverty, and that this was
clearly been seen as OK by policymakers. This point, while implicit in all ‘poverty line’
approaches, is currently unseen. Further, a budget standard that emerged from a body
sanctioned or commissioned by government would make the results difficult to ignore. It
may be that the political risks associated with budget standards will make them
perennially unattractive to politicians in the UK.
Budget standards overcome empirical problems of equivalisation and have the
potential to reflect the experience of poverty by older people when the cost of their typical
consumption baskets increases faster than the rate of inflation. They have the potential to
take into account variations of particular importance to older people such as the additional
costs of living in a rural area, or far from national supermarkets, or variation in fuel needs
and costs. In practice this potential has not yet been realised. To date, no budget standard
has taken into account the costs of frailty and disability and particularly the intersection of
frailty and disability with old age. Nor has there been any attempt to measure these
deprivations in care homes, where a small proportion of older people live. These are
important omissions in the measurement of poverty for older people.
The measurement of budget standards has support from a number of respected
academic institutions and from a large number of lobby groups and voluntary sector
organisations. Importantly though, they are not a measure of improvements in well-being
since they make no attempt to measure actual deprivations. As against government
criteria: measures are simple and mirror closely how people think about poverty; progress
can be measured (although the measures need annual uprating and intermittent rebasing);
they have the potential to inform us about pensioner poverty and would be credible with
external commentators. This is the only way of drawing a poverty line that has the
potential to be sensitive to the delivery of more in-kind state benefits (such as care,
transport and leisure). The extent to which a poverty line defined from a budget standard
is sensitive to increases in income from the better delivery of government policies is a
more complex issue. This is a feature that they have in common with other measures of
low income, to which I now turn in Chapter Four.
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Chapter Four: Relative Low Income
Lines and Older People
Summary
Chapter Four reviews the use of relative low income lines to measure the poverty of older
people. The idea behind these measures is that a person whose financial resources fall so
far behind the average in society will not be able to participate in the norms and customs
of society.
Using relative low income lines as poverty measures generally has widespread support
and is important particularly for measuring inequality, and for tracking trends over time. It
also necessary to measure poverty risk rates using low income lines for monitoring poverty
across Europe, as these are official European indicators of national poverty.
However, there are also a number of powerful critiques of low income line measures.
By failing to measure needs, deprivation, or the links between inadequate financial
resources and deprivation, relative low income lines are sometimes not particularly good
measures of the underlying concept of ‘poverty’. They measure the adequacy of financial
resources, but without a particularly strong scientific justification of the ‘adequacy’ point.
Equivalisation makes an assumption of equal sharing of income within the household
but research has shown that this assumption is frequently violated. There is currently no
research on income sharing among older people, or in inter-generational families.
Pensioners’ incomes have a bunched distribution below the median, making pensioner
‘poverty’ particularly sensitive to where the line is drawn. Depth of poverty is an
important measure, but not currently estimated for pensioners. Persistent poverty, also
important, is currently estimated and it is hoped that within the near future better data
sources will be available for this.
There are many problems in the measurement of income generally. Consumption may
be a better reflection of access to financial resources. The failure to take into account
fringe benefits, especially employer pension contributions, and the (anomalous) deduction
of private and occupational pension contributions in estimating incomes means that the
relative position of pensioners on the income distribution is over-estimated. Housing
creates particularly difficult conceptual problems. Neither BHC nor AHC measures
reflect the reality that a poverty measure is trying to capture. Furthermore, neither AHC
nor BHC measures take into account the amount of equity that people have in their
houses. Ignoring wealth and capital gains creates anomalies in the measurement of income
poverty, as does the treatment of income from different assets – pensions, housing and
savings. No satisfactory solution has been found for these problems in income estimation.
Variable resources required to meet needs are particularly important for older people
because of the increased prevalence of frailty, ill health and disability among older people.
If the additional costs associated with many health conditions are not accounted for in
some way the poverty of older people will always be understated. The current practice of
including Attendance Allowance and Disability Living Allowance in income measures
without also accounting for the additional costs that these benefits are designed to meet
results in a substantial and systematic under-estimation of older people’s poverty.
Relative low income measures have acted as powerful policy levers to improve older
people’s incomes. However in many respects they are poor levers for government
performance, since they do not capture improvements in standard of living if the
improvements still leave people below the relative poverty line.
Despite problems with these measures generally and for older people, there are few
commentators calling for their abolition. However there are many calls for relative low
income measures to be supplemented with measures that better reflect the experience of
poverty and deprivation.
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Introduction
The previous chapters have reviewed material deprivation measures and budget
standards, both of which have attracted increasing attention from academics and policy
lobbies in recent years. The budget standard approach suggests that an income poverty
line could be drawn at or near the designated budget standard and that counting the
people below this line would be a scientifically justified measure of poverty. In the UK,
income lines are drawn, but they are not based on the establishment of the cost of a basket
of goods and services. Rather, they are based on the idea that some people have income
that is far below the average, and that this relative lack of financial resources makes them
poor. These are poverty measures based on relative low income lines. They have long
been used to measure poverty in the UK and are now official poverty measures of the
European Union.
In this chapter, I review the measurement of poverty using relative low income lines
and the implications of these measures for understanding the poverty of older people. The
ways in which these lines relate to ideas of ‘absolute’ and ‘relative’ poverty, and the
framework for measuring the elements of poverty developed in Chapter One will first be
outlined, followed by an assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of the use of
these measures generally. I then consider various critiques of relative poverty lines,
highlighting issues that arise in considering the poverty of older people. These critiques
include that these measures take no account of inequalities within the household; relative
income measures are arbitrary and as such have no scientific base; low income measures
are often insensitive to policy changes and can move rapidly in times of a fluctuating
economy; income can be a poor indicator of consumption; the measurement of individual
incomes is complex and controversial; and income at a particular point does not reflect
the duration of low income which may be a better indicator of poverty. Finally the
chapter reviews a number of other ways in which writers have suggested that low income
lines could be drawn, and the arguments for suggesting that these are more scientifically
robust measures than those currently used. The chapter concludes by assessing the use of
low income lines against criteria for poverty measures.

‘Absolute’ and ‘relative’ poverty
I have already discussed the problem that poverty cannot easily be defined. In Chapter
One I reviewed the distinctions that have been made between ‘absolute’ and ‘relative’
poverty. Here the word ‘absolute’ refers to a minimum level of need below which people
are indisputably poor regardless of the circumstances of those around them; ‘relative’ takes
some of its meaning from the level of living in the society around it. In the UK as in other
developed nations, in national indicators of poverty we tend no longer to be principally
concerned with the measurement of the small proportion of the population who are
starving or severely malnourished, homeless and destitute. Theorists and researchers tend
to agree that once some threshold of destitution is passed, poverty is a relative concept.
Understanding poverty means understanding those people who cannot participate in the
customs of their own society, through lack of financial resources. If poverty as experienced
and understood is a relative concept, then we need to include some relative notion into
poverty measures.
Before turning to consider ‘relative poverty lines’, it should be noted that the phrase
‘absolute poverty’ is not always used in the sense of an irreducible minimum level of living
as outlined above. It is often used to denote a ‘budget standard’ or minimum income level
needed in a particular society (Alcock, 2006; Notten and Neubourg, 2007; Brewer et al,
2007). This is a confusing use of the word ‘absolute’, since both the budget standard and
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material deprivation measures already discussed take their meaning from the standards of
the society from which they are generated, and need to be regularly updated to remain
their integrity as scientific measures. That is, they are relative measures. They do not
depend technically on the precise income or consumption distribution in the country (or
place) of measurement, but they clearly do depend on the accepted standard of living in
that country or place, which will in turn depend on the distribution of incomes and
consumption.
In the UK the phrase ‘absolute low income’ has been used more recently by
government in their annual Households Below Average Income Series in a further and
even more confusing way to refer to a relative measure, albeit somewhat modified – 60 per
cent of median equivalised income at a fixed date in the 1990s, but which varies from
time to time in an arbitrary way (for example, it has recently in the 2006 series moved
from using 1996/7 as the base year to using 1998/9), uprated by RPI in intervening years.
This measure bears no relation to any conception or understanding of poverty either in
absolute or relative terms. In using an RPI inflator, the measure seems to be trying to
capture the continuing ability to afford a basket of goods, but it perplexingly does not take
its base from a budget standard – the 60 per cent median line has no meaning in terms of
actual purchasing power or any reference to a basket of needs.49 This use of terminology
by the government has begun to filter out to other analysts. For example, Brewer et al
(2007: 98) now say
Absolute poverty measures give us an indication of what proportion of those aged 65
or over have incomes that fall below a fixed threshold that does not change as incomes
more generally in society increase over time.
This confusion in terminology is at best unfortunate, at worst obfuscating. Not only
are the words ‘absolute poverty’ used differently to their international usage in the
measurement of poverty, but they also bear no relation to the ordinary meaning of the
words ‘absolute poverty’ and are not likely to be widely understood.

Relative low income lines
In measuring poverty while understanding it to have some relative quality, we are seeking
to capture those individuals whose financial resources are so limited that they cannot
participate in the ‘minimum acceptable way of life’50 in the community in which they live.
The measures so far reviewed on material deprivation and on budget standards show two
methods of trying to capture this in a poverty measure. The first aims to understand what
material goods and participation in activities are considered to be necessities for minimal
participation in contemporary society and to discover to what extent people lack these.
The second seeks to define minimum needs in contemporary society and ascertain their
cost, with a view to determining a minimum income threshold for the capacity to pay for
that minimum standard of living.
A third approach is to consider a measurement that has no such empirical base, but
makes an assumption that if a person’s income is far below that of the average income in a
country, then they can be assumed to be either in poverty or at high risk of poverty –that
is, they are assumed to be so far behind the average as to be unable to participate in the
‘minimum acceptable way of life’ since this in turn is assumed to improve with average
49 It may be important to confirm that pensioners are not getting poorer in real terms, but this measure
is particularly confused. Also note that inflation rates are higher for poor people (Johnson and Webb,
1992), and their has been recent concern about the impact on pensioner poverty of higher than inflation
rises in food, Council tax and fuel.
50 As defined by the European Council of Ministers, 1975
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incomes in society (Townsend, 1979: 247). Such measures are really measures of
inequality (Hills, 2004), and would more accurately be called ‘low income’ measures than
‘poverty’ measures, since the extent to which low income measures ‘poverty’ is contested.
Using low income lines to measure poverty therefore has a strong theoretical base, and
generally has widespread support as a poverty indicator. These measures are important
particularly for measuring inequality, and for tracking trends over time. Widely adopted
in the European Union (Atkinson et al, 2002), these are now familiar measures to policy
makers and experts: a line drawn at an arbitrary proportion – usually somewhere between
40 and 70 per cent – of the mean or median income in a country. Measuring relative low
income is now a member state obligation within the EU as one of the Laeken indicators
for tracking progress on poverty alleviation, namely equivalised household income after
tax below 60 per cent of the contemporary, national, median household income. Choices
which are also to some extent arbitrary or controversial must also be made about how to
define income, and how to account for economies of scale when people live together in
families and households. The choice of income as a measure rather than consumption,
expenditure or wealth will be discussed in later Chapters.
In terms of the conceptual framework developed in Chapter One, step (1) – needs –
are not defined or measured. Financial resources (step 2) are measured using income as a
proxy. Step (3), deprivation, is implicitly assumed if financial resources are a certain
distance from the median, and so the link between financial resources and deprivation
(step 4) is again made by assumption rather than empirical estimation. As the analysis in
Chapter One showed, however, it does not follow that relatively low financial resources
will result in deprivation (or indeed, that higher financial resources will avoid
deprivation).
Ringen (2007a, 2007b) has recently argued that our adoption of such measures has
created a fatal discontinuity in thinking. We now consensually define poverty (following
Townsend, 1979) to mean a lack of resources to participate in customorary activities and
living conditions of society. The definition is broad. It encompasses, implicitly, the ability
to live with dignity, to make choices, and not to be excluded. We therefore do not define
poverty as relative low income; but that is what we measure.51 As such, he argues, our
measurement approach is flawed. Indeed, when researchers have approached poverty
measurement from multiple perspectives, this disconnect has become apparent. Atkinson
(1998, quoted in Ringen 2007b) shows that using a range of estimates for a headcount
poverty rate, in Britain in the mid-80s poverty rates might have been anything from 1.7
per cent to 25 per cent; Nolan and Whelan (1996, quoted in Ringen 2007b) found that
using different headcount measures of poverty in Ireland between 1987 and 1994, three
trajectories showed poverty increasing, three decreasing, and all at different rates.
Bradshaw and Finch (2003) found little overlap in those measured as poor using low
income as an indicator, and those who were poor in lacking socially perceived necessities
or saw themselves as poor. Low income can probably best be viewed as an indicator of
poverty – it is one of the things that we are likely to observe among people we think of as
poor. It is for this reason that relative low income measures are now used in the EU to
measure those considered to be ‘at risk of poverty’, rather than ‘the poor’ (Atkinson et al,
2002).
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Ringen goes on to argue that it is not possible to measure poverty at all, and that we should rather
develop a parsimonious set of indicators that each reflect some aspect of being poor, and report on
these indicators separately without any attempt to ascertain a single measure or a headcount figure. His
chosen indicators encompass material and human capital.

Advantages and disadvantages
Relative low income measures have four principal advantages. First, income is by any
account an extremely important factor in accounting for the experience of poverty since
our economy is highly commodified, and so measuring low income has intuitive appeal.
Measuring relative low income also ensures that our measure is not losing touch with the
living standards of others in society, and again this has a simple and intuitive appeal.
Second, the relative position of individuals can be calculated easily once incomes are
known – low income lines are easy to generate since income is generally measured by
government for a number of purposes in any event. The methodology for measuring
income is well established, income lines are easy to work with and easy to model. These
‘handling’ features undoubtedly account for much of the popularity of these measures.
Third, low income measures are reasonably good at tracking changes in the income
distribution over time without additional research programmes being needed every few
years (Hills, 2004). Fourth, they are particularly useful for inter-country comparisons
(Atkinson et al, 2002).
There are also a number of well-worn and valid critiques: these measures take no
account of inequalities within the household; relative income measures are arbitrary and
as such have no scientific base; headcount rates of poverty are especially sensitive to the
arbitrary choice of where the line is drawn and do not take into consideration how poor
people are; low income measures can be insensitive to policy changes and can move
rapidly in times of a fluctuating economy; income can be a poor indicator of consumption;
the measurement of individual incomes is complex and controversial; and income at a
particular point does not reflect the duration of low income which may be a better
indicator of poverty.
Despite their shortcomings, low income measures have been popular with
governments and 60 per cent of median income equivalised for household size has now
been adopted as one of a number of European level indicators of poverty (Atkinson et al,
2002). Currently, the UK government reports a number of such measures in its annual
Households Below Average Income series. They have political acceptability and are
incorporated into targets set for government departments. Public Service Agreement
(PSA) no 17 of the 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review is to ‘tackle poverty and
promote greater independence and well-being in later life’. It includes an indicator on the
percentage of pensioners on low income, to be measured at three relative low income
thresholds: 60 per cent of contemporary median income after housing costs; 50 per cent
of contemporary median income after housing costs: and 60 per cent of 1998-99 median
income up-rated in line with prices.
Given their currency, it is important to understand the limitations of these sorts of
measures. The shortcomings of relative low income lines will now be considered,
highlighting factors that apply particularly to older people.

Inequalities within the household
Burton et al (2007: 103) report that
As researchers have begin to study the earnings, consumption and well-being of
individuals within households, a large body of evidence is accumulating, from both
developed and less developed countries, that individuals within families do not enjoy equal
resources or outcomes.
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An important substantive critique of low income measures whereby household income is
aggregated and then equivalised for household economies of scale is that an assumption is
made that all income within a household is shared equally (Alcock, 2006: 89; Lister,
2004). Sociological research has revealed that this is a crude assumption, and that within
households, financial inequality is an important matter for the autonomy and wellbeing of
the individual. Men, women and children do not share money equally and even when
men and women do share, they do not have equal control (Burgoyne, 1990; 2004; Laurie
& Gershuny, 2000; Pahl, 1989; Vogler, 1998; Vogler & Pahl, 1993; 1994). Because of the
assumption of equal sharing behind closed doors, very little is known about inequality of
income among older couples but married older women have few financial resources in
their own right (Arber & Ginn, 2004; Price, 2006b).52
The problem is relevant to issues other than gender. Almost nothing is known about
how inter-generational households (eg where an older couple live with an adult child)
pool and organise money, and access to financial resources by ill and disabled people is
also an area where there is no research.
The issue of intra-household inequality is important in our understanding of the
poverty of older people, and of vulnerability to poverty (for example in the event of
divorce or widowhood). It is also important in understanding how to optimise the
payment of state benefits (Burton et al, 2007). Obtaining data on the distribution of
income within households is however problematic. At the very least it is an argument for
presenting income statistics at an individual level without equivalisation, such as used to
be the case with the government’s now discontinued individual income series. This is
particularly important for the older population in order to evaluate in the long term the
success of current pension reforms. These are aimed specifically at reducing older
women’s vulnerability to poverty in later life by improving the individual incomes of
women.

What do currently used relative low income measures
show for pensioners?
The government measures relative low income on two bases: before housing costs (BHC),
and after housing costs (AHC). The treatment of housing costs in these measures will be
considered in more detail from page 122, as housing poses a number of difficult
conceptual problems in the measurement of income. In 1997, almost 30 per cent of
pensioners — almost 3 million pensioners — were living on an income that was less than
60 per cent of equivalised median household income after their housing costs had been
paid (AHC measures). In 2005/2006, on an AHC measure, the proportion of pensioners
below the 60 per cent threshold had fallen dramatically to 17 per cent (about 1.8 million
pensioners). Since 2004, pensioners have been less likely on an AHC measure to be below
60 per cent of median income than the non-pensioner population (23 per cent). (Brewer
et al., 2006; 2007a).
These headline figures suggest substantial success for government policies on the
alleviation of the relative low income of pensioners, and a return on increased annual
spending on pensioners of somewhere between £7 and £11 billion per annum.53 This
reduction has been achieved by increases in the Basic State Pension at marginally more
than rates of inflation, an annual Winter Fuel payment, free TV licences to the over 75s,
52 A two year research project exploring intra-household inequality among older people will commence at
the Institute of Gerontology, King’s College London in 2008.
53 In 2003, the IFS estimated the cost of the reform package at £7.3 billion per annum; the government has
assessed this at £11 billion per annum (Goodman et al, 2003).
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changes in taxation for pensioners, and an increase in rates of means-tested benefits to
pensioners through the Pension Credit (formerly income support/minimum income
guarantee). However, part of the reduction in recent years is also explained by younger
pensioners retiring with higher pensions than those in older cohorts, as well as a mortality
effect (poorer pensioners are more likely to die) rather than government policies to
augment pensioner incomes (Brewer et al., 2006).
If instead of after housing cost (AHC) measures, pensioner incomes before housing
costs are measured (BHC measures), then reductions in the relative low incomes of
pensioners measured as the proportion of older people with less than 60 per cent of
equivalised median household income have been more modest – falling from 25 per cent
in 1996/7 to 21 per cent in 2005/6. In the last two years, small year on year reductions
have not been statistically significant (Brewer et al., 2006; 2007a). In contrast to the AHC
measure, on a BHC measure, pensioners are more likely than non-pensioners to have
income below the 60 per cent threshold, which for the whole population showed a
statistically significant rise from 17 per cent to 17.6 per cent in 2005/6 (Brewer et al,
2007a: Table 6).
Without the government’s substantial recent investment in pensioner incomes, relative
low income levels for older people would have fallen behind on both of these measures, as
they generally do in periods of wage growth. This is because pensioner incomes are far
more likely than wages to be static, not rising at all or rising at a rate that is less than the
increase in wages. At times of high wage growth, the government needs to pay pensioners
more just so that they keep their income position relative to non-pensioners (Shephard,
2003; Goodman et al, 2003). Indeed the conclusion of a recent simulation analysis from
the Institute for Fiscal Studies is that relative pensioner low income will now stop falling
and remain relatively stable until 2017 (the end of their simulation period). If Guarantee
Credit54 is not increased in line with earnings in future, substantial rises in pensioners on
incomes below 60 per cent of median can be expected (Brewer et al, 2007b).
The mixed messages coming from these statistics illustrate some of the problems with
relative income lines: they are arbitrary; they are especially sensitive to subtle changes in
definition; and they depend on what is happening in the wider economy, which may not
reflect the day to day experience of pensioners. As will be explored further below, while
reporting both in their Households Below Average Income annual series, the government
officially uses AHC measures to measure pensioner poverty but BHC measures to
measure overall and child poverty. This is because of the wider prevalence of home
ownership without mortgage among pensioners, who therefore face on average much
lower and less variable housing costs than younger adults. While a reasonable rationale for
this difference in official treatment, as discussed below this can create important
anomalies; also it can be awkward to defend when the statistics for the two measures show
different things. These problems will be considered in more detail, as I now turn to some
specific problems in the use of low income measures to capture the poverty of older
people.

Arbitrary lines
The arbitrary nature of the lines drawn can be gleaned from the degree of variation in
where they are pitched, even among EU countries – proportions varying from 40 per cent
to 70 per cent of mean or median incomes (see Atkinson et al, 2002: Table 5.1), or (as in
the UK) of median incomes at an arbitrary fixed date some years before the current .
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measure. Each gives different results and it is not clear how any of these are related to the
idea of poverty. Table 6 shows how over the period 1996/7 to 2001/2, different measures
produce different accounts of poverty reduction, although there is a more consistent story
from 2001/2 to 2005/6.
AHC Income
50% Median

60% median

70% median

1996/7

13

29

39

2001/2

11*

26

37

2005/6

8

17

29

50% Median

60% median

70% median

1996/7

13

25

40

2001/2

14*

25

39*

2005/6

11

21

33

BHC Income

Source: Households Below Average Income 1994/1995 to 2005/2006, DWP (2007)
*Not statistically significant from 1996/7 at 5% (see Goodman et al, 2003, Table 4.1)

Table 6 illustrates that on a measure of 50 per cent of median income, whether before or
after housing costs, there was no statistically significant reduction or increase in poverty
over this period. On a 60 per cent of median AHC measure, there was a reduction from 29
per cent to 26 per cent, but there was no statistically significant change in the BHC
measure. Similarly on a 70 per cent of median AHC measure, there was a reduction from
39 per cent to 37 per cent but no such reduction on a BHC measure. There are also much
smaller differences in the proportions in ‘poverty’ as between the two measures using a
cut-off at 70 per cent of the median.
This Table illustrates three problems. First, it is impossible to say whether pensioner
‘poverty’ reduced over the period or not – on only two of the six measures shown was
there a reduction. Second, this kind of variation lays the government open to challenges of
‘cherry picking’ its poverty statistics. Third, by choosing one line above others as a
‘headline’ measure, the pressure on policy makers is to affect that measure above others,
when there is no clear rationale for that measure having been chosen in the first place.

Where to draw the line?
Headcount rates of poverty for older people are especially sensitive to the arbitrary choice
of where the line is drawn. Work done at the Institute for Fiscal Studies illustrates that
despite the headline fall in pensioner poverty, most pensioners still have much less than
median household income, as Figure 3 shows. On this graph, the distribution of pensioner
incomes is shown in pounds per week (adjusted for household size) at 2004 rates. It is
immediately apparent that the bulk of pensioners have incomes well below the median
income line. Also marked on this graph is the government poverty line for pensioners of 60
per cent of median income after housing costs. There are a large number of pensioners —
over a million — who have incomes only marginally above this poverty line. By moving
the ‘poverty’ line only a few pounds to the right, another million and a half pensioners fall
below it. Single men and women claiming pension credit and housing benefit will
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Table 6: Relative pensioner
‘poverty’: percentage of
pensioner with incomes
below various fractions of
contemporary median income

generally be marginally above the 60 per cent poverty line.55 This means that if you took a
poverty line at, for example, 70 per cent of median income after housing costs (also shown
on this graph — and also an arbitrary line) which is only £207 per couple per week (or
£114 for a single person) at 2004 rates, another one and a half million pensioners would
fall into poverty figures. By moving the arbitrary point at which you decide that
pensioners are in relative poverty, you can include or exclude very large numbers of
pensioners. Pensioners may not fall technically below the government’s chosen poverty
line, but they cluster around it. This makes pensioner poverty very sensitive to precise
measures chosen.

600,000

Figure 3: Distribution of
pensioner incomes showing
bunching below 70 per cent of
median household equivalised
(to a two adult household)
income after housing costs

70% of Median

60% of
Median
500,000

Median income
for all households

Frequency

400,000

300,000

200,000

100,000

0
0.00

200.00

400.00

600.00

800.00

Income, £ per week, After Housing Costs
Source: Goodman (2005), reproduced in Price (2006). Source: FRS 2003/4.

The analysis in this section highlights the problem that these measures are disconnected
from any known experience of poverty. Veit-Wilson (2004: 23) encapsulates the critique
in his attack on such measures:
The statistical expressions, such as 60 per cent of the median income (adopted by
Eurostat and many governments), are relative to nothing more substantial than some
arbitrarily chosen point on an array of values. This form of definition takes no account of
any scientifically valid contribution to the understanding of poverty and its effects. It is
both socially uninformative and politically uninformed about the degree of suffering
inherent in whatever point is chosen. It also lacks sensitivity, when using national datasets,
to the wide variations evident in regional and sub-regional costs of living. It has the
55 The poverty line in 2004 was £178 per week for a couple, or £98 per week for a single person, after
housing costs.
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advantage of simplicity and, so long as definitions do not change, can be used to measure
change in income inequalities over time. This definition may also be currently favoured in
view of its apparent, although not real, value neutrality.
Even if we accept that these lines show us something – there is another respect in
which they show is very little: they do not take into account how far below the line
people’s incomes are, undoubtedly an important question. This question also illustrates
the insensitivity of these poverty measures to policy – a matter that will be discussed
further below.

Depth of poverty
The headcount figures produced by poverty lines give no indication of the depth of
poverty. This problem is not specific to the use of relative poverty lines, but applies to any
poverty line approach, including those reviewed below, and poverty lines drawn from
budget standards. If two million pensioners are below the poverty line, are they £1 below,
or £20 below it? Moreover, is it worse for someone to be £20 below the poverty line rather
than £1 below it? Is it worse for a person whose income is £20 below the poverty line if
most poor people have incomes £1 below the poverty line than if most poor people have
incomes £20 below the poverty line?
Sen (1979) posed a number of questions about these problems. He argued that it is
axiomatic that (a) a reduction in income of a person below the poverty line must increase
the poverty measure, and (b) that if income is transferred from a very poor person to a less
poor then poverty must also increase. But existing measures were insufficient for that
purpose. The headcount measure of the numbers of people below the poverty line does
not tell us anything about the extent of the shortfall. In a headcount measure, a transfer of
income from a poor person to a rich one can never increase the poverty count. Further, if
a poor person makes a transfer to a poor person such that she crosses over the poverty line,
the headcount rate will fall. A transfer from a poor person to someone who is richer can
therefore never increase the headcount rate, even if the transfer leaves them destitute. In
attempting to account for depth of poverty, one measure is the aggregate shortfall of
income of all the poor from the specified poverty line, and this can be expressed as a
percentage shortfall of the average income of the poor from the poverty line, the ‘income
gap ratio’. The income gap ratio is insensitive to transfers of income among the poor, as
long as no-one actually crosses the poverty line. The income gap ratio also does not tell us
anything about the numbers of people in poverty.
Sen therefore argued that
elementary characteristics that any measure of poverty can be expected to satisfy are
robustly violated by these measures (p304)

and said of the headcount measure that it ‘has commanded implicit support of a kind that
is quite astonishing’ (Sen, 1979: 295). He proposed that where all poor persons have
exactly the same shortfall, the poverty measure is the headcount multiplied by the income
gap ratio, but that where there is inequality among the poor, the income shortfall of a
person should be weighted by their rank in the distribution of the poor. With such a
weighted measure, his two axioms of poverty measurement would be satisfied.
He also discussed and reviewed a number of variations, depending on the motivation
for measurement. For example, taking the per capita gap measured from the mean income
in society rather than from the poverty line would be sensitive to the income of the nonpoor as well; or making the weight depend on the aggregate income of the poor, rather
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than the ranking; or on the income ranking across society; or a number of other variants.
Since Sen, a number of researchers have proposed poverty measures which account for
both headcount and depth of poverty, and these are reviewed by Salila et al (2006). They
conclude (p110) that
This plethora of indices does amend the imperfections of the head-count ratio based on
median income and the original Sen index, but most of them fail the most trivial of tests,
which inhibits their practical application. The measures are mathematically complicated
and very difficult for the layman to understand.

The writers then go on to develop their Cumulative Poverty Index (CUPI), which
estimates the ratio of mean incomes of poor households to mean incomes of all
households, in the hope that this will be adopted for policy purposes and is simple enough
to be used by governments.
Atkinson et al (2002:114 et seq) have argued against a combined measure such as the
Sen measure or its variants, and in favour of a simple poverty gap measure of the type that
Sen criticised. They also point out that decisions must be made about the treatment of
households, and that there is concern about the reliability of measures of those with very
low, zero or negative incomes. Hills56 has proposed the use of the ‘median poverty gap’ as
a measure – the difference between the income of the median poor person (based on
equivalised income) and the median income. Nevertheless, following Hills, Atkinson et al
(2002) recommend that at European level, Level 2 indicators of measures of intensity of
poverty should include the mean equivalised poverty gap (with bottom coding)57 and the
median equivalised poverty gap, for a poverty line set at 60 per cent of the median. The
median alone can be a poor indicator, as it would not capture reductions in the incomes of
the poor below the median. These measures still violate Sen’s axioms, however. A transfer
from a poorer person below the median incomes of the poor to a poor person above that
line but below the poverty line will not change the either the median or mean measures.
The poverty gap has now been adopted as one of the Laeken Indicators of poverty. At
European level, depth of poverty measures are an element in a basket of indicators of
poverty.
There are therefore a number of variants available to use as measures for depth of
poverty. The important point to note is that Sen’s analysis makes it clear that such a
measure is necessary for understanding the experience of poverty, but also that it is
meaningless without a headcount measure. He and many other writers would favour
combination into one index, and many of the indices developed do capture how poor the
poor are, and do not violate Sen’s axioms of poverty measurement.58
Measuring depth of poverty is important, and as important in the measurement of
poverty of older people as for any other sector of the population. There is a strong
argument for introducing a measure of depth of pensioner poverty to official poverty
statistics. This would have the advantage over current statistics of having the potential to
be more sensitive to policy initiatives than current relative low income measures. The
issue of sensitivity to policy changes will be discussed in the final section of this chapter.

56 Reported in Atkinson (2002: 117)
57 whereby a value of say 10 per cent of median income replaces any values below that amount to
compensate for measurement problems at the bottom of the income distribution
58 A detailed review of the various indices developed is beyond the scope of this review
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Income as a measure of financial resources
Income is used as a proxy for financial resources, and most commentators either explicitly
or implicitly assume that it is the best proxy measure for financial resources. Generally, the
use by governments, policy makers, academics and others of income measures goes
unquestioned and indeed, there would be substantial criticism if these were abandoned.
This theme will be developed in Chapters Five and Six, with a review of measures of
wealth and consumption for older people.
Despite its widespread acceptance as a measure in Europe and the Anglophone
countries, many analysts argue that income can be a poor indicator of financial resources.
The use of consumption as a measure of financial resources will be reviewed in Chapter
Six (where the argument that consumption is a better measure of deprivation will also be
discussed). Apart from the question of deprivation (ie is income a good measure of wellbeing), there are a number of reasons why, theoretically, consumption might be preferred
as a measure of financial resources.
Income is only one of the elements in determining whether people have sufficient
money to pay for their needs at any one time, because people also have the ability to
borrow, and to use their savings. Income can be subject to a great deal of variability, both
seasonally and over time. People will take steps to smooth their consumption over these
volatile periods. So people might borrow when they are short of money in the knowledge
that they will pay the borrowing back when their position improves, or may run down
savings (as they do typically in retirement). A point in time estimate of the income that
people are receiving might not be a fair reflection of their financial resources at that point
in time or over the longer term. Income measures also do not take account of in-kind
transfers, for example from family members.
Income can be difficult to measure. Those working in the informal sector will often
not declare their income, and even in the formal sector it can be extremely difficult to get
a true measure of the incomes of some, for example the self-employed and farmers, or
those who receive substantial benefits in kind from their employers. Income measures
underestimate the financial resources available to people who consume their own
production (eg food that they have grown), or exchange services in a barter economy.
Income data at the very bottom and top of the income distribution is often considered
particularly unreliable. Extending the measurement of income for example to include
workplace benefits and family transfers would create even more technical difficulties.
These are all arguments in favour of the use of consumption measures, but there are
substantial technical problems in measuring consumption too (see Chapter Six).
Arguments for preferring income measures include that they are methodologically more
straight forward and far better developed in the UK than consumption measures, and that
unlike consumption measures they measure current saving which may be important if
saving is in excess of income smoothed over a lifetime (also discussed further in Chapter
Six). Given the importance of income measures for time series analysis and international
comparisons, proponents for the introduction of consumption measures do not argue for
their abolition, but that a better picture of financial resources would be obtained by
including both income and consumption in a basket of measures, each measuring different
aspects of financial resources.

Duration of low income
As just outlined, income at a point in time is not a good indicator of the ability to consume
good and services. Whelan et al (2003) showed that a persistent low income measure was
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% below threshold in 3 out of last 4 years

significantly better at explaining level of material deprivation than a cross-sectional
measure of low income, and that this was the case across countries. If income measures
are used as a proxy for financial resources, it seems important therefore to consider also
the duration of low income. Those in persistent poverty might be thought of as
particularly vulnerable or deprived. Persistent low income is more likely to reflect the
underlying idea that poverty is exclusion from the customorary way of life because of lack
of resources; it is an important social indicator and target for policy intervention.
The government now reports a persistent income measure drawn from the British
Household Panel Study (BHPS) of those with low income against a number of thresholds
in three out of the last four years. The BHPS data is the best data currently available, but
there are numerous problems with attrition and gap years. The sample of older people
present in sufficient waves for analysis is small,59 and diminishing annually. It may be
possible to review these data to see whether there are methods that could be employed to
improve the sample, for example, analysis of people who were present in four out of the
last five or six waves rather than requiring presence in all waves of the survey. In due
course it would be sensible to review alternatives for the measurement of persistent low
income for older people from the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing which should
provide a larger and more robust dataset for the older population, or using the new rolling
element of the General Household Survey/EU-SILC, where longitudinal data will be
collected over a four year period, which may provide a better sample than ELSA.
On current measures, pensioners are far more likely than others in the population to be
in persistent poverty. For pensioners in poverty, there are few means of escape, since paid
work is often not an option. Figure 4 shows that on a number of measures persistence of
poverty is much higher for pensioners than for all individuals. At the lower level of 60 per
cent of median income BHC, 16 per cent of pensioners below this threshold have been in
that state for at least three out of the last four years, compared with 10 per cent of the
population as a whole. If a line is drawn only slightly higher at 70 per cent of median
income then a third of pensioners (33 per cent) have been in that state of poverty for at
least three out of the last four years, compared with one in five (19 per cent) across the
population. Using AHC measures, there are only small differences (14 per cent to 12 per
cent) at the 60 per cent median level but fairly substantial differences (29 per cent to 20
per cent) at the 70 per cent of median threshold.
Figure 4: Persistence of poverty;
pensioners compared with all
individuals at 60 per cent and 70
per cent of equivalised median
household income for the years
2001 to 2004

35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
Pensioners

5%

All individuals

0%
BHC below
60% of
median

BHC below
70% of
median

AHC below
60% of
median

AHC below
70% of
median

Source: British Household Panel Study 2001-4, from HBAI (2007), Table 7.1
59 Analysis is currently dependent on a sample of around 500 older people – personal communication from
Sam Mold, DWP.
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This shows that not only are many pensioners living clustered around the poverty line,
but also that they remain clustered around that line in the long term. Almost a third of
pensioners live with income below the 70 per cent of median line, whether AHC or BHC
measures are used. Compared with others in the population living with this level of low
income, transitions to higher incomes are much less likely for pensioners.

The measurement of individual incomes
In determining the income measure that forms the basis of these government poverty
statistics, gross income from all identifiable sources is added together for each individual.
Then deductions are made for income taxes, local taxes, national insurance contributions,
contributions to occupational and personal pension schemes, maintenance and child
support payments, and parental contributions to students living away from home (DWP,
2007: Appendix 1). Individual incomes are aggregated into household incomes, and an
equivalence scale is then applied to account for the differing needs of different sized
households.60 The definition of income does not include fringe benefits, nor (with some
minor exceptions) government provision of in-kind benefits.61 Apart from household size
equivalisation, variation in needs is not taken into account. To create the AHC measure of
income, housing expenses are deducted, including rent (gross of housing benefit); water
rates, community water charges and council water charges; mortgage interest payments;
structural insurance premiums (for owner occupiers); and ground rent and service
charges. (Note that no costs are deducted for repairs or maintenance, even though these
costs will be included in rents.)

Five substantial problems arise with this definition of income:
•

The definition of income excludes fringe benefits, and benefits in kind.

•

The treatment of assets is conceptually unclear.

•

Deductions from income confuse payments used to acquire assets with other types of
expenditure, and do not treat all such payments consistently.

•

The treatment of variable costs is conceptually unclear.

•

Variable needs are not accounted for, save in the equivalisation of household income.

The measurement of a relative low income line means that the whole distribution of
income is important in ascertaining the measure. Each of these problems impacts on the
measurement of the poverty of older people in a different way, since any change would
alter the distribution of the income of the whole population as well as the relative position
60 Following a recent comprehensive review of the use of equivalence scales in UK official poverty
statistics, a modified OECD scale has been adopted, with different scaling for before and after housing
costs measures (DWP, 2007: Appendix 2). The methodology of estimating equivalence scales, choice
of equivalence scale and suitability for older people are beyond the scope of this review. Issues do
arise about the extent to which currently used equivalence scales accurately reflect economies of
scale in older households, and particularly in households containing a person with a disability. Also the
assumption of income sharing that underlies the use of equivalence scales is often violated and has not
been researched for older people.
61 The valuation of government in-kind benefits is a difficult and currently unresolved problem, and there
is debate about whether and if so how they should or could be included in income measures used for
poverty statistics, particularly when the benefits are distributed according to need for example in a
national health service (Townsend, 1979; Atkinson, 2002, Gardiner et al, 1995).
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of older people. It is not possible to predict what the income distribution would look like
with these changes made; it is only possible to say that there are many problems with the
existing measurement. Each of these problems will be expanded on below. Much of this
discussion is also relevant to the question of how wealth relates to poverty, and whether
consumption is a more appropriate relative measure than income, and these themes will
be discussed in Chapters Five and Six.

The exclusion of fringe benefits and benefits in kind
Income in these measures is a proxy for financial resources. In many respects it is a fairly
good proxy, but in other respects it is poor. For many people in paid work, an element of
their monthly resources is accounted for by fringe benefits from their employer. Probably
the most important of these is employers’ contributions to occupational pensions, which
can be considerable particularly if these are defined benefit schemes – currently
exceeding 20 per cent of pay on average62 (ACA, 2007). Other benefits might include the
use of a company car, free or subsidised housing, meal subsidies, subsidised or free travel,
life and health insurance, share option schemes and so forth. Data on employer pension
contributions has never been collected for the purposes of income estimation. The
pressure on the Family Resources Survey, the principal survey for the collection of income
data, is such that data on other employer benefits-in-kind has been dropped from the
survey. By not including fringe benefits, two people are treated as equal when one may
have a company car and an employer contributing more than 15 per cent of pay to a
pension, and the other no fringe benefits at all. Older people are unlikely to share in many
or any of these benefits, because most are no longer in the paid workforce. They will
appear richer than they should, relative to others, because of the exclusion of fringe
benefits from income measures.
State benefits in kind are a more complex problem. Some benefits in kind are taken
into account in government statistics, in particular free school meals, free welfare milk and
free school milk, and free TV licence for those aged 75 and over. These items are easy to
identify, quantify, and precisely attribute to individuals. For most state provided benefits
in kind, this is not the case. Free transport for example is only a benefit to those who use
it, and if it were not free they might not use it. Benefits like education, healthcare, social
care and government housing services are difficult to measure and even more difficult to
attribute at an individual level in a way that would be meaningful in conceiving of
poverty. Most of these public social services are often given only to those who have an
additional or enhanced need, such as for social care or hospitalisation. The aim in poverty
measurement is to compare living standards, and so were these kinds of benefits to be
incorporated into an income measure, specific additional needs would have to be
accounted for as well.
Without this balance you have the nonsensical result, for example, that an
impoverished person appears very well off in poverty statistics because in the year of
measurement they have required emergency surgery, which has been provided free by the
State. Health care, social care, eye care and dental care would fall into this category. It
may be felt that since the value of the benefit in these cases will almost by definition
equate to the cost of the enhanced need, this debate is of no real consequence. But by
taking neither the value of the provision nor the enhanced need into account, a person
62 The ACA (2007) reports that over the last five years, average employer contributions into defined
benefits schemes have approximately doubled from 11.5 per cent to 22.6 per cent, with average
employee contributions now 6.1 per cent of pay. Employee and employer contributions to defined
contribution schemes together average 10 per cent of pay.
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who has to pay for welfare (because in their case it is not provided free from the state) is
treated in exactly the same way as a person who obtains their welfare for free. For
example, the cost of social care is a problem for many older people; the relative position of
anyone who has to pay for social services will be higher than it should be compared with
others in the population who either do not need social care, or have it provided for free.
This problem – the problem of varying needs – will be discussed more extensively below
because of the relevance of the varying needs of people with disabilities to the
measurement of poverty of older people.

The treatment of assets is conceptually unclear
For the purposes of this discussion, three asset classes will be considered: owner-occupied
housing, pensions, and other assets/savings. For those between age 50 and State Pension
Age, on average pension and owner-occupied housing wealth make up more than 80 per
cent of all wealth holdings, and for all but the richest wealth decile the proportion is far
higher (Banks et al, 2007a: Figure 4.3). Pensions and owner-occupied housing are
typically acquired by slow contributions over the lifecourse up to the date of retirement in
the case of pensions, or up to mortgage redemption in the case of housing. From
retirement, pensions are generally annuitised – capital and interest are repaid over the
remaining years of life. On repayment of a mortgage, houses are typically lived in rent free
with the capital preserved; there may continue to be capital gains (or losses) on housing.
Savings may be drawn down or not; other assets may depreciate (such as cars and
durables) or retain or increase in value (such as antiques).
At the moment, only actual returns on any property, savings or investments are
included in the measurement of income. Capital gains in each year are not included,
savings are not expected to be amortised over life expectancy, and savings drawdown is
not treated as income. Yet pensions are included as income from the date decumulation
begins, from which point both repayment of capital and interest are treated as income.63
Housing that is not owner-occupied is treated as providing an income only if rental
income is actually being received. An inherited house standing empty has no value for the
purposes of income measurement, even though it may have substantial capital and rental
value. Owner-occupied housing is treated as providing an income only if income from a
lodger is actually being received, but not if there are several empty rooms in a large house
in which a lodger could live.
This illustrates that the treatment of assets in income estimation is conceptually
unclear. Measuring income from assets in the ways described above has the advantage of
reflecting how people really live their lives, as opposed to some imputed income which
does not and never will reflect reality. People do not behave like academic constructs, and
if our aim is to measure the experience of poverty then there is no use pretending that they
do. But anomalies do result. The person who has chosen to realise some of their owner
occupied housing capital either by taking a lodger, trading down, or releasing equity has
higher income than a person in exactly the same position who has not. A person who
owns a house which is rented out and herself rents a house is treated as having the rental
income, whereas she may be in exactly the same net position as an owner occupier who
simply lives in a house. A person who invests his savings for capital growth is treated as
having low income, whereas another person might invest an identical savings pot for high
income. We expect pensions to be amortised over life expectancy and treat the capital
repayments as income, but not other savings funds or housing. Thus a person who has
63 There is a further complication in that defined benefit pensions are technically rights against the scheme
rather than an annuitised capital sum.
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savings (not in a pension) of £100,000 and draws down £10,000 capital in a year does not
have this drawdown treated as income, although if this were a pension then she would.
The failure to conceptualise real capital gains (ie asset increase or decrease) in income
measures is also a substantial problem. Buying a house and paying rent are not the same
thing, but this distinction depends crucially on inflation and capital gains. Imagine two
people are living in identical houses, one purchasing the house with a loan for 100 per
cent of its value and one paying rent.64 In a world of no inflation and no growth in
housing, the mortgage interest is the cost of borrowing, and does not in fact improve the
homeowner’s position, either in the short or long term. Paying the mortgage interest is in
this sense similar to paying rent.65 Paying back the capital is debt reduction – in a
repayment mortgage, each year the debt reduces by the amount of capital paid back. Or,
money is paid into a savings vehicle, like an insurance policy, simply another form of
saving to set off against the debt. This savings behaviour is a consumption decision – the
renter could also decide to save. But with inflation the size of the debt reduces each year
in real terms even if nothing is paid off, and with growth in the housing market, real
capital gains are made in housing equity. The mortgagor improves her position by
standing still, but the renter gets no such gain – indeed he may be subject to real increases
in rent. It is these features that make us think of the mortgagor as not equal to the renter.
These unequal positions are not reflected in income measures.
In summary, when people save or invest, they may also accrue annual capital gains
which are not accounted for when using income as a proxy for financial resources. People
may save in all sorts of vehicles including housing, pensions and other types of
investments. Apart from the problem of capital gains, the treatment of these investments
as financial resources is different in income measures. With pensions, both the return of
capital and income is treated as income after retirement but if savings are drawn down this
is not treated as income at all, nor if housing equity is realised from a sale of a house.
Someone who has invested for capital growth will be treated as having little income,
whereas someone who has invested for high income will be treated as having higher
income, despite there potentially being no difference between the two in how much richer
they are at the end of the year than at the start. Housing is only treated as providing an
income if it actually does, creating anomalies between house owners.
The solution to these problems is elusive. The conceptual difficulties associated with
asset ownership will be explored further in Chapter Five – these are areas that appear
under-theorised and under researched. However, economists have made a number of
attempts to address one of the anomalies noted above in the measurement of income,
namely the problem of housing.

Accounting for the capital/income problem in income measures
Some people own their own home, with or without a mortgage; some people live in large
expensive houses and some do not. The issue is particularly pertinent for older people.
The tenure patterns of older people are shown in Table 7 and Table 8. Table 7 shows that
where the household reference person is over 65, the household is more likely to own a
house outright without mortgage. However, it is still the case that about a quarter to a
third of older people are renting their accommodation (23 per cent of 65-74s and 32 per
cent of over 75s), predominantly in the social housing sector.
64 There would be the further complication here of house maintenance costs, which would be included in
the rent but not in the mortgage repayments, but this is not material for the purposes of this exercise.
65 This is reflected in the ‘after housing cost’ measure in that it is only mortgage interest that is taken into
account, and not repayments of capital
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Table 8, drawn from 2001 Census data, shows that this aggregation hides important
difference between older people, with 41 per cent of lone pensioners in the rented sector66
compared with 18 per cent of couple pensioners.
Tenure

Age of household reference person
2%

3%

7%

32%

69%

66%

31%

16-24

25-34

35-44

45-64

65-74

75+

ALL

rented from
council

18%

10%

10%

9%

12%

16%

11%

rented from
housing
association

12%

7%

7%

6%

7%

10%

7%

rented
privately
unfurnished

29%

19%

10%

6%

4%

5%

9%

rented
privately
furnished

23%

8%

2%

1%

0%

1%

3%

TOTAL

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Table 7: Age of household
reference person by tenure,
2005/6

Source: Labour Force Survey 2005/6
From Table 1.3, Department for Communities and Local Government, 2007: 18
Table 8: Pensioners’ housing
tenure by type of household,
2001 (percentage)

Tenure: by household composition, 2001
England & Wales

Percentages
Owned

1

Rented
from
council

Other
social
rented2

Rented
privately
or living
rent free

All
households

One person
Under pensionable age

56

15

8

21

100

Over pensionable age

58

21

10

10

100

81

10

4

4

100

No children

81

6

2

11

100

Dependent children

80

9

4

7

100

Non-dependent children only

85

8

3

4

100

Dependent children

34

31

15

19

100

Non-dependent children only

66

21

6

7

100

Other households

57

12

5

26

100

69

13

6

12

100

One family
All pensioners
Couple households

Lone parent

All households

3

1 Either owned outright, owned with a mortgage or loan, or paying rent and part-mortgage
(shared ownership). 2 Includes rented from registered social landlord, housing association, housing
co-operative and charitable trust. 3 Comprising two or more unrelated adults or two or more families.
Source: Census 2001, Office for National Statistics
66 although this includes an unknown probably small proportion living rent free
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In an attempt to introduce conceptual clarity between the treatment of assets and income
in income measures, a number of economists have argued that an income stream should
be deemed from assets, but especially owner occupied housing. To account for owner
occupied housing,67 Gardiner et al (1995) developed an ‘income with housing costs’
measure, which adds to each person’s income a net imputed rent, calculated on the
owner’s equity share only (rather than on the capital value of the house); or, in the case of
renters, takes into account any difference between actual rent paid and market rent (ie
any subsidy). Based on a series of assumptions68 they suggest imputing rents based on the
gross rents in the private sector, or, where the private sector is not large, based on a
percentage share of the capital value.
They suggest ten methods for gathering data from which rents can be imputed: expert
assessments for each dwelling in the survey; estimations from the householder; assessment
from the householder of the value for tax purposes; using data within the survey for actual
rental values together with data about dwelling characteristics as a basis for imputation to
all dwellings in the survey; using rental information from other sources applied to the
characteristics of the survey dwelling; asking householders to assess the current capital
value of their property; asking householders for the acquisition cost of the property and
applying an inflator; tax assessments on residential property (where these are carried out);
using house price information from other sources and applying it to the characteristics of
the survey dwelling; and imputing capital values from tabulations of house prices by
characteristics in the survey. For mortgagors, they suggest imputation of a net rent based
only on the equity share of the owner, and so the outstanding mortgage would also need to
be known. Where the rent being imputed is for rental income rather than an owneroccupier, they add a percentage for the landlord’s assumed costs of management and
maintenance costs, and depreciation, and so these would also need to be estimated. For
their own analysis, Gardiner et al (1995) used the Building Societies Movers Survey to
impute prices based on known dwelling characteristics.
In an analysis of the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing (ELSA), Banks et al
(2005) estimated the proportions of the population aged 50 to State Pension Age who are
at risk of having insufficient resources for their retirement. For one of their income
measures (‘total wealth’) they make an assumption that all housing wealth is liquidated
and annuitised at 5 per cent per annum to provide an income (ie all people still have to
find accommodation). On this basis, the percentage of individuals projected to have
income below the Pension Credit Guarantee at State Pension Age is substantially
reduced. For other analysis, they assume that individuals annuitise one half of their
housing wealth, at a 5 per cent rate. They undertake this analysis as an heuristic device –
neither assumption is particularly realistic across the population, although it may be in an
individual case. The point is made that housing wealth could be used to augment income,
and that ignoring it (and other forms of wealth) distorts the distributions of income
substantially.
In very similar vein, Chotikapanich et al (2003) assume an income stream from the
capital value of housing on an indefinite basis (ie not annuitised over a lifetime), but then
take into account that individuals must rent alternative accommodation to live, and so
estimate a deemed rent for each individual as well. They point out, and also take into
account, that deemed income would affect entitlements to state benefits.
67 In doing this, they recognised the anomaly that interest on mortgage debt is implicitly being allowed for,
whereas no other costs of borrowing are taken into account
68 Described by the authors themselves as ‘heroic assumptions … subject to some uncertainty’ (Gardiner
et al, 1995: 61)
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All proponents argue that such imputation is feasible from existing datasets. There are
however numerous problems. Data on house value is not routinely collected. Where it is
collected, it is reliant on the estimates of homeowners and thus subject to measurement
error.69 The precise value of houses, and nature and state of accommodation is not known,
and local variation in house prices – even from street to street – can be substantial Older
people often do not maintain their houses to high standards, which may lead to their
housing being overvalued by these methods. Rent imputation is subject to similar
problems, especially on an individual basis. Annuitisation too is complex: life expectancy
on aggregate may be estimated, but this is not feasible for individuals, yet individual level
life expectancy would be an important component of any individual annuitisation
calculation. A person with £100,000 and two years to live is much richer than a person
with £100,000 and twenty years to live. By definition, taking average life expectancy will
overstate any deemed income from assets for some but understate it for others. Moreover,
some assumption needs to be made of annuity rates, and this will almost certainly turn out
to have been incorrect over an individual lifetime.
Apart from all of these technical considerations, owner occupied housing is
undoubtedly a special case. Housing is not like other assets in that it is needed to provide
shelter, a home – one of the basic human needs referred to in Chapter One. People
become attached to and embedded in place, where their children live and go to school.
They work, they have friends, family and community, and they are psychologically
attached to ‘home’.70 In many instances people may have lived all of their lives, or even for
generations, in one locality or house. It is difficult and stressful and sometimes impossible
in practice to convert a home into an income stream. People may live in a modest
property that has become valuable because of its location – they may not be able trade
down in the same area or even the same region. Migration from house to house or area to
area is not an option for most people, and most people do not want to, may not be able to
or cannot reasonably be expected to share their home with strangers, especially if they
have physical or mental health problems. A move in later life is often detrimental to
physical and mental health and the maintenance of social and community networks.
People are fearful of equity release products. The psychological stress of realising an
income from a home may be severe for older people, and may be made impossible or very
difficult by poor health, disability or cognitive difficulties. All of these issues suggest that a
deemed income from housing may be particularly unrealistic for many people,
particularly if this were to affect policies on poverty alleviation and income support.
In summary, a number of economists have drawn attention to the problem of
anomalous treatment of assets in income measures, but particularly owner-occupied
housing. Owner-occupied housing is generally treated as not providing any income
whereas if the same financial resource were invested in another savings vehicle an income
would be received (or, in a pension, when an income would be received after retirement
age). Their mechanisms for imputation of an income from housing have varied. All argue
that it is possible from existing data, but this is not clear cut at all. Moreover because
viewed sociologically housing is different in kind to other assets, its treatment in this way
may not be appropriate. These are matters that will be discussed further in Chapter Five.

69 But note that Banks et al (2007) found a strong correlation between the estimates of change in house
prices recorded by respondents between two waves of ELSA and estimates from the Nationwide
database [CHECK]
70 A substantial literature exists on the meaning of home, especially for older people, but this is beyond the
scope of this review.
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These issues are particularly pertinent for older people since most older people are
homeowners without mortgage. It is possible therefore that their average position in the
income distribution would be improved by taking account of capital in assessing income,
but without undertaking the exercise this is not known. The precise impact on income
distributions, and especially on the median points, will depend on how asset ownership is
correlated with income, and we know that those with low income tend also to have few
assets (Banks et al 2005). As outlined above, failing to take a consistent approach to the
treatment of assets in income measurement leads to anomalous results. Without further
research into what would constitute the right or optimal approach to the treatment of
assets in income estimation, it is not possible to estimate the impact on the poverty for
older people as measured by an income standard.

Payments used to acquire assets
In government measures, individual pension contributions are deducted from gross
income to arrive at the net income figure used in the estimation of low income lines.
Employer pension contributions are neither added to income nor treated as a deduction,
and no other savings are treated as a deduction. Even in after housing costs measures
(more of which below) repayments of principal debt on a mortgage are not treated as
deductions. It does seem strange to treat a pension contribution to what is clearly a capital
asset (the pension) as a deduction against income for the purposes of calculating poverty
statistics. A pension is no different from any other form of saving, except that tax relief is
given and you are forced ultimately to take it as an annuity. With other savings, you have
more choices about when and how to draw down the capital and interest.
Not only does allowing pension deductions show confusion about the treatment of
assets, but people choosing to save more of their current income in a pension appear
poorer than others, when this is a clear consumption choice. Indeed, the main drivers for
people to choose to save in pensions rather than other savings vehicles are the tax
incentives and employer contributions – in other words free money, making the deduction
seem even more anomalous.
The consequence for older people of including pension contributions as a deduction
against income in the calculation of poverty statistics is that their income position is
inflated relative to the rest of the population, and mean income in the population is
underestimated. The extent to which this would impact on relative low income statistics
for older people depends on the impact on median incomes, and how pensioner incomes
might be affected relative to the median.

The treatment of variable costs is conceptually unclear
One of the main problems with calling everyone whose income falls below a fixed level
‘poor’ is that not everyone has the same costs of living – the bare essentials of life cost
different things in different places. By the bare essentials, I mean housing, food, transport,
heating, repairs, clothes and so forth. Two people can live in identical houses but in
different neighbourhoods or in different parts of the country. Because of variations in the
cost of living, the amounts they have to spend on things other than these bare essentials
can differ greatly, even if they have exactly the same income.
This problem of variability in costs for identical goods means that using a single
threshold of low income as a poverty line can be an unfair measure. Within an imaginary
basket of bare necessities, the good where costs vary the most for the same benefit is
housing. Housing is a principal component of monthly spending for most people, either
through a mortgage (which includes interest and principal debt repayment) or through
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rent. It is particularly important in the budgets of the poor (Townsend, 1979:
Chapter 13).
Higher housing costs do not necessarily imply a higher standard of living. Several
people can live in an identically specified terraced house in similarly amenable
neighbourhoods and each be paying something different for the house. First, the
difference arises because the price of property varies geographically, even between similar
neighbourhoods. Second, differences in costs arise because people might own the house,
live in it rent free, live at subsidised rent, be purchasing it, or rent at market value. Each of
these people might have the same income, but their disposable income after their
(equivalent) housing is paid for is different. By deducting the costs of their housing before
comparing their incomes, we observe a fairer comparison in terms of how much money
they have to spend on things other than housing. Since they each live in an identical
house, this seems reasonably fair. This is the rationale behind the government’s ‘After
Housing Costs’ (AHC) measure (Johnson and Webb, 1992). The AHC measure attempts
to deal with the very real problem that in different localities individuals can pay very
different amounts for what appears to all intents and purposes to be the same standard of
housing. It acknowledges that housing is not fungible, that people cannot be expected to
uproot and move because housing in one area has become more expensive than housing in
another. It acknowledges that people are not necessarily obtaining more value or a higher
standard of living from their more expensive houses.
The problem with an AHC measure is that we can’t be sure that all the people who we
treat in this way are living in identical houses. In fact, we can be pretty certain they are
not. Housing size, quality and amenity of neighbourhood varies greatly. The problem is
obvious if we imagine two people who have the same income and live in the same street,
but one lives in a studio flat paying £100 a week rent, and the other lives in a 7 bedroom
house paying £2,000 a week rent. If we subtract their housing costs before comparing
their incomes, the person in the mansion looks much poorer than the person in the studio
flat. Yet this is clearly her choice. She could also have lived in a studio flat and had the
income to spare. Now the comparison after housing costs looks pretty unfair – even
absurd. For these two people it would be fairer to compare their incomes without
subtracting their housing costs – that is, the ‘Before Housing Costs’ or BHC measure. By
failing to control in any way for the type of house, the AHC measure reveals itself as
crude, creating anomalies, and painting a misleading picture.
An AHC measure seems fairer for people where housing costs vary for the same type
of house, but a BHC measure seems fairer for people where they have made different
housing choices. Deducting housing costs to arrive at income will equivalise the position
as between subsidised and non-subsidised renters, and those who own their home with
and without mortgage, all other things being equal. It does not deal with the situation
where all other things are not equal – ie the problem of housing as a consumption choice.
There is no attempt in current AHC measures to standardise for any of the variations in
neighbourhood, quality or size of house (and it is not obvious that it would be possible to
do this). A young well off person may be spending a large amount on mortgage because
they are choosing to buy a large and expensive house. Yet they may as a result emerge
from these statistics as poorer than a pensioner who is renting in poor quality social
housing. Analysis by Gardiner et al (1995) showed that making no allowance for housing
costs (ie a before housing costs measure) was a better reflection of the income distribution,
taking into account the capital value of housing, than the crude after housing costs
measure.
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For any group of people, the different measures will be fair to some people and unfair
to others. The UK government currently uses an AHC headline measure for pensioners
but a BHC headline measure for others. AHC measures are used by the government for
older people because about 70 per cent of older people own their homes mortgage free
(see Table 7), and so they will have lower housing costs than most of the population who
are not in this position. Apart from costs of repair71 they do not have to pay for housing
from income72. Those in social housing (most of the remaining pensioners) may be
benefiting from rent below market value, and an AHC measure would account for this. If
a person is in receipt of housing benefit covering 100 per cent of their rent73 then a rent
rise will result in an apparent increase in income (as housing benefit will increase) but no
change in standard of living. Again, an AHC measure would seem a fairer measure.74
While reporting both in their Households Below Average Income annual series, these are
the reasons that the government officially uses AHC measures to measure pensioner
poverty (but BHC measures to measure overall and child poverty).
Indeed, for these people it may be fairer to compare incomes after taking into account
housing costs, but the arguments are more complex. How fair this comparison is
ultimately depends on the quality of their housing, which is unknown. When people live
in small, less desirable housing, then AHC measures are unfair because those in the poky
flats are made equal to people who are choosing more desirable and higher quality
housing. This is likely to apply to many of the 30 per cent or so of older people in rented
accommodation, and possibly many older owner occupiers too. If older renters live in
relatively modest accommodation compared with younger people, then an AHC measure
will not capture this, and will falsely deflate the incomes of those in fancier housing.
Table 8 shows that this problem may disproportionately affect lone pensioners, 41 per
cent of whom are in the rented sector. Moreover, neither BHC measures nor AHC
measures take into account the value of housing. An older person may own their own
home without mortgage, but have less equity than a younger person who has higher
housing costs. If the younger person re-housed in a similar house to the older person using
their equity, they too would have no housing costs.
In the research reviewed above on the treatment of assets as income streams,
researchers have tried varying approaches to these measurement problems but no solution
simultaneously deals with variations in cost for equivalent housing and variations in cost
because of differential housing. Gardiner et al’s (1995) solution is to add a deemed
component of enhanced income for those who have equity in their houses, or rent below
market value. They account for the equity accrual of homeowners as well as favourable
rents, but their method treats all housing costs as a consumption choice without
acknowledging the problem of unavoidable variation. Chotikapanich et al (2003) take the
capital value of the house into account, but then assume that the person will rent a house
of the same standard and value, so not allowing for the problem that housing is a
consumption choice.
These seemingly intractable problems arise from attempting to treat position on the
income distribution as a measure of poverty without taking into account variations in the
resources needed to provide for equivalent housing, nor having a satisfactory way of
71

which are not currently taken into account but arguably should be; rents will include an element for
landlord’s costs of maintenance and repair
72 Note that whether changing from a BHC measure to an AHC measure affects poverty rates depends on
the distributions of home ownership with and without mortgage, housing wealth and income.
73 Not always the case
74 Note that Johnson and Webb (1992) have suggested alternatively that housing benefit should be excluded
from the definition of income in the before housing costs measure.
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dealing with assets or consumption choices. No satisfactory solution has yet been found
for these kinds of relative low income measures. A good consumption measure will take
into account the value of the housing (but not variable cost in different locations). Budget
standards acknowledge and address the problem by estimating minimum reasonable
housing needs in the ‘poverty line’. Material deprivation measures often try to capture the
quality of housing.
Neither BHC measures nor AHC measures reflect the reality that a poverty measure is
trying to capture. The BHC measure fails to take into account variable costs beyond the
control of the individual – of which housing is the most obvious. Without accounting for
variation in costs, poverty lines based on relative low income measures can be misleading
and even meaningless. Making a special case for housing begs the question of why other
variable costs75 are not accounted for, like heating, transport, food, repairs and
maintenance, and so forth. But most importantly, the AHC measure fails to distinguish
consumption choices, making richer people look poorer, and so confounding poverty
statistics.
These problems mean that there is no clear consensus that BHC or AHC measures are
‘better’ for the measurement of poverty of older people since neither captures the realities
of differential housing costs, consumption choices and home ownership. Indeed Hills
(2004) has argued that an important purpose of both types of measure is to track trends
over time, and so the technical details of each are less significant than sometimes appear in
arguments about them – what is important is the consistency of the measures. From the
discussion above, it would be better for both to be reported than either one, since each
create anomalies in measurement. Help the Aged argue that at least the before housing
costs measure is clear and consistent, and that this should be used for pensioners.76 Age
Concern consider that both before and after housing costs measures should be reported in
official statistics76.
The problems created by housing are merely illustrative of the far wider problem of
requiring variable resources to meet the same needs, and how these are accounted for in
poverty statistics. Budget standards attempt to assess variable needs for different types of
households, including housing, although the problems of geographical location
(particularly acute with housing measures) have not been satisfactorily addressed in
budget standard methodology. Measures of material deprivation and consumption
overcome these problems by attempting to measure deprivation directly, but as will be
seen in Chapter Six, housing creates problems in the measurement of consumption too.

Variable resources required to meet needs are not accounted for
Unavoidable variation in essential costs is one factor against the use of relative low income
line measures, and the review above illustrates that no satisfactory way has been found to
address these. Variable resources required to meet other types of needs are another
important factor. Apart from equivalisation for household size, no account is taken of
variation between people. On the issue of household size, the DWP recently held a
comprehensive review of the use of equivalence scales in UK official poverty statistics. As
a result, a modified OECD scale has been adopted, with different scaling for before and
after housing costs measures (DWP, 2007: Appendix 2). There are important issues
arising about the extent to which currently used equivalence scales accurately reflect
economies of scale in older households, and particularly in households containing a
75 Variable costs of council tax and water rates are taken into account
76 Personal communication from Anna Pearson, policy officer for Help the Aged, and Sally West, policy
officer at Age Concern.
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person with a disability. Also the assumption of income sharing that underlies the use of
equivalence scales is often violated and has never been measured for older people.77
However, the methodology for estimating equivalence scales, choice of equivalence scale
and suitability of equivalence scales for older people are beyond the scope of this review.
The additional cost associated with disability or ill-health is an important example of
where variable resources are required to meet needs, especially important to older people.
These costs are not accounted for at all in relative low income poverty lines. As has
already been shown in Chapter One relatively high proportions of older people suffer from
ill-health or disability. A substantial body of research has established that the costs
associated with these conditions are far higher than living costs for those without these
conditions78 (Berthoud, 1998; Zaidi and Burchardt, 2003; Smith et al, 2004). This means
that the poverty of older people will always be understated by a relative low income line
measure of poverty.
This problem is compounded by the specific low income poverty lines produced by
the UK government in HBAI and PI series statistics. The definition of income for the
purposes of producing these measures includes Disability Living Allowance and
Attendance Allowance – benefits that are specifically designed to compensate for the
additional costs of disability. Yet no allowance is made for these additional costs, whether
in the definition of income or by any other means. This means that in these statistics,
disabled people simply have apparently enhanced income. Zaidi (2001) found in an
investigation of income mobility in old age the unexpected result that individuals who
have a more-than-average share of income from benefits observed greater upward income
mobility in old age than others, which he attributed to the fact that people become
entitled to additional disability and social care benefits as they age.
The Department for Work and Pensions produced figures for Age Concern England
of the proportion of older people below 60 per cent of equivalised median income after
housing costs if Attendance Allowance and Disability Living Allowance are not included
in income.79 The outcomes are reproduced in Table 9. The first two columns of this table
show that whether on a before or after housing costs measure, pensioner households with
no disabled adults had more or less the same rates of poverty than those containing at least
one disabled adult. This is a counterintuitive result considering that disability increases
the risk of deprivation (see Chapter Two; Smith et al, 2004). The last two columns of
Table 9 show that this is an artefact of the inclusion of disability benefits in income
without simultaneously accounting for the increased costs that the benefits are designed
to assist with. Note that in these last two columns, by excluding DLA and AA, we are
making the assumption that the benefits at least cover the additional costs associated with
disability, which is contradicted by the research referred to above.
Once Disability Living Allowance and Attendance Allowance are excluded, two
effects are noted both in the 2002/3 data and the 2005/6 data. First, on both before and
after housing costs measures, the poverty rates are higher for older people. In the 2005/6
data, these rise from 21 per cent to 25 per cent BHC, and from 17 per cent to 21 per cent
AHC. Second, and plausibly, the poverty rates on these measures for pensioners with a
disabled person in their household are even higher, switching from 20 per cent to 27 per
cent BHC and 16 per cent to 24 per cent AHC. While this would not account for the
77 Although an academic study is beginning in 2008 at the Institute of Gerontology, King’s College London.
78 With a further body of research anticipated in 2008 when Joseph Rowntree complete their budget
standard measures.
79 Personal communication from Sally West, Age Concern England, 25 October 2007, including email
communication and Tables from Valerie Christian, DWP. Note that there is no comparison here with
those of working age, or children.
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whole of the problem of the additional costs of disability, it would clearly be a truer
representation of the relative low income of older people in the UK if their incomes were
not inflated by disability benefits which are specifically designed to account for increased
costs of living.
Including DLA and AA as income

Excluding DLA and AA as income

BHC

AHC

BHC

AHC

All pensioners

*

21%

*

28%

Pensioners in
households with
one or more
disabled adults

*

20%

*

31%

FRS 2002/3

FRS 2005/6
All pensioners

21%

17%

25%

21%

Pensioners in
households with
one or more
disabled adults

20%

16%

27%

24%

Source: Family Resources Survey 2002/3 and 2005/6; analysis by DWP. *data not available
Note: an estimated 6.1 million out of 10.8 million pensioners are in a household with at least one disabled
adult (56%). Disability is defined as whether an adult has a Disability Discrimination Act defined disability.

The failure to take account of additional needs in the setting of low income lines does
mean that the problem is not straightforward when
i. comparing older people with each other,
ii. considering the position internationally, or
iii. considering poverty measures as levers for government action:
•

Although no official estimates exist, it is likely that fewer than half of those entitled to
DLA and AA in the over 65 population receive benefits (Kasparova et al, 2007), yet
they too will have the additional costs of disability. Also, those in receipt of AA have
no compensation for the additional costs of mobility (unlike those who receive DLA)
despite there being no difference in condition. Clearly among those with the same
needs, those in receipt of benefit are better off than those who are not. Yet if benefits
were not included in the income calculation, this inequality would be hidden.

•

Neither the OECD’s income distribution analysis nor the work of the Indicators SubGroup (at the European Commission level) take into account that disability benefits
are paid solely for the fact that additional disability needs are recognised.80 The UK
has generous disability benefits compared with many European countries. If disability
benefits were excluded from income across Europe that would make the UK disabled
population look worse off than disabled people in other countries in cross-national
comparisons, when in fact they are better off81.

80 I am very grateful to Dr. Asghar Zaidi at the OECD for providing this information
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Table 9: Proportions of those
over state pension age with
less than 60 per cent of median
equivalised household income
before and after housing costs,
FRS 2002/3 and FRS 2005/6

•

Omitting extra costs benefits from net income would also mean that no amount of
increase in extra costs benefit rates could ever reduce poverty81.

The problem is a failure of relative low income lines generally, since they are not
embedded in any experience of poverty nor scientifically justified.
Especially if these benefits are included but arguably in any event, some method needs
to be established to take account of additional expenses that disabled individuals or
households including disabled individuals might have. This is methodologically
challenging and under-researched (Saunders, 2005). Zaidi and Burchardt (2003) found
in an analysis of the 1996/7 Family Resources Survey that the extra costs of disability
were substantial, far exceeding additional entitlement to benefits. They proposed a
mechanism82 for estimating an equivalence scale that takes into account these costs. In
addition to estimates for the working age population, they estimated equivalence scales
for single disabled pensioners, pensioner couples with one disabled person, and pensioner
couples with both disabled. They found that in the mid 1990s, the poverty rate for
pensioners (measured at 60 per cent of median income BHC) was about 16 per cent
higher after equivalising for disability.
Theirs was an exploratory paper, and the methodology would need to be substantially
developed and validated over a number of years before it could be adopted as a
government measure. Nevertheless, the message is important. The underlying theory is
that a household’s standard of living is a function of need and financial resources, and that
without taking account of the additional financial resource needs of the disabled, poverty
statistics based on income are particularly misleading. Because older people are
disproportionately disabled, frail and/or long term ill, this argument is particularly
pertinent. Including disability benefits without accounting for needs means that a
particularly distorted picture emerges.

Summary
In summary, there are numerous problems with the measurement of income in
considering how well a relative low income line might measure the poverty of older
people. Benefits in kind are excluded from measures. Different assets are treated
differently. Pension payments are deducted from income when they are really savings. No
attempt is made to account for variable costs save the AHC measure, which is unfair to
people who live in inferior housing. Variable need for resources, particularly those
associated with ill health and disability, are not taken into account, and pensioner incomes
are inflated by disability benefits when these benefits are paid to meet the increased costs
of disability – they are not really any better off.

Drawing less arbitrary lines
The arbitrariness of low income lines has troubled a number of poverty theorists as they
are not based in any experience of poverty, social exclusion or material deprivation.
Without a poverty line of some sort, however, headcount measures of those with low
81 I am very grateful to Dr. Tania Burchardt at the London School of Economics for pointing these difficulties
out to me, and for helpful discussion on this issue.
82 They proposed the ‘standard of living method’ using an empirical analysis of the point on the income
distribution at which disabled people and non-disabled people achieve the same standard of living.
They used ownership of consumer durables, access to a car, whether the family had any savings and
self-assessed financial situation to construct their standard of living measures, using data from the FRS
and BHPS. Their model controlled for tenure, region, age, gender, number and ages of children and
interaction terms.
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financial resources are not possible. Headcount measures are considered particularly
important for comparisons over time, and the assessment of the success of government
policies. As a result, a number of studies have suggested that there are much better ways
of drawing these lines.
Budget standards have already been discussed in Chapter Three. Not all budget
standard researchers suggest precise ways in which their outcomes could be used to draw
a poverty line, but the implication is clear that low income lines for the purposes of
poverty measurement should take budget standards as an empirical reference point. The
Orshanksy method used in the United States and reviewed in Chapter Six is an example
of the use of a type of budget standard to set official poverty lines. Budget standard lines
have the advantages of being based in poverty research, related to the experience of
poverty, reflecting inflation in baskets of consumed goods, and not being so sensitive to
the economic cycle and wage inflation.
One of the uses to which material deprivation indicators of the kind reviewed in
Chapter Two can be put is in the construction of a poverty line (Townsend, 1979;
Gordon, 2006). These measures are based on the basic idea that poverty occurs when
people have a low standard of living (deprivation) and a low income (insufficient financial
resources), but an acknowledgement that experts cannot prescribe to people how they
should spend their income. People simply do not spend their income in accordance with
this kind of expert view. However there is an income level below which your chances of
being observed to have deprivations in society – ie are not participating in the norms and
customs of society – increase rapidly.83 We can identify this income level empirically, and
that is the point at which we should draw the poverty line. The existence of such a
‘turnover point’ was found by Townsend (1979), Mack and Lansley (1985) and in the
PSE 1999 survey (Gordon, 2006; Alcock, 2006).
Gordon (2006) argues that drawing a line in this way meets the problems observed in
government lines and reviewed above of arbitrariness, equivalisation, being unrelated to
any experience of poverty or conception of need, and that income can be a poor reflection
of consumption. Hills (2004: 47) has pointed out that that the statistical techniques used
do not necessarily generate figures showing consistent trends over time. He also points out
that the PSE analysis, which resulted in a measure based on the lack of two or more
necessities and having a ‘low income’ in fact did not use a ‘low income’ measure at all.
Rather an income threshold was used that excluded only the top quarter or so of the
population. The method used by Gordon et al (2006) showed a sixth of those classified as
‘poor’ on deprivation measures as having incomes in the top 40 per cent of the distribution
(Hills, 2004: 41, fn).84 It is also not clear how the proponents of these measures suggest
that they might be used to provide an annual estimate of poverty given that the survey
items would need to be periodically rebased; further, the empirical estimates have been
made from very large baskets of deprivation indicators and it is not clear that the method
works if reduced sets of indicators such as those available on the FRS are used to measure
deprivation.
The empirical existence of a ‘turnover point’ in income below which people are
observed to be more deprived is theoretically interesting, but it is not yet clear how such
an income line could be turned into a reliable and robust government measure of poverty.
83 This is similar to the use of nutritional evidence to determine a poverty line – the income level below
which people appear nutritionally deprived (Deeming, 2005).
84 This resonates with Berthoud’s critique that without observing the whole gamut of consumption,
the deprivation indicators may simply be reflecting priorities or consumption choices rather than
deprivation. See Chapter Two.
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Consumption (spending) is sometimes used to determine poverty lines using the
observed phenomenon that on lower incomes, higher proportions of income are spent on
necessities. This is the basis of the American poverty line, and will be reviewed in
Chapter Six after the discussion of consumption measures.
A number of theorists have also proposed ways to draw low income lines using
subjective assessments of people either about their own poverty, or using a consensus view
of how much money people would need to avoid poverty. Subjective measures are
beyond the scope of this review.
Finally, benefit levels have occasionally been used as poverty lines (Veit-Wilson,
1987). Alcock (2006: 69) sums up a well-worn critique of the use of benefit levels as
poverty lines as follows:
… as Veit-Wilson (1987) has pointed out, the use of benefit rates to define poverty lines is
in a sense tautological. In political terms it cannot provide a basis upon which to act as it is
already the product pf political action. If there are those below it, and most studies of
poverty find that there are, then they could be classed as poor; but this does not give a
meaningful picture – either absolutely or relatively – of their poverty. Furthermore, as
John Moore (1989) argued in his speech attacking relative definitions of poverty, it means
that if the government were to raise the level of benefit in response to political pressure to
alleviate poverty, then the extent of poverty might appear to increase; and if it were to
lower the level as a result of a decision to reduce state support, then the number in
poverty might be reduced. A logical approach ought to operate in exactly the reverse
direction to this.

Understanding the number of people below minimum income benefit levels is of
course very important in assessing the success of government policies in distributing
benefits – particularly with Pension Credit which has high rates of non take-up by older
people. These people may well be poor, but it does not make sense to use benefit levels as
poverty lines.

Sensitivity of relative low income lines to policy changes
Relative low income lines exhibit a further problem: they can be particularly insensitive to
policy changes. This is so even with policy changes that involve direct income transfers to
poor people. Supposing all pensioners were £20 below the poverty line, and governments
made transfers to them each of £19, the headcount rate would not be affected at all. Their
variation with the central tendency of the distribution means that relative low income
lines are unpredictable. At times of high wage growth, people fall into ‘poverty’; at times
of recession, people move out of ‘poverty’ without their incomes, purchasing power or
lifestyles actually changing. Goodman et al (2003: Chapter 5) showed large fluctuations
in pensioner poverty from year to year, particularly in the 70s and 80s, as the fortunes of
the country changed.
Without adequate poverty gap measures, headcount measures do not change if poor
people get poorer. Moreover, as Alcock (2006) points out, it is easier and probably less
costly to move those just below the poverty line to those just above it, than it is to move
those who are some way below it. Yet there is probably little difference in the experience
of poverty for those just above and those just below a relative low income line.
Duclos and Araar (2006) point out that a policy which raises the income of all, but
proportionately more those of the rich, will increase poverty, although the incomes of the
poor have risen. Conversely, a natural catastrophe which hurts absolutely everyone will
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decrease poverty if the rich are proportionately the most hurt. An improvement in the
absolute incomes of some of the poor, with no change in the incomes of the others, may in
fact increase poverty. In the underlying theory, we are assuming that those whose incomes
far below that average will not be able to participate in the norms and customs of society
and should be counted as ‘poor’, and so these problems are not really relevant. But they
do result in short term fluctuations in poverty rates that can appear to make little sense,
and that do not reflect how people feel about their situation from year to year.
Relative low income lines are also insensitive to changes in policy that impact on the
provision of free welfare benefits, since neither in-kind benefits nor needs are accounted
for. More free provision of welfare should lead to less poverty, yet these types of poverty
lines are completely insensitive to the extent to which needs are met for free or subsidised
by the state. This is particularly a problem for the international comparisons of low
incomes or income distributions (Atkinson et al, 2002; Gardiner et al (1995).
Dr Tania Burchardt85 has also pointed out that if disability benefits are not counted as
income (which makes sense in comparing people with disabilities to others in the
population if needs are not accounted for), then the income poverty measure is not
sensitive to policy changes in the provision of disability benefits. Looking at income net of
such benefits means that increasing benefits to those with disabilities can never decrease
poverty. Further, in inter-country comparisons more generous benefits in any country
would not be observed. Including benefits in the income measure without accounting for
additional costs means that incomes are falsely inflated, but if excluded, these measures
do not act as a policy lever for improving the financial positions of those with disabilities
or needing care. To be sensitive to policy a poverty measure should take account of needs
(as advocated by the proponents of budget standards).
The solution to these problems lies in the linking of minimum benefits to poverty lines
(as suggested by budget standard proponents); the specification of poverty lines that take
account of varying needs; in supplementing low income measures with measures of
material deprivation or consumption measures, and in adopting depth of poverty measures
that take account of inequality among the poor.

Relative low income lines and government poverty indicators
In terms of the criteria identified for evaluation:
•

Simple: is the measure simple to understand
Relative low income lines are in fact quite complex to understand, requiring some
understanding of median incomes, equivalisation, before and after housing costs
measures, and why a particular threshold has been chosen. Nevertheless, they are
fairly embedded as measures without too much apparent complaint. This may be
because politicians have a tendency to refer to them as ‘poverty lines’ and they are
rarely explained to the public.

•

Measurable: can progress be measured promptly and robustly
Low income lines have the important advantage that they are routinely and fairly
easily measurable and statistics can be produced on a rolling basis. This is one of the
factors accounting for their popularity.

85 Private communication, 21 January 2007
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•

Relevant: what does it tell us about progress on a pensioner poverty objective
This has been discussed in the above section. They inform progress if it so happens
that the government minimum income guarantees are above the relative low income
lines. The lines are particularly sensitive to the economic cycle, however, and can be
beyond the control of government certainly in the short time. Despite this volatility
they do provide an important check for vulnerable groups such as older people that
they are not falling too far below the average income in society, and these types of
measures have performed an important role in the past in highlighting the poverty of
older people, children and lone mothers.

•

Credible: would the measure carry conviction with external commentators
A large number of important commentators have been extremely critical of relative
low income lines but there are few voices calling for their abolition. Arguments tend
to suggest that their shortcomings mean it is important to supplement low income
lines with other measures, in particular direct measures of deprivation. A substantial
number of commentators have called for the use of budget standards in understanding
the extent of income poverty. There are many who argue strongly for the use of depth
of poverty indicators, and measurement of persistent low income.

•

Value added: can the measure be influenced by the better delivery of government policies;
can it therefore act as a lever for performance
There is little doubt that since 1997 the existence of poverty statistics derived from
low income lines has been influential in acting as a lever for policies delivering higher
incomes to pensioners. These policies have been extremely important in alleviating
pensioner poverty, however measured. It will be important to maintain measurements
of the extent of inequality in society and how these relate to pensioners. The
difficulty with these measures arises because fluctuations in wages impact on the
proportion of pensioners in ‘poverty’ without any change in their day to day
experiences in the short term at least, but also they work best to leverage performance
when by chance the government’s minimum income guarantees are above the
‘poverty line’ so that better performance delivering these actually reduces the poverty
headcount. This will always be the case if minimum income guarantees are not linked
to the ‘poverty line’. Government improving the incomes of the poorest poor may not
influence the headcount under these measures, but measures of the poverty gap or
inequality amongst the poor would be sensitive to this kind of policy delivery. The
problems of insensitivity to the better delivery of state in-kind benefits and state
financial benefits for disability and care are more profound, as these cannot be
overcome without accounting for variations in the resources required to meet needs
among different sectors of the population.

Conclusions
This chapter has reviewed the use of relative low income lines to measure the poverty of
older people, typically set at 50 per cent, 60 per cent or 70 per cent of median equivalised
household income. The idea behind these measures is that a person whose financial
resources fall so far behind the average in society will not be able to participate in the
norms and customs of society.
By failing to measure needs, deprivation, or the links between inadequate financial
resources and deprivation, relative low income lines are not particularly good measures of
the underlying concept of ‘poverty’. They measure only one element of poverty – the
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adequacy of financial resources. However, there is no scientifically justified determination
of the ‘adequacy’ point. These issues combine to create a number of problems in using
relative low income lines to measure the poverty of older people.
Relative low income lines have four principal advantages over other measures. In our
highly commodified economy, the measurement of low income relative to the rest of
society has intuitive appeal as a poverty measure. Low income lines are easy to generate
from existing survey data, and easy to model. They automatically track changes in the
income distribution over time; and they are particularly useful for inter-country
comparisons. However, there are also substantial problems with their use.
Low income measures rely on a process of ‘equivalisation’ of income to take account of
household size. A review of equivalence scales is beyond the scope of this report, but they
have not been empirically estimated or tested for older people. Further, equivalisation
makes an assumption of equal sharing of income within the household, and research has
shown that this assumption is frequently violated. There is currently no research on
income sharing among older people, or in inter-generational families. It is particularly
important to keep track of individual incomes in understanding the poverty of older
women, since older married women have a high degree of dependence on their husbands
for financial support yet are likely to become widows.
Pensioners’ incomes have a very bunched distribution at around 60 per cent to 70 per
cent of median incomes, and this makes pensioner ‘poverty’ particularly sensitive to
where the line is drawn, and to small shifts in the line that occur when wages fluctuate.
This illustrates the arbitrary nature of the lines – that they are not embedded in any
understanding of the experience of poverty, and statistics for older people can be
dramatically affected by very small movements in the line. Depth of poverty is an
important measure, although not currently estimated for pensioners. The government
does currently estimate persistent poverty for pensioners – particularly important since
they are far more likely to be in persistent poverty than others on a number of measures –
and it is hoped that within the near future better data sources will be available for the
continued estimation of this measure.
There are many problems in the measurement of income generally. Consumption, if
well measured, is a better reflection of access to financial resources since it accounts for
borrowing and use of savings – both available financial resources. In income
measurement, a number of issues arise for older people. The failure to take into account
fringe benefits – especially employer pension contributions which can be substantial –
means that pensioners appear higher than they should on the income distribution. The
deduction of pension contributions in estimating incomes is anomalous, since no other
savings are deducted (and it would be odd if they were, since savings are clearly a
consumption choice). This too means that the relative position of pensioners on the
income distribution is over-estimated.
Neither BHC nor AHC measures are fair to pensioners in the estimation of incomes.
AHC measures, used in official estimates, account for variations in the cost of housing
when people own their own homes without mortgage, have subsidised rent, or are in
receipt of housing benefit – conditions that apply to the substantial majority of older
people. However they take no account of the differences between people in the size,
quality and amenity of housing that they occupy. If older people are disadvantaged
because they tend to occupy smaller and less desirable dwellings then BHC measures are
fairer measures. A budget standard approach estimates reasonable minimum housing costs
thereby reflecting the need for all people to have a similar minimum level of housing, and
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dispenses with the need for these kinds of adjustments, but it is not clear from budget
standard research quite how variable costs might be accounted for in a poverty line.
Furthermore, neither AHC nor BHC measures take into account the amount of equity
that people have in their houses. Research by Gardiner (1995) suggested that BHC
measures more closely reflected the income distribution taking account of housing equity.
Indeed ignoring wealth and capital gains creates anomalies in the measurement of income
poverty, as does the treatment of income from different assets – pensions, housing and
savings. No satisfactory solution has been found for these problems in income estimation,
which will be discussed further in Chapter Five.
Making a special case for the variability of housing costs begs the question of why
other variable costs are not accounted for – militating towards a budget standard
approach. Variable resources required to meet other kinds of needs are particularly
important for older people because of the increased prevalence of frailty, ill health and
disability among older people. If these costs are not accounted for the poverty of older
people will always be understated. The current practice of including Attendance
Allowance and Disability Living Allowance in income measures without also accounting
for the additional costs that these benefits are designed to meet results in a substantial and
systematic over-estimation of older people’s incomes.
Relative low income measures have in the past highlighted the need to address the
growing financial inequality between pensioners and those of working age, and have
acted as powerful policy levers in that respect. However in many respects they are poor
levers for government performance. Successful delivery of income improvements is only
reflected in the measure if by chance the ‘poverty line’ is lower than the minimum income
benefit level. At the moment this is the case for older single pensioners, but not pensioner
couples. The government often has little control over these ‘poverty lines’ which move
with the economic cycle. A measure of the poverty gap would be more sensitive to
delivery of benefits to older people, but would still suffer from this fluctuating effect.
Relative low income lines are also insensitive to the provision of more free or low cost state
provision, and if disability benefits are removed from the definition of income, as I have
argued they should be in the absence of a mechanism to account for increased needs, the
measures will not be sensitive to improvements in disability benefits either.
Despite the numerous problems with these measures generally and for older people,
there are few commentators calling for their abolition. However there are many calls for
relative low income measures to be supplemented with measures that are more
scientifically determined and that better reflect the experience of poverty and deprivation.
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Chapter Five: Measuring the Financial
Resources of Older People
Summary
Understanding financial resources is an important element in understanding poverty.
Financial resources are often operationalised simply through the measurement of income.
Conceptual and theoretical models for understanding the role that other types of financial
resources play in contributing to financial well-being are lacking, and the absence of any
real discussion of financial resources, wealth, assets and debt from poverty studies in the
advanced economies is remarkable. The lack of conceptual models makes measurement
difficult. Without a clear understanding of what it is that we are trying to measure, and
how this fits in to the research problem that we are trying to evaluate, any discussion of
measurement issues relating to financial resources for older people is incomplete.
Conceptualising assets and debt as part of the financial resources available to
households is particularly important for measuring the poverty of older people given the
rise of asset based welfare, and owner occupied housing. This has been recognised with
the development of the longitudinal Wealth and Assets Survey. To extract meaning from
these data however it is important to develop a coherent framework for the analysis of
financial resources which relates meaningfully to the ways that people live or might live.
Financial resources are complex and include income from paid labour, investments,
the state, family and other types of regular or irregular income transfers; benefits in kind,
usually from employers, such as contributions to pension plans, company cars, computers,
free or subsidised meals etc; assets and investments including land and property, tangible
goods, stocks, bonds, bank accounts and other forms of financial investments, pensions
and insurance policies, business assets etc; the ability to earn money from paid labour,
which depends on personality, skills, experience, education and training, family
circumstances, mental and physical health, the employment market and wider economic
conditions; the ability to raise money, usually dependent on extent of human capital,
future income streams and collateral, and the interest rates at which money can be raised;
actual debt which may be problematic or unproblematic; goods or services in kind from
the state, family, friends or barter arrangements; and home production. Age interacts with
the distributions of these resources in systematic ways.
Each of the mechanisms for measuring poverty reviewed in this report has attempted
to capture financial resources, but generally in incomplete ways. They fail to reflect the
growing importance of asset based welfare and spread of debt to finance consumption, but
also fail to grasp the psychological and sociological meanings that people attach to
different types of money. Measures of consumption, to be reviewed in Chapter Six, come
theoretically closest, but still do not account for assets that accumulate to exceed lifetime
consumption.
This chapter discusses a number of questions that remain to be answered about how
we measure and ought to measure financial resources, and more particularly, how these
relate to the conceptual idea of poverty as social and material deprivation due to lack of
financial resources. Many types of financial resource are simply not currently measured,
or insufficient account is taken of the meaning of those resources for people in society,
especially evident in the case of housing. The question of how to define the relationship
between wider financial resources and poverty has only been addressed in a simplistic
way with crude indicators that are not sufficiently theoretically embedded. We require a
debate about how the financial resources listed above ought to be measured, how they
interact, and what they mean in terms of their relationship to poverty more generally and
the poverty of older people in particular. There is much research to be done in this field to
understand the issues of distributional justice and equity that arise out of the different
treatments of different types of assets in poverty measurement.
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Introduction
Understanding financial resources is an important element of understanding poverty.
Financial resources are often operationalised simply through the measurement of income.
Conceptual and theoretical models for understanding the role that other types of financial
resources play in contributing to financial well-being are lacking, and the absence of any
real discussion of financial resources, wealth, assets, wealth or debt from poverty studies in
the advanced economies is remarkable.
The lack of conceptual models makes measurement difficult. Without a clear
understanding of what it is that we are trying to measure, and how this fits in to the
research problem that we are trying to evaluate, any discussion of the measurement issues
relating to financial resources other than income for older people is incomplete.
Accordingly, this chapter will begin by setting out the questions that need to be raised and
discussed in the academic and policy communities, and consider why these are
important, either for the measurement of financial resources generally or for the
measurement of poverty. Particular issues arising in considering such measures for older
people will be highlighted. The chapter then proceeds to consider how wealth has been
measured in the literature, again highlighting particular issues for older people. Since no
satisfactory measures exist, these will not be evaluated against the DWP framework, but
the chapter concludes by suggesting that it is time for this debate to take place.

Why is it important to develop a clearer understanding of financial
resources in poverty studies?
While clear frameworks for analysis have not yet emerged, the issue of conceptualising
assets and debts (credit) as part of the financial resources available to households has been
steadily attaining increasing policy importance. This is especially so for older people,
because of the rise in home ownership without mortgage for this group. We have recently
seen policies that encourage asset ownership with an underlying belief in asset-based
welfare, ranging from child trust funds to TESSAs, PEPs and now ISAs, and the 2007
pension reforms. After decades of housing policy that has encouraged home ownership,
73 per cent of those over 65 now owns their own home, most (67 per cent) without
mortgage (DCLG, 2007: Table 1.3). A proportion of homeowners, both with and
without mortgage, will be in receipt of income-related benefits, and will appear in poverty
statistics because their income (or consumption) is relatively low. Across government
departments there is interest in equity release schemes for poverty alleviation, and home
ownership has become an important factor in the funding of social care and long-term
care. As housing wealth in the older population grows, questions may increasingly be
asked about the transfer of income related benefits to ‘wealthy’ older people. Further, a
discourse is developing whereby older people are being referred to as ‘houseblockers’ –
responsible for ‘under-occupancy’, housing shortages and rising house prices for the
young (Harding, 2007).
The government has recognised the general importance of understanding how assets
and debts contribute to financial resources and well-being with the development of the
Wealth and Assets Survey – a longitudinal study of financial resources funded by the
Department for Work and Pensions, the Department for Business, Enterprise and
Regulatory Reform, HM Treasury, HM Revenue & Customs, the Department for
Communities and Local Government and the Cabinet Office. Experimental statistics
have recently been produced from Wave 1, which went into the field in 2006-200786. It is
86
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anticipated that in years to come the Wealth and Assets survey will provide a rich source
of data to assist with our understanding of well-being in society. However to extract
meaning from these data, for example to understand how these trends affect the lives of
people in different social situations or how any policy changes will impact on the well
being of citizens, it is becoming more urgent to develop a coherent framework for the
analysis of financial resources, and one that relates meaningfully to the ways that people
live or might live.
Social scientists have recognised the lack of such a framework. Orton and Rowlingson
(2007: 59) in a recent review have suggested that in focusing on the economic
distribution beyond merely measuring income, we face:
… a number of conceptual challenges due to the current lack of consideration of wealth
and inequality at a political, theoretical or empirical level.

Researchers have called for a better understanding of the distribution of financial
resources in two spheres relevant to poverty studies. The first is to better understand
inequality in society. The scale of wealth inequality may dwarf the scale of income
inequality, and point to important social and structural divisions in society (Keister 2000;
Rowlingson, 2008; Orton and Rowlingson, 2007). The second is that as outlined in
Chapter One of this report, financial resources are an important element in defining
poverty.

Conceptualising financial resources
Townsend (1979: 1) classically defined poverty in the following way:
Individuals, families and groups in the population can be said to be in poverty when they
lack the resources to obtain the types of diet, participate in the activities and have the
living conditions and amenities which are customorary, or are at least widely encouraged
or approved, in the societies to which they belong. Their resources are so seriously below
those commanded by the average individual or family that they are, in effect, excluded
from ordinary living patterns, customs and activities.

Even the most cursory consideration of the meaning of ‘resources’ reveals that income
alone does not account for all resources available to an individual, let alone all financial
resources. Townsend (1979: 177 et seq) himself for example considered resources in this
context to include cash income, capital assets, employment benefits, public social services
and private income in kind.
The framework developed in Chapter One for operationalising poverty measurement
revealed that a wide range of resources play a part in the outcome of deprivation referred
to in the above passage by Townsend. These include financial resources, but also personal
resources such as skills, knowledge and health; social resources such as family, personal
networks and community; state services such as healthcare, education, transport and
social care; and civil resources such as access to the law, or political voice. A measurement
of the resources needed to avoid material and social deprivation would ideally encapsulate
a set of monetary and non-monetary resources and capacities, and in development work
these are indeed the frameworks that are often applied (Hocking, 2003). Lister (2004:
131-132) draws on work by DFID and Oxfam to define resources widely as five tightly
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interconnected asset classes87 including financial assets, personal assets (including skills
knowledge and health), social assets (including social networks), natural assets (derived
from the natural environment), and collective and individual physical assets (including
the infrastructure and household goods). She has also (2004: 59) drawn attention to time
as an asset, particularly in the division of household labour between men and women.
I argued in Chapter One that observing the outcomes of material and social
deprivation is not sufficient to call a condition ‘poverty’. When using the word ‘poverty’,
we generally mean that the outcome of deprivation is caused at least in part by a lack of
financial resources. People with different needs may need different financial resources to
achieve the same level of functionings as each other (Sen’s (1992)‘capability approach’ to
understanding poverty) making needs an important element too, but at some point,
financial resources need to be measured, and these must be linked to needs and
deprivation for the measurement of poverty to be effectively operationalised.
Financial resources take a number of different forms. Different types of financial
resource are set out below. In each of these cases, we can clearly picture two people at
opposite ends of this distribution, and say without much hesitation that one is worse off
financially than the other. Age interacts with these distributions in systematic ways.
While older people may be more likely to own a home for example, other forms other
forms of financial resource may not be available to them such as income from paid labour,
the future ability to earn money from paid labour, and the ability to raise money based on
a future income stream from paid labour. State services will also vary systematically with
age – on average older people might be higher consumers of health care from the state
than other age groups, although younger people are higher consumers of education for
example.
Financial resources encompass:
•

Income – from paid labour; from investments; the state (benefits, tax rebates and pay
as you go pensions); family; other income transfers (regular or irregular).

•

Benefits in kind – usually from employers, such as contributions to pension plans,
company cars, computers, free or subsidised meals etc

•

Assets and investments – land and property; tangible goods; stocks, bonds, bank
accounts and other forms of financial investments; pensions and insurance policies,
business assets. Asset drawdown can occur, often dependent on the nature of the asset
and how liquid the asset is. Pension and annuity payments comprise two elements, an
investment element and a repayment of principle, ie drawing down of an accumulated
asset. Asset drawdown is conceptually different from income, though often not
distinguished in measurement.

•

The ability to earn money from paid labour – this depends not only on personality,
skills, experience, education and training but also on family circumstances, mental
and physical health, the employment market and wider economic conditions.

•

The ability to raise money – usually dependent on extent of human capital, future
income streams and collateral. The ability to raise money is different from the
existence of credit/debt. It is a contingent financial resource that people might draw
on if they needed it, and a person who has the ability to raise money is better off than
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a person who does not have that ability. Similarly, the ability to raise money for free
(eg from family) or at low interest rates (eg if you have substantial collateral and a
good credit record) makes you better off than a person who could only raise money at
high interest rates (eg from a doorstep lender).
•

Actual debt – the ability to raise money can lead to problematic debt (usually in the
case of those with low human capital, poor future income streams and few other
assets) or unproblematic debt (in the case of individuals with high human capital,
potential for high income streams or high net worth). In the first case the debt itself
may reduce rather than increase consumption, because of high interest payments and
low income streams out of which to pay them. In the second case, debt will increase
consumption, enabling a higher standard of living.

•

Goods or services in kind – from the state, family, friends or barter arrangements.

•

Home production – varying from the farmer who consumes meat and eggs from his
land, the allotment holder who grows her own vegetables, to knitting and sewing,
decorating or undertaking repairs, or the preparation of meals at home.

A measure of the extent of a person’s financial resources should try to capture each of the
above elements, but also conceptualise what it means to have that resource in terms of
how much of the resource is in practice available to improve standard of living. The
mechanisms reviewed in this report for measuring poverty have approached the complex
question of how to measure financial resources in different ways, each of them to some
extent unsatisfactory:
•

Material deprivation measures use self-assessed resources. They ask people to reflect
on whether they go without items because they cannot afford them, or for some other
reason. The use of self-assessed measures has a long history in poverty studies, and
subjective measures (not reviewed as part of this study) have many supporters.
Although not always articulated, the underlying idea is that people understand very
well when they experience poverty and all that goes with it. It seems to be assumed
that they will, perhaps even without thinking about it, take into account all of their
different types of financial resources in answering this question. However in practice
the range of financial resources that people think about is likely to be quite limited,
and (in common with many social scientists) may not even extend beyond disposable
income. The strong assumption that all financial resources are reflected in this answer
has never been tested.
Even were people able to synthesize a large number of financial resources at the
moment of response, the self-assessment element opens these measures to criticism.
Berthoud et al (2006) for example strongly argued that you would need an
understanding of the total consumption of individuals to make a value judgment
about whether they truly could not afford the item in question, or whether they were
simply giving other items higher priority in their own spending (eg buying an ipod
rather than a warm coat).

•

Consumption measures in theory capture all the important elements of financial
resources set out above. Good consumption measures measure not only spending and
consumption of non-marketised goods, but also consumption of assets such as housing
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and consumer durables. The theory behind using consumption as a measure of
financial resources is that people will accumulate and decumulate assets over their
lifetimes in order to smooth their consumption: they will save when they have excess
financial resources, and spend down their savings when they need to, associated with
different phases in their life-cycle (such as working or being retired); they will borrow
according to their capacity to do so, taking into account financial resources that they
expect to have in the future, and so enhance their ability to consume in the present. If
they receive a windfall, the theory goes that they will increase their consumption to
smooth the impact of that windfall over their lifetime. By measuring people’s
consumption you are therefore, it is suggested, taking into account the standard of
living that an individual has and can be expected to have over a lifetime – you are
accurately measuring all of the complexity of their financial resources simply by
looking at their consumption behaviour.
The difficulty with consumption measures, as will be explored more extensively in
Chapter Six is that they do not account for the apparent underutilisation of assets
over a lifetime. That is, measuring current consumption does not account for the
estates that many people leave at their death – whether because of fear of being left
without a cushion against unforeseeable financial shocks, a motive to bequeath, the
uncertainty of life-expectancy for any individual, preferences or lack of awareness.
Moreoever, sociologists have documented how people think and act differently with
different forms of money and asset so that the kind of behaviour postulated in this
economic theory whereby people treat all income and assets as fungible is unlikely to
reflect individuals’ relationships with different forms of money, asset and debt in real
life (Zelizer, 1994; 2005). Savings are not viewed in the same way as housing, or a
car, or a valuable inherited painting. Unexpected lump sum windfalls are not viewed
in the same way as long term savings or pensions (Townsend, 1979). People may not
think of savings as available for spending, since these may be considered an
emergency fund that needs to be preserved. The recent government consultation on
long term care recognises some of these complexities.
•

The two measures above have an underlying theoretical rationale for suggesting that
they are capturing ‘financial resources’, even if that rationale is open to challenge.
Low income lines in contrast make no such claim. They measure only income
(although income from income producing assets is often included). Relative income is
considered a meaningful measure in poverty studies because it measures how far off
the norm people are, translating into an inability to participate in society’s norms and
customs (Townsend, 1979; 1987). Clearly though, even the narrowest definition of
financial resources takes us beyond simple income measures, even if these do include
income from assets, as the discussion above and in the previous chapter about
housing, pensions and other assets shows. I will return to this issue below, in
formulating the questions that we need to begin to ask about developing more
complex measures of financial resources. Measuring income alone does not capture
the differences in access to money that exist in the population.

Some of the categories of financial resource referred to above might strike those who deal
regularly with the measurement of income alone as a measure of financial well-being or
poverty as rather strange. But in other fields of endeavour such measures are
commonplace. Labour economists spend time predicting future earnings based on
individual human capital and economic climate. Future earning capacity is routinely
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considered in the legal system in the quantification of future loss of earnings in personal
injury and death cases, and is mandated by law as a relevant factor in the quantification of
capitalised and ongoing maintenance in divorce. Access to wider ‘family’ money is also a
financial resource, and again in divorce courts, the availability of financial assistance from
family in ‘soft loans’ or other forms of assistance is frequently considered. While little is
known about family transfers in the UK because of the lack of good quality survey
questions on this issue, it is proposed that some questions will be added to the Family
Resources Survey.
These measures, although common, are unsatisfactory. They fail to capture the
importance of asset based welfare and the spread of debt to finance consumption, the
significance of human capital and collateral in accessing money, and the psychological
and sociological meanings that people attach to different forms of money. Two conceptual
questions arise from this failure. First, how should we measure financial resources, and
second, how should we relate the measure of financial resources to studies of inequality
and poverty.

How should we measure financial resources?
In this section I will pose a number of questions that still need to be debated in order to
arrive at some form of consensus on this issue, or even to understand the terms of the
debate. Some of the issues that arise for older people are highlighted.
•

Which of the above financial resources do we need to measure? Are they measureable
on a large scale? What are the consequences, in terms of our understanding of
inequality and poverty in society, of measuring some types of financial resource and
not others?

At any given time, we may be able to crystallise and measure the accumulated wealth of
individuals across the population, as Banks et al (2006) have done using ELSA data to
assess the sufficiency of retirement assets (discussed further below). But younger
individuals have ahead of them future earning capacity in the paid labour force, and the
ability to borrow to finance capital accumulation, whereas older people generally do not.
These other elements of earning capacity and borrowing capability are a central feature of
the ‘life-cycle’ hypothesis of saving, and of the underlying theory behind using
consumption measures. In comparing the ‘assets’ of older people with others in the
population, we are not taking into account these other forms of financial resources. This
will generally cause the financial resources of older people to be overstated, relative to the
rest of the population.
•

If resources are measurable, how should we measure them? How should we
differentiate different types of financial resource? How fungible are different types of
financial resource? Are distinctions socially, economically and legally meaningful?
How do people view different types of financial resource? How do they relate their
consumption to different types of financial resource? How do people earmark
different types of financial resource for different purposes?

Specific difficulties arise in measuring human capital, future earnings, transfers from
family, benefits in kind, state services that are subsidized or provided for free, differential
access to credit, goods and services in kind and home production. Even with tangible
assets that are perhaps more easily measurable, assets are not interchangeable – they do
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not all have the same value even when it might appear that they do. Assets can be very
different in terms of how accessible they are – how easy to turn into cash. With a savings
account, this may be relatively straightforward. Less straightforward are bonds or other
investment vehicles with prohibitions or penalties for early encashment. Particularly
problematic are long term insurance policies like endowment policies – surrendering
them before their term leads to substantial financial losses. Business assets and the value
of businesses are notoriously difficult to measure, and can be volatile. A pension is a
contingent asset – it can lose much of its value on death before and after retirement age;
at retirement the ability to turn it into cash is limited by law – most of it must be used to
purchase an annuity. After retirement or annuity purchase, the value of the pension for an
individual depends precisely on the date of death of the beneficiary (or dependents in
the case of a dependents pension), an event which cannot be foreseen with precision in
most cases.
Money, housing, pensions and assets also have different social meanings, and people
are constantly differentiating and earmarking different forms of money for different things
(Zelizer, 1994; 2005; Rowlingson et al., 1999). This question relates as strongly to money
that might be in one account but earmarked for different purposes, as to money held in
different accounts, or money held in different types of holdings. People will consider a
pension to be providing an income stream, for example, rather than conceptualising that
as a drawdown of assets (whereas each payment is a combination of interest (investment)
and principle (asset drawdown)); whereas they would not generally view a savings
account in the same way, even if it is large. A grandfather clock that has been in the family
for a century may be earmarked as a bequest, rather than viewed as a chattel that can be
sold at auction. It may not even occur to people in the ordinary course of their lives that it
is a realisable asset. A funeral or burial fund may be considered untouchable – in both
cases people may go without food or heating rather than dip into such a fund, as
categories of money and asset are regarded as distinct. Rowlingson et al (1999) reported
that people often considered housing ring-fenced for bequests with financial assets
available for spending. In general, we understand very little about the social, psychological
and normative interactions that people have with money and assets. This is especially
important for older people given that it is in later life that most assets have accumulated.
These types of problems are most apparent when thinking about the issue of housing.
•

How do we measure the value of housing when it varies so widely according to
location? Is the value of housing only meaningful in the context of values of other
local housing ? How fungible is housing? Is it important to measure housing quality?
How far is it reasonable to expect people to move to release funds from their housing
assets?

As discussed in Chapter Four, housing is not like other assets in that it is needed to
provide a home, and turning a house into cash means finding another place to live, which
will also cost either in capital or in rent. Home is a place to which people have
considerable psychological attachment. It is difficult and stressful and sometimes
impossible in practice to convert a home into an income stream, and any difficulties would
be exacerbated by cognitive or physical disabilities, frailty or ill health, all of which are
more prevalent with age. People may live in a modest property that has become valuable
because of its location and may not be able trade down in the same area or even the same
region. Not all housing is suitable for people with frailties or disabilities. Older people may
not want to or be able to share their home with strangers, especially if they have physical
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or mental health problems. A move in later life is often detrimental to physical and mental
health and the maintenance of social and community networks, and older people are
fearful of equity release products which have a poor reputation. Attitudes and social
norms are complex. Rowlingson’s (2006) study of attitudes to inheritance revealed strong
reluctance to trade down, sell, rent or use equity release products to realise value from a
house, despite generally expressing pragmatic views about the possible need to realise
housing assets in later life.
•

How should access to credit be measured? What are the differences between different
types of debt? How can we account for these in measurement?

Access to credit can have differential meaning to rich and poor, and so in itself is a
measure that cannot readily be interpreted. Credit can impact substantially on people’s
living standards and ability to accumulate wealth (for example by taking a mortgage), but
debt is a serious problem for the poor. A person may have low current income, but
anticipate high earnings (for example a junior lawyer), enabling high levels of debt
resulting in high standards of living and wealth creation. In contrast, lower income groups
have difficulty in accessing affordable debt, and can find themselves in spirals of
borrowing at high interest rates to make ends meet. Asking people whether they are
struggling to pay bills is not a good measure of this issue for older people, since, as with
material deprivation measures, older people prioritise the payment of housing and utility
bills and generally try to live within their means. They will struggle not to struggle, so to
speak, and generally live with deprivations that younger people are not willing to live
with.
Home ownership enables cheaper credit, but only if an income stream, generally from
paid labour, is available to meet repayments. Older people accessing credit through home
ownership equity release schemes cannot access the same rates, and the compounding
effects of interest can rapidly reduce capital holdings.
•

How do we account for asset volatility and interest rate volatility in measuring
financial resources?

The value of assets may go up as well as down, as the well-regulated financial services
industry is compelled to continually remind us. Real average house prices fell by 30 per
cent between the late 1980s and the early 1990s (Disney et al, 2002); we have recently
observed a great deal of volatility in equities, and are probably in the midst of another
property ‘crash’. The annuity that can be purchased on maturity of a pension fund
depends on interest rates on the day of purchase. Many other holdings are similarly
dependent on markets or interest rates for their value.
•

Gender issues and households

Access to shared resources within a household is routinely taken into account in
measurement by the process of equivalisation, although the assumptions behind that are
contested since all persons in a household are assumed to share equally in all resources.
The difficulties in whether to measure poverty at an individual, family, household or some
other level discussed in the Introduction arise equally in the consideration of assets and
debts. Assets and debts are often thought of or presented as joint by couples, regardless of
legal ownership, although on cohabitation breakdown this ‘jointness’ quickly dissolves
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and legal ownership becomes the basis for property division (Barlow, 2008) . Is it feasible
to consider ownership of assets and debts at an individual level, or is consideration at
some higher level of aggregation inevitable? Westaway and McKay (2007) note that men
have far higher levels of asset ownership than women within households, and that this
factor is particularly important on separation or divorce, or in considering pension
accumulation. Apart from Westaway and McKay’s (2007) work which considered only
those under 59, very little attempt has been made to consider gender issues in the
measurement of assets.
•

Is ‘net wealth’ – assets minus liabilities – a meaningful measure? How does it relate to
people’s spending and consumption? How many people have low net wealth because
they have substantial assets against which there are substantial borrowings, with high
levels of consumption? How many people have high net wealth, but all in forms that
are not easily realisable (eg housing or pension) and do not contribute to improved
standards of living? Does it make a difference if assets are encumbered with secured
debt or not, and if they are, what does this mean for consumption practice and
vulnerability? Do people who have assets also have unsecured debts, and do they
report ‘problem’ debt (difficulty in meeting repayments), in the face of substantial
asset ownership?

I will discuss below how financial resources have been measured in the existing literature,
but the above discussion reveals that we have some way to go before we arrive at
meaningful measures of financial resources. Even if we develop meaningful measures,
however, these still need to be related to our conceptualisation of poverty.

How should we relate measures of financial resources
to studies of poverty?
What are we measuring when we incorporate wider financial resources into poverty
studies? In essence, the question we are asking is, what combination of financial resources
makes a person poor, not poor, or rich? Again, this question has not been addressed in the
literature in anything more than a fairly simplistic way (as reviewed below).
Before turning to how these questions might be thought about, it is important to
reiterate that whether financial resources are ‘sufficient’ for the avoidance of poverty will
depend on whether they are sufficient to meet needs, and so a measure of financial
resources may be meaningless without simultaneously measuring needs. This argument
has been rehearsed repeatedly in earlier chapters, but becomes more important as
financial resources are conceptualised more widely, particularly for older people. This is
because older people often have enhanced needs related to disability, frailty and long term
illness and a simple measure of their higher rates of home ownership free of encumbrance
may overstate their resources if needs are not taken account of. Similarly, if access to state
resources does not take account of increased needs, then an older person who accesses
substantive health care may look very wealthy if the value of state resources is measured,
but the increase in resources simply matches an increase in need, and does not reflect an
increase in living standards.
Philosophical questions arise. What is the relationship between overall financial
resources and poverty? Can we extrapolate from Townsend’s (1979; 1985) theory of
poverty as inequality, to say that poverty arises because of inequality of wealth? It is not
obvious that the theory translates, because not all assets and resources are available to
increase consumption of goods and services, and it is deprivations in consumption that are
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the hallmark of poverty (see Chapter One). While the rationale for suggesting a relative
poverty measure as a proportion (say 60 per cent) of median net income is clear, a
measure that suggests that a proportion of people have less than 60 per cent of median net
wealth may not tell us much or even anything about the extent of deprivation being
experienced by those people. Median net wealth almost certainly does not have the same
implications for participation in the norms and customs of society as median net income.
Borrowing is particularly difficult to conceptualise here. Is a person who owns a
property worth £1,000,000 with an £900,000 mortgage but an income that can service
that mortgage really worse off than a person who owns a £125,000 terraced house
mortgage free? The answer depends on the circumstances: only if they are forced to
realise the asset, but not otherwise. A consumption measure would capture the difference
in living standards implied by this scenario, as would a measure that incorporated some
consideration of anticipated future income, but a net wealth measure would not.
Further, to what extent is it legitimate for those measuring poverty to impose
normative judgements about the extent to which assets should be realised to alleviate
deprivations? For example, can we say that a person ought to sell their house and move to
another neighbourhood, or ought to raise money at disadvantageous interest rates against
their house, so causing them to risk becoming net debtors by the end of their lives – a state
associated with considerable anxiety and stigma? Is a funeral fund a legitimate savings
fund that should not be counted as available for improving current consumption, but other
types of savings, eg for a holiday, not? Or is one holiday’s worth of savings legitimate, but
five holidays’ worth not? What about a contingency fund that might cover substantial
repairs to the roof if these are needed? Or living expenses for six months in the event of
some financial crisis? Is it a legitimate expectation in a society where policy has
encouraged asset based welfare that some money or capital will be available for bequests?
Is a person who cannot leave any estate to their heirs poor in our advanced economy?
Ringen (2007) suggests that we should also be thinking about vulnerability to poverty
or what Atkinson at al (2002) refer to a ‘financial precariousness’ as an important feature
in the conceptualisation of poverty. The theory here is that clearly a person who teeters on
the brink of poverty is suffering a lack of security that a person with more financial
resources does not suffer. In this conceptualisation, there is a measure of financial
resources below which a person is considered poor, because they lack a sufficient safety
net or cushion. If so, where is the safety net or cushion set, and what type of resources are
legitimate for inclusion in thinking about this kind of safety net?
The literature does not provide answers to these, and undoubtedly many other
questions. The above discussion suggests three possible approaches to addressing the
question: what combination of financial resources makes a person poor?
•

Consider all financial resources as resources that can be liquidated and used for
immediate consumption or to generate an income. This allows for no legal, social,
psychological, economic or political context to financial resources, and is unlikely
therefore to match the experience of life or poverty by citizens. As will be seen below,
this is a measure adopted by some analysts in looking at issues of wealth inequality,
and how satisfactory it is as a measure of inequality has not really been debated. It is
an unsatisfactory way of thinking about examining poverty. Particularly problematic
is how to treat the subject of housing, and this is especially important for older people.
The treatment of pensions also creates conceptual difficulties, as does consideration of
volatile assets.
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•

Consider some financial resources as resources available for consumption, and each
asset class as different. Theorise the relevance of different types of debt. The
discussion above suggests that this will ultimately be an appropriate approach, but
which resources, how different resources are valued for these purposes, and how
thresholds are meaningfully set are all currently open questions.

•

Consider financial resources other than income as a hedge or cushion against
unexpected shocks. Here poverty is conceived of as a state of insecurity. A person
might be considered poor if they are currently managing but have no safety net – no
cushion against unexpected shocks. A person with no savings, no access to credit, no
family resources and no ability to earn in the future may be considered poor, when
compared with a person who is more financially resilient. How are thresholds set for
these purposes? Who decides what they are, and how people ought to behave?

Having considered how problematic these issues are, I now turn to consider how those
authors who have attempted wider measurement of financial resources have approached
the question, and the implications for older people.

How have financial resources been measured?
Net wealth
Most studies consider a net wealth measure, being a composite of tangible assets, or
‘wealth stock’, although it is rare for there to be any theoretical discussion of this measure.
Disney at al (1998) in a study of the wealth profiles of respondents to the Retirement
Surveys for example created measures for pension wealth, financial assets and housing
assets, and aggregated them into a measure of net wealth. Similarly, Sierminska at al
(2007) undertook a cross national comparison of income and wealth. Their income
measure includes earnings, income from capital, private transfers and public transfers. For
wealth, they simply aggregated all financial and non financial assets (including housing
wealth) net of all debts. They exclude pension wealth altogether, although include it as
income if it is in payment. They exclude business assets. They do recognise the
problematic nature of housing wealth, and that there is no consensus on how wealth ought
to be measured for comparative or other purposes.
Rowlingson et al (1999) in their study of wealth in Britain considered a similar range
of assets, restricting their measurement to tangible assets under the ownership of their
respondents. They divided assets into three classes: financial savings, housing wealth and
pension wealth. They considered how different classes of people hold their assets in
different portfolios. Measuring pension wealth as state and private pension wealth across
the population at current value, making assumptions about life expectancy and rates of
return, they capitalised this wealth and concluded that more than half of the wealth across
the population is held as pension wealth. Since pensions are not realisable for current
consumption unless they are in payment, when they can only be drawn in ways specified
by law, it is particularly difficult to relate pension wealth to any experience of poverty.
They found housing wealth to account for another third of all wealth, and housing is again
problematic in terms of how it relates to poverty. If state pension wealth were excluded,
then housing wealth is the dominant asset class. Financial wealth accounted for only 17
per cent of wealth.
For some analysis they combined these three asset classes into a ‘net wealth’ measure,
and then created a matrix of income/wealth measures, identifying people who were
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income poor/wealth poor, income poor/wealth rich, income rich/wealth poor, and
income rich/wealth rich. In creating these categories, they did not attempt to differentiate
different types of asset. Using data from the 1996 Family Resources Survey, they showed
that median net wealth was £53,000. Couple and single pensioners were most likely to fit
into their wealth rich/income poor quadrant, but their wealth was dominated by pensions
in payment and housing wealth, both particularly problematic to relate to experiences of
poverty.
Hancock (1998) was constrained by her data to estimate wealth by grossing up
reported income from investments (which she recognised as unsatisfactory) and measured
housing wealth, also creating categories of income rich/asset poor etc individuals. She too
took her reference points as median net housing wealth or housing and financial wealth.
Her aim was to assess the extent to which equity release might alleviate income poverty,
by identifying that there was relatively little equity available to most income poor people
for equity release so that only modest supplements to income could be achieved.
In similar vein, Emmerson and Muriel (2008) create a composite measure of financial,
physical (eg business wealth, land or jewellery) and housing wealth (net of mortgage).
Their rationale for this is not made explicit. They showed that in the period between
2002 and 2005 there has been considerable growth in the wealth of ELSA respondents
(aged over 50 in 2002) using this measure, across the distribution and in both total wealth
and non-housing wealth. Most of the growth in wealth can be attributed to growth in
housing. The median increase in non-housing wealth over this period was 6 per cent
whereas the median increase in housing wealth was 39 per cent. This apparent growth in
wealth in the older population is therefore mostly due to a housing bubble, which may be
about to burst. Yet the experience of most of the older people in those houses is unlikely to
change very much from day to day or year to year as a result of the apparent changes in
their wealth.

Imputed rents or annuitisation of wealth
A number or researchers have considered an annuitised value of wealth to see how that
could enhance income. This is generally an intellectual exercise, since housing in
particular would not be annuitised and neither would or should many other types of assets
in practice. Annuitisation in the financial markets often results in a poor deal. Weisbrod et
al (1968) first suggested such an approach in 1968 and there are a number of examples, eg
Wolff et al (2005) who use an imputed rent approach for housing and an annuitised
approach for other wealth.
The ELSA team at the Institute for Fiscal Studies have developed this approach
(Banks et al., 2005; Banks et al., 2007) with methodologies for turning all net wealth
(including future pension wealth in state and private pensions) into a capitalised amount
based on assumptions of returns and life expectancy. They also include, unusually but
importantly, expectations of future earnings. They have then considered whether, if all
that net wealth were annuitised, the resulting income would be sufficient to avoid poverty
using as benchmarks the pension credit guarantee level, or replacement rates at between
50 per cent and 80 per cent of pre-retirement income. They estimate annuitised rates
based on the liquidation of all non-housing wealth, the annuitisation of all wealth,
including housing wealth, and the annuitisation of all wealth including housing wealth
and expected inheritances. Recognising the arbitrary and unlikely nature of this exercise,
they also calculate annuitised rates using 50 per cent of housing wealth (of course itself
another arbitrary measure).
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An alternative way of creating an annual value for housing is to consider an imputed
rent – ie what the homeowner would have to pay to rent that property, which is the
annualised value of the house. Munnell and Soto (2005) undertake a slightly more
sophisticated exercise with housing wealth, arguing that there is an ‘imputed rent’ which
is the value of the house during the homeowner’s lifetime, and a ‘residual value’ which is
the value of the house on their death. These calculations are very sensitive to assumptions
of rates of appreciation of house prices, rental values, and the rates of discounting to get to
present values.

Measuring different categories of assets and asset composition
I have not been able to identify any research that attempts to value all areas of financial
resource, as identified above. Townsend (1979) in his seminal study measured cash
income, capital assets, employment benefits, public social services and private income in
kind. He did not make any attempt to amalgamate these into one index, but considered
them as separate dimensions of financial resources relevant to poverty.

Conclusions
A number of studies and writers have recognised that income alone is a poor measure of
financial resources, but the more complete measurement of financial resources has not
been sufficiently conceptualised and analytical frameworks against which to measure
financial resources barely exist. This has become a more urgent problem in social research
as individuals acquire greater levels of human capital, wealth and credit. Financial
resources are complex, comprising income, benefits in kind, assets and investments,
earning capacity, the ability to access credit, actual credit, goods or services in kind and
home production. We require a debate about how these resources ought to be measured,
how they interact, and what they mean in terms of their relationship to poverty.
In poverty studies we are concerned with deprivation, and the extent to which
deprivation is caused by lack of access to financial resources relative to needs. Existing
measures of financial resources used in material deprivation studies, low income studies
and consumption studies do not sufficiently take account of the differences in access to
money or money’s worth that exist in the population. Yet in trying to think about how
different types of financial resource relate to poverty, we raise more questions than
answers, a number of which have been explored in this chapter. For older people these
questions are important, since reporting of net wealth, as is common in the literature, may
overstate their lifetime wealth and implied consumption compared to those who anticipate
a future income stream. Housing in particular creates problematic conceptual problems,
both because of the social, psychological and political importance attached to housing,
and because of large variations in housing value according to location. How to treat assets
in a shared household is another area that has received less attention than it deserves.
Academics have begun to call for a reasoned debate on these issues, and this debate ought
to be catalysed by the advent of the Wealth and Assets Survey, which promises high
quality longitudinal data on financial resources.
For older people, social and psychological relations to money, finance and assets are
particularly important since typically people are no longer in the labour market and do
not anticipate future income from paid labour. How money is psychologically earmarked
and norms and values surrounding different types of assets are little known and
understood. These are under-researched areas, but socially and politically important in
understanding how wealth and assets might interact with policy options for poverty
reduction that include taking account of wider financial resources.
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It seems probable that different financial resources and asset classes ought to be treated
differently when considering how they relate to poverty, whether understood as
deprivation or vulnerability, but which resources, how to value them and how thresholds
are meaningfully set are all currently open questions.
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Chapter Six: Measuring Consumption
to Understand Poverty
Summary
Consumption is the use of resources, goods and services to satisfy economic wants. There
are sound theoretical reasons to use consumption measures in the measurement of poverty
as consumption is a better measure of resources than income and it is also a direct measure
of deprivation. Apart from Europe and the English speaking countries, consumption
measures are widely used the world over. The USA uses a poverty measure based partly
on measures of consumption.
However, it is expensive and difficult to obtain data about consumption, and tricky
methodological decisions have to be made about the treatment of housing, durables (such
as washing machines, microwaves and furniture), family transfers, state transfers and the
consumption of self-produced goods and services (as in, growing your own food, or doing
your own repairs). Expenditure is only a proxy for consumption, and not always a good
proxy. Housing (as with income measures) creates particular problems. A programme of
methodological development and greater sample size in the Expenditure and Food Survey
would be needed before consumption measures could be reliably used in the UK.
Work by the Institute for Fiscal Studies (Brewer et al, 2006) used expenditure as a
proxy measure of consumption. This work showed that older people were far poorer on
spending measures than on income measures, and these measures had been quite steady
over time. Relative low spending measures are less affected than relative low income
measures by the economic cycle, especially for older people. Spending measures are more
likely to be capturing the way people actually live than income measures and so it is
important to understand spending poverty if the well-being of older people is to be
improved. The relative merits of low income, low assets and low consumption in
understanding well-being or quality of life of older people is an area that needs further
research.
There are particular issues arising in the measurement of consumption of older people
because the likelihood of low spending increases as age increases (Banks et al, 1998;
Finch and Kemp, 2006). Consumption may be a better measure of available resources
than income for younger people, but may underestimate the available financial resources
of older people. This apparent ‘saving’ in later life may be for many complex and rational
reasons including the uncertainty of life expectancy; fear of future expenses particularly
for emergencies; worry about future expenditure on social care, long term care or health;
bequest motives; irrational anxieties; or lack of understanding. Low spending may also
reflect cohort experiences (in which case we will see changes as cohorts change); different
ways of thinking about needs and wants among older generations; or frailty, ill-health and
disability preventing people from accessing their own financial resources in ways which
would improve their quality of life. Apart from changes associated with the transition from
paid work to retirement, we understand very little about whether, how and why patterns
of consumption might change as individuals age, and how this might relate to
deteriorating quality of life. These are areas that require further research. They support
rather than detract from using consumption measures to understand poverty.
Consumption measures allow us to observe deprivation and social exclusion directly, and
if material and social deprivation is observed in the older population in the face of what
appears to be sufficiency of financial assets, different types of policy responses would be
required to tackle deprivation.
There are good reasons to introduce consumption measures as part of a basket of
measures to understand the experience of pensioner poverty and the mechanisms by
which the standard of living of poor older people might be improved.
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Introduction
As the review of low income measures (Chapter Four) and wealth measures (Chapter
Five) has indicated, income is a poor measure of resources. Nor is it a direct measure of
deprivation, one of the important underlying concepts that we are trying to capture in a
poverty measure, as discussed in Chapter One. These two problems with income
measures have led to a number of researchers arguing that to measure poverty we really
need to be measuring consumption, and that measuring consumption solves both
problems. This argument is particularly prevalent in the World Bank, in development
work and in understanding poverty in the South, but more recently the influential
Institute for Fiscal Studies, in work funded by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation, have
argued that consumption measures should be introduced in the United Kingdom (Brewer
et al, 2006).
Consumption is the use of goods and services for the direct satisfaction of human
economic needs and wants. In a highly monetised and differentiated economy like the
UK, most use of goods and services is paid for, and so many types of consumption can be
measured by spending. For example, food, clothing and going to the cinema are all things
that are consumed and paid for. Consumption is generally thought of as the value of goods
and services bought by people (eg in GDP measures) and as will be seen below,
economists often use spending on goods and services as a proxy for consumption in
measuring poverty. But consumption need not be represented by expenditure. Housing
for example is consumed (used) daily by most people, but not all will be paying daily what
the housing is worth. People who own their own home may be paying nothing at all, but
will still be consuming that resource. Similarly the services of a washing machine may be
consumed (used) daily but purchased several years ago and so not represented in current
expenditure. People can also consume goods that they have produced (self-production) or
services that others (eg family members) provide for free, eg by growing their own
vegetables, or having their father fix the plumbing. These items are all consumed, even
though they are not paid for in money. A family may eat a chicken that they bought at the
supermarket, reared in their back yard, or received as a gift from a neighbouring farmer.
All consume a chicken, but their cash expenditure on it is different in each case.
Furthermore, some types of consumption can be shared – for example a family of five
might all be using the services (or consuming) the same house at the same time, enjoying
the benefits of heating in the same room at the same time, or driving in the same car at the
same time. However two people cannot eat the same apple.
If we could fully understand and measure people’s consumption, then we would have a
direct measure of deprivation, since we would have a clear understanding of what it was
that people had and did. We still could not be sure that the deprivation was due to lack of
financial resources, since as the analytical framework in Figure 2 (page 17) and the
discussion there suggested, financial resources play only one part in determining whether
social and material deprivation is experienced. Nevertheless, measuring deprivation is an
important element in the operationalisation of poverty measures.
The material deprivation measures reviewed in Chapter Two are consumption
measures, albeit of a very limited basket of items consumed. With a more comprehensive
measure, we could then determine the extent to which consumption overall fell short of
any chosen standard in society. Because we would have a complete picture of each
individual’s consumption, this would be a superior measure to the types of material
deprivation measures reviewed in Chapter Two. It would meet Berthoud’s (2004)
critique about the selectivity of current material deprivation measures which pick out only
a small number of items or activities to measure and so cannot determine whether
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observations of deprivation are merely a result of people having different spending
priorities.
Measuring consumption is not the same as measuring social exclusion (which will be
reviewed in Chapter Seven). To the extent that deprivation is conceptualised as social
exclusion in arenas not requiring the use of goods and services, consumption measures do
not capture deprivation. So, for example, if one person has a socially supportive network
of family and friends and another does not, then this would not show up in a consumption
measure, and it would not be possible to tell from for example weekly expenditure on food
whether that included having friends or family round for a meal. Consumption measures
could only tell you the extent to which spending on various social activities (eg leisure
activities) varied in the population, and who was or was not consuming these, within the
context of all other goods and services consumed by that individual.
Consumption measures take two forms. The first attempts directly to measure
consumption and infer from that that those whose consumption is low are poor, either by
reference to some fixed point or relatively compared with the rest of society. The second
relies on measuring the consumption of basic essential items such as food or fuel only, and
then using different features of these measures to estimate poverty in different ways. Food,
for example, is used because this can be considered more or less a fixed cost, but fuel for
the opposite reason – because the necessity for fuel and its cost vary widely in the
population. This chapter will first consider the use of overall consumption measures in the
measurement of poverty of older people, before turning to measures such as food and fuel
poverty.
In terms of the framework for the understanding of poverty measurement set out in
Chapter One, consumption measures have a number of potential advantages. They make
no attempt to define needs (step 1) and as noted above they are poor at measuring some
types of social deprivation. But if needs are conceptualised as being able to participate in
the norms and customs of society, then most needs could be inferred from the detailed
understanding of consumption across society that we would obtain from such measures.
As will be seen, consumption is generally viewed as a better measure of long term
financial resources (step 2) than income, because the theory is that people take into
account their own income, borrowing capacity and savings over a lifetime when they
make current decisions to consume. This theory behind consumption measures means
that the problem of financial resource measurement discussed in Chapter Five is less
problematic using consumption as a measure of financial resources than using income, as
human capital, current and future assets and debts are already in some sense taken into
account. Consumption is a direct measure of deprivation (step 3). In consumption
measures, deprivation is defined as low consumption, which in turn is viewed as a good
measure of ‘permanent income’ or long term financial resources, and so consumption
measures implicitly measure the link between financial resources and deprivation (step 4).
However, because these measures effectively combine a measure of resources and a
measure of deprivation into one measure, they are poor at measuring ‘excessive’ saving (or
indeed problem debt, which could be thought of as ‘excessive’ debt) – when over a
lifetime or the long term resources genuinely exceed (or fall far short of) consumption.
This potentially problematic feature of consumption measures becomes particularly
relevant when looking at the consumption of older people. This is because as people near
the end of their lives it is easier to tell whether they will have unused assets remaining
when they die – it is less easy to say this with younger people because of the uncertainties
of future accrual of financial resources and life expectancy.
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Why use consumption measures?
The use of consumption as a measure of poverty reflects two related theoretical positions.
The first is that consumption is the better measure of resources and it should be used for
this reason. An income measure at a point in time (such as is used in the HBAI statistics),
or even averaged over a year, may only reflect a transient position. Empirically,
expenditure does not fluctuate as much as income as people take steps to smooth their
expenditure through borrowing and saving (Brewer et al, 2006). People may have reserves
of wealth that they can draw on, or sufficient store of durables to last through a relatively
short period of reduced income resources without hardship, or they may be able to borrow
while their income is low to maintain their lifestyle. It might even be absurd to think of
people in this situation as poor – for example the wealthy businessman who owns his
property mortgage free, has substantial savings, and takes a year off from work to study for
an MBA or play golf. Students often take on substantial borrowing to be able to live
reasonably when they have little income in the expectation that they will be able to pay
off the money when they are earning. Over a lifetime, consumption is also smoothed as
many people save during their working life and then draw on their savings in retirement,88
and so consumption measures are arguably a better way of comparing the situation of
older people and others in the population.
Despite the widespread use of income measures, the review in Chapter Four showed
that income measures can sometimes be a poor reflection of resources because of the
technical treatment of income flows, or the availability of in-kind benefits. For example, it
is difficult to gather income data or to separate in kind benefits, business and personal
income for self employed people or farmers. People in this position may maintain a high
standard of living on apparently low income. Income may be earned in the grey economy,
notoriously difficult to measure. Income takes no account of other resources, which may
include assets that can be drawn down, but also borrowing capacity – it may be possible
for someone who anticipates or has a high salary to borrow substantial sums to fund a high
standard of living or purchase a large house. Income also takes no account of informal
financial or in-kind transfers from family which for a small minority of people can be an
important additional resource. Using a measure of consumption would theoretically take
account of all these problems, as it would reflect actual standards of living.
The second reason, closely related to the first, is that in order to understand poverty
we need a direct measure of deprivation – we need to observe deprivation – as discussed
in Chapter One. Since consumption is a direct measure of deprivation or low standard of
living it is a better measure of poverty than low income, which does not reflect deprivation
(Ringen, 1998; Rio Group, 2006: 41 et seq). In this conception, if needs are not being met
from current consumption, it does not matter if financial resources (somehow objectively
defined) appear at a point in time to exceed consumption (somehow defined), since it is
assumed that a person is making some kind of decision that the unused financial resources
will be needed to maintain consumption at some point in the future. Another way of
thinking of this is that ‘surplus resources’ are in fact ‘savings’ and savings are essential for
income smoothing over a lifetime. The fact that people don’t always consume all their
resources at all times is one of the reasons that consumption is a better measure of both
deprivation and resources than income. For example, it may be sensible for someone to
live a deprived life yet save money if they will need income or assets at a future time to
avoid an even more deprived life. To avoid vulnerability to poverty it will never make
88 But not as much as a ‘life-cycle’ hypothesis of saving and dissaving might suggest. See Banks et al (1998),
Smith (2004) and the discussion in Chapter 5 on the use of assets as a financial resource by older
people.
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sense to consume all currently available resources. What is observed is a person leading a
deprived life (needs not being met from current consumption), and deprivation is the
essence of poverty. By using a measure of consumption, many people would still be
(rightly) classified as ‘poor’ even though they might appear to have ‘surplus resources’ at a
given point in time.
Alternatively, someone may be living a deprived life in the face of surplus resources
because they don’t have the capability to access their resources – because of mental or
physical health problems for example, or because they lack the personal, financial or
educational skills necessary to access resources, or because necessary trustworthy
resources are not available to them such as taxis in rural areas or other forms of transport,
assistance with shopping, local services & repairs, etc. In these circumstances measuring
consumption does reflect the deprivations that people live with. Measuring low
consumption in the face of apparently surplus resources might lead to different types of
policy prescriptions than low income measures, in particular policies aimed at enabling
people to use their resources where appropriate to have a higher standard of living.
Apart from reasons associated with consumption smoothing, whether over the short,
medium or long term, Spicker (2007: 45) points out that measuring consumption can be
sensible in countries where a large informal economy operates. Indeed, in development
work, consumption measures are routinely used in poverty studies including to measure
poverty, to analyse changes in living standards over time, and the impact of government
policies. Deaton and Zaidi (2002: 15, 18) refer to there being ‘a good deal of consensus on
the value of using a consumption aggregate as a summary measure of living standards’ and
that while consumption measures have their limitations, they ‘are nevertheless a central
component of any assessment of living standards’.
Meyer and Sullivan (2003) in a study of American data showed that consumption was
a better measure than income for those with few resources, and moreover that it
performed better than income as a measure of low material well-being. In an analysis of
consumption data for the over 55s in the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing (ELSA),
Banks et al (2006: Chapter 9) found that measures of durable ownership, durable
replacement and expenditure based poverty all correlated highly with self-perceived
measures of social status and quality of life, suggesting that measuring consumption is
important in the consideration of well-being of older people in its wider sense. They did
not, however, consider the relative merits of income, assets and consumption in
understanding well-being or quality of life of older people – an area that would need
further research.
Despite the theoretical advantages for preferring consumption as a basis for measuring
financial resources over income, there are some arguments that favour income measures
(Rio Group, 2006: 42-43). These include that income includes current saving (but see the
counter-argument to this above) and that it reflects opportunities rather than actual
outcomes, which may be an important thing to measure. In a capabilities (budget
standard) approach where people are seen as having the right to have minimum financial
resources to pay for their basic needs, income is also a better measure than expenditure,
since it is a normative measure of how much money people ought to have. Consumption
can also be volatile (although consumption is generally seen as smoother and less volatile
than income). On balance though, there are good reasons to take the idea of measuring
consumption seriously, even though this has not yet entered the mainstream of poverty
measurement in the EU and the USA.
In the UK the use of consumption measures in the examination of poverty has recently
been advocated by the Institute for Fiscal Studies (Brewer et al, 2006). Although they
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would not suggest that consumption measures replace income measures as the standard
poverty measure in the UK, they argue that household expenditure provides an important
complement to household income for monitoring living standards and poverty, and that it
would be a valuable addition to our knowledge of poverty if expenditure was monitored
by government or other organisations.

Developing consumption measures
As discussed above, consumption is not the same as expenditure. Expenditure may be a
better proxy than income for consumption, but it is still at best a proxy (Alcock, 2006:
82-83; Meyer and Sullivan, 2003). People consume housing resources even though they
may not pay for them, or pay less for them than they are worth – for example if they own
their home outright or with a low mortgage, or if they live in subsidised or rent-free
housing; material goods and services are consumed through ownership or access to
durables, including cars, washing machines and so forth. People also produce goods and
services themselves (cooking and cleaning, or DIY) and consume services from the state
such as health, education and transport, as discussed in Chapter Four.
In a comprehensive World Bank publication on the measurement of consumption,
Deaton and Zaidi (2002) suggest that consumption can be decomposed into four main
categories: food, non-food, durable goods and housing. Food is the sum of food
consumption from every possible source including home produced food. They debate
whether health expenditure should be included in non-food items (and decide not), and
they argue that large irregular or occasionally expenditures such as gifts or on funerals
should also be excluded. For durable goods, the current price and the price and date of
purchase are needed in order to construct a depreciation rate as a way of valuing the
‘service’ or ‘rental value’ of the durable. For housing, the purchase of a house or rent
should not be included, but consumption should rather include the monetary value of the
‘service’ provided by the house to the homeowner – ie actual (if reflecting market value)
or imputed rent.
As with other measures of financial resources consumption may be easiest to measure
at the household level since people and surveys often cannot distinguish individual
consumption within a household, although this may disguise substantial within-household
inequalities in access to resources. As discussed in Chapter One, women often report
‘going without’ many things in order that other members of the family can consume. In
common with income based poverty measures if household level data is collected some
method is needed for accounting for economies of scale, and for differing needs.
Equivalence scales might be available for economies of scale (although these do not derive
from empirical research the former, but, as with income measures, differing needs are not
generally satisfactorily accounted for in established equivalence scales.
Consumption is difficult to measure and measurement requires detailed technical
considerations of inclusion and exclusion criteria, and imputation (Johnson, 2004; Meyer
and Sullivan, 2003; 2007). Almost all attempts to measure it have settled on the
measurement of expenditure as a proxy, with at best (and often not) some adjustment for
housing consumption. Measurement of expenditure is more difficult, and more expensive,
than measuring income (Deaton and Zaidi, 2002: 27; Alcock, 2006: 83). It raises
particular problems of recall error and how to measure ‘lumpy’ expenditure. Measurement
of consumption is clearly also subject to measurement errors, particularly for example in
expenditure on tobacco, alcohol and gambling. But Brewer et al (2006) argue that the
way that survey data is collected in the UK means that there is good reason to think that
expenditure data at the bottom of the expenditure distribution is more reliable than
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income data at the bottom of the income distribution. This is because they observe that
households at the very bottom of the expenditure distribution do not seem to have
disproportionately high incomes relative to their spending, whereas those at the bottom of
the income distribution do have disproportionately high spending relative to their income.
They have also found more plausible poverty rates for the self-employed and the
unemployed (seeking work) when measuring spending than when measuring income
(Brewer et al, 2006: 16 – 17).
The only comprehensive regular survey of expenditure data in the UK is the annual
cross-sectional Expenditure and Food Survey, which relies on a 14 day expenditure diary,
and survey questions (relying on recall data) for information on larger items such as
furniture, cars, televisions and so forth bought in the last 6 months, and questions on
utility bills. The EFS collects data about expenditure on housing (rent, mortgage, water
rates, council tax, repairs etc), but as noted above housing expenditure should technically
not be included in a housing consumption measure, since spending and consumption are
rarely the same. Housing consumption is however very difficult to estimate or impute.
Recognising a growing argument for the use of consumption measures in the estimation of
inequality, poverty and well-being, ELSA included, in Wave 2, a detailed set of questions
on spending patterns (relying on recent recall), which has recently been analysed by the
ELSA team (Banks et al, 2006).
Brewer et al (2006) have recommended that if the EFS is to be used more
systematically for the estimation of poverty, then consideration should be given to
increasing the sample size, and adding more detailed questions on the length of ownership
of consumer durables and the price paid for them. Indeed, if consumption measures were
to be pursued by government, this would require methodological research on the
feasibility of developing reliable and valid consumption indicators that included housing
and durable consumption, and self-production. It is also likely that investment would
need to be made in greater sample sizes than are currently included in the Expenditure
and Food Survey.

Relative low spending lines and the spending of older people
Relative low income lines reflect the theory that if income is far enough below the
average, it can be assumed that a person is unable to participate in the norms and customs
of society. The same thinking can be applied to relative consumption lines, so that a
(relatively arbitrary) decision is made to treat someone as poor if their income is below,
say, 60 per cent of median consumption. This (or any similar) line carries the same
critique as of relative low income lines, of being arbitrary, and unrelated to any social or
scientific understanding of poverty. It is implicitly based on an idea that if expenditure is
so far below the cultural norm, then individuals can be assumed to be failing to participate
in society because of lack of financial resources – that is, they can be assumed to be poor.
The Institute for Fiscal Studies has conducted the only substantial research into
consumption as a poverty measure for older people in the UK.89 Brewer et al (2006) used
the EFS data from 1996/7 to 2002/3, equivalised using the McClements90 scale to reach
a measure of individual spending and assess the proportions of the population who were
expenditure poor. Because poverty is really about consumption rather than spending, they
are using expenditure implicitly as a proxy for consumption, although do not discuss this
issue in the report. They did not include either housing expenditure or imputed
89 For an example of the use of consumption data to measure child poverty, see Gregg et al (2005)
90 Equivalence scales are themselves contested (as noted in Chapter One), but clearly some mechanism is
needed to take account of families of different sizes.
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consumption of housing in their measures, which were therefore missing an important
element of overall consumption because people’s housing consumption differs markedly
from family to family. This is a problem that bedevils income measures as well, as the
BHC/AHC debate illustrates (discussed in Chapter Four). They did however test their
findings for sensitivity to the absence of housing consumption by imputing an estimated
rental value to each house in the survey. They found that spending poverty rates are lower
when housing is included, and that this is particularly important for pensioners. However,
they have not given detailed findings of this exercise (Brewer et al, 2006: Box 2.1).
Using a headcount rate of those spending less than 60 per cent of median spending,
the ‘spending poverty rate’ went up steadily from 20 per cent to 22 per cent between
1996/7 and 2002/3, as shown in Table 10. These trends are also evident at poverty rates
set at the 50 per cent and 70 per cent of median spending. Pensioner spending poverty
rates were much higher than the rest of the population at all three thresholds in each year,
but were roughly unchanged over this period (despite falls in the pensioner income
poverty rates over this time). This compares with the volatility that exists in the pensioner
poverty rate when measured as a relative low income line, which is related to the
economic cycle.
Population
50%

Pensioners
60%

70%

50%

60%

70%

1996/7

13

20

28

24

34

44

1997/8

15

21

28

23

34

44

1998/9

14

21

29

24

35

45

1999/2000

15

22

29

24

34

43

2000/1

14

22

30

24

36

46

2001/2

14

21

29

24

36

46

2002/3

15

22

29

23

34

44

Table 10: percentages (rounded)
of population below 50 per
cent, 60 per cent and 70 per
cent of median spending rates
(excluding housing costs)

Source: from Brewer et al (2006), Tables 2.2 and 2.4

Pensioners are therefore much poorer on spending measures than on income, and single
pensioners showed even higher rates with 42 per cent spending less than 60 per cent of
median in 2002/3 (Brewer et al 2006: Table 2.5).

Are the same people income poor and poor on low
spending measures?
As with other different measures of poverty, there is only partial overlap between those
who are poor on low income measures and those who are poor on low spending measures.
Brewer et al (2006: Figure 3.1) found that in 2002/3 approximately 10 per cent of the
population were only income poor (after housing costs measures), 13 per cent were poor
on both low income and low spending measures (which also excluded housing costs), and
9 per cent on spending measures alone. Given the theoretical rationale for using
consumption rather than income discussed above, you would not expect these measures
to coincide perfectly. Alternative reasons for the gap could be because (as with material
deprivation measures) these are measuring different dimensions of poverty as some have
argued, or that they are measuring different elements of poverty as I have argued in
Chapter One. Further, the measurement of income at the lowest end of the distribution is
particularly unreliable either for technical reasons or because it does not reflect
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consumption, which is smoothed with savings or borrowing in times of low income. In the
bottom percentile of income, median income was – £47 a week (ie negative) but the
interquartile spending range was from £102 - £334 per week. It was only after about the
10th percentile of income that median income and median expenditure seemed to relate
reasonably to one another. For pensioners however, the difference is at least partly as a
result of pensioners not spending their available income.

Why are there substantial differences between low income lines and
low spending lines for pensioners?
This phenomenon has long been put down to the fact that even though pensioners on
average have low income, they do not spend all of it, and pensioners on lower incomes
tend to be lower spenders (Banks et al, 1998; Brewer et al, 2006: 17). Spending is known
to reduce on retirement – a feature of retirement that has long puzzled economists (Smith,
2004). However, older people may have good reasons to reduce spending, and not to
consume resources in the ‘rational’ way that an economist might expect. These include
the uncertainty of individual life expectancy; accumulating for ‘lumpy’ expenditure; fear
of future expenses particularly for emergencies, or future expenditure for social care, long
term care or health needs; wanting to leave a bequest to children and grandchildren; or
lack of understanding. Low spending may also reflect cohort experiences (in which case
we will see changes as cohorts change); different ways of thinking about needs and wants
among older generations; or, as noted above, frailty, ill-health and disability preventing
people from accessing resources which would improve their quality of life. Consumption
may be a good measure of observed deprivation among pensioners, but may
underestimate their available resources. The general proposition that consumption may be
a better measure of available resources than income may not hold for older people.
Brewer et al (2006: Chapter 4) identified an important policy question arising from
this phenomenon: if you increase income transfers to pensioners do they increase their
spending? If not, then the income transfers may not be having the desired and intended
welfare benefit. In exploring this issue further with multivariate analysis, the researchers
found that pensioners who have seen the biggest increases in benefit entitlements have
also seen the biggest increases in their spending. Despite being low spenders on average,
low income pensioners are spending more, and on items other than the very basics of fuel,
housing and food, in response to increases in benefit entitlement. This indicates success
for government policies that have aimed to increase the income of pensioners – increases
in income have also reduced deprivation.
The Department for Work and Pensions also commissioned work to try to understand
this complex issue (Finch and Kemp, 2006). Using data from the EFS 2001-2003, this
research showed that as people age, they spend a smaller proportion of their income on
average. Median expenditure as a percentage of income reduced from 92 per cent for
those aged 60-64 to 64 per cent for those aged over 85 (Table 2.5). Pseudo-cohort
analysis suggested that this was an ageing effect rather than a cohort effect – people
actually spend a smaller and smaller proportion of income on average as they age (Figure
5.1). They found that low spending households were more materially deprived than
others (Table 3.3).
Most of the Finch and Kemp (2006) research was about frugal pensioners at all points
of the income distribution – that is, including those in the highest income quintile – and
so it was not about poverty. But some analysis was undertaken of those with incomes
below the low income line of 60 per cent of median before housing costs income. They
found that most low income pensioners spend more than their current income or close to
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all of it. Data from the 2001-3 EFS showed for low income pensioners, median
proportions of income spent were 118 per cent (60-64), 98 per cent (65-69), 101 per cent
(70-74), 93 per cent (75-79) and 87 per cent (80-84). It was only among those aged 85+
that median proportions were much lower at 72 per cent (Table 5.4).91
In a multivariate analysis among only those pensioners who were income-poor (Table
3.5), people were more likely to spend lower proportions of their income if they were
single, male, in rented accommodation, had no investment income or were materially
deprived (lacking car/van, home computer, tumble dryer, cd player or microwave oven).
Receipt of disability benefits, age, and the interaction of sex with age were not significant.
They carried out a further exploration of socio-demographic reasons among income-poor
pensioners for spending disproportionately low amounts on food using the BHPS 2001/2
and 2002/3. They found that being single, male, living outside London, saving regularly
and never going to the cinema all significantly increased the odds of being a low-spending
low-income pensioner (Table 4.18). A similar analysis using ELSA data for 2002/3 again
predicting disproportionately low food spending for income-poor pensioners showed
significant associations with being over 75, renting, having lower qualifications and being
a carer (Table 4.20).
The upshot of this is that most pensioners in income-poor groups spend at least all of
their income and more and so targeting low income is an important objective for
government policy in combating poverty. Having said that, within each income quintile
there are some pensioners who spend less than others and some who appear to spend
much less than average spending for the quintile. The various logistic regression models
summarised above suggest that even among the lowest income groups (here, those whose
income is less than 60 per cent of median before housing cost income), those who spend
the least appear the most deprived. This is not associated with disability, but is associated
with material deprivation, social exclusion and being a carer. Furthermore, this may
indicate an entirely rational precaution in saving for lumpy expenditure or a rainy day
among some of those who are most vulnerable on the very lowest incomes.
In terms of poverty measurement what are the implications of these findings for using
consumption measures for older people? The ‘problem’ of under-spending is not
widespread among those on the lowest incomes. Most pensioners on the lowest incomes
spend all of their income or more, indicating that for these groups consumption is
probably a better measure of resources than income. Moreoever, among the income poor,
lower than average consumption (relative to income) appears to be associated with
deprivation, which would also suggest that consumption is a better measure of deprivation
than income. Far more would need to be understood about this particularly deprived
group of older people and why their spending appears to be so disproportionately low
before appropriate policy responses could be formulated.
The measurement issues may be more problematic among those older people not
classified as income-poor, among whom median spending as a proportion of income is 78
per cent (varying from 72 per cent for those aged over 85 to 87 per cent for those aged 6064), but even here, these proportions do not suggest that consumption is a bad measure of
resources or poverty – among those under 60, spending also averages only 78 per cent of
income. The fact that pensioners may see as much reason to save some of their weekly
income as those under pension age seems on the face of it understandable human
behaviour, given the uncertainties of life, and the need to prepare for emergencies and
91

Although these results must be treated with caution. They used only two years of data (ten years
apart), did not use panel data and did not take account of mortality differences, but results are
suggestive of an ageing effect.
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lumpy expenditures. It remains a reasonable proposition that consumption measures (for
which expenditure is a proxy) are generally capturing deprivations and resources among
older people.

Why are the over 80s more likely not to spend all of their income?
This is a question that requires further in-depth research, but analysis of ELSA data by
Banks et al (2006) suggests that this is because of increasing social exclusion. They
showed that spending on food was reasonably constant among those over 52, but on nonessential items, there were strong age related differences, especially on clothing, leisure
and food out. Over half the over 80s reported no expenditure in the previous month on
any of these items. The proportion of people’s incomes spent on necessities (food, housing
and fuel) increased with age, predominantly driven by the food budget. This in turn is
driven by the lower incomes of the over 80s relative to other older people. Banks et al
(2006) also showed, perhaps not surprisingly, that expenditure on non-essential items
increased with wealth, and that budget shares taken up by necessities were greater in the
lowest wealth quintiles.
This widely observed feature of the rise in the proportion of budget spent on food as
income decreases forms the basis for the American poverty line, to which I now turn.

Using spending to determine poverty: the Orhsansky Method
and fuel poverty
The Orshansky Method
Methods for deriving income poverty lines in ways other than taking an arbitrary
percentage of median or mean income were reviewed in Chapter Four. There are a
number of methods for establishing ‘income poverty lines’ which rely on expenditure for
their estimation, and these are closely related to budget standard methods. In America,
the poverty line is based on expenditure on food. Known as the ‘Orshansky line’ after
Molly Orshansky who developed the theory in 1965, it is based on the (empirically
testable) proposition that the poorer people are, the higher the proportion of their income
that they spend on food. At the time the USA Agriculture Department had defined food
plans for high and low budgets. The lowest food budget was the ‘economy’ budget
designed for families under financial stress. Orshansky used the Household Food
Consumption Survey to estimate the average share of food expenditure (as a proportion of
the budget including non-food expenditure) in all families of three or more people, and
found this to be about one third. The poverty line was therefore set at three times the
‘economy’ food basket (adjusted for household and demographic composition of families)
– ie the reciprocal of the food share, and known as the ‘food ratio’ method. [For a review
of the development of the US poverty measure, see Fisher, 1992].92 Currently there are 48
poverty lines depending on family size and age of household members, annually adjusted
for inflation. People are classified as poor if their money income does not exceed their
poverty line.
A number of variants of this type of poverty line have developed (eg in Canada a level
of 62 per cent of expenditure on food, clothing and shelter has been used: Alcock, 2006:
73), and the problems of geographical variation, re-basing and uprating with these
methods have been noted (Rio Group 2006: 61). These problems were more extensively
discussed in Chapter Three of this report, where budget standards were reviewed.
92 Information about the setting of the US poverty line and the Orshansky method is available on the US
Bureau of Census website at www.census.gov
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Recommendations have occasionally been made to adjust the USA poverty line. The
most significant report on the matter, form the National Academy of Sciences in 1995
recommended including more items of expenditure in the basket – ie making it a fuller
‘budget standard’, and taking account of geographic differences in the cost of living plus a
more comprehensive definition of financial resources (Short, 2005). These measures have
rarely been explored in the UK but Banks et al (2006: 257) devised an ‘ad hoc’ measure
(ie without formal theoretical justification) of poverty using the ELSA data based on
whether the share of income spent on basics (food eaten in the home, fuel and clothing)
exceeded 50 per cent of income.
These measures are mentioned here to show the use of a budget standard and
consumption data to determine a poverty line. These types of measures have been used
without much opposition for almost 50 years in the USA (Short, 2005). The USA and
the EU have developed quite distinct approaches to poverty measurement. An analysis by
Notten and Neuborg (2007) found very different poverty rates in the EU if USA methods
were used. Poverty rates were higher to varying degrees in most (but not all) EU countries
using relative low income lines than if the USA budget standard and food ratio method
were employed. Short (2005: Table 1) showed using 1996 data that the official USA
poverty line produced far higher rates of poverty for older people than various material
hardship or subjective measures of poverty, but much lower rates than a relative low
income line.
The measures give different results because they have different approaches to needs –
notably, the Orshanky method seems to result in lower estimates of poverty than using a
full budget standard. The advantage of the Orshansky method is that it does not require
extensive research each year to establish the standard. However the fact that it produces
lower estimates of poverty than either the budget standard approach reviewed in Chapter
Three or income poverty lines reviewed in Chapter Four suggests that the three-times
multiplier on the low cost food basket may be insufficient to provide people with sufficient
income to live an integrated healthy life. The substantive review of the measure in 1995
recommended that more ‘necessary’ budget items be incorporated to improve the model.
Even though these measures have been used for a long time in the USA, a budget
standard approach would appear to be a preferable way to estimate the necessary financial
resources for people to live an integrated healthy life on a relatively low income.

Fuel poverty
Another arena where spending has been used as an indicator of poverty is the
measurement of ‘fuel poverty’. A household is in fuel poverty when it requires more than
10 per cent of its income to keep a home heated to a minimum standard (usually 210 in
the main living areas and 180 elsewhere). Measures of fuel poverty in the UK led to the
establishment of a Fuel Poverty Strategy in 2001 (DTI 2001). Government policy is to
end fuel poverty by 2010 for vulnerable households (which includes households with
pensioners), insofar as it is practical to do so, while recognising that this requires policy
interventions across departments including programmes to increase energy efficiency,
regulation of prices and competition in the energy sector, supporting industry initiatives to
combat fuel poverty, and increasing incomes. EU-SILC contains a number of detailed
measures of fuel use enabling measures of fuel poverty across the EU to be developed in
due course.
The key data source used to derive estimates of fuel poverty in England is the annual
English House Condition Survey (EHCS) of about 8,000 dwellings a year (BERR,
2006a). This survey provides information on the changing condition and composition of
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the housing stock and the characteristics of the households living in different types of
dwelling including income (although some elements of household income are modelled
rather than collected). The cost of all types of fuel for each house is calculated by
multiplying the cost of that type of fuel (which is also modelled) by the (modelled) fuel
consumption, and then the proportion of household income that that represents is
calculated. Fuel consumption is estimated using a complex algorithm from information
about the housing stock and its inhabitants, including estimation of heated volume and
heat loss. Those over 60 are much more likely to be in fuel poverty than other household
types, with 18 per cent of households with a person over 60 fuel poor in 2005 compared
to an average of 7 per cent of households (BERR, 2006b: Table 11).
Fuel poverty is largely modelled rather than estimated from measured data – it is a
measure of those households that would need to spend more than 10 per cent of their
income on fuel to keep adequately warm. In an analysis of ELSA data of actual amounts
spend on fuel,93 Banks et al (2006) found that just over 8 per cent of older people spent
more than 10 per cent of their income on fuel but this varied by age, wealth quintile,
health and quality of life. Almost 12 per cent of those over 75 spent more than 10 per cent
of their income on fuel (16 per cent if the youngest member of the household was over
75), and more than 14 per cent for those in the lowest wealth quintile.
Fuel poverty is an interesting measure because it recognises costs that vary greatly
from household to household in order to achieve the same measure of comfort (a
standardised warm home). It is the only measure that takes a particular essential need (for
a sufficiently warm home) that varies widely in the population, and attempts to estimate
how many people must spend a disproportionate amount of financial resources on this
need – thus leaving themselves with less disposable income for other expenditure. Since
older people suffer disproportionately from needing to spend higher proportions of income
to maintain a warm home, low income measures will on average overstate the available
income of older people. Maintaining measures of fuel poverty are important for this reason
but this highlights the validity of one of the fundamental criticisms of low income lines –
that they do not recognise variable costs. In this fuel poverty measures have something in
common with the attempts to set budget standards.

Consumption measures and government poverty indicators
The advantages of food and fuel poverty type measures are similar to those for budget
standards, reviewed in Chapter Three, and so will not be reviewed again here. In the
wider issue of measuring consumption, would there be value in developing annual
consumption measures in measuring the poverty of older people? In terms of the criteria
identified for evaluation:
•

Simple: is the measure simple to understand
The measure is simple enough (although as with other measures this conceals
multiple technical difficulties), but we do not have a cultural or political history of
using consumption measures to estimate poverty in the UK, which means that work
would need to go into explaining the theory behind the measure and securing
consensus for it.

•

Measurable: can progress be measured promptly and robustly
The IFS have made some suggestions for improvements to the EFS if consumption

93 Since the temperature of houses is not measured; some houses will need to spend more than they do to
maintain an adequate temperature, and some houses less. The ELSA data does not inform this question.
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measures were to be adopted. Methodologies would have to be developed for the
measurement of non-cash consumption, in particular housing, durables and homeproduction, and the EFS sample size would probably need to be increased. If these
were established then measurement would be possible in the same way as with other
standard annual surveys.
•

Relevant: what does it tell us about progress on a pensioner poverty objective
It would tell us that people are spending more (and on what) and so directly inform
the question of how many people are living a deprived life through lack of resources.
Increased income does translate into increased spending, as the IFS analysis of
pensioner incomes shows. It might also show whether any other policies implemented
to reduce deprivation addressed at older people who were socially excluded were
having any impact, as we might observe older pensioners spending more of their
income on social activities.

•

Credible: would the measure carry conviction with external commentators
The Institute for Fiscal Studies, a highly respected research institute, has recently
called for consumption measures to be introduced in the UK. Because they are not
really used in Europe or the English speaking countries there has been little discussion
here of the use of consumption measures, but the theoretical arguments for
introduction are reasonably powerful. They would have credibility as one element in
a basket of poverty measures.

•

Value added: can the measure be influenced by the better delivery of government
policies; can it therefore act as a lever for performance
Analysis has shown that increasing incomes to low income pensioners does result in
increased consumption. Consumption measures should also show improvements
against policies to tackle social exclusion among older people, or policies that enabled
older people to use their resources more effectively to combat deprivation. Social
exclusion is a particularly challenging problem to meet, and at the moment no policies
exist to tackle deprivation among poor older people that are based on increasing their
spending. It is not clear how sensitive consumption measures would be to
improvements in these dimensions. They may, however, be more sensitive than
material deprivation, and suffer from fewer methodological problems than material
deprivation measures in measurement for older people.

Conclusions
If we were starting with a clean slate on poverty measurement, the arguments for
preferring consumption measures over income measures are powerful. There are two
principal arguments for preferring consumption measures: the first is that consumption is a
better measure of financial resources than income/assets for a number of reasons including
that it is a way of measuring resources in the grey economy and for hard to measure
groups such as the self-employed and farmers. The main argument to prefer consumption
measures is that income is volatile, but people tend to smooth their consumption over
time. In deciding how much to consume at any point, people are taking into account their
borrowing capacity, earnings, benefits in kind and wealth/assets, and so consumption
measures mean that the issues of measuring income, assets and debts outlined in Chapters
Four and Five are far less problematic. Consumption is a far better measure therefore of
lifetime or ‘permanent’ low income than current income
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The second is that consumption is also a direct measure of relative deprivation and as
outlined in Chapter One, it is deprivation that we are really trying to capture in a poverty
measure. Consumption measures make implicit connections between long term low
income and deprivation, with needs implicitly inferred. They do not, however, make any
attempt to measure the difference between expected lifetime resources and current
consumption. That is, they do not measure deprivation due to ‘excessive’ saving rather
than income smoothing, which might be thought of as a consumption choice (for example
living with deprivations in order to build up assets because of fear of future spending, or to
be able to leave a bequest to children).
Despite theoretical advantages, in terms of the methodologies for the measurement of
financial resources income measures are now very far advanced compared with
consumption measures. A number of tricky methodological problems emerge, especially
because expenditure is not always a good proxy for consumption. If consumption
measures were to be pursued by government, this would require methodological research
on the feasibility of developing consumption indicators that included housing and durable
consumption, and the consumption of self-produced goods. It is also likely that
investment would need to be made in greater sample sizes than are currently included in
the Expenditure and Food Survey.
In addition there are complications caused by the long observed phenomenon that
older people do not spend down their assets and savings in accordance with the
economists’ life-cycle hypothesis of consumption. The apparent ‘under-consumption’ of
resources by older people raises further questions. The relative merits of measuring
income, assets and consumption in understanding the financial resources available to older
people is an area that needs further research. Apparent saving in later life may be for many
complex and rational reasons including the uncertainty of life expectancy; fear of future
expenses particularly for emergencies; fear of future expenses needed for social care, long
term care or health; bequest motives; or lack of understanding. Low spending may also
reflect cohort experiences (in which case we will see changes as cohorts change); different
ways of thinking about needs and wants among older generations; or frailty, ill-health and
disability preventing people from accessing their own financial resources in ways which
would improve their quality of life. I have argued in this Chapter that apparent ‘underconsumption’ should not be a reason to reject consumption measures of poverty for older
people, because this does not appear to be a great problem at the lower end of the
distribution, and also because of the advantages of having a direct measure of deprivation.
Apart from changes associated with the transition from paid work to retirement, we
understand very little about whether, how and why patterns of consumption might
change as individuals age, and how this might relate to deteriorating quality of life. As
with other areas of poverty measurement, those living in institutions are routinely left out
of studies of consumption. Greater knowledge in these areas may lead to more imaginative
policy responses to improve the well-being of older people.
Given the prominent place of low income statistics currently and historically in the
UK and now at EU level, it is unlikely that consumption measures will or should replace
income measures as the core measure of poverty. However, in the development of a basket
of poverty indicators for older people, consumption measures deserve serious
consideration.
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Chapter Seven: Poverty and the
Social Exclusion of Older People
Summary
Social exclusion is a contested concept but many of the attempts at definition encompass
similar ideas. Drawing these together, Levitas et al (2007) define social exclusion as
...a complex and multi-dimensional process. It involves the lack or denial of resources,
rights, goods and services, and the inability to participate in the normal relationships and
activities, available to the majority of people in a society, whether in economic, social,
cultural or political arenas. It affects both the quality of life of individuals and the equity and
cohesion of society as a whole.

The links between poverty and social exclusion are rarely made explicit in theoretical
models, although there is overwhelming evidence that they are closely linked in all
domains of social exclusion identified in policy and academic literature. Levitas et al
(2007) have recently called for conceptual frameworks that have a clear theoretical focus,
and that take into account the interactions and causal mechanisms of social exclusion.
The measurement of social exclusion is a relatively recent endeavour with little
attention paid to older people. Many of the government Opportunity for All indicators are
not measured for older people. There is no formal attempt by government to measure the
social exclusion of older people. Indicators developed after consultation with stakeholders
for the Opportunity Age strategy are relevant to specific government policies, but not
especially focussed on the idea of social exclusion as it is conceptualised in academic and
theoretical research; this means that they do not reveal the extent of ‘deep exclusion’ for
older people – exclusion on multiple domains with severe negative consequences for
quality of life, well-being and future life chances.
The lack of theoretically embedded indicators of social exclusion for older people
means that it is difficult to understand how their social exclusion might be influenced by
better or different policies, or who would lead these within government. The important
connections between poverty and social exclusion are rarely made explicit, making it
difficult to formulate anti-poverty policies in ways that would tackle the social exclusion
of older people.
Research is warranted on the mechanisms by which different aspects of social
exclusion for older people are causally linked, which could lead to a better understanding
of which policy levers would be most likely to improve conditions for older people socially
excluded on multiple domains. There is also little research about the dynamic ways in
which lack of material and financial resources relate to the experience of social exclusion
among older people, and a need for biographical research to understand the dynamic
economic and social processes leading to social exclusion, particularly for vulnerable
groups of older people. Scharf (2007) after a number of years of research among older
people experiencing multiple deprivations concluded that financial poverty was the most
important policy problem in determining the social exclusion of older people.
Some people most at risk of social exclusion are omitted entirely from survey research.
In the older population there are no data on those who live in long term care homes and
nursing homes, nor on homeless people. Minority ethnic groups who are at high risk of
social exclusion in later life are under-represented in surveys, and present only in numbers
that are too small for analysis.
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Introduction
As our understanding of the complexities of poverty have developed over the last
hundred years or so, particularly its multidimensional qualities, it has become clear that
not all deprivation is a result of lack of access to financial resources at a point in time.
People may suffer from persistent or recurrent low income leading to multiple
deprivations. They may endure poor quality housing, poor physical and mental health,
and an inability to access transport, jobs, resources, services and technologies. Multiple
problems are associated with living in deprived areas including greater vulnerability to
crime, environmental degradation and isolation. They may be disillusioned, disaffected
and disengaged. These problems are often the result of discrimination and structural
inequalities in society associated with social status, disability, ethnicity, gender and age.
Exclusion from society is generally seen as a much broader problem than poverty,
requiring more complex policy solutions (Hills, 2002).
This chapter will briefly discuss the concept of social exclusion and its relation to our
understanding of poverty, consider how social exclusion has been measured, review the
empirical research on the social exclusion of older people in the UK, and consider the
extent to which current government measures of social exclusion for older people appear
to capture the underlying concept.

The idea of social exclusion
From the French notion that excluded people are not part of the ‘solidaristic’ social
networks that apply to the mainstream, ‘social exclusion’ was originally used to describe
those who were not part of the social insurance system in France, and thus excluded from
the protection of the state in a number of spheres (Spicker, 2007; Burchardt et al, 2002a).
As the concept has been discussed and interpreted at European and international levels, it
is now widely understood as having relational and dynamic dimensions. Relational means
it is about social relationships and it is the result of actions taken by those who exclude
others; dynamic means it is the result of experience over time and through generations
(Alcock, 2006; Burchardt et al, 2002a). The European Union has adopted the idea of
social exclusion as encompassing those who are left out of society, those who refuse to
take part, and those who have been rejected (Spicker, 2007: Chapter 8).
The idea of social exclusion is closely linked to the idea of multiple deprivations.
Townsend (1979; 1987) argued that deprivation was wider than poverty and could be
measured with indicators of diet, home circumstances, working conditions, family
activity, community integration and social participation. Alcock, (2007: 114 et seq) also
identifies as indicators of deprivation poor housing, ill health, lack of opportunities in
education and training, and several issues associated with employment including the
severity of the job, job security, conditions of work and provision of welfare benefits.
Area deprivation often features in discussions about exclusion from society’s
mainstream particularly because of geographical concentrations of unemployment,
vulnerability to crime, low educational attainment, poor housing, high levels of problem
debt, deprived environments and lack of services (Power and Lupton, 2002; Alcock,
2006: 124 et seq; Abbott and Sapsford, 2005). Spicker (2007: Chapter 5) suggests that
even though most people living in deprived areas are not poor, area deprivation can be
understood in two ways. The first is that there is something about poor areas that
increases people’s vulnerability to poverty, and the second is that an area can itself be
poor, decreasing the quality of life of the people who live in it even if they are not
themselves poor. These themes of multiple deprivations and area poverty all emerged in
recent research by Help the Aged (2007) where older people in a variety of settings
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highlighted money issues, mobility and transport, the local environment, housing and
regeneration, activities, isolation, health, health care and social care as the key factors in
their quality of life.
The idea of social exclusion however is even wider than the idea of area deprivation or
multiple deprivations. It encompasses in addition lack of access to goods and services that
are increasingly seen as necessary for integration into modern developed societies,
including leisure, communications, financial services and the ability to participate in the
institutions of democracy (Alcock, 2007). Burchardt at al (2002b: 30) identify four ‘key
activities’ in society which they argue people must participate in if they are not socially
excluded: consumption (purchasing goods and services), production (participating in
economically or socially valued activities), political engagement (in local or national
decision making) and social interaction with family friends and community. In this
conceptualisation, social exclusion goes beyond the concept of material deprivation which
attempts to measure those who are excluded through lack of financial resources from
taking part in the norms and customs of society. It extends to those who are excluded
from participation in public and private socially cohesive and inclusive activities –
whether for structural reasons (such as discrimination) or personal reasons (which may
include personal choice).
In a fairly similar approach, the Poverty and Social Exclusion Survey team at Bristol
University conceptualised social exclusion as having four dimensions: impoverishment, or
exclusion from adequate resources or income; labour market exclusion; service exclusion
(collective and individual); and exclusion from social relations (Levitas, 2006). Taking
this work further in a recent comprehensive review of indicators of social exclusion
funded by the Social Exclusion Task Force,94 Levitas et al (2007: 25) emerged with the
following working definition:
Social exclusion is a complex and multi-dimensional process. It involves the lack or
denial of resources, rights, goods and services, and the inability to participate in the
normal relationships and activities, available to the majority of people in a society,
whether in economic, social, cultural or political arenas. It affects both the quality of life of
individuals and the equity and cohesion of society as a whole.
Acknowledging that ‘social exclusion’ always involves multi-dimensional
disadvantage, they then define ‘deep exclusion’ to mean (2007: 29, my emphasis):
… exclusion across more than one domain or dimension of disadvantage, resulting in
severe negative consequences for quality of life, well-being and future life chances.

As can be seen from the above discussion, there are now many understandings of social
exclusion, a term which has been used variously to describe problems and inequalities in
health, education, employment, training, access to services, housing, problem debt,
vulnerability to crime and social disorder, lack of power, disengagement from civic life,
social isolation and so on. It remains a contested concept, with competing political
implications depending on what it is taken to mean (Lister, 2004: Chapter 4; Hills, 2002;
Levitas, 2006).

94 The project was initially funded by the Social Exclusion Unit in the Department for Communities and
Local Government, before it was disbanded. The Social Exclusion Task Force is now based in the Cabinet
Office.
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Poverty and social exclusion
Social exclusion can exist without poverty, but the poor will generally be socially
excluded in one or more domains, since almost all definitions of poverty encompass
experiencing material or social deprivation. Lack of financial resources can further
exacerbate or cause the problems of social exclusion (Spicker, 2007). Poor people often
cannot improve their housing or their environment, leading to problems of poor physical
and mental health, and lack of play space for children. Many academics have also argued
that areas cause poverty, through sub-cultural influences (peer behaviour, or ‘acceptable’
cultures of drug or alcohol abuse, or unemployment), or because of high unemployment in
an area, or generally that resources do not flow into poor areas, which therefore lack
amenities and services (Power and Lupton, 2002).
Poverty in the sense of low income, inadequate financial resources, or material
deprivation is ever present in the debate about the meaning and prevalence of social
exclusion, and the connections and distinctions between the two concepts are not always
made explicit. There is academic debate about whether poverty is in fact different from
social exclusion or whether the relational aspects of social inclusion/exclusion are as
important in understanding poverty as financial resources (Spicker, 2007; Lister, 2004;
Burchardt et al, 2002a; Levitas, 2006), but there is complete academic consensus that
poverty plays a very important role in social exclusion for all people. Researchers who do
differentiate between poverty and social exclusion find substantial overlap in measures,
particularly between measures of persistent poverty and social exclusion (Burchardt et al,
2002b; Levitas, 2006). Individual financial resources, particularly over time, have an
important part to play in understanding the wider social dynamics by which some sectors
of the population become socially excluded, and all academic and policy work on social
exclusion gives an important place to low income and financial deprivation.
In an attempt to map the potential complexity of the interaction between domains of
social exclusion, Levitas et al (2007: Figure 6.1) propose a model where lack of material
and economic resources causes exclusion from social resources, economic participation,
social participation, education and skills, political participation, good health, access to
services and a decent living environment, with poor living environment in turn being
causative of crime. In this model (as yet untested with empirical research) poverty is
central to any understanding of social exclusion.
In empirical work on the development of indicators and the measurement of progress
against measures (which will be reviewed below) there has been relatively little attention
paid to the social exclusion of older people. They are almost absent from a debate which
generally focuses on excluded young people and those of working age, through
emphasising education, training and employment, and the life chances of young people.
There are some notable exceptions, though, particularly from the Centre for Social
Gerontology at Keele University who have written a number of reports on the social
exclusion of older people, funded by various government departments and Help the Aged
(Scharf et al, 2002; 2005; 2006; Phillipson and Scharf 2004). In keeping with Levitas et
al’s (2007) hypothesised model described above, the Keele researchers find, in research in
many different settings and over many years, that:
In developing a better understanding of the multi-dimensional nature of social
exclusion, we have shown how poverty frequently interacts with other forms of
disadvantage to reduce older people’s life chances and to diminish the quality of their
lives. (Scharf, 2007).
The links between poverty and social exclusion, noted by Scharf and his colleagues in
their various studies of older people and discussed further below, has often been
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recognised but seldom integrated into a theory of social exclusion that might lead us to
understand how best to develop measures and solutions.

Social exclusion and older people
Despite the ongoing academic debate, lack of conceptual clarity, and disagreement about
the best indicators, the promotion of social inclusion has long had political currency in
Europe. Social exclusion became a dimension of EU anti-poverty programmes in the
1980s, and was formally adopted as a central strategic goal of the EU at the 2000 Lisbon
Summit. Since 2000 all member states have committed themselves to drawing up and
reviewing National Action Plans to combat social exclusion and EU indicators of social
exclusion have been developed (the Laeken indicators). Because social exclusion is
acknowledged to go far deeper than simply counting whether people currently have
sufficient financial resources (however defined), combating social exclusion calls for
complex policy responses across a range of policy arenas, involving multiple policy actors
as well as participatory approaches.
In response to the emerging discourse of ‘social exclusion’ in the late 1990s, the UK
government made a commitment to tackling ‘social exclusion’ and to measure its progress
in doing so. Initially the Social Exclusion Unit was set up in the Cabinet Office, reporting
directly to the Prime Minister. It was later transferred to the Office of the Deputy Prime
Minister to facilitate co-ordination with other area-based initiatives. It then became part
of the Department for Communities and Local Government. The intractability of
problems of social exclusion led ultimately to the unit being shut down in 2006, and
replaced by a small Social Exclusion Task Force in the Cabinet Office. Government focus
is now primarily on excluded young people and unemployment. This is evident for
example in the following extract, taken from the Social Exclusion Task Force (2007)
explanation of the ‘socially excluded’:
Bottom 20 %, perhaps living in poverty but:
• working, coping poor
• resilient families
• students
• achieving children
Gerneral
population
(80%)

Older people do not appear to be present in this depiction of social exclusion: either in the
‘bottom 20 per cent’ or in the 2-3 per cent in ‘deep and persistent exclusion’. In both cases
the descriptions apply almost exclusively to children, or those of working age, and this
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Figure 5: The socially excluded,
Cabinet Office SE Task Force
(2007)

understanding of social exclusion is present throughout the report. Older people are
simply missing.
Rather, what has happened is that a parallel agenda has been pursued on the social
exclusion of older people, somewhat detached from the mainstream policy processes. In
March 2005, the government published Opportunity Age (DWP, 2005), which set out its
vision for a successful ageing society. Opportunity Age has been criticised for its
discourses of redefining old age to include mid-life so that the needs of older people as a
distinct group are marginalised, the construction of successful ageing predominantly
through paid or unpaid work, and the notion that ‘age is in the mind’. This stigmatises
those who suffer from age-related degeneration and illness or social exclusion resulting
from caring roles clearly related to old age that can not simply be overcome by a different
attitude (Biggs et al, 2006). Nevertheless Opportunity Age signalled some formal policy
interest in the capabilities of older people to have a high quality of life. Opportuntiy Age
was followed by A Sure Start to Later Life (SEU, 2006), a report by the Social Exclusion
Unit, situated in the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister at the time (discussed further
below). The report recognises the importance of health and access to appropriate services,
financial security, housing, social involvement and ‘strong citizenship’ as key elements of
social inclusion/exclusion.

Measures of social exclusion
It is very difficult to measure a concept that appears so slippery and ill-defined. Two
approaches have developed to the measurement of social exclusion. The first has
something of the scattergun about it – a multitude of single indicators each purporting to
capture some aspect of social exclusion, but without any clearly articulated conceptual
understanding of direct measures, indirect measures, cause and effect. The second
appoach, emerging from a number of academic institutions, aims to build a theory of
social exclusion and develop indicators to measure those elements that are theoretically
important. The first approach is exemplified by The New Policy Institute (funded by the
Joseph Rowntree Association) (www.npi.org.uk) who developed a range of fifty indicators
of poverty and social exclusion covering a range of different dimensions. Since 1998 they
have conducted an annual review of these indicators, with reports published on their
website. Their measures include dimensions of low income, employment, disadvantages
in employment, education, ill-health, housing and other forms of exclusion including
problem debt, access to services, use of a car, financial exclusion and levels of anxiety
(NPI, 2007).
The UK government approach is similar, more latterly influenced by social indicators
being developed at EU level. In 1999 the government introduced a number of indicators
of social exclusion as part of their Opportunity for All strategy (DSS, 1999). In its current
form this is now a list of 42 indicators. The indicators reflect acknowledgement by the
government of the wider context of deprivation and exclusion, but as Hills (2002) points
out, it is difficult to devise policies to tackle forty or more different problems, many of
which require a cross-departmental multi-actor policy response to show improvement. He
argues that it is important not to lose track of the central importance of financial poverty,
and to retain distinct financial poverty measures for government policy in tackling
multiple deprivations.
Many of the indicators chosen to measure social exclusion by NPI and the UK
government relate to education, training and paid work, but these are not central to either
understanding or measuring the social exclusion of older people. This is evident too in the
development of poverty and social inclusion indicators at European level since 1991,
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where the focus has been on low income and employment. Harmonised indicators
adopted in 2001 were principally concerned with low income and joblessness. Following
the Atkinson (2002) report, in June 2006, the Social Protection Committee adopted a
new set of common indicators for the social protection and social inclusion process,
consisting of fourteen overarching indicators and eleven context indicators, and
streamlined indicators for pensions, social inclusion and (proposed) health. The aim is to
make a ‘decisive impact on the eradication of poverty and social exclusion’: see
ec.europa.eu/employment_social/spsi/common_indicators_en.htm

The EU indicators still focus primarily on measures of low income and related
measures, educational attainment of young people, and employment. However there are
plans to include some wider ideas of social exclusion of more relevance to the living
circumstances of older people including material deprivation measures and housing (both
of which will require analysis by age group), the unmet need for care and child wellbeing.
Levitas (2006: 129) draws attention to the problems of having a multitude of
indicators without a clearly defined underlying concept, nor a theory of causal
connections:
There are both general problems about the use of such large batteries of indicators,
and specific difficulties about the indicators chosen. The general issues include: the
distinction between measures, indicators, and risk factors; the quality of individual
indicators; their individual relevance; their relative importance or priority; the danger of
stigmatising certain groups in defining their behaviour or situation as socially excluded;
and the implied causal processes involved in choosing indicators…. For example,
‘worklessness’ may be included because where a household has no-one in paid work this
typically (although not always) results in poverty, although this is an artefact of the wage
and benefit system, not a ‘natural’ process. It reflects a moral value placed on paid work,
which stigmatises those outside it and ignores the high proportion of socially necessary
labour that takes place outside the labour market…
Levitas here highlights the particular problem of considering work as meaning
‘socially included’ when this is not always the case, and it is especially problematic in
thinking about the social exclusion of older people, since the majority of those over 65 live
in a ‘jobless’ household. In later work (Levitas, 2007) she has also drawn attention to the
construction of the provision of ‘care’ as constitutive of ‘social inclusion’ when the
empirical evidence is that carers are among the groups at high risk of social exclusion
when it is defined more theoretically (see also Howard, 2001 on the social exclusion
experienced by carers of all ages). This is an especially important point for older people,
where about 12 per cent of over 65s provide care (Carers UK, 2005).

Operationalising the measurement of social exclusion: academic
frameworks for analysis
Clearer attempts to define and measure social exclusion have been made by the Centre for
Analysis of Social Exclusion at the London School of Economics (Hills et al, 2002) and
the team that developed and analysed the 1999 Poverty and Social Exclusion Survey at
the University of Bristol (Pantazis et al, 2006), as well as by Scharf and his team at the
University of Keele who have focused specifically on the social exclusion of older people.
LSE Framework for Analysis
At the LSE, Burchardt et al (2002b) operationalised their definition of the socially
excluded as one who ‘does not participate in key activities of the society in which he or
she lives’ into the following indicators:
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•

Excluded from consumption measured by equivalised household net income below
half mean income;

•

Excluded from production measured by those who were not in employment/selfemployment, education or training, nor looking after family (but only for those of
working age)

•

Excluded from political engagement measured by those who did not vote in a general
election and were not a member of a campaigning organisation (political party, trade
union, parents association or tenants/residents association)

•

Excluded from social interaction measured by those who lack someone who will offer
support by listening, comforting, help in a crisis, being someone to relax with, or who
really appreciates you.

The researchers did not analyse the social exclusion of older people using this framework.
Using the British Household Panel Study they estimated that in Wave 7 (1997), 58 per
cent of the working age population was not excluded on any measure, 30 per cent
excluded on one measure; 10 per cent on two, 2 per cent on 3 and 0.1 per cent on all four
measures. In a dynamic analysis over Waves 1-8, they show that no-one was excluded on
all four dimensions in all Waves, and that about a third of the working age population
experienced exclusion on at least one dimension in that period. The authors highlight
however that these measures do not capture why someone is not participating in a key
activity, whether they find this problematic, or have other options – all important
questions in the conceptualisation of social exclusion.
Levitas (2006: 134-5), from the Bristol PSE team, underlines the difficulties of
measurement in her critique of these LSE measures. The low income measure does not
capture consumption or material deprivation; access to goods and services goes beyond
having enough money to buy them as they may not be available or suitable; production is
not conceptualised at all for older people or in many spheres of unpaid work, and all paid
work is considered socially useful, whatever its character. The measurement of political
engagement is limited, and the social interaction measures do not in fact address questions
of social interaction, or integration with friends, family and community.

PSE Framework for Analysis
The PSE team conceptualised social exclusion as having four dimensions with indicators
for each from the detailed specially designed questions in the Poverty and Social
Exclusion survey:
•

Impoverishment, or exclusion from adequate resources or income, measured in a
number of different ways including low income, material deprivation and various
measures of subjective poverty

•

Labour market exclusion (but this proved problematic as outlined below)

•

Service exclusion, collective and individual, from private and public services,
including age-related services
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•

Exclusion from social relations, measured by non-participation in common activities,
poor social networks and social isolation, lack of support routinely available and in a
crisis, disengagement from political and civil activity, and confinement resulting from
fear of crime, disability or other factors.

The Bristol team’s analysis of the 1999 Poverty and Social Exclusion Survey (Bailey,
2006) showed how problematic it is to consider labour market exclusion constitutive of
social exclusion, since when the older population is included in analysis, half of adult
women and a third of adult men are not in paid work (43 per cent of all adults), with 34
per cent of all adults in a jobless household. Joblessness might be an indicator of social
exclusion or signal a high risk of social exclusion, but clearly it is not in itself social
exclusion. They also found that for working age adults paid employment was a factor
inhibiting social relations because of time pressures (Levitas, 2006). Poverty was an
important mediating factor in the association between labour market exclusion and social
support – those not in paid work but also not poor in fact had the highest social support
measures.
Poverty featured also in the analysis of service exclusion and exclusion from social
relations. Service exclusion (Fisher and Bramley, 2006) was characterised by whether
services are available and suitable (collective exclusion) and whether they are
unaffordable (individual exclusion). Service exclusion included those who were
disconnected from basic utilities, or used less than they needed because of the cost. For
the population as a whole, the researchers found a strong correlation between service
exclusion and poverty. Levitas (2006) also found a clear association between poverty and
non-participation in common activities, but little association of poverty with social
isolation. Poverty was however associated with lack of perceived support in a range of
situations, especially for those living alone. Those who were poor also had lower levels of
civic engagement.
Out of eight indicators: being poor on one of their income poor measures, not in paid
work, in a jobless household, excluded from services, non-participation in social activities,
socially isolated, poor social support and disengaged, they found that three quarters of the
population was socially excluded on at least one or more indicators, and 22 per cent on
more than four. This contrasts with the 42 per cent found by the LSE team (above) to be
socially excluded on at least one of their indicators. This highlights how problematic the
measurement of social exclusion is, and how sensitive the measures are to precise
mechanisms for operationalisation.
The PSE team did undertake analysis of the social exclusion of older people using the
PSE survey data (Patsios, 2006). One of the innovations in the PSE Survey was the
measurement of service exclusion including utilities, public and private services, and
elderly and disabled services. Patsios (2006) found that many pensioners are financially
poor, materially deprived and excluded from the mainstream of life. Poverty, deprivation
and social exclusion were inextricably linked. He found that younger single women
pensioners were the poorest and most excluded of all pensioners. Older pensioners were
more likely to report that they cannot afford to pay for elderly services (home helps etc)
and they have lower levels of participation in civic activities. He found widespread lack of
capacity to access essential services, with 28 per cent of pensioner households reporting
that two or more public or private services were unavailable or unaffordable. He also
found widespread social isolation (20 per cent) and social confinement (15 per cent) in
the older population, and non-participation in common social activities through lack of
affordability (19 per cent).
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Keele University Framework for Analysis
In a different approach, Professor Tom Scharf and his team at Keele University (Scharf et
al 2002; 2005; 2006) have undertaken quantitative and qualitative research with older
people living in deprived neighbourhoods, aiming to understand their experience and the
processes at work in becoming a socially excluded person in later life. These are the only
studies in the UK that attempt to theorise the pathways to social exclusion in old age.
In framing their research, they considered that adequate material resources were an
important prerequisite for social integration, but that other aspects were also important.
These included the participation and integration of older people in recognised social roles,
the ways in which exclusion operates at a spatial level (ie neighbourhood) and the
problems that can arise for older people when institutions disengage or withdraw from
particular types of location. Drawing on these underlying concepts, they addressed five
forms of social exclusion that they judged as particularly relevant to older people:
•

Exclusion from material resources (deprivation and poverty)

•

Exclusion from social relations

•

Exclusion from civic activities

•

Exclusion from basic services

•

Neighbourhood exclusion

They found that in deprived areas, large proportions of older people lived with
deprivation, poverty, and many with multiple forms of social exclusion including isolation
and loneliness. Older people had particular concerns about the physical appearance of
their neighbourhoods, the social problems that accompanied socio-economic deprivation
and the absence of amenities and services to meet their needs. They found that 40 per
cent of their respondents had been a victim of crime in the two years preceding the
interview. Only 7 per cent felt safe in the neighbourhood after dark, with 44 per cent
feeling very unsafe.
In looking further to the causes of social exclusion in later life, they found that the
origins of exclusion in later life are varied and complex. The low incomes of excluded
older people tended to reflect low incomes and low social status during their younger
adult lives. Their difficulties were sometimes accentuated by key life events such as the
death of a partner, the onset of ill health and the assumption of caring responsibilities.
Older people were excluded from social relations either because they had longstanding
difficulties in their relationships with other people or because of life events or age related
illnesses. Neighbourhood exclusion too was related to the lifecourse. Many deprived older
people had always lived in the same neighbourhood, with its deprivations developing
slowly over time. Others had negative experiences in the area which undermined their
confidence in the neighbourhood. Crime and a feeling of vulnerability to crime were
important features of the socially excluded. Poor family and social relationships featured
strongly as negative influences on well-being, often overlapping with financial poverty and
poor physical and mental health.
Phillipson and Scharf (2004) undertook a wide ranging review of the impact of
government policy on the social exclusion of older people, commissioned by the Social
Exclusion Unit. They identified four groups of conditions that might cause social
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exclusion for older people: age related characteristics relating to income, health and
reduced social ties; cumulative disadvantage over time often beginning early in the
lifecourse; community characteristics especially with rising levels of crime and insecurity;
and age based discrimination in a number of spheres. They found that minority ethnic
groups, those with mental health problems, people with disabilities and older people living
in rural areas were particularly vulnerable to social exclusion. This suggests that it is
important in any measurement of social exclusion among older people to be able to
differentiate lifecourse differences and these particularly disadvantaged groups.
Scharf et al (2005) concluded that social exclusion required clearly targeted policies
focusing on particular strands of disadvantage, acknowledging the lifecourse dimension to
social exclusion. Low social status and economic disadvantage (often while in
employment) throughout the life course led to chronic problems in later life. Further, life
events such as bereavement, living alone, loss of community, the onset of chronic illness,
withdrawal from the labour market and the experience of crime were all potential triggers
for social exclusion. The researchers were struck by the extent to which socially excluded
older people had ‘aged in place’, often watching their neighbourhood deteriorate around
them, indicating the importance of area based initiatives for disadvantaged older people.
The ability to remain independent was very important in reporting a good quality of life.

SETF report on indicators of social exclusion
Echoing the conclusions from the Keele researchers, the review by Levitas et al (2007) for
the Social Exclusion Task Force referred to above stressed the importance in any
framework of allowing for analysis of interacting variables. Their review revealed that it
was particularly important to acknowledge that poverty is a major risk factor in all
dimensions of social exclusion that have been explored. The conclusion of their
deliberations was the production of a matrix, the Bristol Social Exclusion Matrix or
B-SEM, with ten domains of potential importance in social exclusion:
•

Resources
– Material/economic resources
– Access to public and private services
– Social resources

•

Participation
–
–
–
–

•

Economic participation
Social participation
Culture, education and skills
Political and civic participation

Quality of Life
– Health and well-being
– Living environment
– Crime, harm and criminalisation

Within each domain they identify a large number of potential indicators (2007:
Chapter 5). Social exclusion is a complex process, with exclusion on one dimension (eg
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health) causing exclusion on others (eg social interaction), which in turn may impact or
exacerbate the extent of exclusion on the first (say, health). Because of this dynamic
quality to social exclusion, each domain may be an outcome and a risk factor. There are a
number of additional risk factors which they identify as gender, ethnicity, social class,
housing tenure, household composition, religious affiliation and critical life events.
Philipson and Scharf ’s (2004) work cited above suggests that for older people mental
health problems, disability and geographic location (particularly rural areas) may be
additional risk factors for social exclusion.
Levitas et al (2007) undertook a review of all sources of survey data in the UK to see
how well indicators might be developed in each of these domains from existing sources.
They concluded that for the older population, ELSA was generally the best available
dataset (Levitas et al, 2007: 99, 124), overlapping well with the B-SEM. The survey
contains questions on all the themes included in the B-SEM, with good coverage of
material and economic resources, social, economic and political participation, health and
well being. It has less good coverage of issues relating the quality of the living environment
and crime, harm and criminalisation. It contains reasonably good indicators of the risk
factors for social exclusion. ELSA also has the important potential to analyse dynamic
processes and pathways in due course because it is a longitudinal study. They
recommended that a sample be included for Wales in future sweeps.

Opportunity Age indicators
Following the publication of A Sure Start to Later Life (SEU, 2006), the government
defined social exclusion for older people loosely as ‘when a person lacks one or a number
of those factors important for a good quality of life’. Although this definition is vague the
indicators measured for this report were more or less in line with the kind of work outlined
above:
•

Social relationships (contact with family and friends)

•

Cultural activities (such as going to the cinema or theatre)

•

Civic activities (such as being a member of a local interest group,
undertaking volunteering or voting)

•

Access to basic services (such as health services and shops)

•

Neighbourhood exclusion (feeling safe in your local area)

•

Financial products (such as a bank account or long term savings)

•

Material consumption (such as being able to afford household utilities
and an annual holiday).

Barnes et al (2006) analysed these indicators for all people over 50 using the ELSA data.
They found that between nine per cent and 13 per cent of people over 50 were excluded
on each of their seven domains. Almost half (49 per cent) of people were excluded on at
least one domain, 20 per cent on at least two, and seven per cent on at least three. Poor
health and depression were features of the profiles of those excluded in each of the seven
domains; living alone was a feature in five. Those over 80 were markedly more likely to be
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excluded in social and material spheres, and in access to services as well as more likely to
suffer multiple exclusions. Those on low incomes, living alone and suffering from
depression were much more likely to be excluded on multiple dimensions, as were those
with no children alive, no private transport, in poor health and on low incomes. Social
isolation and loneliness were widespread problems, particularly in deprived areas and for
carers. There were strong connections between area deprivation, and being deprived on
any dimension as well as being deprived on all 7 dimensions. Multiple exclusions were
connected to poor quality of life.
Older people in poor health and with disabilities were generally excluded on multiple
dimensions, including in access to services. People with sight impairment were many
times more likely to be excluded than those without sight impairments – important since
90 per cent of the two million people estimated to have sight problems are over 60 (SEU,
2006: 40). The research highlighted challenges for many in accessing needed health and
social care services.
The report A Sure Start to Later Life recognised the need for joined up approached
across national and local government to tackle complex multiple deprivations, which the
government instigated with a series of ‘Link-Age Plus’ pilots, due to end in late 2008.
Further, an internal consultation on developing indicators of social exclusion for older
people ensued within government departments, including input from Help the Aged and
the Audit Commission. This resulted in a set of 33 indicators of well-being in later life
(DWP, 2006). These sit alongside 42 indicators developed as part of the wider
Opportunity for All agenda to measure social exclusion in the population.
The Opportunity Age indicators set out to measure five domains outlined in the initial
report, conceptualised as measuring ‘well-being’ rather than ‘social exclusion’:
•

Independence in supportive communities

•

Healthy active living

•

Fairness in work and later life

•

Material well-being

•

Support and care

In contrast with the more academic approaches above, the theoretical underpinning of
these domains is not clear, and the 33 Opportunity Age indicators do not clearly relate to
any idea of causal pathways, or dynamic processes that may be at work. This means that
it is not always clear why particular measures have been chosen. Further work is planned
to develop indicators particularly in the areas of access to information by older people,
monitoring age discrimination and the measurement of material deprivation, with
progress reports published biennially.
While some of the Opportunity Age measures might easily be mapped onto a ‘social
exclusion’ framework, such as the proportion of older people affected by fear of crime, in
housing that does not reach a decent standard or measures of income poverty, with others
it is not clear how they relate to the underlying idea of social exclusion. For example one
indicator is the raw employment rates of older people; another is the number of people
receiving adaptations to their home; another the proportion of older people receiving
direct payments. A number of measures do not take into account the proportion in the
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population who might need access to a service so the level of unmet need (the essence of
deprivation) cannot be understood from the measure. The measures have been further
critiqued by Levitas et al (2007: 49) for lacking any assessment of health outcomes
beyond healthy life expectancy, it being unclear why intensive home care and community
based services are measured when these can be considered as quite specialised services,
and whether enabling people to live at home necessarily reduces their social exclusion.
Opportunity for All indicators, which aim more specifically to measure social
exclusion in the population, discriminate between older and younger age groups and it is
not really clear why this is. This means there are no measures of those in the older
population who have low educational qualifications, long periods on income related
benefits, smoking rates, death rates from suicide and undetermined injury, serious
unintended injury (elder abuse), rough sleepers or drug use. Of seven Opportunity for All
measures specifically for people in later life, two are actually measures of working age
participation in pension schemes and not measures of the older population at all. The
others are income measures (relative, so called ‘absolute’ and persistent), healthy life
expectancy, those receiving intensive home care or any community based service, housing
that falls below the set standard of decency and fear of crime – measures that are all
repeated in the Opportunity Age indicator set. Again, it is not really clear what the
measures about receipt of home care or community based service are telling us, since the
number of people who might benefit from such services (unmet need) is not estimated.
It is important for government to track multiple dimensions of exclusion and
deprivation and attempt to design policy to tackle these, and the Opportunity Age
indicators are valuable in this ongoing agenda, even though they were not designed as
‘social exclusion’ measures. The baseline study using these indicators (DWP, 2006) has
highlighted the much higher risk of deprivation among the over 80s, and the absence of
data for those living in residential care and older people from minority ethnic groups.
However, without a clear link between a set of indicators and theories of social exclusion,
it is not always clear what to do as a result of the data reported, and many important
manifestations of social exclusion for older people set out in the academic literature are not
represented in this indicator set. The lack of theoretically embedded indicators of social
exclusion for older people means that it is difficult to understand how their social
exclusion might be influenced by better or different policies, or who would lead these
within government. Understanding of the important connections between poverty and
social exclusion is also not explicit in these indicators, making it difficult to formulate antipoverty policies in ways that would tackle the seemingly intractable problems of social
exclusion. The indicators also were not designed to aid understanding of the ‘deep
exclusion’ referred to by Levitas et al (2007) discussed above.

Analysing older people’s social exclusion
The upshot of the analysis above is that there are competing conceptualisations of social
exclusion which, although bearing some similarities, have been operationalised in different
ways. Indicators are different and scoring mechanisms are different. Results are
particularly sensitive to the methods of operationalisation, and generally, the field is
under-theorised, particularly for older people.
The multitude of measures – particularly those involving long lists with no clear
priorities or conceptual framework – and lack of current consensus on suitable indicators
raise the question of whether there is any benefit to government to be gained from
introducing indicators of social exclusion in addition to measures of poverty, of material
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deprivation, and of area deprivation. Levitas (2006: 154) poses the question whether
social exclusion is a useful concept:
Given that much of what social exclusion covers, even in the extended form
operationalised in the PSE Survey, is either integral to or consequent on the concept of
overall poverty … it might be seen as dispensable. On the other hand, social exclusion
does draw attention to the social aspects and consequences of poverty, which … are not
necessarily at the forefront of people’s minds.
She concludes that indicators of social exclusion are potentially useful, but need
directly to address ‘the fabric of social life’ rather than the UK/EU level indicators which
concentrate on employment and poverty, and that these need to reflect a clear conceptual
and causal understanding of what it means to be socially excluded.
It is important to note that some people most at risk of social exclusion are omitted
entirely from survey research. In the older population there is no data on those who live in
long term care homes and nursing homes, nor on homeless people. Minority ethnic groups
who are at high risk of social exclusion are under-represented in surveys, and present in
numbers that are too small for analysis.
Levitas et al (2007: 12) have called for qualitative research using biographical methods
with those groups at particular risk of social exclusion, especially where under-represented
in household surveys, to explore ‘the experience of social exclusion and the nature and
sequence of precipitating events and events and interventions that reduce or prevent
exclusion’. There is little research about the dynamic ways in which lack of material and
financial resources relate to the experience of social exclusion among older people, nor
about the ‘deep exclusion’ of older people. Scharf (2007) after a number of years of
research among older people experiencing multiple and severe social and material
deprivations concluded that financial poverty was the most important policy problem in
the multi-dimensional social exclusion of older people, and called for a significant and
universal uprating of older people’s incomes to above the poverty line in order to tackle
social exclusion.

Social exclusion measures and government policy
In terms of the identified criteria for assessing indicators of social exclusion:
•

Simple: is the measure simple to understand
It would be possible to create a coherent theoretical framework of intersecting
domains and develop indicators that clearly measure outcomes in each domain for
older people. Good indicators will have simple intuitive appeal. The research by
Levitas et al (2007) in developing the B-SEM matrix goes some way towards
establishing a potential framework for the development of indicators to measure social
exclusion, although further work would be required to develop these into a
framework and indicator set for older people.

•

Measurable: can progress be measured promptly and robustly
Social exclusion indicators will not necessarily change with changes in any particular
government policy since the social processes at work are complex and not very well
understood, particularly for older people. Social conditions are also subject to
influences beyond government control. Problems of social exclusion require crossdepartmental multi-party solutions, and would require specific evaluation
programmes to be built into particular initiatives for progress to be measured.
However, a good basket of indicators distinguishing between disadvantaged groups
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would tell you whether the ‘state of the nation’ was improving or getting worse, would
highlight vulnerable groups deserving of policy attention, and would flag up
important issues for government. If policies were particularly successful on a national
scale, this would ultimately show in quantitative indicators of social exclusion.
•

Relevant: what does it tell us about progress on a pensioner poverty objective
In some sense part of why government has an anti-poverty strategy is to tackle social
exclusion and to improve the quality of life of older people. It is important to retain
specific objectives for the reduction of financial poverty – a key component of social
exclusion. It is hoped that anti-poverty strategies will ultimately be reflected in
improvements in social exclusion measures but this is not straightforward. Further
research is needed on the dynamic processes by which poverty and social exclusion
are connected for older people, and the extent to which (and in what ways) action on
poverty also impacts on reducing social exclusion.

•

Credible: would the measure carry conviction with external commentators
At the moment there are a number of competing frameworks for the measurement of
social exclusion and a number of research teams have developed indicators for use as
measures of social exclusion. Government measures for older people are not optimal.
A clearer theoretical basis for the measures and closer connection between indicators
and theory would be needed for the measures to carry conviction with external
commentators.

•

Value added: can the measure be influenced by the better delivery of government policies;
can it therefore act as a lever for performance
The Social Exclusion Unit was set up because it was recognised that social exclusion
is a difficult problem to tackle, requiring cross-departmental, multi-party solutions
and participatory approaches. It is difficult to see social exclusion measures as a
specific lever for performance generally but it is important in the long run for policies
to impact on some of these rather intractable outcomes if the well-being of some of
the most vulnerable older people is to be improved.

Conclusions
It is clear from this review that measures of social exclusion should not replace poverty
measures, which continue to be essential for understanding the material and social
deprivation of older people. Poverty measures are also essential for the understanding of
social exclusion itself, since poverty is intricately connected with social exclusion both at
a point in time and dynamically. Yet social exclusion measures are also important, since
ultimately poverty is part of a wider picture of a substantial minority of older people
excluded from society and with low quality of life. Currently, government measures of
social exclusion for older people are not clearly theoretically constructed, and the existing
indicators do not address many important domains of social exclusion. For the measures
to be useful in tracking the social exclusion of older cohorts and for policy purposes,
further development of these measures would be needed.
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Chapter Eight: Conclusions
Summary
Poverty has been conceptualised for this review as having insufficient financial resources
to participate in the norms and customs of society. No single measure captures the
underlying concept of poverty and a basket of measures should be developed. The basket
should include measures that capture
i. needs and deprivation,
ii. financial resources and
iii. adequacy of financial resources according to individual needs.
There are currently three options for measuring (i) needs and deprivation: budget
standards, material deprivation measures and consumption measures. Each of these would
require substantive methodological development before being suitable for use as a
government indicator. Even if material deprivation measures were developed, a
‘composite’ measure of the intersection of material deprivation and relative low income
(such as is used in child poverty measures) will probably not be suitable for the
measurement of poverty of older people as it will exclude many deprived older people.
There are currently two options for measuring (ii) financial resources: income and
consumption. The measurement of income is very well developed and embedded in
national and EU poverty measures. Nevertheless, there are substantive theoretical and
operational critiques of using income measures for older people including technical issues
relating to the mechanism of measurement, failure to account in any coherent way for
wider financial assets, failure to account for the acknowledged costs of disability and care,
or for variable needs according to location or variable costs such as heating. Failure to
account for frailty, ill health, disability and care means that the incomes of older people
are systematically overestimated and their poverty rates underestimated. In spite of these
critiques, income measures are common, regarded as important, and there are few calls for
their abolition. There are theoretical reasons for preferring consumption measures but
these would require methodological development to be viable.
This report has called for open debate and conceptual development of how financial
resources should be measured in poverty studies, especially after decades of asset-based
welfare that has led to the substantial majority of the population holding substantive assets
in the form of housing and private or occupational pensions in later life. There are no clear
analytical or theoretical frameworks for considering how human capital, assets and debts
are connected to poverty, nor how they should be meaningfully measured in this context.
This arena of discussion is becoming more urgent as the government has invested heavily
in the development of the Wealth and Assets Survey, with the first release of data due
shortly.
To measure (iii) the adequacy of financial resources according to individual needs and
circumstances, a financial threshold must be determined below which people are
considered or counted as poor. Subjective measures generally do not work for older
people, and methods of estimating this adequacy point from material deprivation
measures have not resulted in a consistent threshold measure of low income. Budget
standards have widespread support, but no budget standard has yet estimated thresholds
for older households containing a disabled, frail or ill person, nor do the budget standards
that have been estimated so far take account of any variable needs other than household
size. Arbitrarily chosen relative low income lines or low consumption lines are very
important in measuring inequality and tracking how far below average the incomes of
older people fall. Low income lines fail to take into account deprivation and so are limited
in understanding the experience of poverty. It is more meaningful to consider someone
with relatively low consumption ‘deprived’ than with relatively low income.
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Neither relative low income lines nor relative low consumption lines take into account
the additional financial resources needed by the frail, long-term ill and disabled, and these
are again serious shortcomings of these measures for older people
Depth of poverty and persistent poverty measures against a chosen threshold are
important in understanding the poverty of older people.
The measurement of social exclusion is becoming more important in terms of
understanding the policy levers for the improvement of quality of life in old age. There are
few satisfactory current indicators of social exclusion for older people.
Institutionalised populations are systematically ignored in poverty research and
statistics. It would be a challenge to include these groups but this agenda should be
pursued to avoid bias, and so that some of the most vulnerable older people become
visible in poverty statistics.
This report has critically reviewed a number of poverty measures for older people, and
found difficulties at every turn, some minor and some more important. It has also shown
that there is a substantial research agenda to be pursued before we can say with
confidence that the measures used to determine the extent of poverty among older people
reflect the true extent of their deprivation due to lack of financial resources.

Introduction
This report is the result of a review of the measurement of poverty of older people in the
UK. Poverty has been conceptualised for this review as having insufficient financial
resources to participate in the norms and customs of society. The report began by
outlining a conceptual framework for the analysis of poverty measurement, and then
considered a number of mechanisms for poverty measurement in older people in more
detail. These included the measurement of material deprivation, budget standards, low
income lines, wealth, consumption and social exclusion. The measurement of subjective
poverty has been beyond the scope of this review, although aspects of subjective poverty
measurement are shown to be important in the measurement of material deprivation. In
this chapter I consider the conclusions to be drawn from this review of poverty measures
for older people, and the policy implications of the findings. The chapter concludes with a
summary of findings.

No single measure captures the underlying concept of ‘poverty’
The principal conclusion from this review is that no single measure captures this
underlying concept of poverty for older people. For the purposes of this review, I have
defined poverty as the state of being socially and materially deprived through having
insufficient financial resources. Poverty is experienced by people in the society in which
they live – they feel poor and are treated as poor if they cannot participate in their own
society, and poverty is an important cause of social exclusion. Social and material
deprivation therefore means that financial resources are so low that people are ‘excluded
from ordinary living patterns, customs and activities’ in the society in which they live
(Townsend, 1979: 1).
To truly measure poverty, we would have to measure cultural and normative needs in
society, as well as individual needs which vary according to personal characteristics,
decide on our threshold points for ‘deprivation’, measure all types of resources that might
be drawn on to meet those needs, consider the sufficiency of resources according to
varying circumstances of individuals, and understand the consumption choices of people
with apparently sufficient resources to avoid deprivation. We would also have to
understand the causal links and associations between different types of resources and their
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combined role in preventing deprivation. As noted in Chapter One, this would be a very
great, and probably impossible, measurement task.
A more realistic approach focuses on the measurement of needs, financial resources
and deprivation. In order to determine how many people are socially and materially
deprived through lack of financial resources, a poverty measure must (1) establish needs
within that society, (2) measure financial resources, (3) establish the thresholds at which
people will be considered deprived and measure whether they are, and (4) link the
inadequacy of financial resources to the deprivation experienced by individuals. Step (4)
involves taking into account varying needs according to location and individual
circumstances. Financial resources that appear sufficient in one place may not be
sufficient in another, and some people need greater financial resources to meet the same
needs. This is the case, for example, for many older people with disabilities, or who do not
have any social support (such as support from a partner if they need intimate care or help
around the house).
Table 11 shows how, in theory, each of the poverty measures reviewed in this report
aims to capture these different elements of poverty. Only material deprivation measures
attempt all four steps, but this review has shown a number of problems with material
deprivation measures in capturing the experience of poverty of older people. Budget
standards are a measure of minimum financial needs in a given society, against which
income or some other measure of financial resources could be assessed, but in themselves
they measure neither income nor deprivation. In theory they do take into account the
different circumstances of people, and determine the different financial resources that
would be required for people not to be at high risk of deprivation, but in practice costs
associated with variable needs have rarely been estimated. The various income (and asset)
measures measure only financial resources, and do not attempt to measure needs or
deprivation, nor link financial resources to deprivation. They do not account for the
differing circumstances of older people. A combination of material deprivation and low
income measures, discussed further below, may have intuitive appeal but brings with it
the problems of measuring material deprivation and subjective poverty for older people.
Consumption measures measure deprivation and financial resources, but the link between
the two is implied, and differing circumstances of people are not taken into account.
Consumption measures also do not capture ‘surplus’ resources. For older people this may
be problematic as they may have financial resources that they could consume that are not
captured in the measure. Social exclusion aims to measure deprivation directly, but
(rightly) conceptualises this as having multiple causes, of which inadequate financial
resources is only one.
This means that no measure functions to capture all elements of poverty. In particular,
relative low income lines capture only one element of poverty, yet they are the standard
measures of poverty in the UK and in Europe.
Relative low income lines have widespread support and are very important in tracking
inequality in society. These have acted to alert policy makers to the disadvantaged
economic position of older people in the past, and have spurred substantial government
investment in improving the incomes of older people over the last ten years. However, a
number of problems arise with the use of relative low income lines to measure the poverty
of older people:
•
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They are gender blind – the process of equivalisation of household incomes assumes
equal sharing of financial resources when a substantial body of research has shown
this assumption to be frequently violated.

•

Because of the bunching of older people’s incomes below the median, poverty rates
for older people estimated from relative lines are extremely sensitive to the precise
lines chosen, none of which are related to any experience of poverty by older people.
They are also very sensitive to short-term wage fluctuations, which again do not
reflect any experience of poverty by older people.

Measure

Needs

Financial
Resources

Deprivation

Links Financial
Resources to
Deprivation

Material
Deprivation



Subjective only



Subjective only

Persistent Material
Deprivation



Subjective only



Subjective only

Budget Standards



(could use an
income measure)

 (assumed)

(by measuring
minimum needs for
different types of
people and
households)

Low Income Lines





(assumed)



Depth of low
income





(assumed)



Persistence of low
income





(assumed)



Combination of
material
deprivation and
low income



(intersection of
subjective and low
income)



(but using
intersection of
subjective and low
income means that
many poor older
people are
excluded)

Assets









Consumption

(implied by
reference to
population
consumption)





(but doesn’t
measure ‘surplus’
resources)

Social Exclusion



(might be one of
a number of
measures)





•

The lines give no indication of the depth of poverty (although depth of poverty
indicators can be developed).

•

Most importantly, they take little account of variable needs. It can cost some people
much more to pay for the basic necessities of life than others. This is a problem for
example for people who do not have access to a cheap supermarket and so have
higher food bills, who do not have easy access to transport, or whose houses and
heating systems are such that their fuel bills are very high. We do not know the
precise extent to which these problems apply to older people, but older people
disproportionately live in rural areas, and are particularly vulnerable to fuel poverty.95

Table 11: Theoretical
assessment of whether
measure captures all elements
of ‘poverty’

95 Some of the methodological development has now been undertaken by the DWP as referred to in
Chapter 2 (Legard et al, 2008; McKay, 2008).
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•

Financial needs also vary according to individual circumstances other than location.
Disabled people have been shown in studies to need more money to achieve a similar
quality of life to the non-disabled. This is acknowledged by government in granting
disability benefits and in-kind benefits to the disabled and their carers. By extension
this would apply to the frail and long term ill too. As shown in Chapter One, more
than half of those over 65 suffer from disability, long-term illness or functional
limitations in the activities of daily living, 77 per cent of the over 85s. This means that
for substantial proportions of older people it is not a fair comparison simply to look at
income distributions. Variable needs must be accounted for somehow.

•

They do not measure deprivation.

Relative low income lines have a place in poverty measurement, but they leave out
important elements. A suitable basket of poverty measures that captures the underlying
concept of poverty would cover three elements:
i. the measurement of needs and deprivation (often measured together),
ii. the measurement of financial resources,
iii. the adequacy of those financial resources to meet individual needs.

Measuring needs and deprivation
It is important to have poverty measures that take into account people’s needs by the
standards of modern society and estimate a threshold for deprivation. A budget standard
does this by empirical research; material deprivation measures do this by ‘democratic’
votes, and consumption measures by observing consumption patterns across society. At
the moment, none of these measures is included in government baskets of poverty
measures for older people. It is also important to have a measure of deprivation because
we generally define and think of poverty to mean suffering social and material
deprivations. Budget standards assume that below a certain level of income people will be
at high risk of material and social deprivation, because they estimate the minimum
income needed to avoid deprivation in society for people in a variety of different
circumstances. Material deprivation measures and consumption measures both directly
measure deprivation.
However this review has revealed that there are practical problems with each of these
measures. Each of these measures would require substantial methodological
development96 to be useful as a poverty indicator for older people. The advantages and
disadvantages of each type of measure are summarised in.

96 Some of the methodological development has now been undertaken by the DWP as referred to in
Chapter 2 (Legard et al, 2008; McKay, 2008).
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Measeure

Advantage

Disadvantages

Budget Standard

• Detailed empirical research
• Different methods result in similar
lists of needs
• Lists of minimum needs look fairly
irreducible
• Determined for different types of
households – could theoretically
incorporate for example budgets for
older singles and couples with poor
health and disabilities and take into
account state provided services

• Needs to be re-based at periodic
intervals
• No consensus on how to uprate
between rebasing (though now JRF
recommendation)
• Determined for precise geographical
locations and not clear how to
extrapolate to a national measure
• Requires detailed research about
large numbers of different types of
families and varying circumstances of
individuals – in practice many
important groups are not represented
• Carries high political risk since if
government establishes a budget
standard they will be expected to act
on that information in the
establishment of minimum income
standards

Material Deprivation

• List of needs has a scientifically
determined base
• Deprivation is observed directly
• Links inadequacy of financial
resources to deprivation through
subjective assessment, so
theoretically takes into account varying
financial needs according to location
and individuals

• List is not particularly relevant for
older people and takes no account of
frailty, illness or disability
• Not clear that a ‘majority vote’ is
determinative of something as a
necessity; the measure confuses
whether it is the public or the
respondent who is determining needs
• Confusion between needs, wants,
priorities and choices in the measure;
people frame their views of what is
‘necessary’ or ‘wanted’ according to
their constrained resources
• Does not effectively distinguish
consumption choices/different priority
setting within the same income budget
• Older people tend to rule themselves
out of these measures by not
describing their deprivations as due to
lack of financial resources, even if this
might be an important factor
• Outcomes can be particularly
sensitive to question sets

Consumption

• Takes into account the whole range
of consumption
• Captures the way people actually live
relative to the rest of the population
• Can provide valuable information
about the deprivation of older people
at different thresholds and on different
types of items

• Expensive and difficult to measure
• Would require methodological
development of surveys and increased
sample size on EFS
• May not capture social deprivation
due to inadequate financial resources
• Does not measure additional
resources required to meet currently
unmet needs of people with varying
circumstances

Table 12: Measuring needs
and material deprivation:
advantages and disadvantages
of different measures

At least one of these measures should be adopted for older people. However, each of these
measures would require further methodological research before being useful as a poverty
measure for government:
•

The Joseph Rowntree Foundation has recently undertaken budget standard research
(Bradshaw et al, 2008) which has recommendations for uprating and rebasing, but
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has not estimates budgets for older frail, ill and disabled older people, nor for those
living in rural areas or with poor quality housing.
Current measures of material deprivation are unsatisfactory for poverty measurement of
older people for the reasons in Table 12, principally that older people tend to rule
themselves out of these measures as they do not describe themselves as needing things
that other people regard as necessities, nor being unable to afford the things they do not
have (in contrast to younger people). These subjective ways of answering survey
questions are a function of age or cohort rather than affordability, and research suggests
that it may be the most disadvantaged older people who rule themselves out of these
measures through having adapted their preferences and aspirations over a long period of
time as a way of dealing with their reduced circumstances. A substantial programme of
methodological development is under way at the Department for Work and Pensions to
see whether better measures of material deprivation can be developed for older people.97
•

Consumption measures are relatively unexplored in poverty measurement in the UK,
although the Institute for Fiscal Studies has recently called for their introduction.

The second important element in a basket of poverty measures is the measurement of
financial resources.

Measuring financial resources
Financial resources can be measured subjectively or objectively. Subjective measures
include whether people feel poor or satisfied with their standard of living, whether they
struggle with paying bills or debts, and how much money people think you need to ‘just
make ends meet’ or to avoid poverty against some defined standard. Subjective measures
have been beyond the scope of this review, although they are clearly important in
understanding the experience of poverty; they may be important as a way of accounting
for differential financial needs (discussed briefly in Chapter Two and below) and for
wider agendas of financial capability.
There are currently two ways objectively to measure financial resources: income and
consumption. These measures are compared in Table 13.

97 Some of the methodological development has now been undertaken by the DWP as referred to in
Chapter 2 (Legard et al, 2008; McKay, 2008).
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Consumption

Income
Advantages of Consumption Measures

Takes into account family transfers, access to
credit, financial assets, and self-production

Does not account for family transfers, access to
credit, financial assets or self-production. The role
that financial assets play or should play in income
based measures of poverty is under-theorised and
under-researched.

Fringe benefits and benefits-in-kind are included
insofar as they offer use of goods and services

Take no account of fringe and in-kind benefits (as
currently measured)

A measure of financial resources for those in the
grey economy

Difficult to measure income in the grey economy

A measure of financial resources for difficult to
measure groups like farmers and the self-employed

Difficult to measure income for groups like farmers
and the self-employed

Consumption is a better measure at the lowest end
of the distribution

Income is a poor measure at the lowest end of the
distribution

Respondents may be more willing to give details of
consumption

Respondents may be less willing to give details of
income

Direct measure of deprivation; can be broken down
into deprivation on specific items (such as food) or
groups of items deemed important in understanding
poverty (such as food, clothing, fuel, housing and
leisure)

Not a measure of deprivation

Table 13: Comparison of
consumption and income
measures as a mechanism
for measuring the financial
resources of older people

Advantages of Income Measures
Not widely used in EU

Official EU measures

Would need methodological development

Methods are well developed

Would need larger survey samples

Established survey samples are very large

Consumption takes no account of ‘surplus’
resources

Income includes ‘surplus’ resources and so may be
a better measure of capacity to avoid deprivation
(although this does not account for people’s need
to save as a cushion against shocks)

Problems with Both Measures
Measures do not account for varying costs due to
location (such as fuel, transport, food, services and
housing), but good quality data would allow you to
estimate these. Measures also do not account for
variations in housing standard and quality within a
single location but it is possible that the extent of
this problem of consumption choice could be
estimated from good quality data.

Measures do not account for varying costs due to
location, save council tax and water rates. AHC
measures take some account of housing variation
according to location but do not account for
variations in housing standard and quality.

Do not account for additional costs due to personal
circumstances such as long term illness, disability,
limitations in activities of daily living or being a
carer. Good quality data which included information
about needs would allow you to estimate and
account for these, as well as estimate unmet need.
A mechanism of equivalisation would need to be
developed to account for these. Without such
equivalisation the poverty rates of older people are
systematically underestimated.

Do not account for additional costs due to personal
circumstances such as long term illness, disability
or limitations in activities of daily living or being a
carer. A mechanism of equivalisation would need to
be developed to account for these. Without such
equivalisation the poverty rates of older people are
systematically underestimated.

Equivalence scales may not be appropriate for
older people

Equivalence scales may not be appropriate for
older people

Equivalence scales assume equal sharing of
resources within households. This assumption is
often violated.

Equivalence scales assume equal sharing of
resources within households. This assumption is
often violated.
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Income measures ignore family transfers, access to credit and financial assets. The theory
behind consumption measures suggests that people will take all of these things into
account when making consumption decisions, and that a consumption measure therefore
incorporates the whole gamut of financial resources available to a person over a lifetime.
Consumption is sometime referred to as a measure of ‘permanent income’ for this reason.
Consumption is also a better measure of financial resources for those whose income is
difficult to measure – working in the grey economy, or farmers and the self-employed. It is
possible that people are more willing to reveal their consumption than their income in
survey research. Research has also shown in particular that consumption is a better
measure of financial resources for those at the lowest end of the income distribution. In
addition, as noted in the section above, consumption is a direct measure of deprivation
since it is a measure of the things that people use and do.
There are therefore sound theoretical reasons for using consumption to measure
poverty. Consumption measures have never been officially adopted in the UK, although
the Institute for Fiscal Studies has recently called for them to be used more widely. For
consumption measures to be developed to the point of usefulness, methodological
development would be needed in the measurement of housing and durable consumption,
and consumption of self-produced goods and services. It is likely that sample sizes on the
Expenditure and Food Survey would need to be increased to allow sensible sub-sample
analysis. Consumption measures also do not of themselves account for varying needs
between individuals, for example because of disability, a problem that they share with
income measures. However good quality data collected together with sufficient
information about individual circumstances should allow analysis and estimation of this
variation as well as providing insight into unmet need.98
Consumption measures have the capacity to enhance our understanding of older
people’s poverty and deprivation, but researchers have noted that the likelihood of low
spending relative to measured income increases as age increases. This apparent surplus
‘saving’ in later life may be for many complex and rational reasons including the
uncertainty of life expectancy; fear of future expenses particularly for emergencies, worry
about future expenditure on social care, long term care or health; bequest motives; and
lack of understanding. Low spending may also reflect cohort experiences (in which case
we will see changes as cohorts change); different ways of thinking about needs and wants
among older generations; or frailty, ill-health and disability preventing people from
accessing their own financial resources in ways which would improve their quality of life.
Apart from changes associated with the transition from paid work to retirement, we
understand very little about whether, how and why patterns of consumption might
change as individuals age, and how this might relate to deteriorating quality of life. These
are areas that require further research. They support rather than detract from using
consumption measures to understand the poverty of older people, since it is important to
understand which older people are living with unacceptable deprivations in society and
why.
Historically, in the UK and in Europe income measures of financial resources rather
than consumption have formed the basis of poverty measurement. Income surveys are
98 For example measures of nutritional deprivation (under-nourishment) can be estimated from good
quality consumption data; moderately or severely disabled older people who were not repairing their
homes or had no leisure or clothing spending could be revealed by consumption data. Consumption as
a proportion of income can reveal deprivations, eg if more than 10 per cent of income is spent on fuel,
or more than 30 per cent of income on food. Consumption data can also be used to estimate income
poverty lines as in the Food-Energy-Intake (FEI) method where income poverty lines are estimated by
observing in the population the lowest income at which on average minimum nutritional needs are met.
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therefore very well developed compared with consumption surveys. Income is easier and
cheaper to measure than consumption. However, the role of other types of financial
resources is seldom considered in income measures although it is self-evidently important.
Assets pose conceptual problems in income measures with income from different assets,
and indeed the assets themselves, treated differently. Income and capital from pensions is
treated as income. Savings are treated as generating only the actual income received with
capital gains ignored leading to potentially anomalous results with different savings
portfolios. Housing is only treated as income providing if it is actually providing an
income regardless of how large or valuable the house is, or indeed whether it is a second
home. Wealth can be measured (and there is considerable government investment in
developing wealth measures) but quite how wealth should be conceptualised in the
understanding of poverty, and how housing and other assets should be treated, requires
further theoretical and empirical development. These issues are particularly pertinent for
older people since almost 70 per cent own their home without mortgage, they are in the
decumulation phase of drawing from their pensions (including state pensions), and are
more likely to have savings than younger people. They are also currently unlikely to have
any income from earnings in the future.
For older people a number of specific problems have been identified in the
operationalisation of income measures. It is difficult to say however to what extent this
would result in different poverty statistics, as precise impacts depend on the value of the
median income, and the income distribution of older people within the population. Fringe
benefits and benefits in kind from employment are excluded. These benefits can be
considerable, particularly employer contributions to defined benefits pension schemes,
currently averaging more than 20 per cent of pay. They might also include company cars,
free or subsidised housing, meal subsidies, free or subsidised travel, life and health
insurance, share option schemes and so on. Because older people seldom share in these
benefits, they will on average be higher in the income distribution than they ought. A
similar problem results from the deduction of pension contributions before estimating
income. This is anomalous as a pension is merely one form of saving, and is a consumption
choice. Since older people are generally not contributing to pensions, again they appear
higher on the income distribution than they ought to.
The differential cost of housing across the UK – like other varying costs – is
particularly problematic. Housing is the most problematic of costs that vary by location
since it is generally a large element of the budget. Other place related variations like
Council Tax and Water Rates are taken into account in income measures, but the costs of
fuel to heat different houses to the same standard varies greatly (as is recognised in official
fuel poverty measures). The cost of food can vary substantially from area to area,
particularly if there are no national supermarkets in the vicinity,99 and the cost of transport
varies from place to place.
Attempts have been made to deal with the problem of housing costs in isolation by
developing an ‘after housing costs’ (AHC) measure. Housing however varies not just in
cost but in quality. An AHC measure is unfair to people who live in inferior quality
housing, as it takes no account of variations due to choice, allowing all housing costs
however extravagant to be deducted. Neither before housing costs (BHC) nor AHC
measures account for housing equity. Mechanisms have been developed to account for
these problems by taking into account the value of housing in an income measure (eg
imputing an income from any equity in the house). While these methods do account for
99 Budget standard research in one area showed local shops to be 28 per cent more expensive for food
than the national supermarkets
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housing as a consumption choice (eg small flat/large house), they do not account for the
variations in cost of similar housing in different locations. Neither the before housing costs
(BHC) nor AHC measures capture the experience of poverty.
Most problematically, income as a measure of financial resource does not take any
account of the additional costs that some people have as a result of their personal
circumstances. This is most apparent with the costs of disability (and by extension frailty
and ill health) shown in Chapter Four. Solutions involve taking account of these costs by a
process of equivalisation, but the methods for this are not substantively developed. For
older people this is a particular issue since disability and carer benefits are included in
their incomes for the purposes of estimating financial resources, without taking account of
the additional costs. Compared to non-disabled people, these incomes are inflated, and by
substantial percentages. Poverty rates of older people overall increase by about 4 per cent,
whether on a BHC or AHC measure, and of disabled older people by 7 per cent – 8 per
cent if the costs of disability are assumed to be equal to the amount of disability benefit.
This understates the measurement problem, however, since many older people who are
entitled to disability benefits do not receive or claim them.100 Zaidi and Burchardt (2003:
48) found that:
… a worryingly high proportion of those who face extra costs receive no extra costs
benefits at all: 9 per cent of non-pensioners and almost one-third (30 per cent) of
pensioners. The particularly large gap for pensioners may be related to the fact that there
is no help with mobility-related costs for those who become disabled over the age of 65.

If the additional costs of disability were also subtracted from the incomes of non-recipients
of benefits, the poverty rates of older people on average and disabled older people in
particular would be higher still. Given the prevalence of disability among the older
population, methods for equivalising income for the costs of disability require serious and
urgent consideration in poverty measures for older people.
Equivalisation is necessary because the alternative option – taking no account of
disability benefits in the estimation of income – leads to anomalous results. If disability
benefits were simply excluded, disabled older people who do receive benefits look as if
they have the same income as equivalent disabled older people who do not receive
benefits, when they are patently better off. Those who have the additional costs of
disability but are not receiving compensating benefits are poorer (all other things equal)
than both people with disabilities who are in receipt of benefits and people without
disabilities. It would also create anomalies in international comparisons, since not all
countries pay the same disability benefits. The problem is similar to that posed by older
people who need social care. Because social care is highly variable across the country and
means tested, its cash cost varies across the population. A solution which produces
comparable net income between all three groups (disabled older people who receive
benefits/disabled older people who do not receive benefits/older people who have no
disabilities) is to both add the benefits as income and take off the additional related costs
of disability. The costs of disability will be taken off both recipients and disabled people
not in receipt of benefits, equalising the position between the disabled in receipt of
benefits and the non-disabled, but rightly showing that those not in receipt of benefits
have even fewer disposable financial resources. This approach would also reflect the
100 There are no official estimates but take up rates are unlikely to exceed 50 per cent: Kasparova et al
(2007)
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different rates payable for Attendance Allowance and Disability Living Allowance among
the over 65s.101
The solution to these problems does not lie with consumption measures, since they
also do not take individual needs into account (although good quality data which
included data about needs might enable the scale of the difference to be estimated). A
budget standard is a way of assessing the adequacy of income by estimates varying
financial needs for varying types of people including the disabled, and solves the housing
cost problem by allowing only for minimum reasonable housing in the budget. No budget
standard has yet been estimated for disabled older people, however, nor has a satisfactory
way been suggested for taking account of variations in housing costs for equivalent
housing. Note that the budget standard is a way of accounting for the adequacy of
financial resources and assumes some unspecified mechanism for measuring financial
resources themselves. This is different to an equivalisation process which adjusts the
measure of financial resources itself to take differential costs into account. Neither
approach has been adopted in the UK leading to financial resources of many older people
being systematically overestimated in comparison with groups who do not on average
have the same additional individual needs.
For both income and consumption, equivalisation is routinely undertaken for
household size. A review of equivalence scales and measures is beyond the scope of this
report but headcount rates of the poverty of older people are usually particularly sensitive
to precise equivalence scales chosen, and these are not empirically verified for older
people. A budget standard approach, in contrast, determines household equivalence for
older couples and singles by empirical research. A further substantial critique of any
measure using equivalence scales is the assumption that resources within households are
shared equitably. A large body of evidence shows that this assumption is regularly
violated. Very little is known about intra-household allocation between older couples, or
how resources are shared in multi-generational families.
Overall, there are good reasons to prefer measures of consumption to measures of
income but income measures are far more developed methodologically, and are also
embedded as national measures in the UK and at EU level. Neither measure takes
account of the additional costs of disability – a substantive problem for older people
requiring research and methodological development. Despite substantial critiques of
income measures, there are few calls for their abolition. The emphasis is rather on
supplementing income measures with other types of measures in a basket of measures.
Consumption measures should nevertheless be given serious consideration as they have
the potential to enhance our understanding of the poverty of older people considerably.
In this review I have argued for a wider debate about the extent to which income and
consumption measures adequately capture the wider and far more complex notion of
financial resources.

Measuring the adequacy of financial resources
to avoid deprivation
Income and consumption are measures of financial resources, and new measures of
financial resources may well yet be developed. The way that they are used to estimate
poverty in both cases is by deciding on a point below which people are deemed to be
poor. There are several methods for doing this:
101 Attendance Allowance is lower but there is no evidence that the needs of those in receipt are any less.
The distinction is anomalous – made on age grounds alone, and assumes that all over 65s do not need a
mobility component (unless they were in receipt of one before age 65).
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•

Subjective measures generally do not work for older people as they tend not to think
of themselves as or admit to being poor, even when they might be observed to be so.
The subjective measure of financial resources used in material deprivation measures is
one of the reasons that these measures work so poorly for older people (and this will
be discussed further below, under ‘A Composite Measure’).

•

As noted above, the budget standard is a scientific way of determining this threshold,
and accounting for differential income or consumption needs in the population. With
a budget standard deprivation is assumed below this point. Budget standards have
widespread support, even though in practice they have not captured many variations
in need. For example, no budget standard has yet estimated the financial needs of
older people with health needs or disabilities.

•

Material deprivation measures have also been used to determine this threshold102 in a
number of studies. These mechanisms use the observation that there is a ‘crossover
point’ in income below which people become rapidly more likely to suffer multiple
deprivations, and this crossover point can be empirically estimated. The existence of
such a point is theoretically interesting, but no consistent threshold measure of low
income has emerged that could be used by government for trend analysis.

•

Commonly, by drawing a relative poverty line by reference to mean or median
income.

In government measures, there is no empirical base for the chosen thresholds of 50 per
cent, 60 per cent and 70 per cent of median household equivalised income to denote
poverty, although these estimates are widely used and have intuitive appeal as denoting
people with well below average financial resources. Because older people’s income is
bunched below the median, poverty rates estimated in this way can be extremely sensitive
to the precise line chosen, and not embedded in any experience of poverty by older
people. They can also fluctuate rapidly in times of wage recession (poverty of older people
appears to reduce) or wage growth (poverty of older people appears to increase), when the
day to day experience of older people has not changed. Nevertheless, it is important to
track income inequalities between older people and the rest of the population, and relative
low income lines have acted as important policy levers to improve the position of older
people in the past.
Headcounts below low income thresholds give no indication of the depth of poverty
and it is important to develop some type of average or weighted average depth of poverty
measure for older people. It is also important to maintain persistence of poverty indicators
for older people and data sources for providing better and more robust data on this
question should be kept under review.
Poverty thresholds for consumption measures typically also count people falling below
a threshold such as 60 per cent of average consumption, equivalised for household size.
This suffers from the same problem of arbitrariness as income measures, but it is more
meaningful to consider someone falling far below average consumption as ‘deprived’ than
someone falling below average income. The detailed information available from a
consumption measure would also facilitate comparisons across the population of
consumption of things commonly perceived as necessaries in society including housing,
food, fuel, clothing and leisure. Relative spending on bare essentials (for example on food
102 As have nutritional standards
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or clothing, on a basket of ‘essentials’) and customorary items like holidays and going out
socially could be estimated, as could the proportions of total consumption taken up by
‘essentials’. This kind of analysis could give great insight into the material and social
deprivation of older people. However as noted above consumption measures do not take
into account unavoidable variations in costs, and as with income measures, mechanisms
for equivalising consumption measurements due to the additional costs of frailty, illness,
disability and care would need to be developed to distinguish high expenditures on some
items due to necessity (eg a special diet) from high expenditure as a consumption choice
(eg caviar and lobster).
In summary, there are a number of ways to measure adequacy of financial resources.
Subjective measures are not satisfactory for older people, and it is not clear that thresholds
estimated from material deprivation indices are robust. Budget standards have the
capacity to estimate adequacy points for people in different circumstances, but empirical
estimates of differing circumstances are rare, and they have not yet been used in official
poverty estimates. Relative low income lines are important measures of inequality but it is
not clear that they measure deprivation, and they do not fully capture financial resources.
Relative low consumption lines suffer from the same problem of arbitrariness as income
measures, but it is more meaningful to consider someone falling far below average
consumption as ‘deprived’ than someone falling below average income.

A composite measure of material deprivation and
relative low income
Official child poverty measures now incorporate a composite measure. This is the
intersection of children in households materially or socially deprived on two or more
indicators whose parents say that the reason they lack the indicator is because they
cannot afford it, and have household income below 70 per cent of median. It is similar to
the estimate of ‘consistent poverty’ used in the Irish poverty target. In Chapter Two I
argued that this would not be an appropriate measure for older people, since an
intersection measure excludes from any poverty measurement two important groups of
older people who ought to be captured. First, we rule people out for whom subjective
affordability is a good measure of their low financial resources, because they have many
demands on their income due to unavoidable increased spending needs (eg due to things
being expensive where they live, or to expenses related to ill health or disabilities).
Second, we rule people out where subjective affordability is a bad measure of their low
financial resources because they will not describe themselves as poor.
There are three possible solutions:
•

Just to measure material deprivation, on the basis that a measure can be developed
that appears to work better for older people than the current measure, and make no
attempt at a composite measure. However it is likely here that there will still be a
group of older people who describe their deprivation as due to other causes, when it is
directly or indirectly due to their low financial resources.

•

To ignore the subjective measure of financial deprivation completely, and count
people as poor if they do not have items or participate in activities and have an
objective low income. This eradicates the problems of how older people tend to
answer survey questions, but it excludes people who ought to be captured because for
them the subjective measure is a real measure of their low available financial resources
because of their higher needs.
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•

To count people as poor if they do not have items or participate in activities and
either say they cannot afford them or have an objectively low income. This would
arguably be the best measure of poverty for older people, but it is open to the criticism
that some people will say they cannot afford items despite clearly having the financial
resources to do so.

It is clear from this analysis that the measure adopted for the measurement of child
poverty would not be an appropriate measure for older people.

Criteria for evaluation
At the end of each chapter, the measures were evaluated against five criteria identified as
important to government by the Department for Work and Pensions:
•

Is the measure simple to understand?

•

Can progress be measured promptly and robustly?

•

What does the measure tell us about progress on a pensioner poverty objective?

•

Would the measure carry conviction with external commentators?

•

Can the measure be influenced by the better delivery of government policies? Can it
therefore act as a lever for performance?

Table 14 summarises the results for each measure against these criteria. In general all
measures are reasonably straightforward, and a simple way could probably be found to
communicate the more complex measures (for example the relative low income measures
currently in use are not that simple). The more sensitive depth of poverty indicators
which take account of inequality among the poor can be mathematically complex and the
resultant index difficult to explain; simpler less sensitive measures can be adopted (eg
median poverty gap). Asset measures or measures combining assets and income, or indeed
wider financial resources, are yet to be developed.
If good indicators or measures could be developed and measured annually then they
will provide reasonably prompt feedback on progress. This is subject to the general
unavoidable delays inherent in the analysis of a complex annual survey. Material
deprivation and budget standards need relatively frequent rebasing, and the uprating
mechanisms for budget standards also need development (although the latest study has
made recommendations for uprating: Bradshaw et al., 2008).
Measure

Simple to
understand

Prompt and
robust

Pensioner
Poverty

External
Conviction

Policy Lever

Material
Deprivation



but needs
rebasing

only if
appropriate
measures can
be developed



but requires
co-ordination
across policy
arenas

Budget
Standard



but needs
rebasing and
uprating

if a national
budget
standard can
be agreed on



if below
government
minimum
income benefit
levels
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Table 14: Summary of how
indicators perform against
government criteria

Measure

Simple to
understand

Prompt and
robust

Pensioner
Poverty

External
Conviction

Policy Lever

Relative Low
Income







& 

especially if
below
government
minimum
income benefit
levels; lines can
vary in cash
value year to
year with
economic
cycles

Depth of
Relative Low
Income

?









Persistence of
Relative Low
Income









if below
government
minimum
income benefit
levels; lines can
vary in cash
value year to
year with
economic
cycles

Assets/Wider
Financial
Resources

?

?

?

?

?

Consumption



with
appropriate
surveys



as an
element in a
basket of
measures

but may
require coordination
across policy
arenas

Fuel Poverty

(although
underlying
models are
complex)







requiring coordination
across policy
arenas

Social
Exclusion

measures
could be
developed

with good
indicators

?

if good
indicators were
adopted

but requires
co-ordination
across policy
arenas

To the extent that good indicators can be developed, all indicators should inform progress
against the pensioner poverty objective. If the indicators improve, then progress is being
made. There are dangers with the current material deprivation indicators that changing
cohort attitudes may change the results without any change in the experience of poverty
for older people, and so whether progress can be measured does depend on reliable
indicators being developed.
The indicators that have received the most critique are relative low income lines but
they are widely supported too, with few calls for their abolition. They are also widely
used including at EU level. As a general proposition most external commentators would
be happier with a basket of indicators than a single indicator.
The most difficult thing to assess is the extent to which measures can be used as a
policy lever since the more complex experience of deprivation may have multiple causes
of which lack of financial resources is only one. Improvements in income should lead to
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improvements in indicators of material deprivation, consumption and social exclusion.
Each of these arenas may however require co-ordination across policy areas to achieve
improvement.
Relative low income lines do tell us about the extent to which older people have
similar financial resources in terms of regular income to the rest of the population and are
important in tracking inequality and low resources over time. They are important policy
levers in that they can alert us to disproportionate financial disadvantage being suffered
by older people, and have performed this role in the past. However, performance in
government policies for delivery of minimum incomes are only reflected in these measures
to the extent that the chosen low income line falls below the government minimum
income. At the time of writing for example, minimum income guarantees for older couples
are below the 60 per cent median after housing costs line for older people, and so even
100 per cent delivery of minimum income policies would not affect the headcount figure
for couples with relative low income. Persistent low income measures suffer from the same
problem, with the added complication that large fluctuations in pensioner poverty can be
a result of rapid movements in the poverty line from year to year because of changes in the
wider economy. Measuring low income gaps should be more sensitive to success in takeup policies, as it will pick up improvements in the incomes of the poorest that do not have
the effect of reducing the poverty headcount. This does however partly depend on which
measure of depth of poverty is chosen. Measuring the median income gap of the poor will
not be sensitive to improvements in the incomes of only the poor above the median, for
example, and may even increase in this case (for example if some of those become nonpoor). There are trade-offs to be made between complexity and sensitivity.
As with other types of income lines, budget standards could be useful policy levers if
government minimum income lines took account of these. Budget standards (unlike low
income lines) also have the facility to be sensitive to improvements in government
provision of health, care, transport and so on. Measures of consumption, if introduced,
should be sensitive to improving income among older people and would be a better
indicator than income lines of longer term increases in income and wealth among older
people. They would also potentially be sensitive to policies (if these were developed) that
encouraged people to release housing equity. Fuel poverty measures have proved a useful
policy lever in bringing together a number of departments and stakeholders to tackle the
variations in housing conditions and fuel supply that lead to fuel poverty. Social exclusion
measures have the capacity, if fully developed, to be sensitive to policy improvements but
as with material deprivation measures, the policy responses required can be complex.
In summary, current poverty measures of low income lines are sensitive only to
improvements in the incomes of older people relative to the average and not necessarily
the wider policy arenas that impact on poverty. They are not sensitive to improvements in
the delivery of minimum incomes (ie take-up of means tested benefits) unless by
coincidence the minimum income benefit rate is above the poverty line. While
measurements of poverty gaps may be more sensitive to progress on take-up, few other
poverty measures will act as direct levers of performance in the way that, for example, fuel
poverty has acted to enhance policy delivery in a tightly defined sphere. Consumption
measures for older people would be sensitive to increases in wealth and income, and to
policies aimed at increasing older people’s consumption if these were developed.
Other poverty measures such as of material deprivation and social exclusion are
measuring complex material and social conditions. They should be sensitive to some
extent to improvements in income and wealth for older people but they are measuring
overall improvements in the living conditions of people rather than success of specific
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policies. They play a role therefore in highlighting where income policies are insufficient,
and where co-ordinated policy responses are required. Although not a measure of poverty
per se, the measurement of social exclusion is becoming more important in terms of
understanding policy levers for the improvement of quality of life in old age. There are
few satisfactory current indicators of social exclusion for older people.

Institutionalised populations are systematically ignored
in poverty research
It has been a recurring theme of this review that institutionalised populations are
systematically excluded from poverty measures in government and academia. This is
particularly important for the older population because 4 per cent of those over 65, and 21
per cent of those over 85, live in a care home – somewhere in the region of 400,000 of
whom more than half are over 85. Their material and social needs are not measured or
taken into account in material deprivation measures, budget standards, income lines,
wealth measures, consumption measures or measures of social exclusion.
The methodological challenges involved in considering institutionalised populations in
poverty research are considerable since sampling frames do not exist, standard surveys do
not include institutional samples, and it is not clear what it means to be materially and
socially deprived in an institutional setting. Even if sampling were practical, a further set
of ethical difficulties arises with obtaining of consent for research purposes on a large scale,
and for a proportion of this population there will be cognitive problems in responding to
research on these issues. Nevertheless, this is an important agenda to pursue. Bias in
statistical estimates will occur from the exclusion of this group. It is important for the
vulnerabilities and needs of institutionalised adults to be made visible to society and to
policy makers.

Conclusions
I have said that the principal finding from this review is that no single measure can capture
the underlying concept of poverty since no measure satisfactorily captures all elements of
poverty for older people? What would an ideal basket of indicators look like for measuring
the poverty of older people?
If starting with a clean slate, with no measures in existence and infinite resources,
idealised poverty measures might include the following:
•

A composite measure or multiple measures of financial resources. As discussed in
Chapter Five, this would require philosophical and theoretical development, since
currently no satisfactory analytical frameworks exist. This would ideally take account
of all types of financial resource including human capital, future earning capacity,
assets, access to credit, debts and family resources, and also account for how those
differing assets were perceived and used in contemporary society.

•

Two different estimates of adequacy of financial resources would be derived: one
from consensual budget standards, and one determining a relative position in current
society.

•

Any adequacy points estimated would need to be fully adjusted on an individual basis
for variable costs, including the additional costs associated with frailty, illness,
disability and being a carer. These would be estimated using detailed consensual
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budget standard research, to avoid the circularity problem of estimates of adequacy
being estimated only from people who are themselves deprived.
•

As well as headcounts falling below the adequacy points, a measure would be needed
to reflect depth of poverty.

•

For comparison, and to determine the extent of deprivation being experienced, a fully
developed consumption measure. ‘Adequate’ rates of consumption again to be
estimated both empirically using consensual budget standard methods, and using a
relative measure, both adjusted for varying need.

•

Theoretically, as measures got closer to being better operationalisations of the
underlying concept of poverty, we should observe less conflict, more convergence,
between the measures of financial resources and consumption.

Back in the real world, a basket of existing poverty measures would be appropriate. Given
that the underlying concept of poverty is individual material and social deprivation due to
inadequacy of financial resources, the basket should include measures of (i) needs and
deprivation, (ii) financial resources and (iii) adequacy of financial resources according to
individual circumstances.
If each of these elements were satisfactorily represented then it would be meaningful
theoretically to consider an improvement in the position of pensioners if any of these
indicators improved. A basket chosen from existing types of measures could include
suitably developed indicators as follows:
i. Material deprivation or consumption indicators as measures of deprivation;
– Material deprivation measures and consumption measures would require
substantive methodological development103 before being suitable for use as
government indicators for older people.
ii. Income or consumption indicators as measures of financial resources;
– There are a number of theoretical and operational critiques of income
measures for older people including the failure to account in any coherent
way for assets and wealth.
– There are theoretical reasons for preferring consumption measures to
income measures, but the measurement of income is already very well
developed and embedded in national and EU poverty measures.
iii. (As measures of adequacy of financial resources taking into account
circumstances:
– budget standard measures (including standards for older people who are
frail, ill or disabled, and their carers)
– relative low income/relative low consumption measures that take account
of the additional costs associated with frailty, disability, ill health and care;
– depth of poverty measures against the chosen threshold of income or
consumption;
– persistence of poverty measures below the chosen threshold of income or
consumption
Suitably developed indicators would need to address the technical and methodological
concerns outlined in this review so far as it is practical to do so. The failure of relative low
103 Some of the methodological development has now been undertaken by the DWP as referred to in
Chapter 2 (Legard et al, 2008; McKay, 2008).
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income or consumption lines to take account of the additional financial resources needed
by the frail, long-term ill, disabled or their carers is a serious shortcoming of these
measures for older people, leading to systematic underestimation of their poverty rates as a
result.
The measurement of social exclusion is becoming more important in terms of
understanding the policy levers for the improvement of quality of life in old age. There are
few satisfactory current indicators of social exclusion for older people. Furthermore,
institutionalised populations are systematically ignored in poverty research and statistics.
It would be a challenge to include these groups but this agenda should be pursued to avoid
bias, and so that some of the most vulnerable older people become visible in poverty
statistics.
This report has critically reviewed a number of poverty measures for older people, and
found difficulties at every turn, some minor and some more important. It has also shown
that there is a substantial research agenda to be pursued before we can say with
confidence that the measures used to determine the extent of poverty among older people
reflect the true extent of their deprivation due to lack of financial resources.
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Annexe 1: FRS 2005-6: Analysis of
Material Deprivation Questions
Don't have this

Can't afford this

Percentage of those who don't have
who say it is because they can't
afford
Working age
parents

Working age

Pensioners

Working age
parents

Working Age

Pensioners

Working age
parents

Working age

Pensioners

Enough money to keep
home in a decent state of
décor

11

14

15

9

12

14

82%

89%

93%

Hobby or leisure activity

25

28

37

4

10

14

17%

35%

38%

Holiday away from home
one week a year not
staying with relatives

41

33

37

16

26

32

39%

78%

87%

Household contents
insurance

12

18

19

6

11

14

49%

63%

74%

Friends/family round for a
drink or meal at least once
a month

40

33

35

7

10

13

17%

31%

37%

Make savings of £10 a
month or more

31

33

39

22

28

34

71%

82%

87%

Two pairs of all weather
shoes for all adults in
household

5

7

9

3

5

7

59%

78%

84%

Replace any worn out
furniture

31

31

35

15

21

27

48%

68%

77%

Replace or repair broken
electrical goods

17

22

24

10

15

19

61%

68%

77%

Money to spend each week
on yourself not your family

13

21

31

9

19

28

71%

91%

91%

Able to keep
accommodation warm
enough

4

5

5

.

.

.

Notes:
Source: FRS 2005-6
Pensioners are women over 60, men over 65.
Working age are those 16-18 not in full time education or training, and those over 18 but under pensionable age
Parents have a child under 16, or under 18 in full time education or training, living at home

Table 15: Percentages (rounded)
who don’t have and say they
can’t afford material items
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Don't have this

Can't afford this

Percentage of those who don't have
who say it is because they can't
afford
Working age
lone parents

Working age
singles

Single
pensioners

Working age
lone parents

Working age
singles

Single
pensioners

Working age
lone parents

Working age
singles

Single
pensioners

Enough money to keep
home in a decent state of
décor

16

26

34

13

23

32

80%

87%

93%

Hobby or leisure activity

31

33

57

4

16

32

14%

47%

56%

Holiday away from home
one week a year not
staying with relatives

55

51

67

19

40

63

35%

77%

94%

Household contents
insurance

20

36

49

9

23

40

45%

64%

82%

Friends/family round for a
drink or meal at least once
a month

45

42

50

8

18

28

17%

42%

55%

Make savings of £10 a
month or more

44

49

67

23

41

63

53%

84%

94%

Two pairs of all weather
shoes for all adults in
household

6

11

18

3

9

16

53%

80%

90%

Replace any worn out
furniture

41

50

65

19

34

55

47%

69%

84%

Replace or repair broken
electrical goods

24

40

52

15

28

44

60%

70%

84%

Money to spend each week
on yourself not your family

12

28

59

9

27

56

77%

96%

96%

Able to keep
accommodation warm
enough

5

11

14

.

.

.

Notes:
Source: FRS 2005-6
Pensioners are women over 60, men over 65
Working age are those 16 - 18 not in full time education or training, and those over 18 but under pensionable age
Parents have a child under 16, or under 18 in full time education or training, living at home

Table 16: Single People.
Percentages (rounded) who
don’t have and say they can’t
afford material items
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Don't have this

Can't afford this

Percentage of those who don't have
who say it is because they can't
afford
Disabled
parents

Working age
disabled

Disabled
pensioners

Disabled
parents

Working age
disabled

Disabled
pensioners

Disabled
parents

Working age
disabled

Disabled
pensioners

Enough money to keep
home in a decent state of
décor

15

28

29

13

26

28

84%

92%

94%

Hobby or leisure activity

33

37

46

6

17

24

17%

46%

52%

Holiday away from home
one week a year not
staying with relatives

52

54

56

21

44

51

41%

81%

91%

Household contents
insurance

15

32

34

8

24

29

52%

76%

83%

Friends/family round for a
drink or meal at least once
a month

46

48

49

10

21

25

21%

44%

51%

Make savings of £10 a
month or more

46

53

58

28

47

54

61%

90%

94%

Two pairs of all weather
shoes for all adults in
household

7

15

18

4

12

16

60%

84%

89%

Replace any worn out
furniture

37

48

54

20

38

45

54%

79%

83%

Replace or repair broken
electrical goods

23

37

43

15

30

36

64%

80%

85%

Money to spend each week
on yourself not your family

17

35

50

12

33

47

74%

93%

95%

Able to keep
accommodation warm
enough

6

13

13

.

.

.

Notes:
Source: FRS 2005-6
Disabled people have one or more self-assessed disability
Pensioners are women over 60, men over 65
Working age are those 16-18 not in full time education or training, and those over 18 but under pensionable age
Parents have a child under 16, or under 18 in full time education or training, living at home
Table 17: Disabled people.
Percentages (rounded) who
don’t have and say they can’t
afford material items
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Don't have this

Can't afford this

Percentage of those who don't have
who say it is because they can't
afford
Working age lone
parents below
60% median

Working age
single below
60% median

Single pensioners
below 60%
median

Working age lone
parents below
60% median

Working age
single below
60% median

Single pensioners
below 60%
median

Working age lone
parents below
60% median

Working age
single below
60% median

Single pensioners
below 60%
median

Enough money to keep
home in a decent state of
décor

21

45

46

17

40

43

82%

89%

93%

Hobby or leisure activity

34

48

67

5

28

41

15%

58%

61%

Holiday away from home
one week a year not
staying with relatives

62

75

80

25

65

77

41%

86%

96%

Household contents
insurance

24

62

71

12

47

60

49%

75%

85%

Friends/family round for a
drink or meal at least once
a month

50

55

55

12

33

36

24%

60%

65%

Make savings of £10 a
month or more

58

75

82

36

68

79

62%

91%

96%

Two pairs of all weather
shoes for all adults in
household

8

22

25

5

19

23

64%

87%

91%

Replace any worn out
furniture

51

74

80

27

58

70

54%

79%

87%

Replace or repair broken
electrical goods

30

64

68

20

51

60

67%

79%

88%

Money to spend each week
on yourself not your family

19

52

74

15

50

72

80%

97%

97%

Able to keep
accommodation warm
enough

6

20

21

.

.

.

Notes:
Source: FRS 2005-6
Pensioners are women over 60, men over 65
Working age are those 16-18 not in full time education or training, and those over 18 but under pensionable age
Parents have a child under 16, or under 18 in full time education or training, living at home

Table 18: Below 60 per cent
median equivalised income
ahc; single people. Percentages
(rounded) who don’t have
and say they can’t afford
material items
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Don't have this

Can't afford this

Percentage of those who don't have
who say it is because they can't
afford
Working age
parents in
social housing

Working age
in social
housing

Pensioners |in
social housing

Working age
parents in
social housing

Working age
in social
housing

Pensioners |in
social housing

Working age
parents in
social housing

Working age
in social
housing

Pensioners |in
social housing

Enough money to keep
home in a decent state of
décor

20

38

37

17

35

35

84%

92%

93%

Hobby or leisure activity

46

52

61

12

28

34

26%

53%

55%

Holiday away from home
one week a year not
staying with relatives

66

71

72

33

62

66

50%

88%

93%

Household contents
insurance

38

63

66

21

48

53

55%

75%

81%

Friends/family round for a
drink or meal at least once
a month

55

56

57

17

29

30

30%

52%

54%

Make savings of £10 a
month or more

51

70

75

37

64

70

73%

92%

92%

Two pairs of all weather
shoes for all adults in
household

11

22

24

8

19

21

67%

87%

91%

Replace any worn out
furniture

49

64

66

31

53

58

63%

83%

87%

Replace or repair broken
electrical goods

35

55

56

25

46

49

69%

84%

88%

Money to spend each week
on yourself not your family

22

52

64

19

49

61

85%

95%

95%

Able to keep
accommodation warm
enough

6

16

15

.

.

.

Notes:
Source: FRS 2005-6
Disabled people have one or more self-assessed disability
Pensioners are women over 60, men over 65
Working age are those 16-18 not in full time education or training, and those over 18 but under pensionable age
Parents have a child under 16, or under 18 in full time education or training, living at home

Table 19: In social housing.
Percentages (rounded) who
don’t have and say they can’t
afford material items.
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Don’t have this material item

80
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20
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0
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Can’t afford this material item
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10

5

0

Figure 6: Percentage reporting
that they do not have a material
item
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Figure 7: Percentages reporting
that they can not afford a
material item
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To keep home in a decent
state of décor

approx. n=

5,564

3,317

755

†††

8,214

1,162

3,143

11,283

162

1,764

9,743

65-74 REF

75-84

85+

Family Type

Pensioner
couple REF

Single male
pensioner

Single
female
pens.

WA couplekids

Lone
father
(WA)

Lone
mother
(WA)

WA couple
- no kids

1.26

4,006

3,476

7,826

45-54

55-59

1.40

8,852

35-44

60-64

1.60

1.04

2.42

1.56

1.09

1.75

1.31

1.00

0.41

0.70

1.00

1.12

1.48

†††

6,159

ns

***

ns

ns

***

*

†††

***

***

ns

ns

*

**

***

0.98

2.86

1.72

1.48

1.04

0.85

1.00

0.42

0.58

1.00

1.46

1.48

1.61

1.85

2.58

†††

ns

***

*

**

ns

ns

†††

***

***

**

*

**

***

***

Holiday away from home
one week a year not
staying with relatives

25-34

0.99

3.04

2.05

1.18

1.28

0.98

1.00

0.31

0.61

1.00

1.20

1.31

1.56

1.68

2.09

†††

ns

***

***

ns

***

ns

†††

***

***

**

**

***

***

***

Household contents
insurance
1.12

3.18

3.15

1.45

1.55

2.11

1.00

0.27

0.58

1.00

1.45

1.56

1.93

2.09

2.54

†††

10%

ns

***

***

*

***

***

†††

***

***

**

**

***

***

***

0.94

1.98

1.50

1.18

1.07

1.13

1.00

0.28

0.56

1.00

1.31

1.48

1.34

1.39

1.37

†††

10%

Friends/family round for
a drink or meal once a
month

23%

ns

***

ns

ns

ns

ns

†††

***

***

**

**

*

*

*

0.86

2.37

1.77

1.04

1.04

0.74

1.00

0.30

0.63

1.00

1.15

1.21

1.28

1.40

1.50

†††

26%

Make savings of £10 a
month or more

Age band

8%

ns

***

**

ns

ns

**

†††

***

***

*

*

**

***

***

1.05

1.71

1.63

1.29

1.37

0.72

1.00

0.28

0.48

1.00

1.29

1.61

1.81

1.91

2.18

†††

5%

Two pairs of all weather
shoes for each adult in
household

11%

ns

**

ns

ns

*

ns

†††

***

***

ns

*

**

**

***

0.89

2.80

1.75

1.20

1.63

1.09

1.00

0.37

0.60

1.00

1.29

1.24

1.46

1.69

1.94

†††

19%

Replace any worn out
furniture

% unable
to afford

ns

***

**

ns

***

ns

†††

***

***

***

*

***

***

***

1.11

2.04

1.34

0.87

1.39

1.07

1.00

0.46

0.49

1.00

1.20

1.05

1.31

1.41

1.60

†††

5%

To keep accommodation
warm enough

Hobby or leisure activity

207

ns

***

ns

ns

**

ns

**

***

ns

ns

ns

ns

**

***

To keep home in a decent
state of décor

208

1.00

10,040

Disabled

1.00

33,612

6,343

One
benefit unit
REF

More than
1 benefit
unit

0.62

0.35

0.20

8,037

8,007

7,995

8,180

4th

3rd

2nd

Highest

Tenure

1.00

7,736

Lowest
REF

†††

0.10

†††

AHC
equivalised
income
(quintiles)

1.40

†††

Shares
with
others

2.17

†††

29,915

Not
disabled
REF

approx. n=

Disability

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

†††

0.09

0.20

0.40

0.77

1.00

†††

1.36

1.00

†††

1.61

1.00

†††

1.34

***

***

***

***

***

***

ns

†††

0.08

0.21

0.41

0.65

1.00

†††

1.33

1.00

†††

2.02

1.00

†††

1.68

1.22

Holiday away from home
one week a year not
staying with relatives

2.16

ns

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

*

†††

0.08

0.17

0.29

0.56

1.00

†††

1.43

1.00

†††

1.92

1.00

†††

1.83

1.77

Household contents
insurance

2,002

0.93

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

†††

0.06

0.18

0.39

0.62

1.00

†††

1.38

1.00

†††

1.92

1.00

†††

1.31

1.25

Friends/family round for
a drink or meal once a
month

WA single
fem.-no
kids

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

*

ns

†††

0.08

0.19

0.32

0.60

1.00

†††

1.30

1.00

†††

2.00

1.00

†††

1.39

1.01

Make savings of £10 a
month or more

1.63

***

***

***

***

***

***

**

ns

†††

0.03

0.10

0.32

0.57

1.00

†††

1.53

1.00

†††

2.16

1.00

†††

1.01

1.07

Two pairs of all weather
shoes for each adult in
household

2,482

***

***

***

***

***

***

ns

ns

†††

0.09

0.21

0.38

0.69

1.00

†††

1.22

1.00

†††

1.99

1.00

†††

1.85

1.26

Replace any worn out
furniture

WA single
man-no
kids

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

*

†††

0.12

0.22

0.38

0.64

1.00

†††

1.11

1.00

†††

2.35

1.00

†††

2.22

1.75

To keep accommodation
warm enough

Hobby or leisure activity
***

***

***

***

ns

***

***

***

1.31

3,968

18,046

25

22,596

25

**

4,635

1.39

Notes: ††† p<0.001; ***p<0.001; **p<0.01; *p<0.05

df

-2LL

368

1.63

Change in
Chi Sq. for
block

Rent-free

1.00

1.00

13,827

Owned
outright
REF

***

1.79

1.39

***

17,088

approx. n=

Owned
with
mortgage

To keep home in a decent
state of décor

ns

***

***

25

33,477

8,872

1.55

1.00

1.48

2.45

3.48

Holiday away from home
one week a year not
staying with relatives

2.06

***

**

***

***

***

25

15,151

8,840

2.06

1.00

0.60

5.84

9.36

Household contents
insurance

2,281

3.13

**

***

***

***

25

20,501

4,367

1.13

1.00

1.31

2.37

2.83

Friends/family round for
a drink or meal once a
month

Private
rented

***

ns

***

***

***

25

36,506

8,972

1.77

1.00

1.41

2.16

2.94

Make savings of £10 a
month or more

2.49

***

***

***

***

25

11,341

3,122

1.25

1.00

1.12

2.32

3.78

Two pairs of all weather
shoes for each adult in
household

6,391

ns

ns

***

***

25

31,216

7,351

1.58

1.00

1.30

2.02

2.73

Replace any worn out
furniture

Social
rented

**

***

***

***

25

12,534

2,265

0.80

1.00

0.65

1.95

1.60

To keep accommodation
warm enough

Hobby or leisure activity

Table 20: Odds ratios for
saying unable to afford
material/social items –
comparison with reference
group for each variable (logistic
regression analysis) Age 25+

209

ns

***

***

***
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